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ABSTRACT
Trash, a Curatorial:
an ethnographic and visual study
of waste in urban Hong Kong
by
Anneke Coppoolse
Doctor of Philosophy

This is an ethnography of waste in the streets of urban Hong Kong and a curatorial inquiry
into the significance of its visuality. Presented in the form of a triptych, the dissertation
probes and portrays fragments of urban life in Hong Kong, consequently opening up a new
vista for intellectual and social engagement at the juncture of aesthetics, lived experiences,
and power. While urban density provides for its equivalent in trash, much of Hong Kong’s
refuse first lands in the streets. It is thereupon regulated to be rendered invisible through
government organisation which corresponds with what Gay Hawkins (2007) calls “the
modern imaginary of the tidy city” where order and hygiene are brought together towards a
‘smooth running of things’ (Žižek 2006 in Moore 2012). Hawkins (2007) also states,
however, that no city 'can hide the excesses of consumption'. Indeed, no matter the attempts
at the ridding of rubbish in the modern city, trash keeps reappearing. Also Hong Kong has a
waste problem that goes beyond its exhausting landfills. ‘It’s everywhere!’, as its collectors
indicate. Both formal and informal collectors continuously pick up trash. This conflicting
location between desired tidiness, persistent trash, and constant collection, it is argued here,
is a political sphere that is largely negotiated visually. Taking on the collectors’ views of
“trash in place” (in the streets; the city), I therefore rethink what is commonly understood as
“matter out of place” (Douglas 2002) in the modern city. Emphasising the significance of the
visuality of trash – understanding visuality as “an embodied process of situation, positioning,
re-memory, encounter, cognition and interpretation” (Rose and Tolia Kelly 2012) – I
advance the ethnographic project with curatorial practices, putting the collectors’
perspectives on trash and those of local artists in dialogue. From this dialogue, this thesis
presents three “panels” on waste in urban Hong Kong. The “panels” engage in matters of
order and duty, social networks and places, and the visuality and instantaneous of the
everyday, to then reconsider the aesthetics of trash and the politics of urban life more
generally. The thesis presents a range of different stories, therefore, about the instant
undoing of disorder in the modern city, the (re)valuing of discards via social networks of
excess, and the “unordering of the sensible” by means of a repositioning of trash. The
triptych in its entirety, finally, manifests possibilities for methodological innovations on
everyday matters of aesthetics and power.
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INTRODUCTION
Trash and Hong Kong
The "Four Heavenly Kings" (

1

), fiercely do they stand at the centre of an

area where nostalgic commerce, threats of urban renewal, and swarms of tourists and
local visitors meet. Their territories are demarcated by the crossing of Bute Street
and Fa Yuen Street2 while, together, they symbolise a wealth of waste that reaches
north, east, south, and west. Often overflowing, their "adjacent lands" are –
depending on the time at which one encounters them – filled with cardboard and
garbage bags. And, when walking past, it may well be that not only their impressive
sights, but also certain aromas attend you to their superior presence. The formal
collectors who deal with them know them all too well: to them, these four illustrious
litterbins mean hard work and a full load on their trolleys – maybe two. The

1

This is how those who have to empty these four litterbins, refer to them. The Four Heavenly Kings were Hong Kong's biggest
male superstars in the 1990s.
2
The Fa Yuen Street market is a hawker market in Mong Kok. It was in the news after a fire in 2011, which started at a hawker
stall and spread to a residential building with subdivided flats and minimal fire safety. The fire caused nine deaths and many
injured. It prompted the introduction of a Licence Surrender Scheme via which the government buys back hawker licences in its
primary suggestion that hawkers impact public safety due to street obstruction (Ngo 2013). The scheme has not yet impacted
the Fa Yuen Street area much (Ibid), however, the government had already stopped giving out hawker licences since the 1970s,
meaning that the number of hawker stalls is decreasing across Hong Kong. Culturally, the hawker tradition is regarded highly
valuable to local communities (Ngo et al. 2015). Yet, the general narrative of the government is that: 'For the residents living
nearby, on-street hawking activities might cause obstruction, environmental nuisance or even hazards relating to hygiene and
fire risk' (HKSAR 2015: 2). In the public discourse, after the fire, the government is criticised for not taking measures in
providing affordable housing so that living in subdivided flats would not be necessary (Ngo 2013). Throughout this dissertation,
similar narratives of order and hygiene for “public safety” will appear from government perspectives while at the level of the
streets stories come up that suggest alternative ways of looking.

1

cardboard collector who works right beside them3 is more familiar with their
surrounding pavement as he is to rapidly fold cardboard boxes into neat piles,
pressured to keep the area as tidy as he can. He is well aware of potential complaints
about him obstructing the road, but also about him causing, as described in a recent
government press release on street obstruction (HKSAR 2013a), 'eyesore' with his
cardboard. Indeed, it takes one stroll over a busy street in Hong Kong and, perhaps, a
"nose for the rejected", to realise that urban waste is not just 'materially recalcitrant'
(Bennett 2010: 62, 2004: 348) or latently resourceful. There is something particularly
visual4 about trash in Hong Kong.
While urban density provides for its equivalent in trash, much of Hong
Kong's refuse first lands in the streets. The throwing of ‘filth, rubbish, or noisome
[…] matter’ onto streets is illegal and could be fined (HKSAR 1997b: s4, s4A) yet it
happens widely – especially in areas with buildings that do not have a common space
for waste collection. As some formal collectors explain, it is after commercial waste
from restaurants and shops, rubbish from buildings that is constantly piling up –
illegally chucked away in alleys, in plain view on pavements, or in the best case
“neatly” deposited in (or right beside) public litterbins. Most of it is thereupon
regulated to be rendered invisible through government organisation. That is, '[t]o
help keep Hong Kong tidy' (FEHD 2015), a large workforce is sent out, daily, to deal
with whatever people trash – from cigarette butts to entire sofas. Parallel to such

3

Around Fa Yuen Street market, cardboard collectors have made individual arrangements with hawker stall owners who give
them cardboard in return for the collection of their other rubbish.
4
"Visual" being not just attached to objects, but involving both objects and those who are looking at these objects, as well as
their practices (of looking), and the places and contexts within which it happens. As Rose and Tolia-Kelly (2012: 5) sum up,
"the visual" should be understood as 'an embodied process of situation, positioning, re-memory, encounter, cognition and
interpretation'.

2

clearance, further, a diverse group of independent recyclable collectors and, to a
lesser extent, sāu máaih lóus5, go around to collect things that still have some value:
cardboard and other recyclables as well as scraps and rags for second-hand trade.
As it is seen as both 'a problem and a resource' (Godden-Bryson 2011: 113),
in Hong Kong and in the expanse of the (specifically urban areas in the) East Asian
region, waste from streets is moved – quite manually – into these two directions: to
dumpsites or to new destinations. Further, the recycling business in the region
synthesises both traditional and neoliberal approaches in everyday processes of
collection and selling (Hawkins 2011: 7). As Gay Hawkins (Ibid) expounds in this
regard, even though rapid urbanisation and 'economic restructuring in many Asian
countries have generated phenomenal increases in industrial and domestic waste',
there is specifically in these regions a long history of revaluing waste in 'multiple
forms of reuse and recycling'. Indeed, also in Hong Kong, sāu máaih lóus and
informal markets for the buying and selling of second-hand objects have historically
been part of its urban life while the ways in which particularly recycled cardboard
and metal are first manually collected and then traded transnationally, indicate
neoliberal organisation.
Returning to the other route trash takes – to dumpsites, following rapid
collection – the Hong Kong government's aspirations towards tidiness correspond
with what Hawkins (2007: 348) calls ‘the modern urban imaginary that celebrated the

5

Sāu máaih lóus (
) – rag-and-bone men – are historically known by this name in Hong Kong culture and that of the
Guangdong Province. Today, there are not as many sāu máaih lóus as there used to be and many of them collect only
electronics (Ho 2010: 59). In the past (and to a minimal extent still today) they used to deal in all kinds of things. Further, not
all of what they collect is picked up from the streets. Their collection, selling, and buying involves a complex translocal, even
transnational, system of things and people (Leung 2008).

3

tidy […] city’ where a moving out of sight of trash is vital to 'the maintenance of [...]
distinctly modern ways of being'. Geographer Don Mitchell (2003: 167) sees such a
city obliterating due to local orchestration in the course of neoliberalism (via laws or
indeed cultures of governance and management). Although he merely addresses the
American city, it can be argued that Hong Kong illustrates a similar situation. Just as
Mitchell suggests that ‘urban areas [are made] attractive to both footloose capital and
to footloose middle and upper classes’ (Ibid), the ways in which – in Hong Kong –
recyclable collectors use urban spaces are rendered undesirable or even outlawed.
Partha Chatterjee (2004: 2) states with regards to what he calls the
“homogenous time of capital” that ‘capital allows for no resistance to its free
movement’ and anything that obstructs this movement is taken as pre-modern.
Indeed, as Hong Kong is branded by its government as a “world city” (Chu 2011: 47)
that lodges flows of goods, money, and people (McDonogh and Wong 2005: xiv), a
certain order and public aesthetic is demanded through cultures of governance and
management. Mary Douglas (2002: 2) explicates more generally that desired purity
is not simply providing for a healthier environment. It relates to the ordering of
places; making them fit certain predefined ideas. Dipesh Chakrabarty (2002: 65-66),
then, argues in relation to the Indian city under colonial rule that this ordering of
places in the name of purity and public hygiene is a particularly modern idea. Rather,
the disciplining of everyday life in India and, more generally, ideas of how urban
spaces can be modern, are as Sudipta Kaviraj (1997: 84) details, bourgeois
inventions. In the context of Hong Kong, further, such inventions are also
particularly apparent. Not only at the level of the streets, but in the ways in which

4

everyday conduct is organised via ordinances and policies. Bourgeois inventions
have connected cleanliness to matters of hygiene and the necessity for public order.
Much as order and tidiness are preferred conditions for the modern urban
landscape, however, trash is unavoidably and uncomfortably present – materially and
visually (sensibly). No city can hide 'the excesses of consumption' (Hawkins 2007:
350). Moreover, as certain trash is picked up and categorised towards a (re)valuing
of things – which in Hong Kong, as just described, involves both modern ways of
doing and making6 and longer traditions of reusing and recycling (Hawkins 2011: 7)
– some of these collection practices conflict with the kind of order imagined for the
modern city, just as rubbish itself is taken as nuisance. At this location between
desired tidiness, persistent trash, and variant collection, I therefore find opportunity
to "review", however fragmentarily, the place in which trash eventuates. By
considering alternative angles onto "trash in place" (in the streets; the city) from the
perspectives of individuals who deal with it, I rethink what is commonly understood
as "matter out of place" (Douglas 2002: 41) in the modern city. Taking trash in the
streets as a point of departure and taking seriously collectors’ views on the matter, I
probe new ways of seeing, feeling, and telling about Hong Kong.
At the level of the everyday, those who collect trash are not simply part of a
force of people that "instrumentalise" the possibility of the modern urban imaginary
of the tidy city. Neither do they just carry out the street-level side of the recycling of

6

In the sense of the global recycling business and new technologies for the recovery and reuse of previously discarded matter
(i.e. Hawkins 2011, Moore 2012, Godden-Bryson 2011) as well as in the sense of the more hipsteresque recycling trends and
vintage furniture and clothing business, or the dumpster diving and freeganism cultures that seems to be expanding across the
Western world (Giles 2014). The latter cultures are also arriving in places such as Hong Kong. Feeding Hong Kong (2015), for
instance, is the territory's first food bank. It distributes discarded food to those in need.

5

things. Different collectors relate to and approach trash in different ways. On street
corners and around market areas, in back alleys and along pavements, a diverse
group of people engages in various forms of trash collection and employs subsequent
social relations based on this collection. However usually members of the lower
classes – and while the monetary gain from the work, or the financial return from the
collectables, is indeed the most important rationale for people to occupy themselves
with trash – the collectors and their perspectives of waste expand myriad stories
about “things” and urban life; stories that only they can tell.
The following thesis is therefore shaped by the valuable contributions of a
range of different collectors. Numerous people working in the streets have shared
their views of trash during brief chats and longer conversations. Three collectors in
particular have actively collaborated and, in doing so, taken on an important role in
the later chapters of the dissertation. With the first three chapters of this thesis
framing the analysis socio-politically, theoretically, and methodologically, the
second half is shaped by variant collectors. Tika has the lead in Chapter 4. Retired
since some years, he is a formal collector who enjoys the physical challenge of the
job. He is also proud to be contributing to Hong Kong’s pleasant living environment
and by sharing his perspectives of trash in the city he highlights matters of order and
duty. In Chapter 5, further, Ah-lai prompts the thinking of the social lives of
discarded things. A bright lady with many years of experience working as a formal
collector, Ah-lai navigates streets and trash not only towards a tidy Hong Kong but
also towards a revaluing of discards. Shandong Lou finally, in Chapter 6, points out
how the instantaneous aspects of urban life, and the instant appearance of trash in the

6

streets do not need to be taken as a problem per se. Through his collection practices
as a “collector-of-all-sorts” as well as by sharing his view of the beauty of things, he
presents a unique perspective of discarded matter in urban Hong Kong. He engages a
visuality of trash which politics confuse any modern dichotomy of useful/useless or
wanted/unwanted.
Undeniably, as also illustrated in the opening paragraph, there is something
particularly "visual" about trash in the streets – "visual" not being attached to the
objects alone but indicating a political sphere involving visual objects and those who
are looking and seeing as well as the contexts within which the seeing happens. Tika,
Ah-lai, and Shandong Lou (as well as numerous other collectors) reveal their unique
positions with regards to this visuality. The kind of visuality that I attempt to grasp,
thus, comes with ways of looking and seeing, and with certain angles onto
(discarded) things; angles from which a new perspective of urban life can be
acquired. Specifically probing the visual significance of trash in the streets, I
therefore focus on some of the moments at which trash and collectors come together,
taking note of the "visual events"7 that occur when they "meet".
Such a visual approach, however, also requires visual ways of thinking
through the ethnographic findings aesthetically and so I have resorted to art. Art has,
in the past century and a half, given the everyday and its visual and material
specificities notable attention, while particularly trash has been adapted in artistic

7

Mieke Bal (2003) coins the term "visual event" in the context of visual studies. They take place 'in different locations and with
different human and artifactual actants'. Besides the subjects and objects that contribute to the events, also their "situations"
should be understood (Rose, 2012: 543): the places and contexts within which they come about and the practices (of looking
and of other ways of doing things) that contribute to the shaping of these places and contexts. It is a new "way of looking"
(Rose 2012) that I have taken up in my ethnography.

7

works in myriad ways – also in Hong Kong. Further, most significantly since it
started to engage itself with the ordinary (Highmore 2011: 23), art can be understood
to ignite what Jacques Rancière (2013: 7) calls a redistribution of the sensible.8 The
sensible is what orientates people in their perception of the sensorial world and is
commonly organised (distributed) by those 'entities, institutions, discourses and
practices' through which a place is 'produced and procured'9 (Yepes 2014: 42).
Redistribution, in the context of sense perception, can be achieved through aesthetic
and political acts (Highmore 2011: 23)10 and Rancière sees some of the works of art
that have emerged since modernity to be doing just that. Because my visual study of
trash in the streets is essentially about politics and aesthetics in the everyday, I have
brought in art as a visual interlocutor for related ethnographic findings, and I have
engaged Rancière's approach to art, politics, and aesthetics, accordingly. That is, I
have brought the views of the collectors to dialogue with the views of a number of
Hong Kong-based artists: street photographer Chan Wai Kwong, sculptor Jaffa Lam
and sculptor Kacey Wong, and avant-garde influenced artist Frog King (I introduce
them more elaborately in the respective chapters). The dissertation, therefore, is best
taken as an interdisciplinary experiment that aims to tell a visual story about 'what's
going on' (Grossberg 2010) in urban Hong Kong.
In this introductory chapter, then, I draft an elaborate account of trash and

8

The sensible, to Rancière, is 'the realm of the senses and the realm of the sensed' (Highmore 2005: 455), while the distribution
of the sensible organises this realm: it sets a division between 'the visible and the invisible, the audible and the inaudible, the
sayable and the unsayable' (Rancière 2004: 88).
9
A person's particular occupation determines whether someone can or cannot take charge in such production and procurement
(Rancière 2013: 8).
10
Artistic practices 'are "ways of doing and making" that intervene in the general distribution of ways of doing and making as
well as in the relationships they maintain to modes of being and forms of visibility' (Rancière 2013: 9). Aesthetic practices are
'forms of visibility that disclose artistic practices, the place they occupy, what they "do" or "make" from the standpoint of what
is common to the community' (Ibid).

8

Hong Kong so as to contextualise the study socio-politically and aesthetically. I
begin by extending an introduction to Hong Kong's waste situation. The territory's
public aesthetic is informed by the No. 5 Ordinance for Good Order and Cleanliness
(1844), which was part of the first "kit" of ordinances put together by the colonial
government. These ordinances are still the basis of Hong Kong's legislation
(although they have been frequently revised while others have been repealed) and
stipulate certain public behaviour. The way in which trash is managed in Hong
Kong, further, is equally determined by its neoliberal pursuit of "Big Market, Small
Government" (Environmental Protection Department 2005), which I touch on
towards the end of this first section. From this location, I move to an elaboration of
artistic work surrounding trash, suggesting how, after bourgeois art had detached life
from art, modernist and avant-garde artists started implementing quotidian elements
in their often assembled patchworks of everyday fragments. Furthering this aesthetic
perspective into a short last section, I wind up the introductory chapter by shaping a
methodological foundation for the dialoguing of street-level views of rubbish with
artists’ perspectives; a foundation that I detail more extensively in Chapter 3.

1.1 Hong Kong rubbish
On 20 March 1844, the No. 5 Good Order and Cleanliness Ordinance took effect as
part of a "colonisation kit" of ordinances for good order that significantly resembled
British law (Donald 2014: 25-26). The "kit" was introduced soon after the Treaty of
Nanjing was signed (Ibid). The No. 5 Ordinance states (CHK 1844: 14):

9

Whereas it is expedient to provide for the preservation of good order and cleanliness within
the Colony of Hongkong, be it therefore enacted by His Excellency the Governor of
Hongkong, with the advice of the Legislative Council thereof, that if any person, after the
passing and publication of this Ordinance, shall throw, or lay, or cause, or knowingly permit
to be thrown or laid any carrion, dirt, soil, straw, or dung or any other filth, rubbish, or
noisome or offensive matter whatsoever on any of the roads, streets, ways or public passages,
or into any of the drains or sewers made or to be made within the said Colony, or shall permit
or suffer any such noisome or offensive substance as aforesaid to remain exposed in any
drain, sewer, or elsewhere, opposite to or within the immediate neighbourhood of his house,
or shall allow any, accumulation of filth or offensive substances within – the premises
occupied by him, or shall commit any nuisance by easing himself, or otherwise, in the
neighbourhood of any dwelling house or place of public passage [...] Then and in every such
case the person so offending shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty Her Heirs and Successors
for the public purposes of the Colony of Hongkong such sum not exceeding two hundred
dollars as shall be adjudged in the manner here-inafter mentioned.

As its title implies and its opening paragraph reads, filth and order were inextricably
connected in the organisation of the newly settled colony. The Ordinance reveals a
merging of an organisation of everyday conduct and matters of cleanliness as it
combines a prohibition of the throwing of 'dirt [...] or any other filth [or] rubbish'
(CHK 1844: 14) with bans on certain forms of street life and business such as
gambling, pretending to be fortune telling, and assembling at night, as well as
offences regarding disorderly behaviour, being publicly drunk, and using indecent
language, insulting females, or making offensive jokes and gestures (Ibid).11 Indeed,
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The Ordinance goes on (CHK 1844: 14): 'If any person [...] shall blow any horn, beat any gong or drum, or explode any
firework or firearm, or shall make any other improper noises likely to endanger, annoy, or terrify any persona or horses in any
public road or passage [...] or if any person shall expose or proffer for sale in any market, or elsewhere, any liquor, meat, fish,
vegetable, or other article of food in a tainted, noxious, adulterated or unwholesome state, or shall sell any spirituous liquor,
without being duly licensed [...] or if any persons shall assemble together in the night-time without a lawful reason for so
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Hong Kong's public aesthetic has from its early colonial days been linked to 'political
order and civic consciousness' (Hawkins 2007: 348).
As I laid out in the prelude to this chapter, in the modern city, order and
hygiene are perceived to be vital to 'the maintenance of distinctly modern
classifications and boundaries' (Hawkins 2007: 348). This is how Hong Kong has
been imagined from its colonial outset and, to date, such organisation is held onto.
After the bubonic plague hit Hong Kong in 1894, to give another momentous
example, the colonial authorities feared that this was due to a ‘lack of hygiene’
among the ‘Chinese underclass’; that it was ‘a contagious “filth” disease’ that
appeared only in places where many poor people lived together (Benedict 1996:
143). The authorities ran a sanitation campaign in poor districts and ordered
subsequent segregation ‘between “natives” and Europeans’ which proves a shortfall
of ‘plague etiology’ but also typical ‘preconceived notions about Chinese habits’
(Ibid). Although such segregation and sanitation campaigns are unheard of today
(however sanitation is always an important factor in Hong Kong, especially since the
SARS outbreak of 2003), what is now called the Cap 228 Summary Offences
Ordinance (HKSAR 1997b) still keeps to the language used in the ordinance for
Good Order and Cleanliness (1844) in which tidiness and public order coincide in
the name of modern living. The Summary Offences Ordinance (HKSAR 1997b) is
assembling [...] or if any person shall behave in a riotous, noisy, or disorderly manner, although no actual breach of the peace
shall take place, or shall be seen drunk in any public road or passage, or shall use any profane or indecent language, or insult
any female in public, or shall make any offensive jokes, gestures, or threats towards any one present which shall be likely to
create a breach of the peace, or shall challenge any one to fight, or if any person shall beg, or expose any sore or infirmity to
view with the object of exciting compassion or obtaining alms, or shall begging or exposing person; lewdly or indecently
expose his person by bathing or otherwise near any public road [...] or if any persons shall pretend to tell fortunes, or to exercise
any magic arts, or shall otherwise impose on the credulity or superstition of any one whatsoever, with a view to gain [...] Then
and in every such case the person so offending shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty Her Heirs and Successors for the public
purposes of the Colony of Hongkong such sum not exceeding two hundred dollars as shall be adjudged in the manner hereinafter mentioned.'
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now supported by the Cap 354 Waste Disposal Ordinance (HKSAR 1997c) which
specifies expected behaviour around wasting, but also how certain things are to be
disposed of, when disposed materials become the responsibility of the government,
and which kind of recyclable materials are allowed to be traded or imported. Also the
Cap 132 Public Health and Municipal Services Ordinance (HKSAR 1997a) makes
some reference to wasting in relation to the public space.
As becomes apparent in these ordinances, but also in the modern world in
general, trash and filth are understood as matter that disrupts sociospatial norms (e.g.
Douglas 2002: 41, Moore 2012: 781, Morrison 2013: 464); as matter that 'disturbs
the smooth running of things' (Žižek 2006: 17 in Moore 2012: 781). However
related, waste and dirt are perceived to be external to society and to the sociospatial
processes that it is engaged with – those of production and consumption, in
particular. In Hong Kong, the seemingly apparent boundary between society and
waste has been illustrated in public participation campaigns that the colonial
government began to project in the 1960s. Miss Ping On (“ping” meaning “good
health” and “on” meaning “safety”) was the first cartoon character that was
introduced to educate the public on matters of hygiene (Hong Kong Museum of
History 2015). Yet, the most memorable series of campaigns stems from the 1970s,
which were aimed 'to generate public concern of environmental cleanliness'
(Government Records Service 2005). The new director of the Public Division at the
Information Services Department, Arthur Hackney, who was also an artist and
author, had created what South China Morning Post (Fenton 2013) upon the news of
his passing away labelled 'an endearing emblem of 1970s Hong Kong'. Hackney had
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designed and introduced Lap Sap Chung (

, Litterbug) – 'public enemy number

one'.12 Lap Sap Chung was the mascot of the "Keep Hong Kong Clean" campaign
that was organised by the Urban Council to promote public order and hygiene. It was
the first of many campaigns set out to 'inculcate and foster a sense of civic pride' in
the keeping tidy of the city (Information Services Department 1999) and it happened
in accordance with a 'gathering momentum of social development in Hong Kong'
(Ibid).
Lap Sap Chung – a green, red-dotted monster with a big nose – represented
trash, bad wasting and littering habits, and all else trash-related that was asocial and
unwanted. One of the first posters in which it appeared featured the Hong Kong
skyline and The Peak in the background, with the monster appearing behind it as if it
were invading the city; an image specifically interesting in light of what its two
components “Lap Sap Chung” and “the skyline” represented: trash and modern life.
A range of other posters and campaigns followed, among which the "Beat Filth"
campaign (1975) that sought public participation in the cleaning of Hong Kong's
beaches, featuring an army of citizens chasing Lap Sap Chung over the beach.
Imagery such as the "Beat Filth" poster and the one that came prior to it, illustrate
binary oppositions between the tidy and the untidy, order and disorder, but also
people and trash. Specifically in the latter, the chasing away of trash was presented
as a cause for the common good, with a clean Hong Kong desirable for all. The place
where trash would be chased away to, however, is never mentioned. "Out of sight,
out of mind", seems to be the underlying and unintended message. Or – speaking in
12

Lap Sap Chung is still quite known in Hong Kong. During the 2014 Umbrella Movement, for example, a satirical image went
around featuring Lap Sap Chung and the much-criticised Chief Executive CY Leung.
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more metaphorical terms – as long as trash stays outside of the poster’s frame, it is
not there.
Today, Lap Sap Chung has found its successor in the "Big Waster" character
of the "Food Wise Hong Kong" campaign (2013) that was started in convergence
with the newly proposed "Blueprint for Sustainable Use of Resources 2013-2022"
(Environment Bureau 2013). That is, while Lap Sap Chung still appears every now
and then in variant contexts – he was, for instance, portrayed together with Chief
Executive Leung Chun-yin in a satiric call to get rid of all “litterbugs” together (Lam
2013) – Big Waster has taken over Lap Sap Chung’s role in addressing the actual
issue of waste in Hong Kong. As the Food Wise Hong Kong campaign is mainly
focused on reducing food waste13 at source, however, Big Waster represents
(different from Lap Sap Chung) those people who refrain from attempting to waste
less. The idea of Big Waster – a brown, somewhat cute monster with eyes bigger
than its stomach – indicates an attempt to include society in the narratives of the
problem of trash. In various ways, with Big Waster as a mascot, the Food Wise
campaign attempts to make people aware of their own wasting habits, calling on the
community to reduce (specifically food) waste production at source.
Further visualising the horrors of trash, the Food Wise Hong Kong website
(2013) features, in an attempt to make visible that what does not belong to society:
the real enemy, piles of trash at an exhausting landfill, added a blurb with some
scaring figures about Hong Kong's (food) wasting patterns and the nearly exhausting
dumpsites. The Website features that what was never referenced in the Lap Sap
13

Which is estimated to make up about 40 percent of the territory's total municipal solid waste (Environment Bureau 2013).
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Chung campaigns: the place where trash was chased away to; an image of what
exists outside the poster frame. In the time of Lap Sap Chung, much of Hong Kong’s
refuse was anyway still incinerated, meaning that the exhausting landfills were not
yet an issue. Air pollution, on the other hand, became a concern about a decade and a
bit later, causing a shutting down of the incinerators and a shift towards landfilling in
the 1990s (Lee et al. 2013: 83-85) with the current problem of exhaustion as a result.
In contrast, the Food Wise campaign's Waste Less mobile app takes on a friendlier
approach in speaking to the public, providing a map that shows the nearest recycling
bins – a row of three different bins that are smaller than the usual litterbins and far
from suffice the amount of paper, metal, and plastic waste that the city could be
recycling. The App also features the latest news on green living, "trash to treasure"
opportunities, and other such suggestions for living more sustainably.
This recent push for a cleaner Hong Kong appears more honest than Lap Sap
Chung's previous campaigns as the city's waste problem is visualised and admitted in
the image of the horror landfill, while it is also connected to those who contribute to
it: every individual in society whom it concerns (however illustrated not in the form
a pig-like human consuming viciously, but in the shape of a cute, big-eyed monster).
Such a campaign, further, still implies an inherent opposition between society and its
trash, as it indicates that once food or other matter is wasted, it is no longer of the
individual's concern: it becomes an ever-growing "public enemy" living in
dumpsites. In the same vein, the Food Wise campaign leaves out the main causes of
society's continuous wasting: its perpetual urge to buy and accumulate. Consumption
is addressed by Hong Kong's Environmental Protection Department (2014) on its
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website, where the increase in waste loads are connected to “economic expansion”
(and population growth). Yet, while this roughly relates trash to consumption
behaviour, the department normalises such developments by indicating that in 'many
[other] developed places' the same has happened or is still happening (Environmental
Protection Department 2014). Further, this informative piece of reporting on the
department's website insinuates that the problem only exists at the level of the
territory, leaving out narratives of the individual contributions of the consumer.
I do not intend, however, to pursue an elaborate discourse analysis of waste
reports presented by the government. Also, a comparative analysis between such
informative writing on the territory's state of trash and the numerous advertisements
for consumption and accumulation that this modern society is spectacularised with,
would be outside the scope of this research. I have given the above examples of how
in Hong Kong the problem of waste is communicated by those in power only to
illustrate how waste is usually narrated to be external to society: an enemy living in
dumpsites. As Gillian Whiteney (2011: 22) further comments with regards to the
problem of waste more generally, '[i]ndividual human agency can curb waste levels
but there is plenty of evidence to show that the only thing that will really make a
difference is when the issue of environmental waste is adequately addressed
politically – not just at a local public level but at a corporate-industrial level on a
transnational, global scale'. Following such an argument, also in Hong Kong – where
trash is rendered out of the narratives of production and consumption, as just
described – production and consumption are at the same time rendered out of the
narratives of trash. There is a waste problem but those industries that contribute to its
accumulation are, for obvious reason, never directly referenced.
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Returning, on this note, to Lap Sap Chung, while it was supposed to be a
repulsive character representing the objectionable, it became rather popular – to the
extent that its creator Hackney labelled it a "folk villain" (Information Services
Department 1999). Indeed, regardless of its rogue disposition, the monster that
represented the unwanted (trash as well as behaviour) was embraced by "the people".
This proves an interesting anecdote in light of the assumptions of my thesis – these
being that trash, at street-level, is not always instantly wished away and that in some
instances it is not only (as one would expect) appreciated economically, but also
aesthetically: at the level of the everyday, certain trash has a priceless appeal to
some. Between the two waste campaigns, however, a transformation in approach is
detectable. In the days of Lap Sap Chung, the public was mainly told to put litter in
the bin. The presence of trash in public spaces was projected as the problem, while
its continuous production or scale of production was not part of the narrative. In the
new Big Waster campaign, sustainability is advertised between "scare tactics" related
to the ever-exhausting landfills, and friendly advices about how to recycle. Further,
both characters and their related campaigns for a cleaner Hong Kong represent a call
for collective tidiness through their proposed distribution channels for trash. Whether
it is trash in the streets or recyclables in the homes, they are "things" that need to be
processed accordingly so as to not cause visual and material obstructions. Indeed, the
government's imaginary of a tidy city bears specific issue with its visuality.
As Big Waster implies, in Hong Kong, sustainability is part of the narratives
of today, yet in the context of the developed world, the region lags behind in its
sustainable development. It was not on Hong Kong’s political agenda until the
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1970s, while its early sustainability plans were largely focused on just noise and air
pollution. The problem of waste was taken up only in the late 1980s while it was not
until the 1990s – especially after the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 – that an increased
focus on sustainable development was forged. After the handover in 1997,
sustainability remains topic of discussion, however it also has to suit the territory's
other incentives, which are largely economically motivated (Lee et al. 2013: 83-85).
In other developed regions, sustainable development and related waste management
are both government managed and picked up as business opportunity, 'embracing the
agenda of the market, top-down planning, and scientific technological, and/or
design-based solutions to environmental problems' – a 'new neoliberalism' (Myers
2005: 7). Yet, it seems that in Hong Kong there is currently only little business
interest in anything of this kind, despite the government’s calls for businesses to find
revenue in the region’s waste. Perhaps rather curiously, however, Hong Kong’s
richest tycoon Li Ka-shing has recently invested in two waste processing firms
elsewhere – an environmental solutions corporation in New Zealand, and the largest
energy-from-waste player in the Netherlands (Li 2013) – while close to 60 percent of
Hong Kong’s own trash is still sent to its exhausting landfills (Cheung 2014).
Professor in Global and Environmental Studies at Hong Kong's Institute of
Education, Paul G. Harris (2012: ix), call this bluntly 'a lack of effort' – not of the
business world, but of the Hong Kong government. Harris elaborates his comment in
a book-long argument that brings together views of the various pollutants Hong
Kong produces. He sums up that, '[d]espite its extraordinary wealth, Hong Kong has
terrible roadside pollution, devastated local fisheries, sewage flowing into the sea,
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infuriating noise pollution, enormous rates of material consumption, too many people
living in poor housing, thousands of energy-hogging (and un-insulated) skyscrapers,
and one of the world's largest per capita carbon footprints' (Ibid). Indeed, as he
begins his introduction, Hong Kong has developed “unsustainably” and ‘for
sustainable development to be realised, economic activity must be managed so as to
advance environmental protection and social welfare’, which is something that
Harris does not see happening enough in the region (Ibid: 1). That is, Hong Kong has
a lot of catching up to do and time is running out.
As the population grew and the consumption-led economy reigned supreme,
landfills were – and increasingly are – strained by ever-expanding waste loads (as the
Food Wise campaign has also indicated). Today, Hong Kong has reached a point
where its excessive production and consequent "hiding" of trash can no longer be
sustained (Ibid). With the “Blueprint for Sustainable Use of Resources” (2013) the
problem of trash has been made more visible to the public14, yet the exhaustion of
landfills had been anticipated for years. In fact, under the slogan “Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle, Responsibility” (2005), a “Policy Framework for the Management of
Municipal Solid Waste (2005-2014)” had been introduced ten years ago. It already
indicated Hong Kong’s waste problem, its (however abstract) relation to the market,
as well as had it reported an estimated 6-10 years until the landfills would exhaust.
Further, this Framework was, as it appeared, already a revision of the “Waste
Reduction Framework Plan” (1998) that promulgated in 1998 after, in 1994, the
Waste Reduction Study (1994) was completed and had made recommendations
14

Several public awareness campaigns work towards more public participation while also some infrastructural changes have
been proposed.
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towards new policies and waste management methods (Environmental Protection
Department 2005). The “waster-pays” principle, for example, had already been
proposed in the Framework of 1998, while it has yet to be implemented today –
seventeen years later.
Also under the 2005 Framework, there have been attempts at waste reduction
at source, with a half-successful example in the implemented levy on plastic bags,
some five years ago. Initially, the levy seemed successful, yet Lee Hing-tak,
managing director of plastic recycling firm Telford Envirotech stated in an interview
with South China Morning Post (Yau 2013) that while the public presumed the levy
would be used towards local recycling of plastic, in actual fact plastic still ends up in
landfills and new bags are imported from the Chinese Mainland. Regardless, the
coming years are expected to see more drastic changes as policy proposals are
(again) made towards, among others, the "waster-pays" levy and new waste
management infrastructures – both, however, still under debate (Cheung 2013).
Indeed, the 2013 Blueprint seems an update of the 2005 Framework, which is in turn
a revision of the Framework Plan of 1998 (Environmental Protection Department
2005), all of which have – although disposal in landfills has been reduced from 70%
in 1994 to approximately 60% (and maybe a bit less) today (Cheung 2014) – not met
many of their set targets while the estimates they had made towards Hong Kong’s
total waste production have been royally excessed. Harris (2012: ix) calls it a lack of
effort on the part of the government, the government calls it necessary revisions to
previous plans and friendly proposals to its increasingly pressured population as it is
besides from all directions stimulated to consume, invited to take responsibility in
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reducing and recycling waste while space (both inside and outside the home) is
limited (Netherlands Consulate General in Hong Kong 2013). The corporate world,
further, is invited to find lucrative business in the territory’s rubbish (Ibid), while –
as one might observe – the government of Hong Kong has taken on a near-passive
position in the region’s garbage problem. That is, the government seems to be hiding
behind (as described in the 2005 Framework) the idea of “Big Market, Small
Government”, which as per the Framework’s introduction is ‘what Hong Kong
people believe in and what the Government practices’.
Recycling is the route that currently well under half of Hong Kong's trash
takes (Cheung 2014), which still seems a lot considering that the government only
minimally intervenes in the territory’s waste separation and concurrent distribution.
Indeed, the effort to recover and recycle is small in comparison to the facilitation of
waste collection and delivery to landfills. In other words, Hong Kong’s tidy
appearance is what is worked towards in the most cost- and time-effective manner
(by instantly rendering it invisible). Yet, as trash is both constantly produced and
subsequently hidden in dumpsites, “tidiness” is only relative. To be fair, the
authorities have taken some measures in recycling. For instance, they have placed
recycling bins in streets, housing estates, and institutions. In 2013, the Food and
Environmental Hygiene Department (FEHD) had placed just under 2,000 recycling
bins in public spaces and another 1,400 in 'schools, clinics, and government venues'
(FEHD 2015). In comparison, however, around 42,000 mixed-waste litterbins can be
found across Hong Kong (Kao 2014): more than a tenfold of the distributed
recycling bins. Although the bin/population ratio is not relevant to this study, a quick
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calculation with regards to the above does illustrate how Harris (2012: ix) perceives
the government’s efforts. In Hong Kong, we can find roughly one set of recycling
bins (for paper, plastic, and metal) for every 2,000 inhabitants while we can find one
normal street bin for every 187. There is simply much more opportunity for people to
dispose of their rubbish in mixed-waste bins and especially when one is not familiar
with the area and does not know where to find the recycling bins, the often brightorange litterbins are not only widely available but also far more visible. Activist
Hahn Chu Hon-keung relates such expansive availability of litterbins directly to the
large figure of waste generation per capita (Kao 2014). When I met with Chu, one
afternoon, he took me around a pedestrian lane in his neighbourhood and asked me
to stand still and count the number of litterbins that were in view from my position.
There were 15 on a stretch of pavement not longer than a few hundred metres.
Indeed, to him, the kind of order of formal waste collection is prominently visible
(and visual) in the presence of public litterbins and therefore not just caters for, but
invites excessive waste production.
The above bin/population ratio also reveals the general absence of glass
recycling bins. Although glass is increasingly collected by NGOs and even though a
number of glass recycling bins has been placed in connection to their programmes –
as also presented in the “Hong Kong Blueprint for Sustainable Use of Resources”
(2013: 26) – these bins only cover 12% of the total population of Hong Kong while
(from my personal experience) they are not easy to locate. Approximately 90% of all
glass waste still ends up in the territory’s landfills while the underlying reason is that
– as the Environmental Protection Department (2012) stated – glass waste collection
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and its export (to China) is simply not profitable. The bit of glass that is recycled is
processed locally: Tiostone Environmental makes eco concrete products such as
floor tiles and bricks, out of Hong Kong’s glass waste but can by far cover all of the
territory’s glass. Tiostone is an example of a commercial business that has found
some revenue in trash while also profiting from government-provided schemes. In a
recently produced consultation document, further, the Environmental Protection
Department (2013: 20) proposed to appoint ‘a glass management contractor
(“GMC”) by way of open tender’ to collect and treat Hong Kong’s glass beverage
bottles. Indeed, the government funds NGOs working around recycling and it tries to
make recycling attractive to commercial businesses too (it has, for instance, made
cheap land available in the Tuen Mun Eco Park), to make an attempt at the
development of a local recycling industry (Environment Bureau 2013).
Most of the territory’s recycling, however, happens in the already existing
commercial context. Hong Kong beholds a complex systems for commercial
recycling and reusing with different kinds of recyclables being moved to and
between different kinds of places, translocally, but most of all transnationally.
Generally, cardboard and (mostly ferrous) metals are recycled at source or in the
streets and consequently exported, via distributors, to the Chinese Mainland
(Environmental Protection Department 2012: 1). The recycling of plastic, however,
has been minimised since China raised its Green Fence in early 2013, causing – in
Hong Kong – an increase in the dumping of scrap plastic in landfills. Operation
Green Fence was a 10-month campaign in which China set a 1.5% allowable
contaminant limit per container of recyclables (Earley 2013). This has influenced the
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plastic waste industry worldwide and so also in Hong Kong, where plastic export to
China was previously already referred to by some as "waste smuggling" (Yau 2013).
Although the 10-month campaign has long passed, in the streets, plastic recycling
has never been entirely picked up again.
E-waste and electronics (and to a lesser extent clothes) are part of other kinds
of waste streams: most of it is sold (often via sāu máaih lóus and their "buyers") to
traders from Africa, South Asia, and Mainland China (Ho 2010: 59).15 Indeed,
profitability is, in Hong Kong, the main instigator for recycling which has at the level
of the streets shaped a dynamic social network of things and people – a milieu that
generally ignores the recycling bins placed by the FEHD.16 Further, as also recently
argued in Post Magazine by Jason Wordie (2015), widespread scavenging does not
imply ‘greater environmental consciousness; it merely demonstrates that Hong
Kong’s already catastrophic wealth chasm continues to widen’. Scavenging (and the
need thereof) is ‘an ethical reproach to a society with […] trillion-dollar fiscal
reserves’, Wordie (2015) concludes, while I would like to state again that the need
for recycling to be profitable also causes many less lucrative recyclable materials to
end up in dumpsites: glass and food waste being the most prominent examples.
In the streets, where much of Hong Kong's trash first lands, different forms of
collection prepare trash for further distribution: to the territory’s dumpsites or via
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The government has put in place an e-waste collection system, however it is still relatively new and it appears indeed – as
Harris (2012: ix) already indicated – done somewhat effortless.
16
Some scavengers make good use of those bins as they are places where some extra cans and waste paper can be found.
Obviously, this is an illegal practice (as are – officially – all scavenging practices where materials are not "given" to collectors,
but plainly "picked up"). The Summary Offences Ordinance states that any person who without lawful authority or excuse
'rakes or picks over any refuse deposited in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or in any dust bin, dust box,
dust basket or dust cart standing in or upon any public place, vacant land or refuse depot, or removes any portion of any refuse
so deposited' (HKSAR 2000: 3).
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variant distributors to Mainland China or other parts of Asia and even Africa. As per
its definition in the Cap 228 Waste Disposal Ordinance (1997c) – waste (: ) being
described as 'any substance or article which is abandoned' – in the formal collection
stream it is collected accordingly towards a fast achievement of a tidy Hong Kong.
Formal collectors are instructed to empty street bins and keep to "clean"17 pavements
by collecting all that they find at once to then deposit it in dumpsters for
transportation to landfills. Yet, precisely for that not all that is left abandoned is
actually "useless" or "valueless", as mentioned before, a diverse group of recyclable
collectors roams the streets following other classifications and boundaries (usually
based on the commercial qualities of the things they find, but in some instances also
based on alternative ways of “valuing”). Particularly in the streets, the category of
waste as defined by the government proofs negotiable. Further, this space for
negotiation is not only explored by the various private recyclable collectors, it is
equally highlighted by many of the formal collectors, as they hold on to stacks of
cardboard and other recovered items (temporarily stored in alleys or elsewhere out of
sight). This is the moment (rather, place) from where I engage in an exploration of
views of trash. This kind of “visual” negotiation of discarded objects in the streets is
what this research seeks to articulate in the context of modern life, while the above
sketched background of waste in Hong Kong is merely the sad reality of the modern
city in which market interests are more important than sustainable living; market
interests that demand – as per its modern example – tidy streets for a ‘smooth
running of things’ (Žižek, 2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781).
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This is how the collectors usually define their duties, though in some busier areas street sweepers and those emptying bins are
different collectors with different roles.
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1.3 Trash in art
In modern art and in artistic work produced thereafter, the visual-material qualities of
trash – as well as their meanings to modern society – have been extensively
acknowledged and provoked (Whiteley 2011: 7). Charles Baudelaire's musings over
how 'poets find the refuse of society on their streets' (Benjamin 2006: 108) – in
which he equates the ragpicker of the modern city with the poet – are oftenreferenced examples. The distinction between "art" and "life" as it was suggested in
bourgeois aesthetics was challenged as modern artists started implementing everyday
elements in the thematics of their work (Boscagli 2014: 234). Modernism's interest in
the triviality of the daily was an attack on the 'ordering-systems of modernity' (Ibid:
235) while the presumed normality and aspirations of capitalism, consumer and pop
culture were criticised. The movement is said to have lasted into the early 1980s,
having adapted and responded to new situations and technologies throughout the
decades, which resulted in a large variety of cultural movements.
The emerging fetish to include discarded matter in works of art, worked – in
some cases – counterproductive as it became accepted in popular culture, which
consequently led to a successful integration of garbage into culture (Ibid). To Walter
Benjamin, who saw the popularising of “trash in art” happening, it was most of all a
matter of how the artist presents his subject. Where the Dadaists, to him, got it quite
right as they presented the abject aspects of daily life in the form of art and in this
way provoked that trash says more than paintings, the German "New Matter of
Factness" (New Objectivity) aestheticised abject poverty and refrained from truly
critiquing trash or art. They turned it into 'an object of enjoyment' (Ibid). Benjamin's
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lesson: '[r]eal critique is neutralized; poverty and waste are felt not through critical
alienation, but merely by the apparent proximity of an anaestheticized perception,
simply as art' (Benjamin 1937: 236 in Boscagli 2014: 235). The avant-garde artists
(including those of the dada movement), often using collage and bricolage
techniques in their art, worked based on such an idea: they questioned the idea of art
itself by appropriating trash. As Rancière (2013: 76) further argues, the avant-garde
artists did not create art to criticise social stereotypes, they created and still create
"forms of life". More specifically, they invented 'sensible form and material
structures for a life to come' (Ibid: 22-23). Indeed, throughout the twentieth century,
trash has been central to a range of different art practices, the ready-made and
bricolage works of the early avant-garde being prominent examples.
Ready-made and bricolage works were in 1961 for the first time brought
together at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City in one big show titled The
Art of Assemblage (Museum of Modern Art 1961). Themed "assemblage", most of
these works can indeed be understood to be of the avant-garde tradition (e.g. dada
installations, surrealist collages). The exhibition explored the core of what such
assembled work had in common and proposed a timely conclusion, namely that
'[c]ollage and the method of juxtaposition are relevant to the basic questions raised
by 20th century art – the nature of reality, the nature of painting itself, and the
methods by which creative thought is organized' (Museum of Modern Art 1961: 1).
In these works, “trash” did not have the focus. It was rather the act of assembling
things (trash included) that helped to question the reality of modern life and in so
doing also the reality of art.
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Jumping to the present, now that ‘trash has become the trope of the turn of the
twenty-first century' (Whiteley 2011: 8), also in contemporary art "discarded matter"
is a recurring object with assemblage being a recurring practice. As Nicolas
Bourriaud (2002: 28 in Whiteley 2011: 8-9) identified in relation to contemporary
assembling, 'the "flea market" has become an "omnipresent referent"'. Bourriaud
expounds that 'since the early nineties, the dominant visual model is closer to the
open-air market, the bazaar, the souk, a temporary and nomadic gathering of
precarious material and products of various provenances’ (Bourriaud 2005: 28 in
Whiteley 2011: 8). Indeed, ‘[r]ecycling (a method) and chaotic arrangement (an
aesthetic) have supplanted shopping [...] and shelving in the role of formal matrices.
[...] A flea market, then, is a place where products of multiple provenances converge,
waiting for new uses.' (Ibid).
Only recently the Asia Art Archive (2015) organised an exhibition of the late
Ha Bik-chuen's collection. When he came to Hong Kong in 1957 he lived in poverty
and first started making handicrafts. A self-taught artist with a big interest in art but
no means to buy art books, he would visit street vendors in the night and pick out the
pages of old magazines that featured artworks (Ha 2001). To make a living, 'he took
orders from local factories for paper flowers and bamboo baskets while beginning to
study art on his own', producing mainly sculptures out of bamboo, iron and other
scrap materials (Ha 2001). Influenced by artists such as Picasso, Miro, Paul Klee and
Matisse (Chan 1996: 6-7), Ha gradually changed from making crafts to making
artworks, using any kind of media he could find (Ibid); 'raw materials for making art
can be picked up everywhere' (Lam 2004: 10-11). Ha, himself, defined his work
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once as "junks-cum-art" exercises (Ha 2004) and can for that reason be taken as one
of Hong Kong’s most prominent bricolage artists. A collector of sorts, further, he has
also, throughout the years, continued collecting inspirational images of art – from
magazines, art books, as well as photographs of art at exhibitions that he visited. This
entire collection (pages of art books patched with other cut-outs of inspirational
images, converted into collage-type books) is now held by the Asia Art Archive,
which recently exhibited a fraction of the collection to the public.
Collection and assemblage (or bricolage18) are still valuable methods for
artistic practice today (Whiteley 2011: 10), while also other art practices can be seen
to endeavour into a "visual scavenging" or capturing of the refused and the
unwanted. I am thinking of, for instance, Tim Gaudreau's "self-portrait" (2006) made
out of collected photographs of everything he had disposed of in 365 days, and
Gregg Segal's ongoing '7 Days of Garbage' photo series in which he portrays people
and families lying in a week’s rubbish (Fidler 2010). As Dezeuze (2008: 35) argues,
'[b]ecause of its complex relations to objects, processes, and time, bricolage has been
the privileged site for the exploration of wider issues of materiality,
commodification, and consumerism in capitalist – and increasingly globalized –
societies'. Different appropriations of trash in art need to be understood in their
different geographical, historical, and cultural contexts, however. As well as do they
need to be 'situated within specific cartographies, chronologies and ethnographies'
(Whiteley 2011: 12). Indeed, Ha Bik-chuen’s oeuvre, for instance, can only be
understood in the historical and socio-economic context of Hong Kong. Yet, a few
18

While there is, between bricolage and assemblage, a slight difference in meaning and application, they follow similar
methods of a 'fitting together of parts and pieces' (Dezeuze 2008: 31).
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common characteristics can be found in most of the artworks in which trash occurs.
Firstly, trash is usually (especially since the avant-garde) not only a visual or
material signifier or political symbol: it contributes to new forms of aesthetic
experience.19 Secondly – related to this, and as indicated above – works of, about,
and made out of trash usually involve certain practices of collection and assembling.
These practices are not only the most apt sites for exploration of wider issues
of materiality and consumerism in capitalist societies. They equate everyday
practices in these societies. That is, everyday life can be considered 'a practice
analogous to bricolage' (Dezeuze 2008: 33). In The Practice of Everyday Life (1984),
Michel de Certeau used the term bricoler (tinker or mend) to explain how people
practice everyday activities such as walking, cooking, etc. (Dezeuze 2008: 33). Ways
of using (or doing, or making), constrained by the order of a place, were seen to have
'their own formality and inventiveness' (De Certeau 1984: 30), which is what De
Certeau explains as the "art of making do". Common everyday activities are ways by
which ‘people "tinker" (bricolent) “with and within the dominant cultural economy”’
(De Certeau 1984 in Dezeuze 2008: 33): a way of “making do” that in the second
volume of De Certeau (et al.)’s The Practice of Everyday Life: Living and Cooking
(1998) is perceived as “the art of living”.
Specifically in contemporary art (since the 1990s), artists are no longer in
search of utopias – they are concerned with practices of everyday life; 'practices that
tinker with and recycle cultural givens' (Bourriaud 1998: 48 in Dezeuze 2008: 34).

19

Taking aesthetics as 'a mode of articulation between ways of doing and making, their corresponding forms of visibility, and
possible ways of thinking about their relationships' (Rancière 2011: 4).
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While modern artists had implemented everyday themes in their work (Boscagli
2014: 234) and their experiments joined together ‘artistic practice’ and ‘new
industrial techniques’ to, as Maurice Blanchot (1959) highlighted, induce a critical
mode of perception (in Papastergiadis 2010: 21-22) – and while the avant-garde was
to ‘unleash a new revolutionary understanding of reality’ (Ibid: 22) – contemporary
artists continue to explore and renegotiate the boundaries between art and life.
Indeed, today, not only the everyday is brought into works of art: art is increasingly
brought into the everyday. Returning to specifically trash in art, artist Vic Muniz, for
instance, created – on-site and out of rubbish – large-scale images of the people who
scavenge at the world’s largest landfill in Brazil (which is now closed). The awardwinning film Waste Land (Walker, 2010) documented the entire project (Waste Land
2010). An example from Hong Kong, further, is the conceptual and sculptural work
of Kacey Wong. His series of mobile sleeping units and other home-like structures is
strongly embedded in the geographical, historical, and social context of Hong Kong
as it explores ideas of dwelling and mobility. The works have been exhibited in
gallery settings but also in the spaces of the city, while in preparation of their
production (out of variant secondary raw materials) Kacey Wong has paid visits to
self-made homeless shelters in Hong Kong’s Sham Shui Po district, to learn the skill
of crafting such spaces (Personal Interview 2014).
In her still-ongoing and investigative project “Trade/Trace/Transit”, further,
artist Tintin Wulia explores what could be understood as the “art of making-do with
cardboard in Hong Kong”. Instead of engaging in her own collection and assembling
(as both Muniz and Wong can be seen to have done in pursuit of their work), the
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artist taps into existing everyday processes of cardboard collection and selling. She
traces the route that some of Hong Kong’s cardboard takes, particularly on the
weekends when groups of domestic workers spend their days off with friends on and
around Central’s footbridges in self-made cardboard structures that allow them some
privacy. On these days, the artist inserts her work in the form of drawings on the
cardboard, providing a kind of wallpaper for the makeshift weekend “homes”. The
trajectory of cardboard in Central is very specific due to its occupation by domestic
workers on the weekends, and it is this specificity that Tintin Wulia aims to
emphasise. While the project will result in a number of different art pieces, one of
the bigger installations “Five Tonnes of Homes and Other Understories” (2016) will
be compiled of compressed blocks of cardboard as it is received from the recycling
shop on Mondays, after the makeshift “homes” have been “recollected” towards the
cardboard collector’s financial return. The drawings, then, will feature on both ends
of the blocks. Indeed, without having engaged in any of her own assembling, the
installation will represent unique stories about Hong Kong and its transnational,
social, and material contents with the traces of drawings indicating the moments in
which foreign domestic workers come together on their days off.
With respect to the above three examples, one could say that artists'
collection and assemblage (bricolage) practices directly reflect practices of trash
collectors (those people who perform daily recycling of "cultural givens"), not just to
"make do", but to “understand” (if not to "sort out") modern life. In different ways
and for very different reasons, both collectors and artists working with trash, deal
with disorder in predominantly urban settings while they are pursuing some form of
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"ordering". More importantly, as highlighted before, art – especially since it started
to engage itself with the ordinary (Highmore 2011: 23) – can be understood to
participate in what Jacques Rancière (2013: 7) calls the distribution and
redistribution of the sensible. Certain artistic practices – 'ways of doing and making'
– can 'intervene in the general distribution of ways of doing and making as well as in
the relationships they maintain to modes of being and forms of visibility' (Rancière
2013: 9).20 Rancière locates particular art forms of the last two hundred years – these
are art forms that exist in a relational sphere and are not chronologically structures
(Rancière rejects, therefore, the linear narratives of and usual boundaries between
realist, modernist, and postmodernist forms of art) – in the "aesthetic regime of art"
(Highmore 2011: 49). This is a regime that 'institutes the opening up of art onto the
everyday and the ordinary' (Ibid). Art does not do this 'just through its subject
matter', it does this 'by its ability to produce a world held in common' (Highmore
2011: 50). Further, the value of art in relation to the everyday is not to be found in its
representation but in its 'sensorial pedagogy' (Ibid: 50-51): the aesthetic regime of art
'gives new significance to the ordinary' and it transforms 'our experience of the
ordinary' (Ibid: 51): a redistribution of the sensible.
Important to again realise is that 'the landscapes of ordinary lives are not
rendered aesthetic by the practice of art, they are already aesthetic as they are lived in
a world sensually and sensorially shaped by a whole panoply of form that includes
artistic materials' (Highmore 2011: 53). Most fundamentally, 'an aesthetics of the
ordinary would suggest that ordinary life engages us in sensual pedagogy (a shaping

20

Aesthetic practices are 'forms of visibility that disclose artistic practices, the place they occupy, what they "do" or "make"
from the standpoint of what is common to the community' (Rancière 2013: 9).
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of perceptions, of sentiments, of discernment) that is constitutive of our sociality'
(Ibid: 53-54). So, there exists and is opportunity for a different kind of politics in the
everyday – the visuality of trash and the relations between human and non-human
actors in the networks of excess displaying potential – towards a redistribution of the
sensible that can be explored in conversation with the aesthetic experiences of art.
The kind of multi-medial space for intervention that I present (largely textually) in
this dissertation, allows opportunity to explore the possibility of a different
organisation of the urban life that I fragmentarily present in the ethnographic part.

1.4 Collector's cut
'...there is in the life of a collector a dialectical tension between the
poles of disorder and order.' (Benjamin 1978: 60)
Studies of trash in society often focus on issues surrounding its production in critical
studies of consumerism (e.g. Giles 2014, Ferrell 2005), or on the problems of its
pollution at dumpsites in environmental and social studies of its effects. Further, in
garbology21 research, rubbish in dumpsites is delved into to learn – as well – about
modern patterns of consumption. There is, however, a transitory moment between
these two positions (between the production of trash and the scrap heaps where some
of it eventually ends up) in which trash is less explored: the moment when trash has
already been disposed of by its producers and is consequently collected and
processed to be sent to landfills or to be adapted back into the system of production
21

Garbology is the archeology of modern refuse, currently mainly used to understand wasting habits towards new waste
management designs: to understand modern society through an analysis of what has been trashed (Rathje and Murphy 2001).
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and consumption. It is a moment when trash is often temporarily located in the
public spaces of the city. This is the moment that this dissertation aims to capture:
the moment, as I argue throughout the research, between order and disorder.
Some recent studies do look into the lives and work of trash collectors. Robin
Nagle (2013a), for instance, gives a vivid anthropological account of life as a
sanitation worker in New York City, and Jamie Furniss (2012) conducted a doctoral
research on, as well as continues doing fieldwork around, the Zabbaleen, Cairo's
garbage collectors. There is also a number of studies done on the phenomenon of
dumpster diving (i.e. Giles 2014, Lindeman 2012), while writer Ted Botha (2008)
has made records of all sorts of eccentric people who treasure hunt for New York
City's mongo22. These studies focus mainly on the socio-economic conditions within
which the trash (or mongo) is picked up. They are also, to different degrees, attentive
to the materiality of trash in the places where it is dumped, temporarily stored, and
moved through: places that cater for, or require rapid collection of, trash.23 Yet, as I
keep suggesting, there is something particularly visual (sensible) about the material
presence of trash in the streets, which is only little observed and theorised. This
visuality, further, is specifically politicised in the context of the modern city where
boundaries between order and disorder (and, thus, between trash and society) are
continuously negotiated.
As Mary Douglas (2002: 41) famously described dirt as "matter out of place"
for it is categorised as something external to society and while especially modern
22

Mongo is local slang for 'objects thrown away and then recovered' (Vergine 2007: 6).
Also in Hong Kong, the production and management of trash – as well as the socio-economic situation of its collectors – have
been investigated in recent years (e.g. Chung 2010, Ko and Poon 2009, Lou 2007, Ling et al. 2013), however, its visual
"qualities" are never directly addressed.
23
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society has come to label "trash" as "other" (Morrison 2013: 464), socially and
economically, materially, but also visually and culturally, it is actually – besides
unavoidable and problematic – an integral, sometimes even generative part of social
life. Specifically at the level of the streets and the everyday at large, boundaries
between trash and society seem diffuse. Surpassing the garbage/society dichotomy,
and the related idea that trash is the looking glass through which a more realistic
view of consumption society can be acquired24, in the streets and at the level of the
everyday, trash and people are often part of the same social lives. Although this,
indeed, confuses any clear boundary between society and trash, the argument about
the looking glass could be reinterpreted. Any modern city is imagined to be tidy
(Hawkins 2007: 348) and trash is considered an eyesore that needs to be moved
away. However, as such "tidying" is merely to do with the (re)ordering of places,
'some pollutions are used as analogies for expressing a general view of the social
order' (Douglas 2002: 3). So, while the idea of trash as a mirror onto society undercomplicates the matter, it (and the meaning of its visuality and materiality in the
context of the place(s) in which it eventuates) could be taken as a "lens" onto the
relation between order and disorder, which is ultimately what modern society is
concerned with: maintaining 'distinctly modern classifications and boundaries'
(Hawkins 2007: 348).
The imagined boundary between trash and society is, thus, not a definite line,
nor the glass of a mirror. It could be taken as a visual/material realm – a realm that
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I do not disregard such an approach, which is also a common statement in garbology studies – 'we are what we throw away'
(Rathje and Murphy 1992 in Rybczynski 1992) – however, I take this study towards more visual interpretations where trash is
not just something highly unwanted, existing at the 'shit end of capitalism' (Hawkins 2007: 350). I approach trash as it is
approached by its various collectors, which does not necessarily follow modern ideas of recalcitrance.
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exists in and around dedicated places (such as streets, the city) in which relations
between disorder and order are negotiated by means of different ways of looking25
(sensing) and through social networks of (in the case of this study) trash.
Perspectives of trash in the everyday, and the aesthetic experiences of it, allow then –
as per my speculation – alternative views of those places in which negotiations
between order and disorder eventuate. In light of the idea that globalisation
contributes to an eroding of places by means of its fluidity (Cresswell 2004: 53) –
which can be related to modern aspirations of a tidy city as they ensure a 'smooth
running of things' (Žižek, 2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781) – Doreen Massey (1991)
famously argued that places are not to be understood in terms of fixities and
boundaries because such thinking misses 'the specificity of people's mobility'
(Cresswell 2004: 71). As she recognises that the geography of social relations is
changing, 'each "place" can be seen as a particular, unique point of the intersection of
their relations' (Massey 1991: 28). Places, to her (Ibid):
...can be imagined as articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings,
but where a larger proportion of those relations, experiences and understandings are constructed
on a far larger scale than what we happen to define for that moment as the place itself, whether
that be a street, or a region or even a continent.

Returning to the visually informed moments at which collectors and trash "meet" in
the streets, they contribute to the articulation of said places, while they also help to
give insight into the larger "place" of "trash": modern urban life.

25

These "ways of looking" are informed, not just by the nature of people's jobs, but by their socio-economic backgrounds more
generally.
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To synthesise the visuality and aesthetic experience of trash in the streets
from the perspectives of its collectors aesthetically, then – in the dialogue between
these ethnographic encounters and works of Hong Kong-based artists – I have sought
ways to come to this dialogue methodologically. I found in curation my way of
"ordering" views and experiences of trash in the city. Curating has in recent years
been picked up in sociology as a way to narrate society (Puwar and Sharma 2012:
44) as it is believed that one does not necessarily need to be a sociologist to “tell
about society”, artists and authors but also those who are not trained to represent,
have 'ways of telling' (Ibid). More generally, curation is like any other research
process about 'investigation, discovery and critical reflection' (Wells 2007: 29). And
so, in light of the intended conversation between ways of doing and making as
articulated in both the ethnographic and art-informed stories about trash, the exercise
of curating might opens up possibilities for a reconfiguration of the distribution of
the sensible (Strohm 2012: 117). That is, as the "aesthetic experience" at work in the
juxtaposition between the everyday and art 'eludes the sensible distribution of roles
and competences which structure the hierarchical order' (Rancière 2006: 4 in Strohm
2012: 118) it disrupts 'what can be seen, heard, thought, said, and done in the
anthropological episteme' (Strohm 2012: 118).
At this note, the dissertation can be taken as a study of in-betweens.
Exploring the question of the significance of the visuality of trash in urban Hong
Kong, it finds shape in the conversation between ethnography and art. It finds its
“object of study” between the production of trash and the scrapheaps or new
destinations where it ends up. It is located between modern ideas of order and
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disorder in the visual realm of urban life, but most of all it finds untrodden grounds
between already existing narratives of Hong Kong as an inspirational place for
modern individuals, and its counter narratives of poverty and despair. That is, while
studies of trash and wastefulness in Hong Kong (Ko and Poon 2009, Ling et al.
2013) relate to its context of overabundance and modern living, and while a (visual)
imagery of abject poverty in the territory tries to point out another “reality” (an
alternative view of Hong Kong), in this dissertation, I complicate these positions and
attempt to take seriously what excess (and also poverty) in Hong Kong really are.
I take, for instance, the Cage Dog photography series by Brian Cassey (2015)
or the photography series on poverty and life in small spaces that, however with
good intentions26, the Society for Community Organization (SoCO) has been
commissioning in the past years, as narratives or images that to a lesser or greater
extend present such counter narratives. Benny Lam’s photography (2013) of people
living in spaces the size of shoeboxes, which went viral only last year, is one of
SoCO’s projects that was increasingly reported on in this way. In various news media
headlines appeared such as “Life in a Shoebox: Grim Reality Behind Hong Kong’s
Bright Lights” (News.com.au 2013). Indeed, Lam’s project for SoCO strongly
illustrates Hong Kong’s counter narrative. With the territory's global image
presenting a spectacle of speed and flash (McDonogh and Wong 2005: xiv), the
counter image of that spectacle presents poverty and bare life (i.e. Eady 2015, Van
Smit 2014) which is not necessarily untrue, yet it does present another kind of
spectacle that might under-complicate situations as well as lean towards an
26

SoCO campaigns for awareness about poverty and other pressing issues in Hong Kong.
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objectification of poverty. In my study, therefore, I try to go beyond the spectacles of
these two extremes by getting into the nitty-gritty of the visuality of trash in the
everyday and, in doing so, taking seriously people some of which would otherwise
be represented as poor and powerless, by engaging their perspectives.
The dissertation is concerned with the visuality of trash as structured from the
perspectives of collectors and in dialogue with the work and views of Hong Kongbased artists. Above all, therefore, this study is about perspectives – about “ways of
seeing” – and by getting close to some of the collectors' perspectives (which
methodology I detail in Chapter 3), I was able to understand fragments of the
complex political sphere that exists around those seemingly banal moments in daily
life; moments of physical and bodily interactions with trash that are visually
informed; interactions that are negotiated between the imaginary of tidiness and the
system of consumption and production (including the visual persistence of trash this
system breeds). And so, I have inquired into these moments – and their related
"visual events". I have explored how collectors' perspectives can help to "exhibit" an
everyday life that surpasses the urban spectacle and outgrows the counter-image of
underbellies and filth.
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{ 2 }

THEORY
Locating Trash
Like any other cultural study concerned with 'what's going on' in the contemporary
conjuncture27 (Grossberg 2010), this dissertation deals with struggles over
modernity. A certain 'experience of space and time'28 (Berman 2010: 15), modernity
is a sociological concept that has a specific relation to urban living and to systems of
bureaucracy and industrialisation (Payne 1997: 346-347). It is commonly accepted
that the modern experience emerged – at the outset – from a Western situation and
has since expanded into a global condition taking on plural and hybrid forms,29 while
the privilege of Europe as modernity's origin is problematised by some.30 With
regards to modernities in Asia, Dipesh Chakrabarty (2002: xxi-xxii) comments that
'[w]e are all, one way or another, products of world capitalism and the institutions,
practices, and ideas that have accompanied it'. Yet, taking the Indian context as an
example, he points out a problem in the translation of European-derived theory.

27

Which Grossberg (2006: 1) understands as 'a struggle ... against liberal modernity'. The context from which he works is that
of the intellectual Left in the Anglo-American academy, however, and therefore very different from the one I deal with: the
everyday setting of a postcolonial city in the East. Both contexts, however, deal with their own versions of a struggle against
liberal modernity.
28
An experience of perpetual change, highlighted with ideas of progress and unsettling temporality appearing in a particular
epoch in a particular kind of society.
29
Like Grossberg and other theorists concerned with postcoloniality and globalisation (e.g. Eisenstadt 2000, Gaonkar 2001), I
take modernity to be multiple. Grossberg argues that '[i]f we want to avoid the imaginative limits of the euro-modern
imagination, we have to pluralize modernity, to see the many different ways in which it has been and can be configured and
actualized' (Grossberg 2010: 75).
30
Gilroy (2000), for instance, proposes that modernity is better understood as a "changing same", which would "de-privilege"
Europe in being necessarily the location of its origin.
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While India has become devotedly capitalist under British rule, its social life has by a
number of liberal scholars been labelled as '[n]ot bourgeois, not capitalist, not
liberal' (Ibid). Such negative labelling, he argues, does not take into account that
'societies are no tabulae rasae': '[t]hey come with their own plural histories
(Chaktrabarty 2002: xxiii). When it comes to understanding modernities, then – as C.
J. Wan-ling Wee (2007: 19) states – the issue is 'how the particular society one is
looking at has reacted to or what it has made of its modern colonial "inheritance",
whether wanted or not'. Indeed, modernity in Hong Kong can be understood to have
emerged as a consequence of British colonial investment in, and Chinese postcolonial continuation of, the territory's global direction and is for that matter neither
entirely euro-modern nor entirely "alternative". As Grossberg (2007) acknowledges,
‘[t]he modern has multiple and different trajectories, histories, formation and
possibilities’, yet, this potential problem of ‘other modernities’ can be taken ‘as the
possibility of a multiplicity of ways of being modern’.31
Trash, as it appears in the context of any modern city, is commonly addressed
as 'matter out of place' (Douglas 2002) and structured as something disorderly. It sits
uncomfortably in what Gay Hawkins (2007) refers to as the modern imaginary of the
tidy city and is consequently distributed to be rendered invisible. In order to
understand – in the later chapters of this dissertation – what is at stake in urban Hong
Kong when trash makes an appearance, I first elaborate, in the next section, how
modernity as understood by Bauman (2001, 2002) has normalised modes of
categorising and ordering and how this is seen to have led to an increased state of
31

Theories of multiple modernities, suggests Grossberg (2010: 84), 'are useful insofar as they argue that any social formation
has to be understood as the hybrid product of many articulations'.
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disorder. Further, since the categorising and ordering of trash specifically plays
out in the visual realm of the streets and the everyday at large, the second section of
this chapter engages in modern ideas of visuality. In its modern form, visuality is
constructed as a visualised imaginary of authority that has little to do with vision
(Mirzoeff 2006a: 67): it is abstracted via the ordering processes of modernity in 'an
overlapping of the visual and the linguistic' where the body does not exist (Simonsen
2005: 2 in Gardiner 2012b: 344). Yet, as the modern condition has liquified, the
issue with such structuring of a detached gaze onto society is becoming more
apparent, while alternative approaches to visuality suggest engagements with the
physical reality of people's bodies (Gardiner 2012b: 349). The third section,
therefore, looks into aesthetics. Not only because the visual realm of the modern city
should be perceived as a scopic regime – a political sphere, rather – negotiated in the
encounter between views and matter (out of place) in place32, but also because the
way in which I seek to tell a different story (if not a better story) about urban life in
Hong Kong curates a dialogue with the works of artists. I specifically probe into
Jacques Rancière's thesis of The Politics of Aesthetics (2004) in which he first
synthesises how a prior aesthetic division of society is presupposed in what he refers
to as the "distribution of the sensible"33 after which he proposes that a certain regime
of art can contribute to a "redistribution of the sensible" through aesthetics. In the
forth section, finally, I engage scholarly elaborations of the meaning of trash in the
context of the contemporary modern situation where trash is often structured
unwanted and categorised as unfitted to the modern society. From this location, I

32
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As visuality involves those who are seeing, the object that is seen and the place within which is seen.
I understand Rancière's distribution of the sensible to be a perceived mode for being modern.
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draft a definition of trash that helps delineate what kind of objects this dissertation is
specifically engaged with and how these objects help to revisit the context within
which they are usually constructed as a problem.
Because, ultimately, modernity itself is also a category of aesthetics as it
denotes 'a particular experience of time [and space]' (Payne 1997: 347), the ways in
which this study endeavours to explore trash in urban Hong Kong specifically
employ the visual and aesthetic – sensory, if you will – registers of the modern
condition towards a reconsideration of the politics of the tidy city and of urban life at
large. Politics, to Rancière, is an aesthetic affair (and vice versa) as it is 'a matter of
establishing and modifying a sensory framework, distinguishing the visible from the
invisible, the sayable from the unsayable, the audible from the inaudible, the possible
from the impossible' (Rockhill 2011: 28). In this chapter, therefore, I sketch the
theoretical contexts within which trash is located to be invisible. These contexts,
however, also allow room for alternative interpretations towards potential new
stories. That is, precisely because trash is matter out of place in the modern city and
generally ordered and distributed out of sight – ridded away, aesthetically – 'a
disarticulation of [trash] may lead to the articulation of other histories, and other
geographies' (DeSilvey 2006: 324), better stories?

2.1 Modernity
Sygmunt Bauman (1991: 5) suggests that modernity can be thought of as a space and
time 'when order – of the world, of the human habitat, of the human self, and of the
connection between all three – is reflected upon'. This section sketches a rough (and
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markedly incomplete) approach to modernity and its concern with order, because
trash and filth and the need for cleanliness are ultimately matters of order and
perspectives on these matters give insight into the ordering of places (Douglas 2002:
2). Further, being modern, as Foucault (1984: 32-50) argues, does not come with an
acceptance of the modern situation but with the adoption of a certain attitude towards
it.34 Society's attitude in desiring order (and governments' organisations around its
maintenance) is, thus, not a result of its condition, but already inherently modern.
Studying trash means engaging with ways of being modern, therefore. Most visibly,
however, trash is a spatial problem with temporal implications. Trash is something35
that "was", about to be distributed away from a future it would never have.36 This
kind of engagement with time, is symptomatic of the ordering of modernity. As
Grossberg (2010: 196) asserts, 'the changing relations between past, present and
future define a key moment in the contemporary configurations of power, and in the
struggles over modernity'. And so, in this context, trash is not just a result of modern
living and an indicator of 'the ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent' (Baudelaire
1863: 12). It also symbolises modernity's struggles. It is equally something that
exists in itself between its past and its missed future: an aspect of the modern
condition that Baudelaire famously described in his reading of the ragpicker who
deals in discards; who deals in 'the dreams of the past for a future that was never
realized' (Highmore 2002: 65). So, below, I probe the context in which 'all that is
solid [and] melts into air' (Marx and Engels 1848 in Berman 2010: 15) is structured
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In other words, Kahn suggests that modernity is now 'as much a state of mind as a set of objective historical processes' (Kahn
2001: 661 in Grossberg 2010: 86).
35
Or "nothing". It has been stripped off its identity by virtue of its disposal. Yet it is still there.
36
Raw material in the best scenario, or eternal modern leftovers in the case of its dumping in landfills.
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to persist such material remainders, exploring how modernity is understood to
categorise and order.
To Lawrence Grossberg (2010: 84-85), whom I will return to resort to at the
end of this section, the modern 'is the ongoing struggle to remake the material,
discursive, and affective lived geography of the real' and this remaking can be
thought of 'as a contradictory and multidimensional, ongoing production: of social
institutions, ways of life, and structures of experience; of maps of intelligibility,
affect, and value; of the relations of state (power), economy (well-being), and culture
(intelligibility, mattering, and belonging)'. Bauman37 (1991: 6-7) sees in such
remaking of the real – as just described – the modern specifically constituting itself
as a demand to order, where 'the other of order is not another order: chaos is its only
alternative'. Indeed, order is, to Bauman, the archetype of modernity. While order
exists in all societies, in the modern society it is not anymore natural (Bauman 1991:
6). It is constructed: it is 'a task, [...] a matter of design and action' (Castaño 1999).
Modernity, involves solid planning and designing 'under strict quality control and
according to strict procedural rules' (Bauman 2000: 47). Classifications and
organisations synthesise, therefore, the strategies of modern practice38 (which is the
effort to exterminate ambivalence) and the suggested need of such practice
demonstrates modernity's "fear" of the unclassified (Castaño 1999) – trash and filth
included. Ultimately – as Bauman (1991: 6-7) describes it – modernity creates a
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His take on the multiplicity of modernity (euro-modernity) is, as also others scholars suggest (e.g. Kahn 2001, Lee 2006), still
as a project that exists at 'the origin of all possible modernities' (Grossberg 2010: 84).
38
Modern practice – 'the substance of modern politics, of modern intellect, of modern life' (Castaño 1999) – is 'the effort to
exterminate ambivalence, an effort to define precisely – and to suppress or eliminate everything that could not or would not be
precisely defined' (Bauman 1991: 7-8).
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world 'shaped by the suspicion of the brittleness and fragility of the artificial mandesigned and man-built islands of order among the sea of chaos'.39
Such a divide between order and chaos, Bruno Latour (1993: 13) elaborates
as 'the modern divide between the natural world and the social world' – the human
and the non-human. He distributes entities accordingly: 'subjectivity, agency,
representation, history, etc., to the human; objectivity, passivity, the represented, etc.,
to nature' (Grossberg 2010: 88). This "Great Divide" is, to Latour, the underlying
reality of modernity which produces inevitable hybridity – hybridity meaning
constructions that include both natural and social elements. As he explains, 'the more
we forbid ourselves to conceive of hybrids, the more possible their interbreeding
becomes – such is the paradox of the moderns, which the exceptional situation in
which we find ourselves today allows us finally to grasp' (Latour 1993: 12). This is
where his cultural theory presents its true problem, which is similar to what Bauman
reveals with regards to order. Bauman explains that '[t]he concept of order appeared
in consciousness only simultaneously with the problem of order, of order as a matter
of design and action, order as an obsession' (Bauman 1991: 7). This obsession turns
the world into a place of more chaos. As they seeks order and manageability, modern
practices instantly break the world up: they fragment and separate – they produce the
(binary) other – and therefore always confront the world with more chaos (Grossberg
2010: 87). As Dennis Smith (1999: 147) synthesises: 'the classifying broom does not
sweep clean; it just moves the dust around'. The modern idea of an ordered future is,
therefore, as also Gay Hawkins (2007) mentioned with regards to tidiness in the
39

Elsewhere, he relates such practice to gardening with the modern state being a gardening state: it is like a garden that needs to
be managed (Bauman 1989).
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modern city, an imaginary. There will always be chaos. Because of which Bauman
(2004: 28) labels garbage collectors as 'the unsung heroes of modernity'. Yet, at the
same time, chaos – disorder – is necessary for order to emerge. This is the
impossibility of modernity.
That total order is unachievable, is recognised in something like a new yet
continued epoch in which modernity 'turned upon itself'. Ulrich Beck (2000) refers to
this epoch as the "second age of modernity". He uses this new reference as a means
to induce new conceptualisations of the working of modernity, specifically aimed at
'the inner quality of the social and political itself' that is based on a widening
cosmopolitan perspective (Beck 2000: 79). Bauman prefers to refer to the altered
state of modern existence as "liquid modernity", emphasising the 'flux, flows,
liquefaction, plasticity, flexibility' (Castaño 1999) of modernity's newly perceived
situation. While those who prefer to suggest a "postmodernity" that indicates a more
drastic rupture between two epochs, Bauman's reference to "liquid modernity"
suggests a continuing phase in which it has become apparent that ambivalence is
something perpetual: ambivalence is 'the constitutive characteristic of existence'
(Castaño 1999). This kind of existence (which is also something "pre-order",
something aesthetic and equal to chaos or at least existing at the 'fringe of ordered
existence'), John Scanlan (2013: 2) refers to as aesthetic fatigue which he, too, takes
to be a prime indicator of modernity. He suggests that as modernity came about, the
'clean, unspoiled, and more perfect future' that was imagined turned out to be a 'filthy
reality' in which modernity's excesses work against its future (Scanlan 2013: 9).
Indeed, 'a widening gap with no bridge in sight' exists between overall order and
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'every one of the agencies, vehicles, and stratagems of purposeful action there is in a
cleavage' (Bauman 2000: 5), the "melting of solids" has become modernity's key
feature.
While modernity's promises (rather, its intentions to colonise the future by
providing total order) are unachievable, 'their existence as horizons gave sense to
modern experience' and our understanding of knowledge is rooted in this idea
(Castaño 1999). The awareness of the infinity of disorder induces, therefore, also a
realisation that knowledge (vision, plan, order) does not always have an answer.
Knowledge has become illusory, just like the tidy city. While it 'drive[s] the world
faster [...] we don't feel in control' (Smith 1999: 9). As Bauman explains it, 'those
things that in modernity were seen as not-yet-understood, not-yet-classified, not-yetordered, become impossible to understand, classify and order' (Castaño 1999). This
kind of theorising, as Grossberg suggests, makes it seem as if cultural researchers
can only 'study in detail the work of production of hybrids and the work of
elimination of these same hybrids' (Latour 1993: 46 in Grossberg 2010: 89), which
can only result in the assembling of 'a kind of hyper-empirical
ethnography/sociology of criticism itself' which comes with an endless documenting
of binaries (Grossberg 2010: 89-90). And this, in turn, comes down to pure
simplification of the complex of modernity, while it also implies a certain rooting
back to the initial euro-modernity without allowing space for the possibility of
"other" alternative modernities. Grossberg (2010: 88) labels this 'the detritus of the
failed project', which, in light of the object of my study induces an even more severe
need for an alternative approach to making sense of the struggles of modernity.
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Different from Latour's and Bauman's readings, there are also more positive
responses to the accepted impossibility of order. Richard Sennett (1996: xviii, 170),
for instance, suggests to embrace disorder in social life to bring structural changes to
the city; to let go of the need for order in a search for new ways of doing and making
which he finds in the networks of social contacts that are constantly in flux.
However, in the attempt to tell a better story in this thesis, I am yet to better
understand what is going on in the city and, perhaps, this comes not "simply" with an
acceptance of chaos, but – indeed – with the search for another kind of order. To
understanding modernity for the purpose of finding a better story to tell – which is
ultimately what Grossberg (2010: 90-91) invites everyone to do – he argues that a
more complex sense of both modernity and the possibility of its multiplicity are
needed. This can be achieved by elaborating 'the multiplicity of contexts and the
complexity of conjunctures' and by attempting to understand the articulations
between them. In Grossberg's resort, the modern should not be constituted as a
system for elimination and simplification, therefore, but 'as a set of fundamental
relational possibilities' (Ibid). And this is only possible if the multiplicity of
modernities is taken 'not simply as variations to euro-modernity, but [as] actual
others' (Ibid).

2.2 Visuality
Visuality concerns the question of "how we see the world" (Sandywell and Heywood
2012: 14) and – following other scholars engaged with the visual (e.g. Gardiner
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2012, Mirzoeff 2006, 2011, Rose 2012) – how the world is seen depends on who is
"seeing", what is "seen", and from which location the "seeing" happens. Visuality is,
thus, a political sphere, which organisation and perception is constructed differently
under different epochal conditions (that involved variant technological and
architectonic innovations and "spectacularisations" that contributed to an increased
appreciation of the visual sense, specifically since modernity). Following the
narrative of the previous section, which indicated a transition from modernity to its
capitalist/liquid variant, this section lays out the two modes of visuality that came
with that: visuality as it was imagined and performed in its modern form, and
visuality as it has become – theoretically – approached after modernity's solid ideas
and plans turned imaginary, and less straightforward, highly complex modern
conditions began to occur and persist. In other words, the below expands two
advances on visuality that find their roots in the modern and in the contemporary
condition between which the understanding of the power to "see" can be taken to
have partially transferred from a detached eye in charge of the "seen" and the
"seer"40, to a multitude of embodied eyes that connect with 'the spatiotemporal
structuring of quotidian life' and the 'unnoticed visual spaces of everyday social
interaction' (Sandywell and Heywood 2012: 14). These two approaches to visuality,
however, are not mutually exclusive. They are two different "ways of looking" (and
theorising) that have induced ways of perceiving of life that can (as will also become
clear in the succeeding chapters) both still be recognised in today's society.

40

Which can be related to Zygmunt Bauman's understanding of knowledge as 'one of the privileged tools in its ordering
project'; knowledge as 'a device to manipulate probabilities, to turn the uncertain into predictable...' (Castaño 1999).
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In its modern form, visuality is constructed as a visualised imaginary of
authority that has little to do with vision (Mirzoeff 2006a: 67). It is constructed
through politics of 'picturing' and 'representing' (Mirzoeff 2006a: 76), and
objectifying, for that matter. Specifically in the city of the twentieth century, modes
of '[d]istancing, mastering [and] objectifying' created a 'voyeuristic look' that could
exercise control 'through a visualisation which merges with a victimization of its
object' (Deutsche 1991: 11 in Urry 2009: 90).41 The "looking" and "seeing" (of those
who are not in charge) that this kind of visuality allows and polices are 'claims to
relations of what is culturally and politically visible and sayable' (Mirzoeff 2011c:
1189). Nicolas Mirzoeff (2011b: 476) understands it, therefore, as a discursive
practice that can render and regulate 'the real that has material effects', just like
'Michel Foucault's panopticism, the gaze, or perspective'. Further, Mirzoeff (2009:
1741) suggests elsewhere that visuality is:
...a technique for the individual dominance of the ruler and the institution of sovereignty,
derived from the ability of the modern general to visualize the entire battlefield that extends
beyond any person's biological sight. As sovereign, visuality envisages a top-down view of
the world in which only it can see what is to be done. As governance, visuality trains and
commodifies vision to acculturate to the prevailing mode of production.

In this kind of visuality and its politics, certain people 'claim the authority to
determine what may or may not be "seen," literally and metaphorically, in the
operations of power' (Mirzoeff 2011b: 1191).42 The power of vision in modernity
41

This kind of argument also refers back to the figure of the flâneur and Walter Benjamin's highly descriptive (imaginative)
readings of the modern city (Benjamin 1999, 2006).
42
Mirzoeff traces his arguments about the modern form of visuality back to the organisation of slavery in the colonial times,
where in the plantations slaves, under surveillance of the "overseer", did not have the right to look while even their imagination
was policed (Mirzoeff 2011b: 482). Also later in history the "looking" of a person of colour – particularly at white females or
people in power – was considered an offence. It was considered sexualised and violent while people of colour were also not
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has, however, not entirely eliminated the other senses. Also smell has been
specifically accentuated in modern life. Simmel (Frisby and Featherstone 1997: 119
in Urry 2008: 349) argues that the sense of smell is a sense that distances: it invokes
disgust rather than allure. As domestic hygiene became rather unevenly introduced in
the previous century, smell (or the lack thereof) was related to social class and
induced senses of 'moral superiority' (Urry 2008: 349). Generally, in modern society,
smells are unwanted while technologies have been invented to purify everyday life.
The absence of smells has been consequently connected to personal and public
cleanliness (Ibid), which – as I have indicated before – is considered vital to modern
ways of being. In relation to this, Bauman (1993: 24 in Urry 2008: 349) explains that
as modernity intended to reduce smells, public policies were introduced where urban
planners started zoning the place of the urban society – situating garbage dumps,
industrial and sewage plants, etc. away from the centres – while also the spaces of
the homes were modernised towards similar solutions. Yet, while such institutions
imply odour-related motivations, they also come with the earlier mentioned need to
"move unwanted matter out of sight". Regardless, as modern societies are seen to
have diminished the sense of smell, the sense of sight has been pushed towards
unprecedented dominance. They are both related to forms of control that I will
regularly return to in the following chapters, yet, visuality – or "owning views and
sight" – has become specifically important, politicised and controlled.
Mirzoeff proposes a conceptual framework that he calls the "complex of
visuality" – "complex" referring to 'the production of a set of social organizations
allowed to "imagine" white people to die (as in "picturing" or acting out such an event) (Ibid). Indeed, such early examples
explain how the politics of visuality worked on the basis of nomination, separation and aesthetisation.
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and processes' (Mirzoeff 2011b: 480). This "complex of visuality" involves
classification, separation, and aestheticisation and each of these modes of control of
the visual are, to a degree, still 'active in the present world' (Milbrandt 2012: 1480).
Classification is based on nomination, which is a way to structure and order the
visible. "The visible" seems, in Mirzoeff's historic account, to equal "the social".43
Separation, then, is precisely this organisation of the social – i.e. 'workers, the
people, or the (decolonized) nation' (Mirzoeff 2011b: 476) – for the purpose of
control. Finally, to make such classification and separation just, visuality comes with
aesthetics: 'the aesthetics of the proper, of duty, of what is felt to be right and hence
pleasing, ultimately even beautiful' (Ibid). Through aesthetisation, the above two
modes of control are rendered normal and acceptable.44 This explanation of the
structure of modern visuality is supplemented by Michael E. Gardiner (2012b: 347348), following Lefebvre, as he suggests that it – as a scopic regime – is based on
two key components: "the metaphoric" where images (visual or textual) replace that
what is represented by them, and "metonymy", meaning how 'the gaze of power
transforms discrete, often hidden things into a unified, visible totality'. Indeed, this is
the power of authority. It controls what is seen and how it is seen, through language

43

In the next section on aesthetics – and Rancière's aesthetics more specifically – it will become clear that what Mirzoeff
describes as "the visible" is what Rancière calls "the sensible". Mirzoeff, addressing "the visual" from a historic location in
which vision was (and still often is) understood to be the dominant sense. He has therefore elevated the meaning of "the visible"
to all that can be perceived of society. That is, over the past centuries vision has been rendered the dominant sense in Western
culture due to a number of technological and architectonic developments (Urry 2008: 389). Rancière, whom recognises the
importance of (however without elaborating on this point) all the senses and all that is sensed, prefers to refer to it as "the
sensible". Mirzoeff's visible and Rancière's sensible both equal the social or society (and how it is perceived).
44
Aesthetics – in this context – is merely to do with representations. Indeed, the kind of aesthetics Mirzoeff refers to is
understood by Jacques Rancière (as I will elaborate in the next section) as one of his three regimes for the identification of art:
the ethical regime. The ethical regime "educates" people and presents them with representations of how society is supposed to
be. Art, in this context, is not yet a form of expression in itself. It are only "arts" – ways of doing and making – that purely
service society. They key in with how society is organised.
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and representation, and such a complex always depends on a servile class (Mirzoeff
2011a, 2011b).45
This servile class, however, has the opportunity to challenge the authority of
the dominant order. Mirzoeff calls this countervisuality. It claims "authonomy": the
"right to look" (Mirzoeff 2011c: 1189). Countervisuality is not by definition visual,
however. It is – taken that visuality is constructed by a dominant order and therefore
not necessarily representing a reality – rather a response to the unreality of visuality
(Mirzoeff 2011b: 485). In other words, '[t]he "realism" of countervisuality is the
means by which one tries to make sense of the unreality created by visuality's
authority while at the same time proposing a real alternative' (Ibid).46 It has taken on
many forms, throughout history, 'from slave revolts and general strikes, to gestures
of refusal, public displays, art forms, and even parody' (Milbrandt 2012: 1483). Its
creative forms can, of course, also be related to the works of some of the artists
mentioned in the introduction. They attempt, with their work, 'to bring into view, and
into being, alternative ways of imagining and modes of becoming, that aim to
challenge and undo authoritative regimes' (Ibid).
Around the end of the Cold War and with the advancement of technology, a
transition in the visual realm (rather a compression or intensification of the complex
of visuality) pushed for alternative ways of understanding its politics (Mirzoeff
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As mentioned before, in bourgeois aesthetics such hegemonic visuality worked on the basis of transcendence: life being
disconnected from the arts. And also Romanyshyn (1985: 89 in Gardiner 2012b: 347) notes with regards to Renaissance art,
that the body is replaced by 'a detached eye, a disincarnated eye, as the vehicle of relation'. Romanyshyn refers here particularly
to the geometrical precision by which artworks were put together, using linear perspectives and a vanishing point. This way of
interpreting and representing insinuates two important yet debatable things: that the world is 'infinite and homogeneous' and
that 'the further one removes oneself from multisensorial contact with the world the better one can understand and capture
external reality pictorially' (Gardiner 2012: 348).
46
Modernity, in Mirzoeff's account, 'is formulated as an ongoing and unfinished confrontation between visuality and
countervisuality' (Milbrandt 2012: 1478).
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2011b: 496). Surveillance and control of "what is seen" and "who can see" has taken
on new forms – particularly in the past two decades. Authority is now working in a
digitised and networked way. In response, "the right to look" is becoming
increasingly important and should be claimed concurrently (Mirzoeff 2006b: 40).47
While in the 19th century open access to what has become known as the 'bourgeois
public sphere' was prevented through 'limited and conditional emancipations', this
kind of controlled space is in tension with networked visuality. Mirzoeff (2006a: 76)
notes that 'the idea of a single hero or heroine as the agent of visuality, or even of an
elite minority within a given group', cannot be sustained in a networked context. Yet,
as an opportunity for 'a politics of representation' that, for instance, negotiates the
boundaries between normative groups and ethnic, gender, and sexual minorities,
'visuality remains of central importance' (Ibid). And although it increasingly expands
into the realm of the digital, it is also still under negotiation in the public sphere.
Scholars engaged with the visual (e.g. Bal 2003, Gardiner 2012, Rose 2012),
therefore, increasingly rethink the meaning of visuality beyond the ideal yet
unachievable scenario for modernity.
To Lefebvre, the issue of modern visuality lies exactly in the prior acceptance
(in modernity and in Western philosophy) of the detached gaze. Lefebvre is
concerned with the fact that historically the human body has been abstracted 'through
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I am thinking of demands for government transparency, for instance, and the Edward Snowden case as a reverse on the
authority to see.
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an overlapping of the visual and the linguistic' (Simonsen 2005: 2 in Gardiner 2012b:
344). He48 states that (Lefebvre 1991a: 407):
Western philosophy has betrayed the body; it has actively participated in the great process
of metaphorization that has abandoned the body; and it has denied the body. The living
body, being at once 'subject' and 'object', cannot tolerate such conceptual division, and
consequently philosophical concepts fall into the category of the "sign of non-body".

Technically conformed, decorporealised visuality negates the possibility to move
around in the world "aesthetically" (in the sense of aisthesis) (Gardiner 2012b: 349).
Modern occularcentrism49 restricts a person's experience as well as perception of the
world (O'Loughlin 2006: 23). Rather, abstraction violently imposes itself on the
physical reality of people's bodies (Gardiner 2012b: 349), while the other senses
have been nearly entirely taken over by vision (Lefebvre 1991: 139 in Gardiner
2012b: 350). This is where objectified representation has come to be taken as truth.
In Gardiner's words, the world is not perceived pictorially, but it 'becomes a picture'
(Ibid). Or, as Guy Debord describes it slightly differently, the human world has
transformed into a "society of the spectacle", understanding spectacle as 'a social
relation among people, mediated by images' (Debord, 2006: 12) that purpose the city
and its life 'by the flow of commodities and their apparitions (advertising, cinema
and so on)' (Highmore, 2002: 61).
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Lefebvre is not in the first instance seen as a critic of the body and of visuality, yet his engagements with space inform his
understanding of visuality and corporeality.
49
Occularcentrism is not only something of our modern times. Also in the European Middle Ages vision can be seen to have
been privileged, for example. In this study, however, I keep to the modern era and the ways in which visuality has been
theorised specifically in the last two centuries.
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New ways of theorising the visual suggest 'a multisensorial, synesthetic
engagement with the world' (Gardiner 2012b: 343).50 Lefebvre does not believe that
space is 'a "text" that can be "read" by visual means alone' (Lefebvre 1991: 139 in
Gardiner 2012b: 351). While he recognises that the social world works for a great
deal on the basis of 'communicative exchange' and the 'superabundant production of
signs', he argues that there are limits to language and to the forms of knowledge it
involves (Ibid). Space – the world – 'must be lived in and through', before it can be
read: the body comes prior to knowledge. The body Lefebvre talks about is one that
is always already in space: a body that 'is shaped by the qualities of this space, but
equally creates its own space through the manner in which it deploys its capacities
and vital energies' (Ibid: 352).51 A focus on space is inevitable 'on the body's
implication in and constitution of a "sensory-sensual space"' (Simonsen 2005: 1).
The body, understood from this perspective, is organic (as opposed to mechanic) and
invested with extravagances of 'waste, play, struggle, art, festival' (Gardiner 2012b:
352). The body 'is capable of generating novelty out of its seemingly repetitive
gestures and actions, combining materials (things used in the construction of mental
or physical things) and matériels (tools, techniques, instructions for use) in a manner
that modifies nature in creatively unpredictable ways' (Ibid). Lefebvre, as Gardiner
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This is rooted in a key idea of Greek philosophy: aesthesis. Aisthesis refers to 'a prelinguistic world of shared perceptual
experience, involving all the senses, wherein the workings of the body are fully enmeshed with the world' (Gardiner 2012b:
343). The next section further elaborates thoughts on aesthetics.
51
This is where Lefebvre reveals his phenomenological stance: within each body the rest of the world is reflected. And this
correspondence between body and world is not passive or receptive. As Gardiner describes it, '[t]he ear, the eyes and the gaze
and the hands are in no way passive instruments that merely gaze and the hands are in no way passive instruments that merely
register and record' (Gardiner 2012b: 356). All the senses are active in shaping the world in different ways and production is not
just a reproduction of already existing objects in nature. It is a 'mutually constitutive and transformative process, creating [...] a
newness or "maximal" difference, that did not exist previously' (Ibid). As Merleau-Ponty argues, it requires the total body and
its plurality of connections with the world and with others, for a gestalt to be established (Gardiner 2012a: 119).
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puts it, longs for a 'revolt' of the body and he believes that this could happen 'in the
marginalized spaces of daily life' (Ibid).52
Yet, even though the hierarchical position of vision is increasingly
questioned, 'sight matters' (O'Loughlin 2006: 26). Merleau-Ponty sees beyond the
fetishisation of vision – not by moving towards ocularphobic interpretations of
ocularcentric thought, but by suggesting that his phenomenology of embodied
perception opens up a possibility of what Jay (1993) has described as 'dialogic
specularity' (1993: 169, Gardiner 2012a: 119). Sight allows people to interact
visually, which democratises power relations as the 'sensuous interaction
momentarily engages two or more people' (Degen 2008: 47). Indeed,
phenomenology looks at the way 'the human world is constituted as a structure of
intelligibility' (Thomas 2006: 46). Worldly things only reveal themselves 'in a world'
and are therefore 'not just objects of consciousness: they are always embedded in a
complex network of relations between people and things' (Frede 1993: 53 in Thomas
2006: 46). Human existence can only be understood in relation to the multiple
contexts human beings exist in ("being-in-the-world") and so even the ordinary is
constitutive of 'intentionality' (Thomas 2006: 46) and can be explored as such. To
Merleau-Ponty (and others working in the sphere of phenomenology) people's
perception of the world works both ways – a human in the world is both seer and
seen, a "toucher" and touched, etc. The body is, thus, a 'perceiving thing': a 'subjectobject' (Merleau-Ponty 1964: 166-170 in Gardiner 2012a: 121). In collaboration with
the other senses, vision reveals the world to 'an embodied consciousness'

52

This 'revolt' involves the total body, meaning a body that is engaged through all the senses (Gardiner 2012b: 352).
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(O'Loughlin 2006: 26). The 'perceptual apparatus' is an a priori structure of the
senses that helps making sense of the world and of ourselves (Gardiner 2012a: 128).
While technological advancements and modernity thinking have boosted
'specular consciousness' and sight has come to be perceived as dominating the world,
'there are always multiple sensory regimes at play' (Ibid). Vision, indeed, is not
'inherently domineering or hegemonic' and it is, therefore, possible to 'disengage
discrete perceptual fields from existing systems of power and domination'; to explore
alternatives to 'the ocularcentric bias of contemporary Western (and "Westernizing")
societies' (Lefebvre 1991b: 189-190 in Gardiner 2012b: 357).53 Certainly, visual
phenomena cannot be analysed in isolation, only in relation to the total body. This
kind of understanding of visuality, I pick up in the next chapter where I propose a
more practical approach to its political realm: I propose to take on visuality as a "way
of looking" in itself, towards a productive methodology. Further, art – involving
interpretations of the multisensory phenomena of the world – can never be external
to the realm of the everyday (something that bourgeois arts strived for) (Gardiner
2012b: 358). In pursuit of the suggestion that art is internal to everyday life and in
conversation with the engagement of all the senses, the next section elaborates ideas
of aesthetics. I specifically take on Jacques Rancière's notion of aesthetics and what
he calls the "distribution of the sensible" as he proposes possibilities for interferences
in the organisation of the sensible (of society) through aesthetics, which is
particularly helpful in light of my exploration of the meaning of the visuality of trash
in the streets, in the context of urban life. Indeed, as I dialogue variant perspectives
53

I refrain from further engaging in the anti-ocularcentric approaches to vision and neither do I further elaborate on the critiques
of these approaches. Instead, I take from these debates, the importance of the theoretical return to embodied sense perception.
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on trash in the form of a curatorial of ways of looking that involves both views of
trash collectors and artists, I seek ways to connect the two realms within which these
actors work: the realm of the everyday (aesthetics as sensible) and the realm of art
(aesthetics as a realm for identifying art).

2.3 Aesthetics
As I briefly touched on in the previous section, aesthetics deals not just with
artefacts, matters of beauty, taste, or any other aesthetic object or act. Tracing it back
to the Greek word aisthesis54 which relates to 'a prelinguistic world of shared
perceptual experience' in which all the senses are engaged (Gardiner 2012b: 343), it
can also involve aesthetic experiences that arise when contemplating things or
actions that are not traditionally classified as aesthetic (Smith 2005: ix). As Jacques
Rancière (2004: 13) explains it, '[a]esthetics can be understood [...] as a system of a
priori forms determining what presents itself to sense experience'. This section
elaborates thoughts on this kind of aesthetics and how they relate to aesthetics as a
regime for the identification of art. Whether its general form is defined as a system
for sense perception or – as Cecilia Suhr (2009) suggests – 'a realm that is always in
flux and that produces affects', it involves people's relations with the world around
them, not through intellect or conceptualisation, but through pure and bodily
experience. As this study deals with the politics of urban life in Hong Kong as
perceived through the lens of trash, and the potential new perspectives on these
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It roughly means "perception" or "sensation" and is, thus, a noun indicating any kind of awareness.
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politics gained from dialoguing views of trash collectors and artists, it also deals with
art. In other words, this study involves art, politics, and aesthetics. Rancière (2004)
suggests that there is a relation between these three entities as he attempts to revisit
what he calls the distribution and redistribution of the sensible. I follow his ideas
below, in preparation of my own attempt at finding relations between politics and
aesthetics, towards alternative views of urban life through related distributions of
trash.
Indeed, Rancière argues that art, politics, and aesthetics are inextricably
linked. He suggests that art and politics are 'consubstantial as distributions of the
sensible' contingent on specific 'regime[s] of identification'55 (Rockhill 2011: 28). As
he understands art to be directly engaged in the distribution of the sensible (Deranty
2010: 119), he detects three different modes in which such engagement is articulated,
which he calls: the ethical, the poetic (or representative), and the aesthetic regimes of
art. These regimes are grounded in the socio-political (and historical) context of
society at large. In his books The Politics of Aesthetics (2004) and Aesthetics and its
Discontents (2009a), he breaks down the familiar (Western) art historical categories
such as modernism and postmodernism (but also, for instance, realism and the avantgarde) when revisiting the notion of aesthetics (Berrebi 2008: 1).56 He sees
modernism57 as a problematic concept that prevents thorough understanding of 'the
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As such, he understands politics to be a largely aesthetic project, as it involves the establishment and modification of 'a
sensory framework distinguishing the visible from the invisible, the sayable form the unsayable, the audible from the
inaudible...' In the reverse, he also understands aesthetics to be first and foremost, a political engagement, for the same reason
(Rockhill 2011: 28).
56
Rancière (2013: xii) further explains that the kind of aesthetics he is talking about – and the movement it ignites – supports
'the dream of artistic novelty and fusion between art and life subsumed under the idea of modernity, tends to erase the
specificities of the arts and to blur the boundaries that separate them from each other and from ordinary experience'. The works
of art are mere indicators of the 'regimes of perception and thought that precede them' (Ibid).
57
Rancière understands modernism to engage in 'processes of self-purification', suggesting that art can exist independently from
other 'practices and domains of life' (Tanke 2011: 71).
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transformations of art and its relationships with the other spheres of collective
experience'58, forming a faulty starting point for those positions that followed from it
(Tanke 2011: 71). This is why he takes to aesthetics when he engages with some of
the distinct forms of art that started to arise in the late 18th and early 19th century:
because a shared involvement of aesthetics and politics in the distribution of the
sensible allows opportunity to review relations between art and other spheres of
experience (Ibid).
As mentioned above, Rancière thinks of aesthetics in two ways59: as 'the
sensitive and the perceptive, generally' (Yepes 2014: 43) – suggesting that
aesthetics60 is synonymous with the sensible – and as a 'regime for identifying and
reflecting on art' (Rancière 2004: 4).61 The latter is to be understood as 'a mode of
articulation between ways of doing and making, their corresponding forms of
visibility, and possible ways of thinking about their relationships'62 (Ibid). This is
Rancière's prime position when he theorises the relation between art and politics.63
Yet, it also reflects something that Gabriel Rockhill (2011: 30) likes to think of as a
'productive contradiction'.64 The contradiction is that, as Rancière takes aesthetics as
a mode of articulation in the identification of art – and as he argues that 'artistic
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The transformations of art over the past two centuries, more specifically.
Rockhill (2011: 33), however, finds three different ways in which Rancière approaches aesthetics. He adds to these two
descriptions also that Rancière sometimes still refers to aesthetics in its usual usage to describe the realm of art.
60
Understood in the sense of the Greek aisthesis, meaning perception and sensation.
61
In Aisthesis: Scenes from the Aesthetic Regime (2013), he further elaborates that in the past two centuries the term aisthesis
has been adapted towards 'a mode of experience to which [...] we perceive very diverse things, whether in their techniques of
production or their destination, as all belonging to art' (Rancière 2013: x), but that in his approach to aesthetics and to mimesis –
which I will return to, later – the concepts 'no longer designate categories internal to art, but rather regimes of identification of
art' (Ibid: xi). Further, the aesthetic regime, is one of perception (in the Greek sense of the word), but also of affection and
thought (Ibid).
62
Art, in this construction, is therefore 'always tributary to the way it is perceived' (Berrebi 2008: 1).
63
The idea of the regimes particularly 'serves to identify the specific features of the understanding of art characteristic of
modern society' (Deranty 2010: 118). It also has a polemical function. It helps Rancière 'to contest, as mentioned before, some
of the prominent approaches to art in the contemporary humanities (Ibid).
64
I follow this way of thinking as I see this as the most fruitful way of reading Rancière. Later on in this chapter (as well as in
later chapters), I expand on this approach.
59
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practices are "ways of doing and making" that intervene in the general distribution of
ways of doing and making as well as in the relationships they maintain to modes of
being and forms of visibility' (Rancière 2004: 13) – his reading of art in the context
of modernity never seems to clearly address the consubstantiality of art and politics.
That is, in his analyses and examples, art and politics are never entirely
complementary for that art practices remain "specific" ways of doing and making
divergent from their "general" variants65 (Rockhill 2011: 34). It is productive,
because – as Jean-Luc Nancy (2009: 88) puts it – precisely Rancière's "conjunction"
of art and politics allows him never to subsume the one into the other. He can
continue his revision of the historiography and political-philosophy of art due to this
ambiguity of terms that reflects the ambiguity of the relation between art and politics.
In light of Rancière's further thesis that stretches over a number of books and
articles66 (e.g. Rancière 2004, 2008, 2009, 2011), the aesthetic regime of art is the
most prominent variant for understanding modern life today and for recognising the
political potentials of contemporary art (Tanke 2011: 71). Like the aesthetic regime,
the poetic regime is also understood as modern (they are late modern and classically
modern, respectively). Both regimes are best introduced in contrast to the ethical
regime67; the regime that is least mentioned in Rancière's writings of the past decade
and a half (Ibid: 122). Although the ethical regime predates the other two, works of
art that can be identified under this regime, have not entirely disappeared (Rancière
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Which he refers to as politics proper.
As well as in light of my own research.
67
This initial regime, Rancière prefers to call a regime of images rather than a regime of art, as it 'separates artistic simulacra
from the true arts, i.e. imitations modelled on the "truth" whose final aim is to educate the citizenry in accordance with the
distribution of occupations in the community' (Rancière 2004: 90). Art has no authority. Rather, art – in this regime – is not
identified as art and the artist is not identified as artist.
66
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2004: 90). The ethical regime involves proper representation of an ideal idea of the
world and of society. In the ethical regime, works of art 'are conceptualized
according to their relative closeness and similitude to [...] the model' (Deranty 2010:
122). They present how things should be and, by doing so, 'influence the ethos'
(Ibid), which consequently suggests their educational purpose (Rancière 2004: 2021). In the ethical regime, works of art (rather, images68) function the society. They
form part of and take part in the way society is distributed to exist and follow what
Rancière has labelled the "police order": the form of power that distributes the
sensible.69 Indeed, Rancière's ethical regime of images is instructional. It informs
society about how things ought to be.
In the poetic70 regime, art is granted its own sphere. The poetic regime allows
art to escape ethical (religious and social) responsibility (Ibid: 96), however in a
representational fashion, following certain artistic codes, qualities, and hierarchies.
In the poetic regime, 'imitations can be recognised as exclusively belonging to an art'
(Ibid: 21-22). It is the system under which the fine arts became separated from other
modes of production 'on the basis of resemblance' (Deranty and Ross 2012: 47).
Poiēsis (understood in Aristotle's sense, as 'a fictional imitation of actions') (Rancière
2004: 96) takes resemblance not 'as a law' (such as in the ethical regime) but 'as a
concept involving the careful articulation of a set of principles' (Deranty and Ross
2012: 47). This is why Rancière also refers to the poetic regime as representative: it
68

Rancière prefers to refer to the works as "images" as they are produced in function of society and have not yet gained their
own place in this society.
69
Examples of works that can be identified as such, are 'dance as therapeutic technique, poetry as education, and theatre as civic
festival' (Davis 2010: 134-135) but I would think also certain films that present imitations of ways of doing and making that
reflect the distribution of society's contemporary occupation (e.g. portraying heroic characters, depicting nuclear families,
showcasing how members of society are to be(have)).
70
Rancière's articulation of this regime is steered by Aristotle's Poetics and more specifically his argument that 'what is poetic
in works of art is primordially the value of the story' (Deranty 2010: 123).
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comes with genre, method, imitation (meaning that while the artwork is extracted
from other modes of production, it has to follow norms for how the arts ought to be).
It also comes with actuality of speech (existing in the system that differentiates the
artist as author, the noble character, and the educated audience) (Deranty 2010: 122124). While, in this regime, art is discharged from properly representing the ideal
model for society, it aspires to ideals of beauty and order (Deranty and Ross 2012:
48). The poetic regime renders the arts visible. Genres and art forms are defined
while the arts take up their own particular place in the distribution of the sensible
(Felluga 2015: 12). The poetic regime is based on the comparability of the structures
that organise the world of the social and that of the arts (Deranty 2010: 126).
While both the ethical and poetic regime are still in tune with the distribution
of the sensible, the aesthetic regime of art disturbs such systemisation. In this regime,
works of art are identified by their attachment to a specific regime of the sensible
that is 'extricated from its ordinance connections and is inhabited by a heterogeneous
power' (Rancière 2004: 22-23). In the aesthetic regime, art becomes one, while 'form
is experienced for itself' (Ibid: 23). Language or speech (image) is not anymore
preserved for those in power. In the aesthetic regime, human language is intertwined
with the metaphorical language of the world. Language no longer only represents
truth: 'expression itself is an end now' (Deranty 2010: 127-128). This new usage of
language and expression, as Deranty (2010: 128) explains, is a phenomenon of
'general inter-expressivity [between] the artist, his or her community, and the world
itself'. This inter-expressivity, obscures the boundary between art and life through
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aesthetic equality and, in so doing, allows art to move between 'being specifically art
and [...] other forms of activity and being' (Ibid).71
The aesthetic regime relates to artistic modernity, which emerged in
association with a range of political revolutions, some of which I have mentioned in
the previous sections. The notion of aesthetic equality, in this context, offers a way to
revisit uneven categorisations that are integral to artistic modernity (Rancière 2004:
49). Rancière (2004: 49) indicates, however, that aesthetic equality and political
equality are not the same: '...the democracy of the written word is not yet democracy
as a political form'. Further, while ideas of democracy and equality contest the earlier
hierarchical worldview and the aesthetic systems that represented it in the sphere of
the arts, they do not simply eliminate previous hierarchies (Deranty 2010: 127). The
different powers that come with these two positions coincide. Rancière details this
coexistence of older hierarchies and systems that surpass them, by delineating two
modes of power: police and politics. Police is the order that distributes the sensible:
the order that establishes categories of identification. Politics is the form of power
attributed to those who are unaccounted for within the police order: the power that
can demand a redistribution of established categories (Rancière 2004: 92).
This idea of two modes of power can be compared with – and understood in
relation to – other texts on modernity and politics. Michel de Certeau's Practice of
Everyday Life (1984), for instance, in which he lays out the correlation between
strategy (the system of power that produces the environment; institutional bodies)
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This "moving between", however, does not often become concrete in Rancière's writings. He hints at it, but does not clearly
state how works of art suggest true consubstantiality between the distribution of the aesthetic (art) sphere and the sensible
generally. I further elaborate this inconsistency below.
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and tactics (the ways in which individuals use the produced environments;
consumers). Or – perhaps more fittingly – Antonio Gramsci's concept of hegemony
that explains how a dominant social class manages to manipulate the common value
system of a society towards an overall acceptance of their views. Gramsci refers to
classes of people and De Certeau indicates an interaction between a system of power
and a group of individuals. Rancière, however, does not talk about categories of
populations. He differentiates, instead, two 'logics of functioning' ('two forms of
structuration of the community') (Dasgupta 2008: 75). He explains that '[t]he logic of
police is the logic of separate competence; that there is a specific competence for
governing people', and '[t]he logic of politics is the logic of equal competence of
anybody' (Ibid). Both of these two forms of power exist together in what Rancière
calls "the political" (Rockhill 2011: 30-31).
In works of art, this suggests that while new political possibilities are
explored for artworks, the representative logic of power is not entirely erased
(Deranty 2010: 127). As categories are eliminated and art is defined by its belonging
to 'a specific "sensorium" – something like a way of being', it is still perceived as art
(Berrebi 2008: 2). In the aesthetic regime, a contradiction is underlined between the
symbolic and material form, therefore (Deranty 2010: 131). The aesthetic regime
does not suggest an art of the un-sayable and the un-representable. It proposes
productive attempts at dealing with the contradiction between form and meaning in
the context of a modern world in which divergent powers negotiate life. As Deranty
(2010: 131) puts it, 'the mark of all genuine artistic projects' is that artists face the
challenge of the contradiction and attempt 'to do something with the overwhelming
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possibilities opened up by the demise of the constraining representative logic'.
Rancière addresses this contradiction by specifying the existence of two politics of
aesthetics: 'the politics of the "becoming life of art" [...] and the politics of the
resistant form"' (Berrebi 2008: 2).72 This concern in aesthetics – the tension between
the two systems – 'anchors the political at the heart of the aesthetic' (Ibid). What
connects aesthetics to politics is the establishment of the possibility of free, creative
action 'on the basis of a productive contradiction at the heart of the modern world'
(Deranty 2010: 131); a contradiction that declares the consubstantiality of aesthetics
and politics and that states that a noticeable coherence between them does not exist
(Rockhill 2011: 30).
Arguing that aesthetics and politics are related, Rancière keeps indicating that
there is no total convergence between them, because art 'does not produce political
subjectivisation73' nor 'dissensual acts that disturb the hierarchies of the given "police
order"' (Rockhill 2011: 29). Rockhill, the English translator of The Politics of
Aesthetics (2004) argues that this contradiction leads to an impasse (Ibid: 30).
Notably speaking from his experience in converting Le Partage du Sensible (2000)
into a comprehensible English translation, he states that Rancière's writing style
prides itself 'on indetermination and ambiguity' which is precisely what allows him
to move between the two seemingly incongruous registers – politics and aesthetics
(Ibid). Jean-Luc Nancy (2009: 90-91) even wonders why it is necessary to suggest
that the reconfiguration of the distribution of the sensible could be presented through
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The first one suggests that 'the aesthetic experience resembles other forms of experiences and as such, it tends to dissolve into
other forms of life'. The resistant form suggests 'the political potential of the aesthetic experience derive[d] from the separation
of art from other forms of activity and its resistance to any transformation into a form of life' (Berrebi 2008: 2).
73
Meaning acts 'that reconfigure the communal distribution of the sensible' (Rancière 2004: xiii).
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art74. He takes art to be an excess of the redistribution that surges when one summons
'the great myths of writing, more than simply written but inscribed everywhere in the
flesh of things' (Rancière 1991 in Nancy 2009: 93). The productivity of the
contraction is found, however, between art as art (detached from life) and art as
dissolved into other spheres of being (Rockhill 2011: 37). Rather, the productivity is
found in the mistake that assumes that the realms of art and politics are mutually
exclusive. Between art and politics exists something that Rockhill defines as
"ambiguity" and Nancy describes as that space between 'the great myth of writing'
and 'inscriptions in the flesh of things', yet, which is merely the suggestion that form
and meaning are consubstantial no matter what form or what meaning. Indeed, art is
always already part of the politics of the "real" world. It takes part in its distribution:
it is "distributed sensibly" in modern society's (neoliberal) pursuit (Rockhill 2011:
41).75 All works of art and all politics are connected to 'material production,
institutional inscription, social struggle, etc.' (Rockhill 2011: 45).
Besides Rancière's elaborate categorisations of art and aesthetics, which I
have found productive in various locations in the analysis – and while, in light of my
focus on the distribution of trash, Rancière's concept of the (re)distribution of the
sensible is rhetorically specifically justifiable – I take his productive contradiction as
a confirmation that the dialoguing of the ethnographic and art-related endeavours
into the ordering of modern life can formulate new perspectives. I understand these
new perspectives to emerge in the negotiation between 'the visible and the invisible,
74

For that is, in the aesthetic regime, art needs the "common subject" (that which has been distributed) in order to present its
ways of doing and making, while this "common subject" does not necessarily need to (re)present itself artistically (meaning in
terms of beauty or pleasure, as "art") (Nancy 2009: 91).
75
This 'does not [...] mean that we are condemned to recognise the ubiquity of aesthetics and politics, but rather that their strict
separation by no means goes without saying' (Rockhill 2011: 37).
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the audible and the inaudible, the sayable and the unsayable' (Rancière 2004: xiii) in
the social order, which is where also ideas of visuality as perceived through bodily
engagement with the world. Further, "the curatorial" (which I will elaborate in the
next chapter) is precisely where the consubstantiality of form and meaning can be
best explored as it is a democratic place where art and politics are part of the same
world even though '[a]esthetics has its own politics just as politics has its own
aesthetics' (Ibid: 48). Art and politics are connected as forms of dissensus. Rather,
works of art as products of ways of doing and making should be understood just like
other products of general ways of doing and making, as social and collective
phenomena produced based on certain assumptions, logics and strategies. They are
not objects with inherent powers: they are objects that are produced (and attached
meaning to) following certain logics of power that exist external to their materiality
(Rockhill 2011: 48). In this way, the emphasis (when it comes to power) lies not
anymore on the artistic production and object, but 'on the relationship between
aesthetic production and circulation in the social field' (Ibid). Rockhill suggests
moving away from the work itself and focusing on its social life and how this may
induce certain political change (Ibid: 49), because 'the politics of art only make sense
within a social field in which art is recognised as a communal phenomenon that
circulates and is received in diverse ways' (Rockhill 2011: 55). This is the position
from which I approach works of art and converse the perspectives of the artists in the
making of the artworks with the perspectives of those collectors who, too, engage in
aesthetic productions and circulation in the social field; a field – as explicated in the
earlier sections of this chapter – that is inherently modern.
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2.4 Trash
As trash is on the rise as a topic for critical studies, I arrive at its definition via
scholarly debates about its meaning. That is, in the past decade and a half, the
meanings and effects of garbage have been explored from a variety of locations and
perspectives, within a plurality of contexts. From the food wasting habits of modern
families (Evans 2012) to the ethics of waste in Western society (Hawkins 2006),
contemporary studies of garbage probe new terrains for cultural critique and political
engagement. Precisely because trash is increasingly taken seriously as an object that
defines and obscures modern life, my own understanding and definition of it – taken
that my main objective is to understand waste in the context of urban life in Hong
Kong – requires an elaborate introduction via cultural critiques and socio-political
negotiations. I begin this section, therefore, by exploring the social and political
location of trash in modern life so as to zoom in at its material (and rather placebased) specifics later, in an attempt to define the kind of trash that I am looking at.
The troublesome character of trash has been described in many ways: as
'deadly effect of time' (Scanlan 2013), 'materially recalcitrant' (Bennett 2004), or as
objects that disrupt sociospatial norms (Moore 2012). Its materiality, in these
descriptions, is often regarded the central issue. Indeed, trash is particularly
“material”; it is what is left when everything else has been stripped off. To Boscagli
(2014: 228), the key characteristic of the materiality of waste is 'its undifferentiation
and loss of value'. He refers, however, particularly to waste in dumpsters, quoting
Taussig while suggesting that the dumpster is 'a playroom or the cemetery for lost
objects that never made it to the world of categories' (Taussig 2003: 17 in Boscagli
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2014: 228). Indeed, as indicated before, there seems to be a common understanding
that the materiality of trash in relation to its lost value makes it generally – from the
perspective of the modern society – unwanted. Dumpster diving aside (Giles 2014),
it may indeed be that once trash lands in the dumpster, it easily finds its value lost. It
could even be argued that its value turns negative the moment trash hits the bottom
of the bin because its management (its moving to dumpsites or processing via
incinerators) still needs to be invested in.
Martin O'Brien (2008: 1) sees waste in this way not simply as something that
is devalued, he sees it as something with a 'negative value'. He regards waste a
problem battled, often transnationally, between 'social, political and economic forces'
(O'Brien 2008: 3). Indeed, he takes waste to be inherently (and transnationally)
adverse. Somehow countering this claim to negative value, David Boarder Giles
(2014: 104) suggests, however, that especially in relation to food waste from
commercial businesses, discarded products – "ex-commodities" – become (positive)
"uncommodities" precisely because they are dumped and excluded from the
commodity chain. They are included through purposeful exclusion and contribute by
means of this exclusion to the economy: expiry dates allow for new products to be
purchased. In other words, the absence of “ex-commodities” in the form of
“uncommodities” provides demand for new products and, in this way, it sustains the
system. Giles sees trash constituting 'a kind of abject capital' (Ibid: 109), therefore, in
a time scarred by what he calls the 'bulimia of late capitalism'.76
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Dumpster divers, in this context, interfere with this system by “revaluing” those “uncommodities” for that by their diving
practices abject capital decreases (however still on a small scale).
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When trash lands in the streets, however – in litterbins, chucked away in
alley, or shamelessly ditched at the centre of everything – its "values" order an even
more complex conceptualisation. Napoli's problem with garbage in the streets,
following a "garbage strike" and causing tourism to shut down in the summer months
of 2008 (Dinmore 2008) is only one example of a different kind of value discarded
matter can have. Another example is the strike in Oaxaca, Mexico, where garbage
had proven an 'effective political tool for people demanding "rights to the city"'
(Moore 2009: 427). In Beirut, further, the opposite happened in 2015. While the
government refrained from its duty to organise garbage collection, the people of
Beirut gathered in protests referred to as the “You Stink” campaign. The people of
Beirut came together over the city’s waste situation, however the arguments went
beyond this problem, pointing out the general mismanagement and lack of care of the
government (Saad 2015). The issue of trash became the sensuous indicator of
Lebanon’s ‘political paralysis’, consequently unifying people who were ‘usually
divided by sect, religion, and region’ (Ibid). This kind of "negative value" of trash
demonstrates often in a highly smelly and repulsive manner, its powerful qualities. It
is something that can inhibit order (Moore 2009, 2006) and unite people. It is a
valuable tool by which the perceptible social and material environment can be
demanded to change. In other words, trash has obstructive qualities (Liboiron 2012,
Scanlan 2013) precisely because of the constructed division between society and its
discards.
Whiteney (2011: 72), following Bataille's description of "spittle", argues that
trash is obstructive because it can be unrecognisable. It is sometimes nothing more
than a 'sticky substance' because of which it cannot be categorised or classified. Such
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classification or categorisation is precisely what is at stake in 'ideological and
political frameworks' (Ibid). That is, '[h]egemony is maintained by control and
organisation whereas disorder and chaos [are] perceived as a threat to social stability'
(Ibid). Regardless of the fact that there exists a million dollar business of
international waste trade77 (Moore 2012: 780) and while some scholarly work on
trash presents innovative ideas for recycling, waste-to-energy production, or the
usage of formerly discarded objects in the construction of buildings, whenever such
"positive" sides of trash are claimed, they are related to the opposing idea that
garbage generally is (or used to be) "unwanted". Because in our supposedly 'decent'
society – as also came to the fore in the introductory chapter – social organisation
conventionally distances people from their wastes through 'technologies that hide,
remove and expel' (Lupton and Miller 1992 in Gregson and Crang 2010: 1030).
Indeed, waste is usually seen as an object that disrupts sociospatial norms. As Moore
labels it (following Žižek's parallax view), it is a parallax object that 'disturbs the
smooth running of things' (Žižek 2006: 17 in Moore 2012: 781).
In all of these descriptions, however, trash is both related to society and
distanced from it – as if waste and society have come into existence in different
universes. Waste, a constant product of modern life, is regarded as "something that
disrupts" – or, as waste strikes prove, as something that "can be used to disrupt with"
– rather than something that is generally and unavoidably always already "disrupted
with": its human producer seems to be written out of its production while the context
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"Waste trade" is a commonly used term that often regards recyclables such as plastic and paper, but also for instance "ewaste", old electronics.
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within which trash is bred is imagined to be innately orderly.78 While most scholars
seem to agree that the materiality of trash is perceived as problematic, describing
such distancing processes of society in relation to its trash, a related recurring claim
is that – as the prelude to the introduction already briefly laid out – it is in an uneasy
relationship with modern life. In Chakrabarty's (1992: 541) account of the "nonmodern" uses of public spaces (bazaars and streets) in India, manners of wasting as
well as doing business, were perceived – in the orientalist views of the imperialists
(as well as in the eyes of some of the local nationalists) – as dirty, disorderly, and
pre-modern. Chakrabarty addresses the very issue of the unease between modern
conceptions of hygiene and dirt and "pre-modern" ways of going about living daily
lives in the streets. He concurrently observes that in contrast to the modern market
place, the bazaar is where social life is produced, while the streets serve multiple
purposes – 'recreation, social interaction, transport and economic activity' (Ibid: 543).
With this observation he contrasts the orderly way in which the British felt they
should regulate public space upon arrival to these places – not only with regards to
garbage, but with regards to "disorderly" business (street hawkers and vendors). He
concludes by calling this a battle between the modern and the non-modern: a battle in
which 'analysis is not neutral' (Ibid: 545). What he means is that Western-derived
terminologies do often not suffice to describe non-Western ways, resulting in plain
negative claims (i.e. Indian street life is “non-modern”). Non-Western locales,
however, have their own long histories of living, doing, and making and are ideally
approached with a lexicon of concepts that are appropriate for these contexts.
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I elaborate this argument in the next chapter.
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Not only in studies focused on non-Western places is the unease of modernity
with dirt and disorder recognised, however. Gay Hawkins (2001, 2003, 2006, 2007)
indeed explores how people (in contemporary modern society; Australian society, to
be more precise) relate to their waste. More interestingly, though, she inquires into
urban subjectivity and how it is 'mediated by the presence of dumped commodities'.
She looks at what discarded objects can 'reveal about the material everyday of cities'
that are generally imagined to be tidy (Hawkins 2007: 348). John Scanlan (2013)
suggests, in this regard, that precisely the characteristics of modern life – life in
which 'order, efficiency and perfection' are pursued – reveal what he calls, borrowing
the term from George Kubler (1962), aesthetic fatigue. There are places and events
on the fringes, and I would like to argue also at the centre of the modern city (and of
modern life), where trash comes into view and the kind of control the modern
imaginary envisages, dissolves. Trash keeps reappearing, not only at the 'ugly, shit
end of capitalism', but in "paradise" too – exposing all 'yearning for purity as doomed
to failure' (Hawkins 2006: vii).
This is how Jane Bennett (2004: 348) takes trash to be recalcitrant. She
suggests that “things” are to be understood not simply as objects defined by people,
but as “actants” in their own right; actants that have the capacity to ‘animate, to act,
to produce effects dramatic and subtle’. Trash has the power to obstruct (Bennett
2004: 34) and on that note, Bennett understands agency ‘beyond human bodies and
intersubjective fields to vital materialities and the human-nonhuman assemblage they
form’ (2010: 30). In a similar vein, Arjun Appadurai (1986) and Igor Kopytoff
(1986) suggest that things have social lives; that they should be seen as “things-in-
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motion”. Appadurai (1986: 15) sees things moving in and out of their ‘commodity
phase’ especially in modern societies where markets, malls, and cities as a whole
have become contexts catered for their consumption. Indeed, while they see things to
have their own social lives, it is intertwined with the lives of people. As also Bennett
states, ‘[h]umanity and nonhumanity have always performed an intricate dance with
each other’ (Ibid: 31), to which Boarder Giles (2014: 97) would add that they do not
just engage in a “social life”, but also a ‘social afterlife of things’.
In the modern world, however, the dance between trash and human life has
become perceived as increasingly difficult. As Robin Nagle (2013b) states, trash ‘is
now one of the most urgent challenges of contemporary life’. Indeed, ‘[d]ifficulties
with waste have grown critical in the crowded modern world, and debates about what
to do with our castoffs have grown controversial and diverse’ (Ibid). Poet A.R.
Ammons (2013 [1993]: 7) famously wrote some twenty years ago:
Garbage has to be the poem of our time because
garbage is spiritual, believable enough
to get our attention, getting in the way, piling
up, stinking, turning brooks brownish and
creamy white: what else deflects us from the
errors of our illusionary ways, not a temptation
to trashlessness, that is too far off, and,
anyway, unimaginable, unrealistic

A dance, a poem… …no matter the aesthetic metaphors, generally in modern
life – as constantly suggested – trash (and its current qualities) is perceived to be
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an ugly effect of our time while trashlessness is an illusion just like the “tidy
city” is most of all a modern imaginary. Waste ‘is a predicament of maintenance,
regardless of context’ (Nagle 2013b).
Wang Min'an (2011) explores the meaning of the challenge of rubbish in the
context of China, where in its transition from rural to urban existence, rubbish items
turned into “unwanted things” more rapidly than ever before (Wang 2011: 344). Also
in China, waste has become highly complex matter – especially in the modern urban
environment and in modern urban society. Wang, in addition, notes that rubbish is
not rubbish to everyone: '[t]he rich and the poor understand rubbish differently',
because '[t]he conditions under which things become rubbish are measures of social
class' (Ibid: 345). This connection between waste and class – trash and poverty –
Scanlan also picks up on (2013). He notes that even in mid-Victorian London the
economy of waste and poverty was an important source of subsistence for many:
'those in pursuit of wealth created vast amounts of waste, and the poor absorbed it
and extended its life' (Scanlan 2013: 3). These are, of course, observations that key in
with Baudelaire’s (1863) writings on the ragpicker and Walter Benjamin’s (1999,
2006) musings over modern life in the times of the arcades.
Similar dynamics between waste producers and collectors are still present in
contemporary cities. The numerous representations of scavengers searching through
litterbins or garbage heaps illustrate this rather directly (e.g. Botha 2008, Chan 2014,
French 2006), yet also at a more subtle level, differences between rich and poor (as
well as between races) are indicated through waste. Lindsey Dillon (2013) argues,
for instance, that transformations of former wastelands (often to be found at the
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edges of modern cities, where control begins to fade) only end up 'remaking existing
inequalities around race, health and their links to the quality of habitable space'
(Dillon 2013 in Scanlan 2013; 3). Dillon's concept of "waste formations" provides a
critical framework that allows to see redevelopment of twentieth century's urban
wastelands contributing to a reworking of already existing urban inequalities (Dillon
2013: 1). Generally, however, not just with regards to redevelopment of wastelands
do socio-economic systems of urbanisation become apparent. As can be taken from
the earlier referenced socio-political definitions of trash – from Chakrabarty’s
reading of the western perspectives of so-called “non-modern” ways of living, to
ideas of the “power” of negative value of rubbish in the streets – in the academy, the
meaning of trash is increasingly explored in an attempt to shed light on or revisit the
politics of our contemporary urban situation (which is a global situation with local
specificities).
A group of scholars of variant backgrounds (working in sociology and
environmental studies, fine arts, and anthropology; Robin Nagle, Eric Friedman and
Max Liboiron respectively) have acknowledged this development formally by
proposing the ‘interdisciplinary sub-field’ “Critical Discard Studies”. They fashioned
it into shape some five years ago as they were dealing in their own ways (and
disciplines) with matters of trash in the socio-political context of modern life. In
Critical Discard Studies, a broad range of topics is brought together under a
framework that understands matters of waste in larger social, cultural, political, and
economic contexts, while it argues for a critical attitude towards the behaviours
around and common understandings of (the materialities of) trash (Liboiron 2012).
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On their website, they have suggested a diverse list of concepts from where new
research can be (and currently is) endeavoured; concepts such as abjection,
wastelands, segregation, environmentality, dirt, ruins, scrapyards (Discard Studies
2010). As the Discard Studies website is rapidly becoming a key resource for work
on trash – functioning as a "hub" not only for academics, but also for artists and
activists – the above-mentioned scholars have formed a compendium that aims to
present extensive academic research that approaches trash from a critical perspective.
They intend to illustrate 'how various debates on waste and wasting can generate
critical knowledge about the connections and dissociations of social theory, material
problems, and public engagement' (Ibid).
My own study on trash connects with the kind of questions the Discard
Studies compendium explores. Further, throughout the research, I have visited the
Discard Studies website to following the latest studies on trash. Yet, what is lacking
on the website is a clear definition of what trash is. That is, while “trash”, or “waste”,
or “refuse” might be vaguely understood as some kind of material remainder of life,
it is in actual fact a highly complex concept. In the above, it has already been defined
as “negative value”, “matter out of place”, “uncommodities”, etc., yet these
definitions have all been formulated in relation to the socio-political context of our
modern situation. Trash is a highly dubious category and therefore needs to be
defined not only conceptually, but also specifically. Moreover, semantically, I have
until now been using words such as "waste", "trash", "garbage", and “rubbish”
seemingly interchangeably, although with a preferred usage of the words “trash” and
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“waste”. Although I will continue to do so throughout this thesis, it is important to at
least address their semantic differences.
Semantically, “trash” sides with "garbage", "waste", "junk" and "rubbish",
while it is more "junk" than "garbage" (Allen 2006). Yet, as the latter (garbage) has a
stinky and smelly and somewhat formless connotation, "junk" and also "trash" are
often more clean and dry (Ibid) and of a particular shape. "Junk" comes close to old
(and perhaps not so old) or broken stuff, while "garbage" is matter that has often
already lost much of its "thinginess". Regardless of these differences, however, I
prefer to refer to all discarded matter as "trash" because even though I look at
garbage as well as junk and at objects that fit neither of these categories, I use "trash"
and also "waste" to describe them altogether. While in its general usage trash
connotes the less smelly discarded objects, I derive it from its verb (albeit the fact
that, etymologically, its noun existed centuries before its verb). I take "trash" as
"things that are trashed” and “waste” principally as the same thing although it could
also be perceived as “things that are wasted”.
The Hong Kong government, in its official documents, defines waste – “fai
maht” (

) – as ‘any substance or article which is abandoned’ and this includes

different subcategories such as ‘household waste, street waste and trade waste’
(HKSAR 1997b: 3). Street waste – “gaai douh fai maht” (

) – further, is

defined as ‘dust, dirt, rubbish, mud, road scapings or filth’, and trade waste – “hong
jip fai maht” (

) – is considered ‘waste from any trade, manufacture or

business’, but it excludes ‘animal waste, chemical waste, clinical waste or
construction waste’ (Ibid). The United Nations, in addition, defines what is referred
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to as "municipal solid waste" (MSW) as disposed matter from commercial, street and
domestic sources that does not go through sewer systems and that is not hazardous
enough to be treated with more care (United Nations 2011).79 So, it can be argued
that, in both the UN’s description and the definition from the government documents
– apart from perhaps dirt-related street waste – the reason to call trash “trash” does
not have much to do with its substance or quality. It is its disposal and subsequent
abandonment that defines it: indeed, the act of “trashing”.
Law professor Gyula Bándi (2005: 170) argues (referencing policies
suggested by the European Commission) that although in popular definitions of
(non-hazardous) waste it has been related to ‘things, materials, substances’ that are
‘useless or at least momentarily useless’, understanding waste as useless does not
entirely suffice because many discards could also be ‘secondary raw material’.
Indeed, even in Hong Kong where the recycling industry is not particularly well
developed, still about forty percent of its refuse is adapted back into the system of
production and consumption. While trash was earlier labelled as “(un)commodity”,
in the above descriptions both useless discards and recyclables (uncommodities and
commodities) are considered waste or trash. In the streets of Hong Kong, though,
where many collectors speak a language other than English – Cantonese – the kind of
words used to describe that what they collect are different from English by default.
Refuse that is picked up by formal collectors is called "lap sap" (

), which

translates to rubbish or garbage and is the spoken version of “fai maht” (

79

) which

Also the Hong Kong government uses "municipal solid waste" (MSW) to refer to domestic, street and commercial waste
together (excluding toxic and industrial wastes, as well as liquid waste) (HKSAR 2014b).
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is normally used in official documents. “Fai maht” literally means “useless
(abandoned) thing” and can in Cantonese slang also be used as an insult: useless
person. “Lap sap” can be an insult for the same reason. Both “lap sap” and “fai
maht” have negative connotations and indeed suggest particular uselessness,
therefore. Those private collectors who collect recyclables usually refer to them as
cardboard, “zi pei” (

) or cans, “gun” (

). Further, as will become clear in the

later part of this study, much of the “trash” that is collected in the streets of Hong
Kong is neither “lap sap” nor raw material. It is trash for that it has been left
abandoned, yet it does not fit any of the categories mentioned above. These things
are commonly referred to as second hand things, “yih sau yeh” (

), or simply as

things, “yeh” ( ).
Regardless of such street-level differentiation between rubbish, recyclables,
and other things, I follow the government’s definition of “anything that has been left
abandoned” for that this allows the most diverse perspectives of discards in the
streets. Moreover, trash in its material and symbolic form is a political and economic
tool – a commodity, at times – and its collection has become both a commercial
business and the business of governments. Related governmental and economic
powers are important aspects of an 'international political ecology of garbage',
because '[w]hat garbage is, where garbage is, and how it gets disposed of are political
issues' (Moore 2010: 142-143). The "unwantedness" of trash, further, is culturally
constructed and rules the general tendency towards it. As Whiteley (2011: 72)
explains, '[t]here may be nothing inherently transgressive about any substance or
objects – shit included – but materials have and accrue cultural, social and political
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significance and associations at particular moments in particular places'.
Understanding the political ecology of trash, therefore, also means understanding its
cultural, social and, as I would like to underscore, visual significance in today’s
modern city.

2.4 Conclusion
I began this chapter by locating the problem of trash in the context of modernity. As
per Bauman's (1991) and Latour's (1993) understanding of the ordering of modern
society based on a perpetual creation of more binarisms, trash will be swept around
by the "classifying broom" to never find a place. An ordered future, just like a tidy
city, is an imaginary because disorder always persists: because 'the other of order'
can only be chaos (Bauman 1991: 6-7). When Grossberg (2010: 90-91) proposes that
a more complex sense of modernity and its multiplicity is necessary and the multiple
moderns should be take as a collection of relational possibilities, perhaps the other of
order does not need to be chaos. Perhaps there is even an opportunity for
acknowledging another order in the visual disarticulation of trash. In this study,
therefore, I employ the visual and aesthetic registers of modernity, in an attempt to
better understand what's going on in the everyday of urban Hong Kong.
While society distances itself from its trash, the technologies that move it out
of sight are part of waste management processes that not only involve machines, but
also people – people for whom trash is more visible and constant than for anyone
else; people who have (or take on) the pressing task to move it and make it
disappear. This is the location of my study: the location of trash from the
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perspectives of collectors in the visual-material everyday of urban Hong Kong. This
study borders with Hawkins' attempt to construct an understanding of the
contemporary city through waste. It is also positioned in the streets (of a postcolonial, yet very different place), like Chakrabarty's account of Indian daily urban
life. And, as will become clear in the ethnography, it reveals particular – and at times
unexpected – political and economic value as well as connections between poverty
and waste. Regardless, this dissertation is not intended to become a post-colonial
account that teases out cultural and socio-economic differences in the handling of
trash. In line with Giles' work on the value and politics of "ex-commodities", but also
in terms of the "social lives" of these "ex-commodities", a notable part of the
dissertation explores, instead, how various discarded things go through processes of
"re-commodification" via practices of collection and social networks of "things”.
Yet, most significantly, the thesis is drawn towards a visual interpretation for that the
visuality of trash is what instigates its politics.
Visuality in its modern form is constructed to oversee 'what is culturally and
politically visible and sayable' (Mirzoeff 2011c: 1189), yet Lefebvre longed for a
'revolt' of the body 'in the marginalized spaces of daily life' (Gardiner 2012b: 352).
He proposed an aesthetic experience based on more democratic and embodied
conditions. In this study, therefore, I work towards a curatorial that dialogues the
views of trash collectors and artists. This could be taken as a possibility for a new
kind of 'dialogic specularity' (Jay 1993). After all, the curatorial – the visual space
for intervention – aims at providing a more democratic environment for exploring
matter out of place, in place. A productive contradiction of sorts, as ethnographic and
artistic angles onto trash are brought together, opportunity for another (better) story
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may indeed arise about 'the material, discursive, and affective lived geography of the
real' (Grossberg 2010: 84). Between art and politics, with trash as a locus, a
possibility for imagining a new order may arise.
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{ 3 }

METHODOLOGY
Picking up on Trash
In their recent edited volume Anthropology and Art Practice (2013), Arnd Schneider
and Christopher Wright point out that 'art practices can challenge anthropology by
providing "new ways of seeing"' (Strohm 2012: 99). "Ways of seeing" – as I briefly
explicated in the introduction – are what carry this thesis towards a different
understanding about ‘what’s going on’ (Grossberg 2010) in urban Hong Kong. I
understand them to add, following Kiven Strohm (2012: 99), political potential
through dialoguing practices (of, in the case of this dissertation not anthropology and
art, but ethnography and art). Further, as I make an attempt at reformulating
fragments of the political visual sphere of the urban everyday of trash (collection) in
Hong Kong (through the assembling of views – "ways of seeing" – and related
stories and interpretations, and their subsequent conversion into a critical space for
intervention between ethnography and art in the form of a triptych of trash), this
Methodology chapter engages the ethnographic and curatorial considerations of the
thesis. I start, however, with an elaborate definition of researcher positionality from
which I go on to elaborating visuality as a method. Visuality is the connecting
perspective between the ethnography and the curatorial and leads me to exploring
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and further justifying the duality of my position in the subsequent sections on
ethnography and curatorial practice.
Curation as a method for humanities research is still a relatively new way of
working and is, therefore, under-theorised. My curatorial considerations are for this
reason largely based on examples of existing curatorial work and exhibitions –
because research- and ethnography-based art can be found extensively. Further, the
kind of curation that I have carried out does not have as its final product an
exhibition in the form of a three-dimensional showcasing of “works of trash”. I have
rather taken the process of curating as a way of working – researching opportunities
for three conversations between the ethnography and artists’ works. The choice for
this kind of approach has a secondary, however prominent, personal reason too. I
was looking for a position for myself that would allow me to make my distant
relation to the place in which I was doing the research (and to the people that I was
engaging with) productive. That is, as I am not logically related to Hong Kong and
its social contents and am therefore an outsider by default, I have elaborated my
background and interest in art and aesthetics to position myself. Instead of plainly
interpreting the ethnographic findings from my position as an “outsider-researcher”, I
brought in the perspectives of people who have worked with and lived the visuality
(and materiality) of Hong Kong’s urban environment. Indeed, I have taken on the
double role of ethnographer/curator not only to come to new ways of dealing with
the visuality of trash, but also to shape a richer dialogue between variant views of
trash. I have ultimately negotiated a critical space for intervention. Rather, I have
reformulated a (visual-textual) space of trash, its collection, and its collectors in
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Hong Kong, in the form of a triptych. The triptych (which is for the purpose of this
thesis a rhetorical and structuring device and not an elaborate concept) structures
three different angles onto trash, stretched over three different panels (chapters) that
each elaborate their own fragment of a bigger story about trash in Hong Kong.
The duality in my role as researcher, and therefore also in the methodological
organisation of my research, forms a thread throughout the dissertation. I, both, have
worked out a more conventional ethnographic study (however with a visual
component), and have explored local artists' (and photographers’) work and their
views of trash in Hong Kong. This has resulted, at the end of each panel, in a
“curated” conversation about the visuality and aesthetics of trash and urban life. The
dissertation does not only present an ethnographic interpretation (representation) of
trash and its collectors in urban Hong Kong: it presents a display of a variety of
views onto (and stories about) trash.

3.1 Positionality
New in my role as ethnographer – an ethnographer with as most significant barrier
not one of language (mastering only just about some conversational Cantonese) but
one of doubt – I was specifically concerned about presenting, unintentionally, what
Alex Rhys-Taylor (2010: 6) in his sensuous ethnography of East London calls,
'caricatures of culture, class, globalisation'. I wanted to ensure that I would stay away
from generalisations. From the start of this project, I have had to think through,
therefore, how I could conceptualise the details of an urban life that I have only just
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learnt to get to know without falling into the trap of assuming theories, 'objects of
study and the politics that follow from them' (Grossberg 2010: 4). I have pondered
how I could articulate the significance of the visuality of trash in the streets while the
flâneuring, voyeuring, if not gazing modes that I have unavoidably taken on when I
carried out the project, could never be fully eliminated. While the nature of my
"object of study", research field, and context, required a certain way of going about
my project, also my personal background has (as mentioned just above) informed to
a notable extent the methodological decisions that I have made across the research,
throughout my fieldwork, and in my curatorial pursuit. Taken that doing fieldwork is
both a 'personal experience' (Madison 2005: 7) and 'always unequal and potentially
treacherous' (Holland et al. 2004: 114 in Skourtes 2012: 59), therefore, I begin this
methodology chapter with an extensive consideration of researcher positionality,
which comes with perspective, reflexivity, and ethics.
A post-positivist ethnographic concern80, positionality steers ethnographers to
acknowledging their own 'power, privilege, and biases' (Madison 2005: 7), to
exploring the 'politics of position' (Smith 1993: 305 in Hopkins 2007: 386), and to
scrutinising this reflexively (Rose 1997 in Hopkins 2007: 386). It recognises and
contemplates 'subjective human experience, contingencies of truth claims, valueladen inquiry, and local knowledge and vernacular expressions as substantive
analytical frameworks' (Madison 2005: 12). I take example from feminist and other
critical scholars such as Lila Abu-Lughod, Himika Bhattacharya, Donna Haraway,
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This turn in ethnographic research proved wrong the tenets of positivism. Where positivism argued for 'objectivity,
prediction, cause/effect, and generalization', the post-positive turn moved towards 'recognition and contemplation of subjective
human experience, contingencies of truth claims, value-laden inquiry, and local knowledge and vernacular expressions as
substantive analytical frameworks' (Madison 2005: 12).
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and D. Soyini Madison whom reflect on their researcher positionalities (as well as on
the positionalities of their researched subjects) as they think through how different
identities can 'influence and shape research encounters, processes and outcomes'
(Hopkins 2007: 387). There seems to be, however, a fine line between being
productively reflexive and being reflexively "self-obsessed" (Peach 2002: 252 in
Hopkins 2007: 387) or "self-indulgent" (Kobayashi 2003: 347-348 in Hopkins 2007:
387). Madison (2005: 7) suggests therefore that one's positionality should be
contextualised, that it should be taken as grounded in the empirical world of those
studied so that a certain ethical responsibility to one's subjectivity and political
perspective can be explained. As Grossberg (2010: 296) argues, too, with regards to
the project of cultural studies, it 'demands a rigorous self-reflexivity about the ways
one "walks" through the world in which one is always already involved'.81
As the researcher (or the ethnographer) locates him or her self in the research
context, "culture" is not anymore something "out there" that needs to be written
about "objectively". It is an everyday, 'coperformed [...] by the researcher and those
with whom the research is being conducted' (Bhattacharya 2008: 308). My own
"walking" through my research field, therefore, is directly involved with what I am
looking at (with what I see and how I see it). Donna Haraway (1991: 193 in Rose
1997: 308) explains that 'positioning is [...] the key practice grounding knowledge',
'because "position" indicates the kind of power that enabled a certain kind of
knowledge'. Positioned or situated knowledge 'can no longer claim universality'
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As opposed to 'a version of perspective or standpoint theory [that] cannot escape the implicit assumption that there is someone-thing on which one has a perspective or that the perspective one has is defined by one's own system of identities and
identifications' (Grossberg 2010: 296). Indeed, the positionality Grossberg is talking about 'is not understood as an
acknowledgement of predeterminations, identities, or limitations' (Ibid).
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(Rose 1997: 308), therefore. In opposition to such ‘grounded knowledges’, further,
she defines 'oppressive knowledges' that are taken as (or force themselves to be
understood as) universal: 'knowledges that claim to see everything from nowhere'
(Ibid). She picks up and questions, making various other visual references along the
way, the visuality of the modern elite (the "all-seeing eye"), which Nicholas Mirzoeff
(2011b: 474) defines as a visualised imaginary of authority82. Indeed, such visuality
is both relativist – being 'nowhere while claiming to be everywhere equally'
(Haraway 1991: 191) – and visionary (imaginary). The kinds of knowledges that are
constructed from particular positions and places, to the contrary, are situated and
produce 'partial perspectives on the world'; perspectives that are 'from specific
locations, embodied and particular, and never innocent' (Rose 1997: 308). As Gillian
Rose (Ibid) puts it, 'siting is intimately involved with sighting'. But 'how to see from
below', Haraway argues, 'requires at least as much skill with bodies and language,
with the mediations of vision83, as the "highest" form of techno-scientific
visualizations' (Haraway 1991: 191 in Rose 1997: 308). This complexity in
understanding such "embodied visuality" in positionality, to continue, reflects a
similar complexity in understanding the locations (spaces and places) – and I would
argue also "times" – of one's positioning.
I have found a more concrete example in the work of anthropologist Lila
Abu-Lughod (2000, 1993), whom, too, is concerned with "positions". In her study
Writing Women's Worlds (1993) she constructs an ethnography of Bedouin women's
82

As extensively explored in Chapter 2, through visuality and its politics certain people 'claim the authority to determine what
may or may not be "seen," literally and metaphorically, in the operations of power' (Mirzoeff 2011a).
83
Haraway seems to understand "visuality" in a combination of "ways of seeing" and "representations", connecting it to
questions of "vision" and the power to see. Later on in this introduction I further lay out how I understand "visuality" –
following recent ideas in human geography. This understanding differs from how Haraway sees it.
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everyday life stories while positioning herself in (relation to) these stories (AbuLughod 1993: 13). She captures 'life as lived', while questioning issues of structure
and agency (power), at various moments in her ethnographic chapters describing
some aspects of the relation between her (her position) and that of the people she is
dealing with. She works towards what she calls a critical 'ethnography of the
particular' (Abu-Lughod 2000: 262), avoiding the production of typifications (AbuLughod 1993: 7). She presents individual stories of in this case Bedouin women in
an attempt to 'allow subtler thinking' about certain sociological and cultural
characterisations. These are characterisations produced through 'Western discourses
of anthropology, feminism, Middle East studies, and popular orientalism' (Ibid: 16) –
discourses that (however in part) define the researchers' position.
In her ethnography of the particular, Abu-Lughod's approach in presenting
individual stories is dialogic and reflexive and she avoids, in this way, the pitfall of
generalisations and the trap of assuming objects of study, theories, and their politics.
Similarly, Bhattacharya (2008: 308) argues that in what she calls "new ethnography”
or "critical collaborative ethnography" ("collaborative" relating to the research
participants), ethnographers employ 'their situated experiences [and] discuss the
meaning, usefulness, and benefits of scholarship that underscores their lives and
stories in the performance of culture and ethnography'. They discuss and challenge
'hegemonic cultural and social discourses' (Ibid). She points at how experience
already contains theory, because of which experience and theory cannot anymore be
seen as binary. She further explains that 'there are a myriad ways of seeing and not
seeing the everyday performances of culture, and these ways are necessarily
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embedded in researcher positionality'. Research observations are 'theory-, value-, and
perspective-laden' and 'no particular set of methods should be epistemically
privileged' (Ibid: 309). Critical ethnography is 'critical theory in action' (Madison
2011: 13) while "positions" (of the researcher as well as of those studied) determine
the ways in which the research should be carried out.
As I have located my research and object of study contextually and
theoretically, I have also located myself: an "image maker" and "storyteller" by
training, having come to Hong Kong following prior research of filmic
representations of this city and its spatial specificities. Part of the reason I wanted to
be in Hong Kong – admittedly – was my personal imagination about a place of visual
extraordinarity and difference. Brought up in a continental-European village and
middle-class, leftist family, my daily life played out in an environment of fields and
orchards, low-rises, and few people; a daily life that I have – ever since it started to
get under my skin – been trying to get away from by chasing the opposite.84 Arriving
to Hong Kong, then, equipped with all the tools for a perfect gaze – a track record of
wandering streets, a visual eye, a range of cameras, years of working experience in
aestheticising objects – in the thesis that follows I have taken account of my position
and have picked up the probable challenges to it by incorporating them into my
study, having chosen and theorised my research methods and methodology
accordingly.
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As a child, though, I was still content.1980s Netherlands (at least in "my world") were coloured by anti-nuclear sentiments
and sustainable living, while also recycling was (and still is) an integrated part of life – especially in the rural areas. Years later,
finally moving to "the city" to attend art school, I found my main object of interest in my new and exciting surroundings: urban
life. I started walking and documenting what I saw. I continued to do so in the East and South-East Asian cities where I came to
live and work as an adult. These are my antecedents and they can only but position me, in my research, as "the odd one in".
Having lived an itinerant life for years, connections to new places always seem to occur in the combination of strange
familiarity and difference.
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In the context of my "subjects of research", I was the "odd one in". I was and
still am – however with some arguable connection to Hong Kong, to collectors and
artists, and to the trash that is being illuminated – a foreigner to the city and not
logically related to any of the people I have worked with. To position oneself as
"outsider", when doing ethnographic work in a place or group of people that is not
one's own, is, however, too easy and possibly only helps temporarily in dealing with
the discomforts one's position could induce. To position oneself as "insider",
however, is equally problematic (Skourtes 2012: 59-61). Further, in studies of this
kind – studies that involve "difference" – it is most important to be aware of the
'dynamics of power operating throughout the research relationship and the political
responsibilities that compel the researcher to act reflexively, ethically, and morally'
(Ibid). These dynamics of power concurrently involve "politics of representing
others", which particularly in relation to researched subjects that are, for instance,
members of an oppressed minority or "voiceless others", might result into a 'speaking
for others' (Ibid: 61).
James Clifford (1986) suggests that at stake in ethnographic endeavours of
this kind is not whether the researcher is an insider or an outsider. First should be
understood why a supposedly marginalised group of people has become subject of
investigation (in Skourtes 2012: 62). Skourtes (2012) – working with working-class
girls – argues, for instance, that by exploring how these girls negotiate their own
identities, she was able to challenge certain 'hegemonic forms of power' that
construct the girls' dominant image (Ibid). She engaged with problematics and
politics of representation. Looking at my own research – although it also eyes at the
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politics of representation (it even deals with stigmas) and while the people I have
worked with may be part of a marginalised group (formal collectors and waste
pickers are often, though sometimes taking on both roles, part of different vulnerable
social and also ethnic groups in society) – I am not out to understanding how these
people shape their own identities. My problem is not directly the collectors' positions
in society and the powers that construct their image. My “problem space" is the
visuality (as political realm that involves conflicts) of trash in Hong Kong (in the
context of predefined ideas of the modern city and of modern life). The collectors,
then, have instead "contributed" to the shaping of new perspectives through their
sharing of angles and views. As my "object of focus" is a visual realm including a
certain group of people and their angles, the socio-political situations of those people
involved in the study are presented as a background to their perspectives rather than
the focal point of the thesis. That is, in Hong Kong – with its limited space, its
commercial incentives, and its serious problem of waste – there is something about
garbage. The people who carry it out of sight offer a first-hand (however
underrepresented) view of its problem and of (at least a segment of) the larger
context of Hong Kong's urban life.
This study, thus, has engaged members of a marginalised group in society so
as to seriously consider their views of a problem that involves them, but that also
goes beyond them. And so, from the start, I have not taken these people as plain
"objects of focus". I have considered them – as I elaborate in the section on
ethnography and while I realise that this is a fairly uneven relationship – as
"collaborators". And in this way – by taking seriously their views of an urban
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situation – I challenge hegemonic forms of power that construct certain views and
images. The study still involves representations of (and by) "others" as well as does
it come with a certain "ethics of appropriation". The consideration of my own
position in the study has helped me in constructing a methodological approach that
would minimise potential "speaking for, on behalf of, or with" (Ibid: 61) the people I
have "collaborated" with. As the “odd one in”, I have shaped a critical ethnography
that involves visual ethnographic methods towards a curatorial elaboration and
aesthetic consideration of the visuality of trash.

3.2 Visuality
Accepting the importance of researcher positionality and taking example from AbuLughod's (1993) ways of representing the people she deals with (not only from their
position, but also in relation to her own position), I have partially overturned my
gaze and feared mistakes in portraying generalisations by taking on visuality as a
method. As I keep repeating, there is something highly visual (read: "sensorial" and
"political"85) not just about trash in the streets, but about the everyday and
contemporary cities. While the external façades of modern buildings may be seen to
contribute to the spectacularisation of urban spaces (Gardiner 2012b: 353) and while
the contemporary urban order strives after an imaginary of tidiness (Hawkins 2007:
350), the visuality of trash – not just the visual problem of its materiality, but the
significance of its "visual event" (Bal 2003) and that what happens based on it –
85

As indicated in the previous chapter, when taking "the visual", or rather "visuality", as event, it can be understood as a scopic
and discursive regime – a "political sphere" – of relationalities that involves embodied experiences. "The visual" is therefore not
just to do with the ocular, but with all the senses.
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induces an understanding of the urban that goes beyond the spectacle and that helps
to rethink modern imagined tidiness.
In my approach to the "visuality" of things, I follow a trend that has emerged in
recent years (particularly in Human Geography), where scholars have become
interested in the relation between visuality and practice-based ontologies, indeed
understanding the realm of the visual beyond that of meaning production and
representation (Bissell 2008: 43). This development suggests more emphasis on
exploring 'the relations between visuality and materiality', as well as a necessity for
understanding 'embodied and everyday practices of vision' (Ibid: 44). This necessity
to understand vision in relation to the body disregards the potential argument that a
focus on visuality exclaims occularcentrism – to see vision as the dominating
perceptive system (a modern residue). Indeed, as indicated in the previous chapter,
the visual is inextricably connected to the other senses. These are principally two
developments that coexist: the renewed focus on embodied experience and the
senses; and the recent conceptualisation of "visuality" as something that can be
experienced bodily – from a specific position – as an "event" that comes about
between the person who is looking (and the way in which this person is looking), the
thing that is looked at, in the space or location (or context) where the looking takes
place (Bal 2003, Rose 2012).
As extensively addressed in the previous chapter, historically (Simonsen
2005: 2 in Gardiner 2012b: 344), the human body was abstracted 'through an
overlapping of the visual and the linguistic'. In this way, the body had become
commodified (particularly its female kind): it had been drafted into a spectacle
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together with its spatial context which – with the focus on just the external façades –
had too become "decorporealised" (Gardiner 2012a: 2). Abstraction had violently
imposed itself on the physical reality 'of human bodies and their desires' (Ibid), while
concurrently 'the senses of smell, taste, and touch [had] been almost completely
annexed and absorbed by sight' (Lefebvre 1991: 139 in Gardiner 2012b: 350), which
caused a problem of perception (Crary 2001: 2). Jonathan Crary (2001: 2-4),
however focusing on "attention" rather than "visuality" and still understanding
visuality (different from Bal (2003), Gardiner 2012, and Rose (2012b)) in relation to
'the gaze [and] the subject only as a spectator' – suggests to explore the modern
problem of perception based on the notion of embodiment. He expounds that
'spectacular culture is not founded on the necessity of making a subject see, but
rather on strategies in which individuals are isolated, separated, and inhabit time as
disempowered', while 'counter-forms of attention are neither exclusively nor
essentially visual but rather constituted as other temporalities and cognitive states'
(Crary 2001: 3). He argues that perception should be based on mixed perceptual
modalities. In the same vein, Pallasmaa (2005: 10) goes against the vision-centred
approach in studies of arts and architecture, rejecting the dominance of the external
façade, and assuming 'the role of the body as the locus of perception, thought and
consciousness, and the significance of the senses in articulating, storing and
processing sensory responses and thoughts'. Indeed, the body has been placed back
into the world and its perceptive system is revalorised following mixed modalities.
Returning to the relation between visuality and practice-based ontologies, if
visuality is seen as event, Rose (2012: 543b) suggests that questions should be asked
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about their particularities, 'as they take place in different locations with diverse
human and artefactual actants'. This requires ethnography-based work (Rose 2007: 6)
where, again, positionality is of importance. In visual studies, discussions of visuality
are to consider methodology (Bal 1999, 2001, 2003), a suggestion that Gillian Rose
picks up on. Rose (2012b) calls for visual studies of direct encounters between
humans and what surrounds them. She suggests focusing on practices 'through which
visual events happen' (2012b: 552-553):
...to look carefully at bodies, comportments, gestures, looks; to look and touch objects, images,
ways of seeing; to consider the routine, the everyday and the banal as well as the exceptional; to
consider affect and emotion as well as cognition and representation. It is to pay attention to
people's doings and sayings and to watch what eventuates in specific places. It is to allow different
modes of reflection – by both the researcher and the researched – on those practices. It is to draw
on ethnographic methods, often, and to reflect on the way in which the critic and their methods are
also and always part of what happens. And in focussing on such details, as the thick descriptive
methods of both some anthropology and science studies shows, is absolutely not to lose sight of
questions of power. Indeed, looking carefully at how people look and what happens when they look
is to address with some specificity the highly complex and mutable visual practices that are part of
power relations, as Foucault surely taught us.

Visual events take place 'in different locations and with different human and
artifactual actants' and so – besides the subjects and objects that form part of the
event – also their "situations" should be understood (Ibid: 543): the places within
which they come about as well as the practices (of looking and of other ways of
doing and making) that contribute to the shaping of these places and to the
actualising of the events.
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Scholars in visual studies, Bal (2003) and Rose (2012), are – however arguing
for a focus on visuality as event – mostly engaged (as per their field of study) with
visuality based on "intended visual objects": artworks, films, etc. The visuality of the
urban everyday that I am looking at, has as much to do with, for instance, practices
of consumption as it has with those of trash collection, and with the "social afterlife"
or "permanent social exclusion" of trash that partially result from and induce these
practices86. Further, pavements and back alleys, in comparison to a museum (the
kind of "place" in which Mieke Bal considers visual events) – invite a wide variety
of "performances of seeing"87 (performances that to Rose always involve 'specific
modes of bodily and other sensorial comportments') (Rose 2012a: 543). Think of
people navigating streets based on signage, taking part in traffic following certain
traffic indicators, not to forget people shopping or window shopping, glaring at the
newest fashion trends.
Although Rose seems largely concerned with places, performances, and
practices that are related to one kind of visual object (whether that is an in-flight
entertainment service, a work of art, or the next blockbuster film), my "location" –
the streets of urban Hong Kong – can be taken as a patchwork of different spaces or
'practiced places' in which, among other practices, different modes of looking are
performed simultaneously. It can, at the same time, be taken as a collage88 of objects
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In the way Appadurai (1986) laid out his concept of 'the social life of things' and Boarder Giles (2014) suggests that even
after disposal – after things have reached the dumpster – they can have an afterlife that is not that distant from (or, rather, is
sometimes even part of) the economic system – both through exclusion from this system (by being sent to dump sites) or as it is
adopted back into the system (picked up before final disposal).
87
Rose (2012: 543) picks up another concept from Bal (2003) – "performances of seeing". They include different modes of
sensorial and bodily comportments and can be roughly understood as the way in which one "looks" (physically) in a particular
place. For instance, in a museum one walks around, slowly, staring at walls, while on an airplane one is seated in a chair,
staring at a little screen in the seat in front of him or her.
88
The idea of the city as a patchwork or collage of images has been written about extensively (i.e. Swyngedouw and Kaïka
2003).
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and images (visual or otherwise) that, indeed, invite these different performances of
seeing. The streets are not – like, for instance, a cinema – a space designed for
"visual performance", yet, when taking the urban as "spectacle" – with architectures
designed for 'purely visual contemplation' (Gardiner 2012a: 353) and signs and
symbols everywhere – or when taking it as a space and mode of life that is to answer
to some form of modern imaginary of tidiness in public aesthetics – "visuality" (the
kind I have just described) cannot be ignored in its politics. The politics of "doing the
visual", as Rose and Tolia-Kelly (2013: 3) state, 'are as material as matter is visual,
while both are engaged beyond the ocular'. Visuality involves all the senses and, in
this regard, Rose argues for a new way of understanding "the visual" (which in this
context equals visuality), as not just an event, but an embodied, material, and often
politically-charged realm.
As I mentioned in the beginning, I do not label trash in the streets as simply
some kind of "anti-image" (as in a spectacle of trash) that is being erased by
contracted trash collectors in the visuality of the urban everyday. Neither do I simply
understand, for instance, the uncle collecting cardboard besides the "Four Heavenly
Kings" to be creating or revisiting this "anti-image" as he has appropriated his street
corner for accumulation and categorisation (and even unintended exhibition) of a
valuable collection of urban discards. Instead, taking on a visuality approach to
understanding what's going on in the urban areas of contemporary Hong Kong from
the perspectives of the collectors, I engage the significance of this visuality as event
or as 'politically charged realm' (Rose and Tolia-Kelly 2013: 3). I explore the
relationship between visuality and things (discarded things and other stuff), services,
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and people in circulation (involving different kinds of practices) in a particular
place.89 Visuality is, thus, a way of looking that goes beyond mere theory as it is (as I
elaborate in the next section) a central part of my ethnography. "Taking things
visually", in the context of this study, can be perceived as method which I extend
between the ethnographic and curatorial inquiry of trash in Hong Kong.

3.3 Ethnography
[Ethnography is] a process of creating and representing knowledge that is based on ethnographers'
own experiences. It does not claim to produce an objective account of reality, but should aim to offer
versions that are as loyal as possible to the context and intersubjectivities through which the
knowledge was created. It should account for the observable, but also for objects, visual images, the
immaterial and the sensory nature of human experience. Finally, it should engage with issues of
representation that question the right of the researcher to represent other people...' (Pink 2007b: 22).

As this study is engaged with how trash collectors' regularities (working with trash)
and their ways of seeing, doing, and making can say something about the conditions
of urban life in contemporary Hong Kong, the research embraces a qualitative and
critical ethnographic approach to what Willis (2000: xiii) calls 'social agents in the
normal courses and routine situations of their lives'. Taking on a variety of
ethnographic methods and techniques, I inquire into the meanings these social agents
(collectors as well as artists) attach to particular things. I further understand these
meanings to the larger context of urban life (and modernity). This is the intention of
89

And what this means in relation to the larger context of modern life in cities or at least in everyday life in the streets of Hong
Kong.
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this dissertation: to understand 'what's [also] going on' (between international trade
and commerce) in some of Hong Kong's most iconic locales. Qualitative
ethnographic approaches to certain 'social puzzles' are important, notes Willis (Ibid)
as they allow observation through 'five-sense channels' and in this way help grasp the
'social atmosphere, emotional colour and unspoken assumptions' of a place or a
situation. It further offers the opportunity to probe and reconstruct 'how subjects
symbolically inhabit their worlds: what are their agendas, their de-codings, their
stories, their uses of objects and artefacts' (Ibid).
Taking Sarah Pink's (2007b: 22) opening quote as an accurate description of
what ethnography entails, it seems not all that necessary to distinguish – by adding
some form of adjective: "visual", "critical", "feminist", etc. – the kind of
ethnographic study one pursues. Regardless, I would like to emphasise the "critical"
direction of my own ethnography, not just because I have just spent nine pages
arguing that researcher positionality influences both the ways in which a research is
carried out and the kind of knowledge that is produced based on the research, but
also because ethnography is a way of looking and a way of doing that advances into
other fields and other engagements. Ethnography (visual or otherwise) is
increasingly adopted in disciplines other than anthropology. It even expands beyond
the academy (Holmes 2012) and, therefore, does not have a fixed location. It is 'a
commitment on the part of the researcher(s) to the first-hand experience and
exploration of people's lives with a particular focus on socio-cultural phenomena'
(Ruby 1996 in Holmes 2012). As I elaborate in the second half of this methodology
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chapter, it is precisely at the interchange of academic ethnographic work and that of
the arts, that my research finds a critical space for intervention.
In current ethnographic work, researchers are moving away from just making
"observations" and jotting down notes.90 Visual research methods are increasingly
used, normally alongside other kinds of methods (interviews or ethnographic
fieldwork). This shift is happening in the course of the emergent interest in the
everyday and urban space, and in sensory experiences of this space (Rose 2012a:
298-299). There are various forms in which visual methods can be applied, further.
Some involve the researcher making visuals and others involve the research
participants contributing their own images. Also in visual methodology some
contemporary advances have been made due to a series of 'shifts' that came about at
the start of the 21st century (Pink et al. 2004: 1-3; Pink 2012: 5), these shifts involve
'[t]heories and philosophies of phenomenology, space and place, practice, the senses
and movement' and present new paradigms through which the vision and the visual
have been reappropriated (Pink 2012: 5). Pink takes on the notion of 'visual
methodologies as routes to knowledge' (Ibid: 6) – which can be understood as a
"place-based", embodied, notion of visual ways of working – while claiming the
importance of informing methodological approaches with the same theories that
constitute the analysis of 'culture, society, persons or materialities' (Ibid: 10). Current
emphasis on theories of practice, place and space and related theoretical 'turns' – i.e.

90

In traditional ethnography, it is more easy to retain certain 'unequal power dynamics in the research relationship issues of
representation; and appropriation of "other"' (Skourtes 2012: 68).
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the practice turn, the sensory turn, the mobilities turn – therefore, have induced
visual methods that in return offer new 'routes to knowledge'.91
Collaborative and participatory approaches to research and representation add
to a multi-facetted view of the researched, which in return can be seen as a 'vehicle
through which knowledge, understandings and visual representations are produced'
(Pink et al. 2004: 4). Cristina Grasseni (2004: 45-46) argues, for instance, that
participatory approaches to visual ethnography foster 'skilled vision' as both a
method and object of research. And in their final chapter, Emmison and Smith (2000:
190-193) argue that the study of human behaviour and in particular the study of
interaction can become 'a study of people as bearers of signs which mark identity,
status and social competence', while these signs are often in the visual register
(together with smells and sounds). They explain that '[e]very day each person gives
off hundreds of signals which are intended to be read. As visual researchers, all that
is required is that we attend to these signals in theoretically and methodologically
disciplined ways' (Ibid: 190). For this reason, the study of people interacting with
spaces or with each other is amenable to visual inquiry.
Rose (2012a: 298) regards photos and videos useful media for capturing what
she calls the 'sensory richness and human inhabitation of urban environments'.
although she also notes that it would lack smell and touch (and sound, in the case of
photographs). Through photo-elicitation (and also video-elicitation) the social
relations and identities in contemporary urban spaces can be understood more

91

Rather, routes to different stories about 'what's going on'.
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extensively. She continues that such elicitation is particularly useful in exposing
ways in which 'social positions and relations are both produced by, and produce,
distinct urban experiences' (Ibid: 299). While '[v]isual work permits the uncovering
of practices of daily life at a level [...] that words alone cannot represent', it also
seems that generally with the advances of modernity visuality92 has increasingly
embraced cultural meanings (Skourtes 2012: 66-67) while the visual image is
generally understood not as 'a representation of a single "reality," but rather a
multifarious entity with numerous meanings and interpretations' (Sturken &
Cartwright 2001 in Skourtes 2012: 67).
Photographs (and also video) are used – suggests Rose (2012a: 312-313) – as
some kind of evidence of material reality. They are recordings of something that was
there (or that happened) in the moment of the recording. Yet, they are also always
assumed to be representations of something, which is why researchers would want to
interview their participants after seeing the images. The photograph is, thus, both 'a
trace of the real, and [...] a culturally encoded image' (Ibid: 313). Hodgetts et al.
(2007) and Croghan et al. (2008) both suggest, further, that photographs in this
context should be seen as 'visual objects put to work to perform social identities and
relations' (Rose 2012a: 313). They argue that the context within which a photograph
is viewed defines its meaning. Or rather, 'the meaning of the photograph is [...] fluid
and variable in response to the changing circumstances of the photographer, the
viewers, and what is being done in the interaction between them' (Hodgetts et al.
2007: 266-267). Participants interviews, then, are seen as 'sites in which the
92

With visuality – as I have explained in the previous chapter – I mean in this regard 'the cultural construction of what is seen
and how it is seen' (Skourtes 2012: 66).
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interviewees and interviewers perform their social identity by, in part, working with
the photographs they have taken' (Rose 2012a: 313).
Interested in the visuality of trash and what collectors can reveal about its
meanings to urban life, a visual ethnographic approach to its unravelling seemed,
therefore, to me a suitable approach.93 As Rose (Ibid: 298) notes, even though cities
are particularly complex and visual methods can only assess certain aspects of them,
images can 'convey something of the feel of urban places, space, and landscapes,
specifically of course those qualities that are in some way visible': they can picture
both environment (and all the things in it) and people, including the banal routines of
everyday life. Especially the latter is often difficult to get at when simply talking
about a situation, because the banal does often not seem to matter. In my study,
therefore, I implemented a component of "video elicitation"94 to get closer to such
banality in the perspectives of collectors. Giving research participants a camera
offers the researcher opportunity to move away from his or her position of observer
only, as it shifts (although never equally) the power relations between researcher and
researched, towards more collaborative situations. Being the "odd-one-in", the visual
research component to the study has helped in teasing out a more nuanced
understanding of angles and ways of looking, while in the subsequent interviews
collectors were able to take a lead in the conversation; talking about those details of
their work that they had chosen to record.

93

In relation to the uneven power relation between researcher and researched (tickling the researcher's problem of
representation), as well as in light of what visual methods can add to the understanding of the visuality of social life.
94
A comparable method is "photovoice", (Rose 2012: 304-305), developed by Carolyn Wang and Mary Ann Burris (i.e. 1997)
and comes from a tradition where marginalised social groups were not just studied, but where also a form of empowerment was
sought, while also the research is stretched over a longer period of time. While "photo-elicitation" (and thus also "videoelicitation) is also about "empowering people", it is not so much about empowering them to change their situation, but about
giving them "agency" in the research project.
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Rose (2012a: 305-207) lays out a range of arguments for the effectiveness of
photo elicitation: photos carry detailed information and can therefore help in
clarifying participants' views; elicitation interviews can bring participant and
researcher to taken-for-granted matters that would otherwise be overlooked;
participant-generated images are seen to empower participants (for the fact that they
take the photos themselves and because they are the "experts" in the interview); and
such methods demand collaboration between researcher and participant in new ways.
While she continues to set out a rather practical introduction to how to go about a
photo-elicitation project, I have found that even though pre-planning is necessary
when it comes to projects of this kind, the kind of people one is working with
influence such planning. They force one to readjust in various moments the planned
strategies and imagined outcomes. I have had to, therefore, come up with customised
plannings and anticipated outcomes which differed per collaborator.
Across the ethnography, I let things happen organically. The nature of my
research and the complexity in finding times and places in which I could actually
engage with them – first talking about themselves, their work, and their ideas about
trash, and later about their video recordings – shaped my project significantly. Before
I go on to elaborating the technicality of the ethnography on the participants' side, I
should mention that during the fieldwork, an interpreter, Kelvin, always
accompanied me.95 As all interactions with the collectors were mediated through
him, I have chosen to describe the encounters with collectors from the perspective of
95

Talking to people through an interpreter has, of course, added another layer of mediation to my study. Regardless, in my
experience, working closely together with someone who understands my research and knows what I am trying to understand,
has been helpful in its own way. As per the nature of the kind of fieldwork, we had a lot of time to talk between each other,
while searching for people to interview. In those moments – as well as just after chats and interviews – we immediately talked
about the encounters and tried to understand their meanings in dialogue.
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the both of us. That is, I have used "we" whenever my story would otherwise need an
"I". Outside the ethnographic descriptions, however, I have used "I". Where other
types of photo elicitation or video elicitation projects can perhaps be executed in a
more organised fashion, I ran with things the way they came. My collaborators were,
first of all, not always easy to find. Further, we would meet them on pavements, at
street corners, in alleys, and only sometimes in parks or McDonalds restaurants –
which are the more quiet places. At the same time, the time invested in the different
relations also varies. Not just because we needed to clarify my project to them and
not everyone understood it at an instant, but also simply because we first had to
establish a level of trust.
Regardless, I worked out a reflexive and multi-modal methodology that is
heavily influenced by the visual ethnographic tradition. Altogether, we spent 15
months "in the field" between two areas of focus, four MTR stops away from each
other. I had chosen these locations for their distinct and dominant urban visuality.
The Central area on the Island-side is Hong Kong's business district and connects to
Sheung Wan – an area known for its antique shops, up-scale bars, boutique hotels,
and increasingly expensive residential buildings. Waste-wise, these two areas can be
taken as one, not only because a number of main roads connect the two
geographically, but also because the recycling shops in Sheung Wan are frequented
by recyclable collectors from Central.96 Mong Kok, on the other hand, is Hong
Kong's most densely populated locale and a tourist and shopping district of another
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Central has also one recycling shop, however it is rather inconveniently located on a steep slope. Shandong Lou used to bring
his cardboard there but changed to a shop in Sheung Wan for that it appeared to be more honest during the weighing of the
materials. Most collectors in Central whom we have spoken with had equally indicated that they deliver their collected
materials to one of the shops in Sheung Wan.
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kind. It beholds the Ladies Market, Sneaker Street, a number of wet markets, while
its residents are more diverse, socio-economically. Mong Kok connects to Yau Ma
Tei with another range of iconic streets. Yau Ma Tei is more residential yet including
another famous market too: the one in Temple Street.97 We went out into these
districts two to three days per week at diverse hours in the day and for periods of two
to twelve hours depending on the interviews we were after, the times at which we
knew we could find certain people, and sometimes depending on the weather.
I had divided my fieldwork roughly in three parts. The first part I call – taking
example from Alex Rhys-Taylor (2012) – “hanging around”. This is the part in
which I tried to get familiar with the waste collection situations in the two areas,
hanging around at different hours of the day, under different weather circumstances,
having simple chats with as many different kinds of collectors possible: recyclable
pickers of different lower-class backgrounds (part-timers, full-timers, homeless
people), workers at refuse collection stations, "sauh maaih lous", formal collectors,
“lapsap” men (those who are hired to collect trash from buildings), recycling shop
workers, cleaning ladies, street sweepers etc. This part of my research went on for
the entire 15 months because as we got to know quite a number of collectors, we
continued visiting them whenever we were around their usual street corners or back
alleys. Although this part of my fieldwork could be understood as "field
observation", I already put great emphasis on the interactions with the collectors and
the information shared by them, during chats. Also, when writing up my analysis
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Logistically, it was not difficult to execute the fieldwork because I lived most of that time in the Mong Kok/Yau Ma Tei area
although I was – of course – also dependent on the availability of Kelvin, my interpreter. He was, however, always willing to
come out w.ith me at any moment in the day.
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chapters (and as will become clear when reading through them), I found my field
notes from this part of the fieldwork highly valuable. They allowed me to tease out
commonalities and differences between variant collectors. They helped me sketch
the scene as well as better grasp some of the nuances of the politics involved with the
work at street-level.
To gain more in-depth understanding of the minute details of the work, the
rhythms and routines, and the different "ways of looking" among collectors –
moving away from my observant and discursive construction of the field experience
– I recruited three collectors to "collaborate" in the next two parts of the fieldwork.
Looking for people to work with, I somehow had to "typecast".98 For instance, the
very old ladies who were struggling through their days scavenging, I could not ask to
participate – practically and morally. Most of them were difficult to talk to and I had
indeed a hard time justifying to myself, ethically, that I would ask them to help me
out. I therefore approached the slightly younger (however also post- or around
retirement age), chatty, and well-versed collectors. Although they do, perhaps, not
entirely match the general image of collectors – old ladies scavenging for a bun and
some rice (people whom we have also come to know and talked with and who will
feature in the analysis chapters in other ways) – Hong Kong's collectors are indeed
more diverse than their general image implies and, for that, my study has made a
contribution in proposing a more diversified presentation.
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The process of recruitment was particularly difficult as, indeed, most trash collectors – especially the recyclable pickers – are
a vulnerable group of people, often struggling to get by, working long hours for only little turnaround. Most collectors were,
understandably, also not familiar with the kind of academic research I was undertaking, so having finally established some level
of trust, we struggled to explain the nature and intentions of my research.
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While it had been relatively easy to – in the first part of my fieldwork – get
familiar with people and have simple chats with them (however, quite regularly
people indicated that they were not interested to talk with us), the second part proved
a lot more difficult. And, therefore, although I have been somewhat selective in the
people I would ask to work with me, I also simply had to go with whomever I could
find. Regardless, for the purpose of diversity, I managed to select one formal
collector, one formal collector who also engages in reusing and recycling, and one
"collector-of-all-sorts" who recycles pretty much everything there is to recycle. Tika,
Ah-lai, and Shandong Lou respectively, became my collaborators and were rather
enthusiastic about their involvement. They knew that they could, at any time, drop
out of the project if they wanted to, but all three remained involved until the end. Of
course, this way of "recruiting" has influenced the kind of data that I received as well
as the kind of data I could not get.99 It also – as all three of the collectors are very
different; and all had a different understanding of whom I was and what I asked them
to do, even though I had, either verbally or in writing, given them the same
explanation of my research and the same request for consent that followed from it – I
had to custom design the next steps in their individual involvements. Not only based
on their understanding of my project, but also because they all had a different
amount of time to spend on it and different opportunities, during work, to participate
("collaborate"), each collaboration was different in form, shape, and depth.
In the next two parts of my fieldwork, I took up what Rose (2012) and also
Sarah Pink (2010) call "video elicitation", while Skourtes (2012: 71), in her own
99

I accept, therefore, this process of recruiting and the conditions of the data that has come out of the next two parts of my
fieldwork, as a potential limitation of my study.
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study, adds the adjective "auto-driven" to such participant media production.
Skourtes explains that the elicitation (in her case photo elicitation) is auto-driven as
the informants create their own pictures for discussion during an interview. The
objective is, indeed, 'to allow the participant to initially establish the research content
and contribute a greater sense of meaning-making by indicating for themselves the
parameters that define their world' (Ibid). In my case, I gave – at arranged times –
each of my collaborators a simple mobile phone-sized video camera that could for
practical reasons100 be hung over their shoulders in a case that was positioned in the
middle of their chest. They would keep it for several days and were, apart from how
to operate the camera, not given much instruction. Even though I had, in advance,
indicated that we would discuss the videos in an interview later, I struggle to argue
that the collectors were all equally aware of the "power" they had in indicating the
parameters of their world and therefore hesitate to use the adjective "auto-driven".
Regardless, wanting the collectors to feel free in choosing their frames, shots, and
subjects, we let them broadly know that I was interested in the work they do, what
else they do when they are not working but still "on duty" (practices), the things they
collect, the people they meet, the routes they take and the places they go (mobility
and space), and anything else they found important to show us in relation to their
work or their lives as collectors (their views).101
However fragmented or incomplete, I take this type of video-based data
production by "collaborators" as a way by which 'people can provide an account of
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The collectors of course need both their hands for their work, so cannot always hold on to the camera.
We started off trying to explain that we are interested in the everyday lives of the different collectors, how this life (all
making long hours) evolves around the trash they collect each day, and how their collecting in various streets and places relates
to the spaces and times in which they work, however, this explanation appeared to be too conceptual.
101
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alternative ways of visualizing and making sense of particular kinds of questions in
research', while it also provides – as I mentioned above – 'insight that can not be
obtained through traditional language' (Clark 1999, Collier and Collier 1986 in
Skourtes 2012: 71). As the collectors could both record while holding the camera in
their hand, or with the camera hung over their shoulder, in front of them, I ended up
with two "types" of footage: directed and purposeful recordings and less intended
"point-of-view" shots. On top of that, each of the collectors went differently about
their recordings. Shandong Lou recorded over four hours of footage and Tika just
under an hour. Further, both Ah-lai and Shandong Lou had taken the camera multiple
times, while Tika had only taken it once as he was about to leave for a two-month
holiday break to his home country, Nepal. Indeed, I ended up with different kinds of
video data, where Shandong Lou and Tika had made more directed recordings and
Ah-lai had put the camera in the case over her shoulder.
After the collectors had made their recordings, we did extensive interviews. I
had to custom design each interview based on the language they spoke, the way we
anticipated we could best approach them, and simply based on the time they had
available. The interviews were partly relating to the videos that they had recorded, of
which I had pre-selected a range of shots (because the collectors would not have time
to sit through the entire length of their recordings, I felt that I had to seize the
moment, knowing that it would be difficult to grasp them another time, to continue
the interview). In the interviews, the videos helped to get closer to the collaborators'
personal perspectives – of their work and of trash generally. They also helped in
getting to certain otherwise invisible or unthinkable details about the everyday of
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trash in the streets. Altogether, the three parts of my critical ethnography (the
hanging around, the video recordings by three collectors, and the subsequent formal
interviews with the same collectors) allowed a broad as well as in-depth view of the
lives of different collectors and their relationships to garbage and the streets in which
they work. They have, however, not in any way provided a full view of the entire
street-level waste situation. They are still to be perceived as fragments of a bigger
story. In the analysis chapters – presentations of fragments of urban life – I have
drawn extensively from the ethnographic endeavour. I have done this, as mentioned
before, in a curatorial fashion, finding conversation between the ethnography and the
works of a number of artists that I have located to be good interlocutors.

3.4 Curation
As Alex Farquharson (2003: 8) has pointed out, the appearance of "to curate" as a
verb while before there was only a noun – "curator" – indicates that there is some
weight to the discussion of curatorial practices and the role of the curator in the
creation of exhibitions (O'Neill 2007: 243). In the past 30 years (however, with roots
of its change in the late 1960s), the curating exercise has moved from being a largely
administrative and mediating activity, to what some (e.g. Watkins 1987, O'Neill
2007) would describe as critical artistic practice. This development has been, and is
still being, challenged. A divide has become apparent between those curatorial critics
who value the "authorship" of artists over that of curators (e.g. Foster 1996102),
102

Foster warned that 'the institution may overshadow the work that it otherwise highlights: it becomes the spectacle, it collects
the cultural capital, and the director-curator becomes the star'. (Foster 1996 in Bishop 2003: 53).
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critiquing the idea of the "curator as artist" (Watkins 1987), and those who appreciate
curator-led discourse in the exhibition space (O'Neill 2007: 252-257). This having
become a deadlock with a growing divide between the two positions, O'Neill (2007:
257) suggests that the only way out is to let go of this binary by accepting that
curating is "becoming discourse", without undermining the importance or
contribution of the artist to this discourse (Ibid: 257). Or, as Gertrud Sandqvist
(1999: 43-44) already noted a decade earlier, curated exhibitions should be
understood as neither intended 'to reinforce the identity of the artist', nor that of the
curator (O'Neill 2007: 255).
Hans-Ulrich Obrist – a pioneer in curating interdisciplinary exhibitions,
'bringing together artists, scientists, architects, philosophers, sociologists, urbanists,
etc.' – notes that, today, exhibitions (however referring particularly to those in the
spaces of the museum) should be understood as sites that satisfy 'a diversity of
conditions' (Obrist et al. 2003: 150). Although he has also been accused of using
artworks to illustrate his own vision (by Farquharson 2003), I have taken note of his
suggestion to understand the exhibition space not simply as a space containing
(visual) objects on display, but as an environment that fosters dialogue. I
concurrently appreciate his efforts in not only bringing together artists, but also
scholars and other people with particular views on particular matters. So, without
ignoring that curatorial lead beholds a certain "power" in orchestrating interventions,
it is from this position that I lay out in more detail, first, the possibility that I see in
using "curation" as methodological approach to understanding (rather discussing)
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"the visuality of things", and second, the potential in structuring my own space for
intervention in the form of what I call a triptych of trash.103
In recent years, 'curating as a research process' (Wells 2007 in Puwar and
Sharma 2012: 43) was picked up in sociology, as a means to finding new ways of
producing (public) knowledge. By adapting curatorial practices in sociological
research, it was suggested that 'new practices, new meanings, values and relations
between things' (O'Neill 2010: 6) could be generated. "Curating sociology", as a new
and cross-disciplinary104 methodological form of knowledge production was
instigated 'for creative public intervention and engagement' (Puwar and Sharma
2012: 43). While I do not intend to enter into a disciplinary discussion about what the
sociological approach is to operating cross-disciplinarily, I take note of the practical
direction proposed in "curating sociology". Charles Wright Mills (1959: 19) suggests
that what he calls the "sociological imagination" should be understood to exist across
disciplinary fields as it is simply a 'quality of mind' that has the 'drive to make sense
of the world' and, thus, of society (Puwar and Sharma 2012: 44). The "sociological
imagination" is the type of knowledge that the discipline of sociology offers
following the idea that one should think socially and understand that what people do
is shaped by their social situations. As Mills (1959: 5-6) describes it, it concerns the
awareness that the individual can understand himself only by understanding his
position in the place and time of his experience – in the context of the larger society.
Following this definition, "curating sociology", Puwar and Sharma (2012: 44)
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I elaborate on this later.
Puwar and Sharma (2012: 46), following Barry et al. (2008), understand at least three different types of cross-disciplinary
collaborative practices – multi-disciplinary, inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary practices, respectively. The latter two
types are preferred in curating sociology as they 'advance dialogic encounters between different formations of knowledge
production and creativity' (Puwar and Sharma 2012: 46).
104
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propose, is 'a set of practices that are alert to other ways of telling about society'.
Indeed, not only sociologists – or anthropologists and other scholars engaged with
the question of the social – can "tell about" society. Artists, photographers, writers,
filmmakers, but also any other member of society with no particular professional
background that could be employed to "tell stories", have 'ways of telling' (Ibid: 44)
– "ways of telling" that can also be visual in nature.
I understand curating to be, as scholar and curator Liz Wells (2007: 29)
proposes, a research process that is about 'investigation, discovery and critical
reflection', just like any other research process. The curator brings together artists’
works, stories, images, ideas, etc. The views of the curator, the artists and other
partakers in the “exhibition” come – collaboratively – to the intervention and
discussion it proposes (Wells 2007: 30). Curation is therefore often about
“collaboration” – between different artists, but also between people working in other
fields of inquiry. In anthropology, collaborations with the arts and between
anthropologists and artists are increasingly explored. Schneider and Wright (2010: 1)
even argue that 'primary divisions between the fields, from either of the two
disciplines, often mask an ensemble of heterogeneous discourses that [...] have much
common ground'. They claim that the artist and the anthropologist share something
rather important: the emergent nature of what drives them – of "creativity" and of
"meaning" (Schneider and Wright 2013: 1). Strohm (2012: 100) puts forwards the
argument 'that a politics of collaboration is fundamentally about decolonizing
anthropology, its knowledge, and its methods: the disruption of the boundaries
between anthropology and its other'. In the reverse, a decolonisation of art – although
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the arts have become already more “multi-medial” – could also be imagined. Given
that anthropology developed in the colonial context, Strohm (Ibid) points at the
unequal power relations between the anthropologist and "others", and the "politics of
representation" that result from it. That is, 'the product of colonialism and the
condition of coloniality, the "geo-politics of knowledge" is "always already unequal"'
(Mignolo et al. 2011: 4 in Strohm 2012: 102). Collaboration, then, contributes to a
breaking down of such inequality. It 'offers a chance for developing alternative
strategies of practice for both' and it allows "new ways of seeing" and "new ways of
working with visual materials" (Strohm 2012: 109). With a shared object of
representation, art and anthropology can 'elaborate alternative strategies of
representation' (Ibid: 110).
In the same vein, Schneider and Wright (2006: 12) draw attention to 'how
contemporary art allows for [...] an ambiguity or free play between text and image,
discourse and figure; what they refer to as an "aesthetic resistance" to
anthropological modes of disambiguity through contextualization' (Strohm 2012:
111). They see this quality relevant in breaking with traditional modes of
anthropological representation (appropriating visual representational strategies –
'strategies not confined or overdetermined by traditional textual forms of
representation') (Ibid). Naturally, such new strategies are experimental in nature,
suggesting equally experimental "representational practices" in anthropology. For
instance, looking at filmmaker and anthropologist Laurent Van Lancker's work
disorient (2010), he separates sound and image in order for audiences to induce
'knowledge through experience' (Ibid: 149). Disorient is a video work in which Van
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Lancker combines voices (presenting life-histories) and haptic, near-black visuals
('traces of life'), to provoke spectators to engage their own imagination of the talking
subjects and their lives, in sensory ways (Van Lancker 2013: 145-148). While this
work engages with anthropological questions, it explores asynchronicity in
documentary film, taking the project not to a conclusive end product, but instead
probing new "ways of seeing, feeling, knowing". Schneider and Wright, in their
various explorations of collaborative or discursive work between art and
anthropology, also keep to such intended ‘incompleteness’ in understanding social
matters, as works of art and the ways in which they approach and combine text and
images, often remain open-ended (Ibid: 112). This open-endedness, they suggest,
should be taken as 'a "positive norm for ethnographic practice," one that imagines
ethnography as an "open and ongoing archive"' (Schneider and Wright 2010: 20 in
Strohm 2012: 112).
Taking up art practices in anthropological work – in the way just described –
juxtaposes the two disciplines. As anthropologists are used to striving for closed
narratives, the open-endedness in the way the arts "position" text and images, breaks
such seemingly preferred "ways of working" (Strohm 2012: 116). Ssorin-Chaikov
has labelled a similar combining of art and anthropology ethnographic
conceptualism, which 'refers to anthropology as a method of conceptual art but also,
conversely, to the use of conceptual art as an anthropological research tool' (SsorinChaikov 2013). In such a juxtaposition, Rancière would consider "aesthetic
experience" – that ‘what can be seen, heard, thought, said, and done in the
anthropological episteme' – to be revisited (Ibid: 117). In other words, in their
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juxtaposition, 'anthropology and art [may] allow for a politics of collaboration' (Ibid)
towards a redistribution of the sensible. Schneider and Wright refer to such
collaboration105 as "critical collaboration” which, as Claire Bishop (2004) notes
(against some of the more "celebratory works" on collaboratory arts practices such as
Nicholas Bourriaud's Relational Aesthetics (1998)), comes with a certain amount of
complexity (Schneider and Wright 2013: 10).
At the crossroad of anthropology and art, however complex their
collaborations, the open-endedness of ethnographic endeavours should be taken as a
generative aspect of seeing differently. Further, '[t]he process of working with people
and materials in ethnographic situations becomes as, or even, more important than
the finished product' (Ibid: 4). Another example can be found in the work of artist
Anthony Luvera (and his collaborators). Since, 2001, he has been working with
people who have experienced, or are experiencing, homelessness. He continuously
collects materials made by his participants – both created independently and in
collaboration with him. Some of these materials are photographs, which he would
concurrently discuss with the people in question. Luvera explains in an interview
(Wright 2013: 47) that much of his work involves talking to people and getting to
know them, but although he has an interest in discussions around ethnography and
visual anthropology, he does not feel that he draws 'on a model of ethnography'
(Ibid). Instead of having planned his project rigorously, it evolved into an "ongoing
archive" of details of personal experiences of homelessness, while the meanings that
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Schneider and Wright (2013), in the introduction to this more recent edited book, look at collaboration from the point of
view of the artists, meaning that the artists take on partially anthropological approaches to their work and not vice versa.
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Luvera attaches to the work change over time. It is exactly its open-endedness that
allows it to develop.
The open-endedness that comes with the ethnographic pursuit is a requisite of
the experience of today's world and the fragmented realities it beholds. As Schneider
and Wright (2013: 4-5) note, ‘[b]oth anthropologists and contemporary artists have
to come to terms practically, and theoretically, with some of the fragmentary aspects
of experience in a globalized world'. In potential artistic – and I would like to think
also anthropological and ethnographic (even discursive or interpretative) – attempts
at adapting to a particular place based on observation, they further propose that one
could be seen to shift from dealing with "anthropological place" to ambitiously
trying to articulate a visual form that comes with the movement through 'the nonanthropological': through 'non-places of what Augé has called supermodernity'
(Schneider and Wright 2013: 5). Anthropological place is ‘a concrete, symbolic
construction of space conceived as relational, historical and concerned with identity'
(Augé 1995 in Schneider and Wright 2013: 5)) Even though 'anthropologists have
traditionally aimed to be site-specific in their fieldwork and the representations of
their fieldwork', their actual practices and movements involve collage-like outcomes
of (visual) experiences of – for instance – cities. Experiences of cities are always
'fragmented, juxtaposed, and jumbled' (Ibid) and so also those of Hong Kong.
John Berger and Jean Mohr's collaborative stints exemplify another kind of
fragmented visual and textual “collage” – a juxtaposition or conversation. Both
artists of sorts – a man of words and a man of images respectively – combined
sociological writing with documentary photography to explore the role a country
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doctor plays in a rural community, in A Fortunate Man (1967), and the lives of
migrant workers in Europe, in A Seventh Man (1975). For A Fortunate Man, Berger
and Mohr lived together in the family home of the country doctor John Sassell for six
weeks and joined him, upon the patients’ consent, for all consultations and
emergency visits. Where Berger refers to himself as a storyteller, he sees Mohr as the
perfect photographer: someone who is ‘utterly invisible’ (Francis 2015). After these
six weeks, Mohr and Berger had worked on their own parts of the story (images and
text) independently and brought them together later to eventually rework them
entirely into the form of a conversation: ‘building on, rather than mirroring, one
another’. Also Edward Said published a book in collaboration with Jean Mohr,
combining in what Said himself had called a "double vision", both their "views" (one
textually and the other photographically presented) of life in Palestine, in After the
Last Sky: Palestinian Lives (1986). This work could be described as a critical
collaborative photo essay but is really something more than that: a 'sustained
meditation and memoir in which Jean Mohr's photographs are sometimes directly
addressed and at other times simply form a mute commentary to the text' (Davis
1986: 145)
Said, Palestinian-born (in Jerusalem) and an American citizen (living outside
of, yet familiar with, Palestinian life) and Mohr – a documentary photographer with
distinctly modern sensibilities (Davis 1987: 147) and, different from Said, no insider
experience of Palestinian life – "dialogue" (with Said's response of more dominant
measurement than that of Mohr's photographs) this life. Mohr's photographs – taken
over the course of several decades – offer Said, according to Davis (1987: 145), the
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opportunity to recollect and revise – and represent – 'through the personal self and
the cultural memory'. Said 'writes to the photos' as well as 'from them', as he is both
an insider and an outsider to the life portrayed (Cramer 1986). He explains, '[t]he fact
is that today I can neither return to the places of my youth, nor voyage freely in the
countries and places that mean the most to me' (Said 1986 in Cramer 1986) and for
this reason, Davis (1987: 146) sees him 'struggling with the difficulty of representing
what he sees, what he does not see and what the Palestinian sees'.
In After the Last Sky, Said is caught between 'the seeming ability of language
to "mean" something and the muteness of Mohr's photographs', while he finds
himself in the position of an exile; a position that he knows to convert into a 'lens for
seeing clearly'; a "way of seeing" (Ibid). As Cramer (1986) describes it, '[i]t is in this
dislocation that the work attains its power’. Krista Kauffmann (2012), in a thorough
study of Said and Mohr’s work, suggests that this 'critical double vision' is really
about unsettling. It is about disturbing preconceptions 'about what, whom, and how
we see' (Kauffmann 2012: 119). And it is about 'unsettling positions, and unsettling
established forms' (Ibid). In her reading of the book, she sticks, therefore, with Said's
"double vision" as it contributes to a focus on "visuality", which is 'a necessary focus
in [the] political context [of Palestine/Israel,] that is very much about who is visible
and how they are visible' (Kauffmann 2012). That is, Palestinians are either seen 'as
terrorists or as victims’ and while this situation calls for iconoclasm as the
Palestinians are not visible enough to the Israeli and US powers 'as people with
dignity and rights' (Ibid), they are understood to be 'not so much a people as a pretext
for a call to arms' (Said 1999: 4). Such a visual situation can be understood in the
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context of the distribution of the sensible as well as in the context of the modern
ways in which visuality is organised: where a dominant eye decides on what is
visible an what stays hidden. Indeed, it is this kind of visuality that Said (in
collaboration with Mohr) questions.
A critical double vision as exercised in After the Last Sky, allows new ways
of thinking that generate, in turn, new ways of seeing (Kauffmann 2012: 120). It
comes with an awareness of '"being seen" and "being seen as"' (with surveillance and
representation by others) and it comes with "ways of seeing" – 'looking back at one's
observers and seeing oneself and one's own community as clearly as possible' (Ibid),
which together points at a 'complex and nuanced attitude towards vision [...] present
within particular images, in the interaction between text and image, and in the
intericonic exchange among images' (Ibid). As I later explicate, this “seeing clearly”
– as described by Cramer (1987) – and the critical double vision by which ways of
looking and “making visible” can be understood more clearly in the conversation
between different narratives (visual and aesthetic, and textual) with a similar subject
of focus, is what I have tried to achieve in the curating of the collectors’ and artists’
views of trash in Hong Kong.
Indeed, as I keep suggesting, I take on the role of ethnographer/curator and
curate a conversation between trash collectors and artists. While Schneider and
Wright suggest that artists and ethnographers have a common drive, curator and
critic Okwui Enwezor suggests that not only the link between artists and
ethnographers should be explored but ethnographic fieldwork should also be
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compared with contemporary curating. He wonders if (Enwezor 2012 in Schneider
and Wright 2013: 7),
In his own hunt for art, might the travel of the curator – in which he scours the global
scenes of contemporary art in search of artistic forms and signs through the various
embodiments in objects, systems, structures, images, and concepts – be propelled by a
similar sense of intellectual vertigo that afflicts the ethnographer? Is the curator a cotraveler with the ethnographer in the same procedures of contact and exploration? What
distinguishes the practices of curatorial fieldwork from those of ethnography?

To Enwezor, it is apparent ‘that the path of curatorial fieldwork, while lacking the
certainties of the ethnographic discipline, nevertheless shares in some measure a
fascination for the tenuous and speculative; the psychic and spiritual; the cognitive
and the symbolic’ (Ibid). He may be suggesting here, for curators to become "cotravellers" of the ethnographer – to collaborate and to create a space of intervention
together.106 Similarly, Jean-Hubert Martin (2007: 38 in Schneider and Wright 2013:
7) proposes that curators should study anthropology, while Francesco Bonami (2001:
32 in Schneider and Wright 2013: 7) thinks of curators as "visual anthropologists".
Adding to such elaborations ideas of time and duration of curatorial research
projects, Schneider and Wright argue that particular ethnographic modes of
engagement are required to 'counter the society of the spectacle', understanding 'the
use of "social" time as a method ... [amounting] effectively to "despectacuralization"' (Schneider and Wright 2013: 7).
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This suggested "transition" from "curator" to "curator travelling with an ethnographer" to "curator using ethnographic
methods" comes with a 'concern within contemporary art to reconnect with social realities' (Schneider and Wright 2013: 18).
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Whether a co-traveller of my ethnographer self or a visual-ethnographer
working around art, my visual approach to trash in Hong Kong attempts to counter
the spectacle of Hong Kong in three “panels” (chapters) on trash that together present
a bigger story about urban Hong Kong. Together, they form a triptych on urban life
and its most prominent unwanted produce. I use triptych largely as a rhetoric device
and not in any significant way as a meaning maker or methodological tool. Lynn F.
Jacobs (2011) argues that the specific form of a triptych (the early Netherlandish
triptych, that is) helps manipulate – by means of its different frames and borders –
the meaning of the work. She suggests that 'the triptych format [...] requires the artist
to deal with multiple boundaries in constructing meaning within the work' (hence the
questions that exist about the relations between panels, in other studies of such old
media forms). While, in my study, I came to developing a written triptych (a trilogy
of sorts) only towards the end of my project – as I was trying to make sense of the
data that I had collected – I did find its form useful not only because I could organise
my data accordingly (and also not just because I found "triptych" an interesting term
by which to present a visual study of things), but also because exactly by defining
and being aware of the boundaries between the different panels, I was able to
negotiate their still apparent relations in a structured way. The rhetoric device
transformed, for that matter, into an ordering device (a curatorial device, if you
will). Also, seeing that triptychs traditionally have a larger central part with on both
sides two smaller panels that confirm representational hierarchy, the middle panel of
this thesis can be seen to take on a 'central presence' (2011: 70) as it connects the two
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outer ones conceptually.107 Yet, this is about as much as the concept of the triptych
contributes to the ordering of the thesis. Each panel is constructed in the form of a
conversation in which the ethnographic narrative is responded to curatorially through
the dialogue with works of art. The relation between all panels, further, concludes
their coexistence chiefly following the idea of the politics of aesthetics.

2.5 Conclusion
In the triptych, I have engaged in my own ways of collecting and assembling. Like in
Luvera's work, I have allowed my own process of collection (of perspectives and
ways of looking) to evolve into something that could be called an "archive" with an
open end: a space for intervention. The "final" form of this dissertation, however, is
still that of a book with an introduction and some kind of conclusion (perhaps not a
literal beginning and end, but nonetheless a logical sequence of information).
Further – when elaborating the “collaborative” side of things – my research involves
roughly three parties: the ethnographer/curator (and the translator), the trash
collectors, and the local artists. The boundaries between these three are not as clearcut as they may seem. Indeed, as I engage in my own collection and assemblage,
specifically the local artists, at times, seem to be taking on collection practices quite
comparable to those of the waste collectors. Further, although the
ethnographer/curator's double role already indicates some kind of "connection"
between the ethnographic and the artistic, the collectors – some of them – in the
107

It could be argued that “triptych” is a Western model and that, for that matter, a Chinese screen might be better suited to
symbolise the structure of the analysis chapters. Yet, both, for the purpose of my visual study as a curator as well as for that
Chinese screens normally compile of four equal panels, I deem “triptych” a more suitable construction.
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ways in which they "look at" particular objects, could be understood to "curate" their
own collection of things while they also take part in the process of documenting
"what they see" when they work. Regardless, there is an issue of 'separation and
hierarchy [...] maintained in the ethnographic encounter' (Strohm 2012: 117). The
anthropological work described by Strohm, features a 'desire to close the space that
exists between the anthropologist and the other, between theory and practice,
between the academy and the worlds within which anthropology works' (Ibid). This
spatial configuration hides a power relationship over the knowledge produced. And,
to an extent, this can also be observed in my own ethnographic endeavour, as the
trash collectors remain – regardless of their active involvement in the research
through video recordings and interviews – an 'observable quantity’.
Positioned not as exile but as "the odd one in", I take example of Said’s attitude
towards vision and his way of "dialoguing" text and image – and "conversing" and
interpreting views and "ways of seeing" while problematising as well as utilising his
positionality. However, as argued in the previous section on visuality, being "the odd
one in" also means being physically there. My attempt at "seeing clearly", does not
involve being in exile (as in Said's study), but engages embodied encounters.
Obviously with a very different "subject of study" (a segment of urban life in Hong
Kong as seen from the perspectives of collectors through the lens of trash) and with a
very different yet equally complex variety of views and ways of looking (involving
text and image, spectacle and embodied visuality), my "archive of views" of urban
life in Hong Kong as well as views that contribute to a "recomposition" of the
everydayness of trash collection in its details and its visuality, should be understood
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dialogically. Similar to Said and Mohr's "double vision" of Palestinian life and its
politicised visuality (however at a very different visual and political scale), I, as an
ethnographer/curator bringing together views and stories of collectors as well as
visual works of artists, come to something like a double vision; rather a "multiple
vision" that can provoke thought as well as answer questions (perhaps not in full, but
in the open-endedness they require).
Balancing between the role of ethnographer and of curator, however, I adapt
to an emergent practice of looking that is constantly negotiated between these roles
and the ways of looking that come with them. As an ethnographer, I get familiar with
the perspectives of collectors – gathering not just fieldnotes, but also visual materials
recorded by the collectors themselves. As a curator, I explore visual (and sculptural)
works from local artists supported by interview with these artists, focused on the
ways they look and work. Both these roles involve particular ways of looking –
informed by ethnographic theory and my prior training as an image-maker and
videographer. As O’Neill (2007: 257) argued, curating is “becoming discourse”, in
which all works of all contributors are important to the discourse. The following
three panels, therefore, present variant ways of looking in a dialogue about the
visuality of trash and urban life in Hong Kong and I have attempted to construct this
dialogue so that all views come out as equally as possible (not so much in word
count, but in the way the arguments are presented).
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PANEL ONE
Order and Duty
'I know from which angle they look', said Uncle Fung108, an experienced collector
who worked his first shift in one of Hong Kong's busiest streets more than twenty
years ago after retirement, and who is still making his rounds today. This one
sentence illustrates the most crucial questions this chapter explores, namely, how do
perspectives of trash in the streets manifest the structuring of a modern urban order?
And what more can this reveal about urban life at large?
"They", in Uncle Fung's comment, are his company's supervisors – the "daaih
lou" (

, big brothers) and "daaih ga je" (

, big sisters) – but also, more

importantly, the government officers109 on patrol. The officers are there to verify that
streets look clean and tidy yet, as other formal garbage collectors explained, they
also do headcounts. In Yau Ma Tei, for instance, a few blocks away from the
wholesale fruit market, a number of garbage collectors and street sweepers, as well
as a few collectors of bigger trash items from the market, have to wait around one
street corner (every day) so that the government officer who will pass by at a certain

108

This is a pseudonym.
These are officers working for the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department (FEHD), which is the department in charge
of waste collection, including public litterbins, recycling bins, the temporary refuse collection stations, etc. The FEHD
distributes the work in different areas over different third party cleaning companies such as Johnson, Lapco, and Bagiuo (which
are the three biggest companies). Most formal garbage collectors are, thus, hired by one of those third party companies.
109
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time at the end of the morning, can see that they are there. Another collector working
for Lapco in the Central/Sheung Wan area, further, mentioned that also his
supervisor from the cleaning company is mainly focused on him being present, when
making his round. And Ah-pehn explained that, when working at the Fa Yuen Street
market, she can take a rest, but only "in sight". She cannot rest in the alleys because
she has to be present. It demonstrates a kind of control that the government thinks
necessary, ultimately, to assure a certain order in which the distribution of people
becomes more important than the work they do.
The collectors have to make sure that the government is getting what it is
paying for: a certain amount of workers working based on certain schedules. The
"angle", further, as highlighted by Uncle Fung, can be understood literally, in terms
of how his superiors physically scan the streets and sidewalks in the name of order
and cleanliness. Their presence in and views onto the streets are routine aspects of
city management (as is the work of formal collectors). It is planned for from a
position of power that is attuned to a 'domination of the visual' (Simonsen 2005: 2) in
its modern condition. It involves a form of power that can decide on what is visible
and what is not, from a position that is external to the common space. While trash
and other disorderly matter is structured to be ridded away, the mechanical body of
control that orders such removal is, thus, supplemented with real-life eyes – those of
the officers on patrol. The "angle" in Uncle Fung's comment can therefore also be
understood in terms of the officers' position in the distribution of the sensible from
which "they" are organised to command, at street level, the rendering invisible of
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things that represent disorder as well as the rendering visible of the order of
organised waste collection (as collectors have to remain “in sight”).
Uncle Fung, knowing his supervisors’ angle, is not only an experienced
worker. While he generally likes for things to be orderly, he also has the capacity to
oversee waste management on the ground.110 Remarking that such work 'makes your
hair turn grey', he has pointed out that, before he retired, he used to plan work111 in a
similar setting.112 I do, in this regard, not intend to suggest that only those who have
worked in managerial roles have a "sensibility" towards order and cleanliness (to the
contrary!). Neither do I argue that it is the government alone demanding such order.
As indicated in the previous chapters, modernity lies at the base of Hong Kong’s
contemporary urban organisation and in its system of power a presupposed division
of society113 and the way it is perceived, is already present (Rancière 2004: xi). What
Gay Hawkins (2007: 348) refers to in relation to cleanliness, societal hygiene, and
public order as ‘the modern imaginary that celebrated the tidy city’, is a mere
example of such assumed aesthetic division. Order and tidiness, in this division, are
fundamental to the maintenance of corresponding classifications and boundaries
(Ibid) and, consequently, to modern ways of doing and making. All of those involved
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When it comes to order, Uncle Fung also once gave his opinion about the Occupy movement in Mong Kok, Nathan Road –
which was evolving only a block or two away from where he works. While not expressing whether or not he agreed with the
movement's demands for a fair democratic voting process, he found that students should go back to studying as the occupation
caused disorder. To him, disorder, in any form, is to be regarded unwanted. The movement also directly influenced his work.
He had lost about half of the garbage bins on his route to roadblocks, which had actually made his work easier – less bins to
empty. Yet, because of the increase in people in the area, and due to a lack of bins, more litter had ended up in the streets.
111
Uncle Fung explained that he was hired as a normal worker (because he is illiterate) yet was given the responsibility to
organise and plan the work of others.
112
While most of the formal garbage collectors that we have come across are hard workers, the largest lot of them see their
work merely as work. They often state that they are illiterate or have not studied 'like us' (university students), so 'what else can
they do?' Uncle Fung, however, approaches his job as a garbage collector with a bit more verve, while his professionalism has
not remained unnoticed. His managers have tasked him with the training of newcomers, while they also – whenever Uncle Fung
tries to quit his job under pressure from his family who want him to start enjoying his life as a pensioner – ask him back for
another two years of service.
113
As I have also previously argued, this society comes with all those things that are produced by it (from mobile phones to
works of art, to garbage) which are subsequently and accordingly distributed.
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with the formal ridding of rubbish from the public sphere work under the same
"distribution of the sensible" therefore, while the "I" and the "they" in Uncle Fung’s
comment do not imply a binary opposition per se. They merely indicate a hierarchy
of positions that responds to (or helps maintain) the prior distribution of roles (not
just of people but also of things, waste included). They illustrate, in this regard, how
perspectives on trash – or the absence thereof – allow a view of the larger 'system of
divisions' in which, as per Rancière's (2004: xi) argument, that which is visible and
that which is invisible within 'a particular aesthetico-political regime' is defined.
'I know from which angle they look' denotes a common understanding of how
things ought to be – not in the sense of how Uncle Fung is to perform his role (in
which case he could have said that he knows what he is tasked to do), but rather in
the sense of an inherent knowing of how things ought to be distributed. The visuality
of trash as negotiated by Uncle Fung involves a highly manual distribution of things
– of litter and other rubbish – towards a sphere in which boundaries between
visibility and invisibility are transacted. Yet, it also suggests a potential "how things
could be" different.114 Above all, however, Uncle Fung's comment concerns
perspectives and ways of looking. As extensively explained in the introduction, this
dissertation probes into the meaning of trash in urban Hong Kong as explored from
the perspectives of – or rather, by exploring perspectives of – those dealing with it:
diverse collectors (in an ethnographic part) and people seeing, looking, and working
in a different aesthetico-political realm; artists. This first panel examines those

114

Uncle Fung works towards how things ought to be – as do the other formal collectors mentioned in this chapter. Yet, in the
later chapters, I engage with collectors' perspectives that divert from such predescribed divisions. They may know how things
ought to be, yet they distribute them differently – they take on a "different angle".
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perspectives that are best understood in the domain of the distribution of the sensible,
which – as I have laid out in more detail in Chapter 2 – involves modern ideas of
order and cleanliness. The modern imaginary in which the clean and regulated city is
celebrated and perceived as essential to modern ways of being, instructs the ordering
of places (Douglas 2002) which can be taken as synonymous with the mode of power
that distributes the system of sensible coordinates.115 No matter how much actual
disorder modern cities behold – which is in various situations even celebrated;
spectacularised – order and cleanliness are presupposed conditions for modern life
and are consequently informing ways of seeing, doing, and making.116 Those
collectors who work towards the maintenance of tidy cities are all concerned with
processes of "ordering" and "cleaning" therefore, yet their motivations for their
engagements are embedded in different aspects of urban life, which I address in the
first section of this chapter.
Uncle Fung occurs throughout this chapter, as he had become our go-to man
whenever we had questions related to formal waste collection. He has proven to be a
valuable contributor of opinions about, and insights into, the contracted work
involved with trash. The main actor in this panel, however, is Tika117 (whom I had
already briefly introduced in the introductory chapter and whom I introduce more
extensively in the following section). Tika, like Uncle Fung, is a formal garbage
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The bourgeois invention of the disciplining of urban life – which became specifically apparent in (among other places) the
British colonies due to differences in modes of living (Kaviraj 1997: 84) – subsequently keys in with the idea that having a
particular occupation 'determines the ability or inability to take charge of what is common to the community' (Rancière 2004:
8). The British colonisers implemented a range of laws and ordinances that disciplined life under a system that "ensured"
modern ways of being.
116
Yet, as Rancière explains the working of different powers in contemporary society by differentiating police from politics,
where the distribution of the sensible is entirely informed by the order of the police and where only in politics a redistribution
can be achieved, particularly in later chapters I question such thinking as I further explore the meaning of the visuality of trash
in urban Hong Kong.
117
Tika had indicated in a consent form that this is the name that he would like me to use when referring to him.
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collector and specifically concerned with tidy streets and clean sights, added a
profound sense of duty. His views of trash in the streets, and the meaning of these
views, catalyse a bigger story about certain facets of urban life in Hong Kong.
Throughout, Tika's story is expanded with perspectives (positions, views, comments)
of other collectors towards a more complete account of the scopic regime under
which unwanted matter is moved out of sight at street-level. It ignites accounts of
alternative views and positions within this sphere. After elaborating, in the first
section, the social positions from which Tika and other collectors engage with the
tidying of streets, and after sketching the spatial and demographic specifics of the
locations within which Tika works, in the second, the root of this chapter is the third
section, which scrutinises formal collectors' perspectives of trash in relation to
modern society's demands for clean surroundings. In this section, as I probe into the
idea of "how things ought to be" when it comes to the "distribution" of trash, I also
begin to challenge Rancière's notion of the distribution of the sensible and how it
suggests a 'prior aesthetic division between the visible and the invisible, the audible
and the inaudible, the sayable and the unsayable' (Rancière 2004: xi).
Instead of ending with a definite conclusion, finally, I seek out – in the forth
section – an aesthetic response to the findings of the ethnographic endeavour,
opening up a new vista onto trash in the streets and elaborating alternative aesthetic
considerations that consequently connect this first panel to the two others.
"Triptych", however primarily a rhetorical device that advances the visual approach
of this study, functions in this regard indeed also as structuring device. I connect, in
this forth section, the amplified visual-political realm of trash as encountered by
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collectors such as Tika – in places where modern ways of doing and making both
produce disorder and demand order (cleanliness) – to the photographic angle onto
urban streets, of Hong Kong-based street photographer Chan Wai Kwong. Chan Wai
Kwong employs a different yet parallel routine of roaming streets, and disparate
practices of "collecting" and "ordering". While the medium of photography is
particularly appropriate for capturing urban life, the photographer's engagements
with the details of Hong Kong streets (including their glut), and his subsequent
"ordering" of these details in exhibitions and photography books, can be understood
to go beyond mere representation (in Rancière's understanding of Aristotle's mimesis
in the ethical regime) as it negotiates a place between Rancière's representational and
aesthetic regimes. In the shaping of his own aestehtico-political realm, the street
photographer's work helps to imagine the possibility of an alternate urban order.

4.1 Positions
We had come to know Tika only weeks before his scheduled month of holiday – a
yearly event in which he travels to Nepal where most of his family live, and where
he owns a house. In Hong Kong, he lives with one of his sons and his daughter-inlaw, an hour and a half’s commute away from where he is stationed to collect trash.
Retired and a formal garbage collector since four years, Tika is a man with
many past lives. He served in the Indian army after which he worked, on assignment,
in various countries around the world, in water engineering. And somewhere in his
past, he was also a boxer. With a smile, he said, 'now, my life is a lot less interesting'.
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But this does not mean that he cannot find satisfaction in the work he does. A strong
man, he enjoys the exercise of pushing his trolley up the slope and carrying heavy
loads. Interestingly, though – in order to make sure he can visit Nepal – he resigns
from his job every year. When on a contract, the amount of holidays one gets is
minimal, so he figured that he could just quit his job and then pick it back up, upon
return. There appears to be a shortage of collectors118, so Tika – being a hard worker
with a good reputation – can always get rehired. The only disadvantage of resigning
yearly is that he loses the chance of bonuses, something other collectors have
expressed to be looking forward to upon determination of their contracts – when the
management of waste in their districts is taken over by new cleaning companies
following Hong Kong's system of competitive open tenders (HKSAR 2014: v).119
Not many formal collectors can afford to approach their jobs like Tika does:
resigning to gain free time. Out of those collectors we have spoken with in the past
year and a half, a relative number120 even works second shifts in other parts of Hong
Kong or has supplementary low-wage jobs on the side, to make ends meet. Auntie
Lam121, for instance, has been working a morning shift in Ho Man Tin (East of Mong
Kok) for the past four years, starting – six days per week – at 5am and finishing at
3pm to then move on to her shift in Mong Kok which begins at 5pm and ends at
11pm. Ah-lai works a morning shift in Kwun Tong and an evening shift in Yau Ma
118

Most formal collectors that we have spoken with would mention this problem of manpower – usually in relation to them
missing out on their one holiday per week, as their managers would schedule them in the entire week, lacking replacement.
119
Their former employers have to pay them their bonuses based on their years of service as they would usually remain in their
district and in their same shifts as the new cleaning company takes over the management. Ah-lai, for instance, received an extra
sum of money from her previous employer, Johnson, when Bagiuo had won the bet over the Yau Ma Tei area and she was
transferred to Bagiuo, together with her shift.
120
This being a qualitative study, I am not interested in exact percentages of people working double jobs. Not all collectors that
we have spoken with have expressed whether they worked 1 or 2 shifts. Yet, out of those who did express how many jobs they
work per day, close to half had indicated that they do some form of extra work on the side other than the usual (however not
allowed) separation of cardboard and cans during their collection shifts. This figure is by far an official calculation, however.
121
All names are pseudonyms, unless collectors have indicated (in writing) that they prefer their own (nick)names to be used.
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Tei, following a similar schedule. And Auntie Law sweeps the streets of Mong Kok
in the early morning and afternoon, moving to the market afterwards, where she can
usually borrow a trolley from a vegetable seller to go around and collect cardboard.
She explained that she is from a poor family and has taken in her young cousin from
the Mainland with her newborn baby. Auntie Law is the only person in the family
who can work. Uncle Jeung, finally – a collector ever since he retired, ten years ago
– works two shifts as well as does he provides for both his wife and his son. He
concluded our conversation saying, 'I will probably work until I die'. Indeed, garbage
collection is one of few job retired people can do. While the Hong Kong government
does provide what is commonly referred to as "fruit money" to (eligible) elderly
citizens – which is in most cases a monthly allowance of only HK$1,180 (Ngo 2014)
– many elderly are forced to keep working after retirement. While it is said that, in
Hong Kong, people take pride in working until late in life (Ibid), for many it is
inevitable.122
While formal garbage collectors earn a salary and are therefore financially
better off than those people who try to make a living out of private recyclable
collection123 (scavenging), many still expound that they are leading difficult lives. If
not because they are old and manual labour strains their bodies, then because they
are still trying to make ends meet – as the above indicates. Formal collection is in

122

Some elderly collectors explained that they will not even bother applying for the Old Age Allowance. They rather work. We
also often sensed annoyance towards those new immigrants who are perceived to be applying for the allowance right after they
receive their permanent residency. One collector said that the allowance is simply not enough, so to him it was not a matter of
pride or dignity but just not worth the hassle of applying.
123
Although some choose to scavenge as it allows them more flexible time than those people working on a contract, we have
come across a number of private recyclable collectors (scavengers) for whom the work in the only form of income – from a
homeless lady sleeping under a flyover, to a husband who cannot work anywhere else, due to a back injury. Vivian Lou (2007)
did an extensive study on elderly who collect recyclables for financial return. One of her findings was that more 60 percent
collect recyclables only to supplement family expenses, while 38% of the people she had interviewed indeed use the money
they earn for their living expenses.
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most cases a job for people to get by and it is commonly known, yet not always
given much attention, that these people are mostly elderly. Photojournalist Lam
Chun Tung, however, recently presented a 4-yearlong photography project on the
stories of Hong Kong's grassroots elderly, organised by the Society for Community
Organization (SoCO). He addressed in his written introduction these people's
histories of hardship and their attitudes in 'asking for little in an uneasy life' (Lam
2014). Undeniably – while it is outside the scope of my research to expand on the
reasons for the high poverty rate among Hong Kong's older generation124 – it is safe
to say that today's elderly (those of a particular social class, more specifically) show
of incredible strength. In 2013, the Hong Kong Council of Social Service had
calculated that close to one-third of all elderly in Hong Kong live under the
government-set poverty line (Ngo 2013). Yet, this poverty line has been set rather
low – at HK$3,600 per month for a one-person household (based on 2012 statistics)
(Ibid). Not only (formal) garbage collectors comprise of this section of the
population, of course. Lam's photo documentary covers, among others, the stories of
an elderly man working as a security guard, and of a lady handing out flyers. Indeed,
this generation of elderly carries out a variety of low-wage jobs; jobs – as some
formal collectors argued – young people would simply not do: 'Young people would
not do the jobs we do, that's why they give them to us, people who can't see and hear
well. It is hard work and it pays little.' 125

124

In 2013, the Hong Kong Council of Social Service had calculated that close to one-third of all elderly in Hong Kong live
under the government-set poverty line (Ngo 2013). Yet, this poverty line has been set rather low – at HK$3,600 per month for a
one-person household (based on 2012 statistics) (Ibid).
125
Since 2011, formal garbage collectors earned HK$30 per hour (while lunch breaks are unpaid). On 1 May 2015 the
minimum wage was raised to HK$32.5 per hour.
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No matter how they struggle with physical health, many elderly head out into
the streets and work. Uncle Leung, for instance, recently changed his garbage
collection shift for a street sweeping shift because of his bad knee. Still having to
walk around the entire day, street sweeping is something his body can still bear.
Similarly, a number of scavenging elderly explained that they used to work as
dishwashers but changed to collecting cardboard because their knees got too old.
Auntie Lau, who can barely walk, also still manages to collect recyclables. She has
organised her recycling business in such a way that restaurants in Sheung Wan call
her when they have cardboard to pick up, so that she does not need to go around the
streets, searching for it. Finally, one day, we found Uncle Mok – pale and fatigued –
leaning on a stool near his usual corner. Having fallen ill, he had not been able to eat
for some days. While, ideally, he would have stayed at home resting, he had come to
the market to deal with the neighbouring stall owners' refuse in return for which he
receives their cardboard. Not showing up could result in someone else taking over
his business, so he has to head out and work.
The above are everyday examples of how people of a certain social class
engage with the ridding of rubbish: not based on a sense of duty towards tidiness, but
based on situations of necessity. Yet, even though there is often a financial need in
doing this kind of work, some collectors do not want to stop working regardless of
sufficient funds. Ah-fei, for instance, has no desire to stop collecting Styrofoam
boxes at the wet market in Mong Kok. As her nephew explained, 'she wouldn't feel
comfortable without the work. Only Jesus can persuade her to stop.' To which his
brother answered, 'Not even Jesus can!' Moreover, different formal collectors
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commented that despite their retirement, they want to work because 'when you don’t
move, you die sooner'. And Uncle Fung, however urged by his family to stop
working and start enjoying his pension, has a similar reason to keep going: 'I just
don't want to sit in the park playing mah-jong all day' – an attitude that fits Tika's
profile too. Although Tika never explained why he chose to work as a collector, from
his attitude towards the work it seems that even though there may be some financial
necessity, he also has a personal drive to keep working. Some grandmothers, finally,
explained that they preferred to be out of the house and financially independent by
collecting garbage, because the alternative – looking after their grandchildren –
would probably lead to arguments with their daughters-in-law.126
From these last two examples it could be argued that there are, besides social
and economic reasons for (elderly) people to work in waste collection, also spatial
motivations. Escaping the spaces of their homes – which are often shared with a
number of family members – people decide to pick up manual jobs. The old Uncle
Leung even moved into a small subdivided flat on his own, in Prince Edward where
he took up a flexible collection shift. He did not want to burden his family with his
presence. In Rancière’s terms, this exemplifies that the distribution of the sensible
does not only involve coordinates for public life, but that it also organises the private
spaces of the home and the ways in which people live in (or away from) these
spaces. Those people who are invisible and inaudible are allocated to live in certain
locations as well as in certain spaces, which ultimately influences their ways of doing
and making: if – in escape of the spaces of the home and the people in it – spending
126

We have also come across grandmothers, however, who worked evening and night shifts as collectors and looked after their
grandchildren in the daytime.
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the days outside in the park is not an option, some elderly choose to pick up lowwage jobs towards not just financial independence, but "spatial independence" (for as
much as this is possible in a city of notorious density). On the other end, those who –
by virtue of their occupation – have the ability ‘to take charge of what is common to
the community’ (Rancière 2004: 8) are in the position to (have the political and
monetary capacity to) structure life in and around the private spaces of the home. I
am not thinking of architects who design these spaces, but rather of people who have
the power to influence land prices, or those who have the power to (re)develop
neighbourhoods, causing housing prices to skyrocket and as a result affordable
housing to shrink, spatially (e.g. towards subdivided flats and cage homes).
From housing shortage to exhausting landfills – problems that, as many
believe, are stuck between red tape and commercial interest (Xie 2014) – issues
involving space are inherent to Hong Kong as a modern city. The above-mentioned
considerations concerning (the escaping of) private spaces key in with more apparent
struggles over space in the territory (e.g. matters of urban redevelopment, land
disputes, while the much-debated occupation of public spaces during the Umbrella
Movement in 2014 can be taken to have proposed a positive reverse on such matters
and related exercising of power) which can equally be explained respecting the
established distribution of 'those who take part [and] those who are excluded'
(Rancière 2004: 9). That is, red tape and commercial interest can loosely be equated
with the partaking side of the system of divisions. The rendering invisible of trash
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itself, further, is also fundamentally a spatial endeavour and the visuality (a spatial
regime) of things127 (matter out of place, in the case of this study), evenly so.
Returning to the socio-economic motivations for picking up waste work, it is
clear that those who collect garbage, scraps, and rags are generally members of the
lower classes of society. Their socio-economic position is also quite clear to them,
while some have articulated this in rather distinct ways. Ah-hou, who collects
cardboard in Mong Kok said, 'we are the working class' ('

',

lou dong gaaih

chan). A number of formal collectors commented, 'we have no culture' ('

',

ngoh deih mouh mahn fa), while others would compare themselves to us (university
students) explaining that they are illiterate and have not studied, which is why they
are in this position. Auntie Sun even said, 'I know nothing, so what other job can I
do?' This kind of acceptance of their social position – of “being inaudible” or “being
invisible” – comprehends the societal law that implicitly separates the "partakers"
from the "refused" (Ibid). Yet, people's awareness and acceptance of what I have
previously called a hierarchy of positions in the system of divisions, has a potential
to open up opportunity for a redistribution of the sensible, which I elaborate in the
third panel, Chapter 6. For the purpose of the current chapter, however, I take the
above-sketched image of the socio-economic positions from which people engage in
garbage collection merely as a way to understand their context(s).
I deem it important to reiterate that Tika's socio-economic situation differs
from those of the majority of collectors. Like Uncle Fung, who, as some of his
127

I take trash – as indicated before – as a locus from where urban life can be scrutinised and the focus on its visuality further
structures more direct engagements with space and place, practices of looking, and the materiality of those things that are
looked at.
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colleagues like to guess, is a rich man earning a salary128 as well as having a pension
(because he used to work directly for the government), Tika can get by working one
shift per day and taking royal holiday leaves. This is not to say that Tika or his
family belong necessarily to a different social class. Because, regardless of
potentially more fortunate family circumstances, Tika has made the decision to take
up – post-retirement – a low-wage job away from most of his family and so there
may still be a sense of urgency. Further, up until this point, I have refrained from
addressing Tika's cultural position. Nor have I indicated the other collectors' cultural
and ethnic backgrounds. Hong Kong collectors do have diverse backgrounds, some
are Hongkongers, others have referred to themselves as boatpeople, quite a few are
Chinese immigrants (old and newer) and it has become apparent that a relative
number of collectors are of Nepalese129 and Southeast Asian origin.130 While their
inherited culture and ethnic backgrounds certainly influence outlooks and ways of
doing, I do not concentrate on these backgrounds in this study. At times, I do
mention collectors' ethnicity and descent, yet this does not have my focus. I centre on
trash. That is, I take on the angles of collectors onto trash and not the reverse.131

128

As Mr Fung and colleagues once explained, until recently the basic salary was only HK$2000-3000 per month, but on 1 May
2011, the Statutory Minimum Wage (SMW) came to force, (HKSAR 2010). As of that date the minimum wage was set at
HK$30 per hour. The Statutory Minimum Wage has been revised on 1 May 2015, which set a new minimum at HK$32.50.
Even though salaries have increased, minimum wages are still relatively low. As the Labour Department explains it, the regime
is 'aimed at striking an appropriate balance between forestalling excessively low wages and minimising the loss of low-paid
jobs while sustaining Hong Kong's economic growth and competitiveness' (HKSAR 2010). Uncle Fung and his colleagues also
expressed that due to this new ordinance on minimum wages, less collectors were hired for the same amount of work.
129
Such is the garbage station where Tika takes his lunch breaks entirely staffed with Nepalese workers (both male and female),
apart from one Chinese colleague.
130
I have not formally investigated the reason for this. One could guess, however, that language has something to do with it.
Nepalese collectors (although Goma knows how to speak) do not all know fluent Chinese. The kind of jobs available when
having not much education while also not knowing the language, is limited. The Thai people whom we have met were usually
already from working class backgrounds and had – after they had married a Hongkonger – also limited choice in jobs. While
the oral Cantonese of the female Thai collectors that we have met, is good, they are only literate in their own language.
131
Also, ethnographically, I have not accumulated enough data to make significant arguments about the cultural positions and
ethnic backgrounds of collectors and about what this can mean in relation to trash in Hong Kong. This may be conceived as a
limitation to my study, yet I have not found it limiting in making relevant arguments about the visuality of trash.
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4.1 Locations

Figure 4.1 and 4.2: Bridges Street Refuse Collection Point, front and back (by the author).

We met Tika while we were waiting for one of his colleagues across the road from
the refuse collection point on Bridges Street (figure 4.1 and 4.2). Bridges Street is
still part of the Sheung Wan district however further up towards the Mid-Levels,
meaning that it is a lot more tranquil than other parts of the area. It is also more
upscale which conveniently allowed us a prime seat, across the station, in the shape
of a red art piece with flat surface, right in front of the equally upscale restaurant
Oolaa, some steps away from the new design hub PMQ; the old Police Married
Quarters.132 In contrast with most of our journeys into the field133 – which involved
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The collection station is also located right by the much-debated Wing Lee Street. A terrace-like street with historic "tong
laus", Chinese tenement buildings that are becoming a rarity in the district. Wing Lee Street was initially up for redevelopment
and the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) had already drafted the plans, but they were cancelled after an internationally
successful film was recorded there in 2009 and made the street gain public interest. Instead, it is now being renovated and
repurposed towards exhibition and event spaces, among other cultural redefinitions. The Briges Street Market, a building
located right next to the station has also stopped operating as it is awaiting revitalisation towards a "News-Expo" for which the
Journalism Education Foundation Hong Kong Limited (JEF) submitted a proposal (Anderson 2014: 47). And Shing Wong
Street, the steep street up the mountain right on the other side of the garbage station, has been zoned as "Comprehensive
Development Area" (HKSAR 2011). A Western style coffee shop has already opened its doors against Western style prices.
Generally, one could say that Bridges Street and surroundings are gentrified towards yet more middle class indulgence, which –
I am ashamed to admit – I feel rather comfortable in. Feeling comfortable in such environments is to do with aesthetics, which
involves clean appearance too – and no crowds. Indeed, streets like Bridges Street, however public, are not for everyone. They
are for people who can afford to appreciate design and art; and for people who can afford to spend HK$45 on an iced latte. An
enquiry into the actual intentions of the government's relatively new direction of heritage preservation – transforming historic
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countless sticky afternoons in the Mong Kok bustle; long nights wandering the
streets of Central while waiting for its small dawn market to pop up; and rainy
evenings, strolling around Fa Yuen Street market, hoping to find that one collector
who was easy to talk to but difficult to find due to his irregular shifts – our visits to
the garbage station on Bridges Street have been by far the most relaxing of
experiences. While, in the central areas of Hong Kong, many garbage stations and
their surroundings are, however well organised and regularly cleaned, often busy,
noisy, wet, and somewhat smelly, the Bridges Street collection point has a pleasant
vibe and no bad air. The station is photogenic, too. Where, for instance, Wan Chai's
Star Street collection point, upon the gentrification of the area, needed to be
revamped with a "Mondriaanesque" pattern to match Star Street's renewed image, the
Bridges Street station – as tiny as it is – seems to express exactly the right kind of
vintage. The station worker – Tika's friend – takes care in maintaining its immaculate
environment, making sure the floor and waste containers inside are clean before
lunchtime, allowing collectors a comfortable space for their breaks. With a touch of
pride Tika expounded134 some weeks later in response to one of his video recordings
(see Figure 4.3 for a video still): 'Here, every time they clean, clean, clean [...] my
friend's duty is after clearing the rubbish, he starts cleaning the rubbish bins.'

buildings into (commercial) art and cultural spaces – would be a different, yet interesting, research. What such a study would
probably equally engage in are systems of urban organisation and patterns of desired aesthetics: politics of aesthetics.
133
These "journeys" often simply required me to walk out of my front door, living in the Yau Ma Tei area. At the most, it
would take me to travel to the Hong Kong Island side, by MTR. I have found it highly useful to live in my area of research,
which I have also expressed in Chapter 2. As my study involves the senses and has required me to grasp the minute details of
the visuality of trash in the urban everyday, my familiarity with the smells, sights, noises, and feelings of the place and the
repetition of me walking the same streets every day, have contributed to my sensory understanding of urban Hong Kong.
134
Tika is the only collector that I was able to interview myself as his level of English was good. The quotes I give of him are,
therefore, direct quotes and not translated from Nepali, Cantonese (or Mandarin) into English.
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Figure 4.3: Clean floor, empty waste containers, Refuse Collection Point Bridges Street (by Tika, August 2014).

The urban planning and demographics of the Bridges Street area contribute to
the manageability of the station's peaceful ambiance. Uphill, upscale, residential
buildings generally for those people working in the office towers in Central, designer
boutiques rather than popular brand stores, pricey bars and restaurants (one of
Bridges Street's newest joints offers dinner for two at about HK$1000) rather than the
usual fast food eateries; in brief, the area around Bridges Street does not cater for the
masses but for a certain "creative class"135. Further, as collectors have regularly
highlighted that 'where there are people, there is garbage', in Bridges Street, where
135

I do not intend to engage in a Richard Florida-inspired discussion about the socio-economic divisions of Hong Kong's
central areas, yet it is apparent that the area around Bridges Street (as well as the larger Sheung Wan district) is becoming
increasingly exclusively a place for a certain type of residents and visitors. With creative class, I do (following Richard Florida)
not just mean people working in professions that are commonly understood as "creative", but also those working in other
professions that require higher education and dealing with complex and often abstract problems (Florida 2002). These are
people who normally have the financial means to enjoy places such as restaurant Oojaa (at least sometimes), across the street
from the garbage station. While Richard Florida argues that at least 40 percent of the total American population can be
understood as part of the creative class, such division is no doubt different in Hong Kong. Again, I do not intend explore exact
percentages in the setting of Hong Kong. Yet, as has become clear in the previous section, my study does touch on matters of
class (including the power relations that are inherent to such matters).
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there are less people, there is less garbage. A garbage station such as the one here –
according to the FEHD website only open 5,5 hours per day – would be
unimaginable in, for instance, Mong Kok which is demographically, geographically,
and commercially a very different location. As Uncle Fung once remarked, with his
colleague nodding agreeingly, ‘the garbage compressor in Mong Kok works 24/7. If
it wouldn’t, garbage would start piling up outside the doors of the station.’ This does
not mean that in the area around Bridges Street garbage is entirely invisible. As I will
elaborate in the third panel, when taking on perspectives of one of Hong Kong's most
renowned "collector-of-all-sorts" Shandong Lou, the assortment of trash in this part
of Sheung Wan is – in fact – specifically salutary. Besides the usual rubbish from
restaurants and bars, and between the domestic waste that clutters the pavement
around litterbins as the collection of divergent plastic bags indicate (see Figure 4.4),
the area's specific demographic of relatively transient people (expats) provides the
streets (and those who scavenge them) with a wealth of waste in its own right.
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Figure 4.4: Largely domestic waste dumped by people living in the buildings of the Mid-Levels and the upper
parts of Sheung Wan. Caine Road, parallel to Bridges Street. (by the author, April 2014).

Tika, however, does not collect trash around Bridges Street. He works a
twelve-minute walk away in Hong Kong's most notorious bar district Lan Kwai
Fong, Central. He comes to Sheung Wan during his breaks solely to meet with his
friends and enjoy a clean garbage station. His work in Lan Kwai Fong involves a
morning shift that he shares with two other workers. His area – however equally
deserted for the best part of the day – caters for other kinds of audiences engaged in
other kinds of leisure activities: drinking and partying mostly. This presents
collectors and station workers with an entirely different scale and assemblage of
trash – specifically in the early mornings. Indeed, Lan Kwai Fong presents a rather
distinctive composition of rubbish – mostly plastic, cardboard, and glass bottles –
those packaging materials for things used in restaurants and bars as well as beer and
wine bottles left behind by visitors of the district the night before. As time schedules
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demand, the district's rubbish is to be moved away quickly, so that the place can be
prepared for another evening of entertainment. The Lan Kwai Fong garbage station
and its general appearance, as – in the daytime – extensive heaps of trash are dealt
with instantly, are very different from the one in Bridges Street. The station reflects
the district and its rubbish and is, besides substantially bigger, a lot smellier and
filthier. In response to one of his video recordings, pointing at the overflowing waste
containers, Tika expresses, 'here, it is always like this' (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Full bins, Collection Point Lan Kwai Fong (by Tika, August 2014).

While one might think that the materials trashed in Lan Kwai Fong are easily
recycled, formal garbage collectors are indeed instructed to deposit whatever they
pick up from the streets into mixed-waste containers which contents are sent to
landfills afterwards. While the Lan Kwai Fong garbage station does have a small row
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of recycling bins placed outside the station for public use, street sweepers and
garbage collectors do not use them. Further, as indicated in the introductory chapter,
the minimal government-organised recycling that does happen only involves paper,
plastic, and metal waste. Glass waste is not included and is only looked after by
certain environmental groups that are too small to cover the whole of Hong Kong. In
the Lan Kwai Fong area – a place where understandably much glass waste is
produced – Green Glass Green (greenglass.org.hk) and its volunteers collect glass,
three days per week. Like many environmental groups, they are concerned with the
approximate number of 100,000 tonnes of glass bottles ending up in the landfills,
yearly (Rosenman 2013). Green Glass Green transports the glass they recover in Lan
Kwai Fong (and in other areas – also via a small number of glass containers that they
have placed across the territory), to Tiostone Environmental.
Returning to Lan Kwai Fong, it is apparent that the demographics and zoning
of locations influence the amount of garbage and the type of garbage collectors bring
to their collection stations, but it also influences what kind of order is expected. The
two places between which Tika operates – the Lan Kwai Fong district and the
Bridges Street area (as well as any other urban district that the FEHD is keen on
keeping tidy136) – are carefully organised to be ridded of their wastes, rapidly. This is
how the imaginary of tidy cities is followed through into the streets of commercial
districts, while in Hong Kong this fast removal often negates opportunity for waste
separation and recycling. The modern ways of being to which tidiness is so vital, are
136

As laid out in the introduction, the FEHD looks after waste management and refuse collection in most public areas in Hong
Kong, following a set of clear ideas inherited (however frequently adjusted) from the early colonial days when the first order
and cleanliness ordinance was put in place. An ordinance connected public order to cleanliness and served as a blueprint for
public control. Although, in the past two decades, sustainability has become more important as a concept and new waste
management policies have been proposed, at its outset, waste management at the part of the FEHD means cleaning and tidying
streets rapidly (because clean is the desired condition for modern living).
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not simply ways of urban living in the sense of breathing and existing. They involve
ways of doing and making – and seeing – that are distributed to be carried out in, for
instance, places such as Bridges Street and Lan Kwai Fong. Tidiness is specifically
key in commercial districts: it is fundamental to drinking and dining, to consuming;
to those activities that typically involve necessary excesses. In commercial districts,
most vividly, the imaginary of order and cleanliness supplements the imaginary of
urban living, while the glut of such living is imagined away instantly. Lan Kwai
Fong and the larger stretch of Bridges Street and nearby locations – to different
extents, most of the Sheung Wan and Central districts – are being kept to the best of
efforts visually (and sensibly) pleasing.

4.3 'It's everywhere!'

Figure 4.6: Rubbish heap, Lan Kwai Fong, on a Friday morning around 7am (by Tika, August 2014).
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Figure 4.7: Litter, Lan Kwai Fong, on a Friday morning around 7am (by Tika, August 2014).

Lan Kwai Fong, cluttered with trash each morning, requires a 3-person team to deal
with its excesses of drinking and partying. Tika shares the first round of his shift,
therefore, with two ladies who are, like him, Nepalese. As the area is located on a
slope, Tika pushes their trolley up, while the ladies sweep the streets. He also takes
care of the heavier work, carrying larger garbage items, and disposing their loads
into the garbage compressor at the station. On one Friday morning, just after 7am, he
took the camera around his district. He captured piles of garbage in the streets, some
litter here and there, and his short route to the refuse collection station. His shots are
overview shots, laying out the scale of trash in his corner of Lan Kwai Fong, rather
than its exact contents (see Figure 4.6 and 4.7 for screenshots). When it comes to
confrontations with "unwanted matter", Tika has captured them, notably. As he
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explains in an interview, every day – especially between Saturdays and Mondays –
the piles of rubbish in this area are enormous. 'Every day, it's like this!'
Many collectors indicate the perpetuality and expanse of trash in the streets
(especially those working in formal collection jobs). Auntie Lau, who works around
the wet market near the garbage station in Jordan, expounded with a passion, 'It's
everywhere!' Pointing at a pile of trash much bigger than the one Tika captured, she
continued, 'today there is a lot', then waving her arm towards the road of which one
third was entirely covered with garbage bags, 'but yesterday there was even more!'
Uncle Wu, whom works, like Uncle Fung, a busy shift in Mong Kok said, 'It's
always there'. And Ah-pehn laid out the scale of trash around the footbridge over
Mong Kok Road137 by saying, 'On Sunday there'll be 100 garbage bags'. Finally,
Uncle Fung – who had frequently provided us with spot-on aphorisms about trash –
explained that, 'It's getting more. People are getting richer, so they throw out things
more easily – especially larger objects.' Working in a commercial district where
much of the rubbish comes from shops, restaurants, and visitors to the area, he has
seen – over the past ten years – both an increase in street waste due to a growing
number of tourists and an increase in bulky domestic waste; furniture items and
things the like, usually dumped in alleys or besides litterbins. Some of his colleagues
from the same area – the men in the alley, as we came to refer to them138 – had
pointed out similar developments. In conclusion, while shrugging his shoulders
following an often repeated 'that's the way it is' ('

137

',

zauh haih gam), Uncle Fung

This footbridge is a popular hangout for domestic helpers on their free Sundays, so the area is very crowded on this day of
the week.
138
I clarify this comment in the next chapter, in a section on "places".
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remarked, 'Where there are people, there is garbage. Where there is economy, there
is garbage.'
Clearly, trash in the streets – as seen from the perspectives of formal
collectors – is particularly present. It is there and that is why the collectors are there.
Yet, their insistence on the volumes and persistence of rubbish, makes one wonder
how trash and its production (and urban disorder, for that matter) have been kept out
of the narratives of imagined cleanliness and its significance to modern ways of
being; to modern ways of doing and making. Why has trash not been structured
crucial for the functioning of modern urban life? After all, it is a necessary (by)product139 of modern ways of being. Or, as the collectors seem to have highlighted,
modern ways (as distributed in the sensible) cannot be without instant wasting and
'that's the way it is'.140 The answer might be found in the angles with which I opened
this chapter. More specifically, the above question triggers an extended clarification
of Uncle Fung's 'I know from which angle they look'. "They" – in this context, not
only the officers on patrol but the entire mechanical body that orders the ridding of
rubbish – take on an angle of necessary cleanliness (following the imaginary of tidy
cities), rendering trash invisible not only literally (from the streets to the dump – out
of sight), but also sensibly (in the perception of tidiness). That is, as tidiness is
structured to be fundamental for modern ways of living, there is no place for trash.
As Bauman (2004: 27) exemplifies: 'two kinds of trucks leave factory yards daily –
one kind of truck proceeds to the warehouses and department stores, the other to the

139

It is easy to label trash – when one has not succeeded in leaving it out of the narratives altogether – as "by-product", for that
it is unwanted and because it is to an extent an inevitable result of modern life. When taking on a less biased position, however,
trash is as much of a product of modern life as those things that we celebrate.
140
At least not in the way modern life is currently organised.
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rubbish tips'. Only the first truck matters. This is the angle from which "they" look.
Yet in the streets, in the everyday, trash is – although distributed to be invisible –
persistently dumped into plain view by virtue of the organisation of modern ways of
doing and making. Indeed, its workings – the workings of modern society – involve
(invite and necessitate) endless excess. In Uncle Fung's words, 'Where there are
people, there is garbage. Where there is economy, there is garbage'.
Indeed, the tidy city is an imaginary and disorder is inherent to its urban life.
This is what also John Scanlan (2013: 2) suggests. The characteristics of modern life
in which 'order, efficiency and perfection' are pursued reveal aesthetic fatigue,
because there are inevitable places in the modern city (and of modern life) where
trash comes into view and the kind of control the modern imaginary envisages,
dissolves. On the fringes, landfills are – however structured into the city's policies
and functioning and positioned out of sight for most – revealing aesthetic fatigue as,
in Hong Kong, they are about to exhaust. At the centre, as Hong Kong's density
provides for its equivalent in trash, waste is always already there, no matter the work
of formal garbage collectors. Equally attentive to the impossibility of order and
perfection, Jane Bennett (2004: 348 in Hawkins 2007: 349) reasons that trash is
"materially recalcitrant". It keeps returning and accumulating (materially,
"sensuously", and, thus, visually). The places and events in the modern city where
trash persists, then, are not policed to keep to a presupposed order (because trash is
already quietly implied in the system of divisions) but to structure its disorder. In
other words, the distribution of the sensible may not be based on an assumed order,
but on the imperative attempts at the undoing of disorder.
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The patrolling government officers' concerns with the rendering visible of the
order of organised waste collection keys in with this fabrication of what could be
called (instead of a distribution of the sensible) an urban aesthetics of control; an
aesthetics (as in the sensible) that regardless of persistent trash (aesthetic fatigue),
proposes that things are "under control". "Under control" meaning both "disciplined"
and "not out of control". In the same vein, awareness campaign posters and other
forms of communication directed at the public, decorate this urban aesthetic as they
invite people "not to be a big waster"141 or to separate (read: distribute) recyclables
from their domestic waste. Such posters suggest that order is good (they discipline,
visually) yet mask the fact that in the organisation of modern ways of doing and
making, order and control are lacking due to a structural causing of waste and
disorder via modern ways of being. This double distribution of the sensible – of the
presupposed prior aesthetic division in which the tidy city is perceived to be desired
for modern ways of being (the imaginary), through disorder (through the inevitable
disorderly results of the organisation of modern society), to an aesthetics of control
(that has emerged from the imperative attempts at the undoing of disorder) – surfaces
in the perspectives of collectors; specifically in the conversation that can be
orchestrated between them.
Returning to the streets, when working his shift in Lan Kwai Fong, Tika does
not look 'left and right'. He only looks 'straight at the rubbish' and thinks about how
he can collect it. Taking my incentive to engage with collectors' perspectives of trash
literally, this is Tika's: he looks for litter and garbage and when he sees it, he moves

141

Such as in the Food Wise Hong Kong projects which advertises good practice under the slogan "Don't be a Big Waster".
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it out of sight. A model collector. This physical angle onto trash in the streets is also
translated into his video recordings. Firstly, the 30-degree angle onto the streets of
Lang Kwai Fong (Figure 4.6 and 4.7) is the same angle he takes on when at work. He
scans for trash and calculates how he can best go about collecting it. Secondly, his
way of framing the trash, capturing the entire pile in a single frame without zooming
in at particular items, adds to this mentality: 'it's all rubbish'. He sees piles of rubbish
and – regardless of possible recyclable contents – he and his colleagues clear it out
altogether, as instructed. Thirdly, his recording of Lan Kwai Fong is only two and a
half minutes long, which – as he explained in the interview – is simply because he
does not have time to do anything but work. Tika takes pride in doing the work
well.142 A hard worker and model garbage collector, he finds it important for people
to be able to live comfortably and that streets are neat and clean. Finally, his
superiors (his boss and the government officer) often express their content about his
hard work, and that of his colleagues, which is something Tika finds important. As
he explained, after a morning of work, they will say to him, 'this side is clean, there
it is clean, every day it's clean.'
It goes without saying that Tika is a good worker who takes his job seriously.
Yet, from this brief introduction to his ways of looking at and working with trash, it
appears that his reason for taking importance in tidy streets is twofold. That is, while
he has expressed his personal frustration with people throwing litter next to garbage
bins, and while he finds it important to work his morning shifts well so that his area

142

Tika further comments that, as a Nepalese, he likes to make sure the city is clean: 'Nepal is very clean. It's a small country,
but clean, clean, clean. And that's what Hong Kong should be like, too.' In this thesis, I will not elaborate on the cultural
reference Tika makes towards cleanliness, yet it may be something to explore in potential further research.
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looks clean for people to live comfortably, it is also important to him that his boss is
satisfied with the work he does. His "sense of duty" towards tidy streets is
intertwined with a need for his boss' satisfaction. The latter – the need for the
satisfaction of superiors – is something other formal collectors, to various degrees,
have also hinted at. And depending on the area in which they work, their bosses are
either quite relaxed and understanding, or a bit less of that.
Uncle Fung laid out the situation in his district, where – like everywhere else
– both a manager of the cleaning company and a government officer patrol the
streets. The government officer in his part of Mong Kok has been in service for a
long time and is for that reason very understanding of collectors on the ground. He
even does not mind collectors keeping aside cardboard for some extra cash. Uncle
Fung, though – professional as he is – does not engage in such practices. Yet, besides
the government officer, there is the company's supervisor. Uncle Fung calls him the
"new one" and shakes his head when he talks about him. The "new one" has no
experience supervising the area and also no experience collecting trash. This person
– both relatively inexperienced and obviously pressured to perform his role well as
he has to answer to the government officer as well as to his own superiors – is much
stricter than the officer. He would give out fines and warnings and eventually he may
sack collectors if they underperform. It is, therefore, important to keep him
contented, even though Uncle Fung does not always agree with him.
Goma relates her concern with her supervisor's satisfaction back to public
behaviour. A Nepalese lady working in another crowded street on the Island-side,
she expresses her dissatisfaction about people throwing things not in, but right next
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to rubbish bins. Because it is not just careless, as Tika calls it. It can get collectors in
trouble. She says,
Dead rats, cigarette butts...at the collection station, there's a hierarchy. Sometimes
people will go there to file complaints about parts of the streets where garbage is
laying around. And then there's also the government officer. They'll deduct salary
or even fire collectors if the situation goes on, even though it is the person who
dumps it who is in the wrong. The boss can't see with his bare eyes who trashes the
stuff and so he punishes the people who are supposed to pick it up.

Indeed, this is the shortcoming of the mechanical body that orders the ridding of
rubbish: regardless of patrolling supervisors, "they" have an angle but can't see
everything with bare eyes.
Ah-pehn, one of the formal collectors whom we met at the Fa Yuen Street
market, explained in relation to this that at her other shift in To Kwa Wan, it is very
common for people to trash their domestic waste in the streets. Even though such
dumping is rendered illegal, it is – in fact – done across Hong Kong and, as many
collectors have expressed, it is rarely penalised. The Summary Offences Ordinance
(HKSAR 1997b: 2-3), last updated in 2000, states under 'Nuisances and
miscellaneous offences' (in heritage of those days when horse and wagon were still
common forms of transport) that:
Any person who without lawful authority or excuse [...] throws or lays, or causes or
knowingly permits to be thrown or laid, any carrion, dirt, soil, straw or dung, or any other
filth, rubbish or noisome or offensive matter whatsoever, on any public place, or on any
Government property unless with the consent of a public officer, or on any private property
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unless with the consent of the owner and of the occupier (if any) of such private property
[...] shall be liable to a fine of $500 or to imprisonment for 3 months.

The Waste Disposal Ordinance (HKSAR 1997c: 11), further, details under Section
16A - Prohibition of unlawful disposal of waste (last updated in 2015) that:
A person commits an offence if he deposits or causes or permits to be deposited waste in
any place except with lawful authority or excuse, or except with the permission of any
owner or lawful occupier of the place.

Yet, as Goma and also Ah-pehn indicate, there is more control on who is there to
collect trash, than on who was there and trashed. Ah-pehn continues by explaining
that, very often, this dumping of trash happens right after she has made her round.
They 'fong fei gei' ('

'),

she says, which indicates that those residents dumping

trash, have stood her up. Because, as it is expected of her that streets are clean, she
often has to make an extra round to ensure her superiors' satisfaction. At her other
shift, though, the management seems to be more relaxed. That is, the old Uncle
Leung who works in the same area remarked once that he just works until his shift is
over and does not care about those people who dump trash afterwards.
Generally, however, the sense of duty towards clean streets, that particularly
Tika and Uncle Fung have, can be understood – following the comments of the other
collectors – in connection to a certain dose of surveillance. This surveillance is not
directed at those people who cause disorder, but at those who already work towards
its resolution. The way collectors view trash, then, is not simply as a pollutant that
needs removal, as Tika indicated. They see it as potential personal trouble with the
management. Trash in the streets, thus, is not only to be rendered invisible following
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the presupposed distribution of roles and functions in the desired tidy city. It induces
an ordering (policing) in the sphere of waste management. The collectors'
perspectives highlight the hierarchy of positions in the distribution of the sensible –
or rather, the aesthetics of control. They also suggest that the work collectors do is
informed not only by ideas of hygiene and cleanliness, but (through their fear of
complaints) by the very organisation of the sensible that attempts at an undoing of
disorder. In this dynamic, the same double distribution of the sensible can be
dissected. That is, from their assumed position, collectors answer to the imaginary of
the tidy city (clean is the norm for modern society), yet disorder was always already
there (disorder is inherent to the distribution of the sensible as modern ways of doing
and making imply inevitable excess), and so collectors (among others functioning at
the far end of the modern hierarchy of the mechanical body) are the only ones that
can be truly kept "under control" (the aesthetics of control). Collectors are subject to
the aesthetics of control as they are surveilled to make sure trash is rendered invisible
no matter its disorderly persistence. They are also surveilled to be visible to the eyes
of government officers (as suggested in the introduction to this chapter) and, hence,
to the eyes of the public: a visual (sensible) indicator that everything is "under
control".
This kind of visuality143 of trash – of trash as encountered by collectors like
Tika, Ah-pehn, and Uncle Fung, in places such as Bridges Street or Lan Kwai Fong
where modern ways of doing and making both produce disorder and demand order
(cleanliness) – presents a political realm that reaches much farther than the

143

As understood by Bal (2003) and Rose (2012).
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distribution of trash to the garbage station around the corner, or the collectors' sense
of duty towards clean pavements. It presents a scopic regime in which the desired
urban aesthetics that lie at the core of the work of formal trash collection and its
formulation by the entities and institutions (but also discourses and practices)
through which the city at large is produced and procured, is overwritten by an
aesthetics of control that developed from attempts, by these same entities and
institutions, to undo (or to keep "under control") modern society's inevitable
disorder.

4.4 On streets
I came across the photographic work of Chan Wai Kwong while doing fieldwork in
the Yau Ma Tei district – in the cafe where I regularly made a retreat from the heath,
to write up field notes. Kubrick Cafe – Broadway Cinemateque's space for food,
drinks, and books – facilitates exhibitions too and Chan's was on. It presented a
number of big black-and-white photographs of discarded and abandoned objects
(Figure 4.8 features one of them), which drew my attention for obvious reasons.
After my first formal meeting with Chan, I realised that he, like me, had been
intensively wandering the streets of Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok, up to Sham Shui
Po. He said that he was taking an approximate 360 photographs (10 film rolls) per
day. In a way, our work at that point, was not that different: I was merely "recording"
aspects of everyday life in the streets, and he was documenting this life
photographically. Both flâneurs to an extent, we engaged in observation and
documentation. Chan explained once that he sees it as his duty (as a photographer) to
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document the place: to make visual records of an area that may look a lot different
some years down the line. Around the time of our first meeting, Chan felt
specifically attracted to Yau Ma Tei, because – compared to areas such as Central –
this neighbourhood still has some authenticity, with many "gaai fong" (

) around:

neighbourhood people.144 He had previously self-published a photo book on Wan
Chai – another old neighbourhood that has recently seen a lot of change. To the
extent, as mentioned earlier, that the façade of the Star Street garbage station was
repainted into a Monriaanesque fresco, to fit the area's revitalised urban landscape. In
his Wan Chai book, he presents (seemingly randomly, without captions) an
assemblage of fragments of the place – street scenes, people, objects. This is his
signature style: a raw bundle of photographs of things and people in places, without
subscripts. Cigarette butts in an ashtray featuring next to a portrait of a young girl in
the streets – there is often no specific categorisation.145 His photographs are
distinctive, black-and-white. Often using a flash to bring out sharper contrasts,
Chan's work has a grungy edge. His angles, as they come – it seems. His frames,
regularly in close-up and close to intimate. His eye, quick, always looking.

144

He feels that he can talk to anyone in his own language, which is not always possible on the Island-side.
Some of Chan’s exhibitions and books have particular broad themes such as “children” or “police”, yet, in his Wan Chai
book, the way in which photos with variant subject matters are organised and presented seem entirely random.
145
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Figure 4.8 and 4.9: Two photographs from the collection of Chan Wai Kwong (Hong Kong, date unknown).

Street photographers work, like me the ethnographer/curator, in the same
sphere as trash collectors. They walk the same pavements, routinely – of course not
following schedules and routes, like formal garbage collectors, but following their
own ways of looking, doing, and making, which become routines in themselves.
Street photographers take on collection practices towards a visual order of another
kind. As Clive Scott (2007: 4) explains, the streets are the 'raw materials' and it is up
to the street photographer to transform them into 'successful photography'. Such raw
materials are also like the raw data of the ethnographer. Yet, while the ethnographer
develops readings of a place following certain predefined methodologies,
photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson (in Scott 2007: 4) emphasises that street
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photographers go about their work intuitively, having 'a feeling for the "decisive
moment", a sense of the instantaneous'. In the same vein, Westerbeck and
Meyerowitz (1994: 34 in Scott 2007: 5) highlight the candidness of photos of the
everyday and Gilles Mora (1998: 85 in Scott 2007: 5) addresses the photographer's
pursuit of 'the fleeting instant'.146
Bringing in Chan's work – and his ways of looking – as opportunities for
conversation and ultimately (in the larger space of the triptych) as contributions to an
intervention, I do not plainly juxtapose or contrast his photography with the images
(recordings) produced by Tika. In fact, the screenshot of Tika's captured litter147
(Figure 4.7) and Chan's photograph featured in Figure 4.9, are rather comparable
when judging only their composition, positioning, angle, and subject matter. As they
work in similar locations, following similar practices – practices of collection
towards a certain (visual) order – I, instead, set out to converse their perspectives. I
dialogue their positions in the visual-political realm in which they encounter trash in
the streets. As elaborated extensively in Chapter 2, visuality is a scopic regime
corporeally experienced (Kenaan 2013: xi) and taking this as a basic principle, the
visual events in which Tika (added the other formal collectors mentioned above) and
Chan encounter trash, are significantly different.
Tika's recording of trash in Lan Kwai Fong ignited – as an example of the
visuality of trash as perceived by formal collectors – a reconsideration of the
distribution of the sensible towards what I have labelled an aesthetics of control: a
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These definitions would suggest that street photographers are not just flâneurs, but also badauds ("gawpers" ‘who happens to
be in the right place at the right time') (Scott 2007: 5).
147
However influence by my choice in selecting this screenshot and the fact that it has also been made black-and-white.
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visual, sensible structure of divisions that is reactive of the disorder inevitable in the
modern society as it is distributed under the police order. The perspectives of the
collectors have helped to "make visible" (a fragment of) the structure of this
aesthetico-political regime.148 While not entirely rejecting Rancière's ideas of the
distribution of the sensible, Tika's recordings of the pile of rubbish and bits of litter
in Lan Kwai Fong are indicators of a regime that demands order in response to
disorder. Still part of the same urban sphere, at times casting his eye over (and
capturing) similar subject matter, the street photographer works based on a different
mode of engagement. Having the freedom to look and see where, when, and how he
wants (although photography is not entirely without rules149), Chan's sense of duty is
not one of order in the sense of cleanliness, but of documenting a place under
development, which equally – ultimately – requires certain ordering (or
“unordering”, as I propose below) too.150
To ‘make permanent’ (Daval 1982: 9) the instantaneous is important for the
photographer and, as per Chan’s previously elaborated intentions, indeed also for
him. It is important to ‘[preserve] the present and [reproduce] moments of collective
celebration’ as Bourdieu and Whiteside (1996: 18) describe it. These are
photographic incentives that are focused on what is happening in the aestheticopolitical realm of the “real world” (the sensible, generally). Yet, precisely the
photographer’s intuitive focus on something immediate, and the consequent
capturing of it in a photograph, can involve those moments and things that occur
148

The formal collectors discussed in this chapter, no matter their backgrounds and no matter their sense of duty, view trash all
from within the system of division (be that the initial distribution of the sensible or the aesthetics of division).
149
Technical rules, certain style conventions may be considered (however, they may also be broken), ethics could play a role,
etc.
150
Ordering in the sense of keeping archives and from those archives coming to exhibitions and photo books.
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beyond the form of aesthetics Tika works under – the aesthetics of control. As
Cartier-Bresson (1999: 384) famously wrote, ‘Photography implies the recognition
of a rhythm in the world of real things. What the eye does is to find and focus on the
particular subject within the mass of reality; what the camera does is simply to
register upon film the decision made by the eye'. This rhythm of the world of real
things is not a structure of order. It is the rhythm of everyday life including its glut
and disorder. And so, while Tika’s recording of litter on the streets of Lan Kwai
Fong references a visuality of trash in which it needs to be instantly moved out of
sight, Chan’s photograph of litter in the alleyway opens up the possibility of a
visuality of trash as part of the rhythm of the world; a visuality of trash in which the
instantaneous – the sudden sight of litter – is to be made permanent. Following the
angle of the photographer, there is a place for trash. This is where perspectives of
things in the spaces of the urban display their concern with time as well. Chan makes
permanent (and therefore renders visible) that which Tika and other formal garbage
collectors are to rapidly (an indication of time) render invisible.151
While Tika’s views of trash indicate a demand to order, Chan’s views of trash
(and of the entire urban scene) indicate a “celebration” of the rhythm of urban life. In
this “celebration” Chan does – as per the seeming randomness in many of his
assembled works – not follow any apparent system of ordering other than broad
thematic categorisations. Yet, it is precisely in this random assembling, that he can
be seen to “elevate” himself from the sphere of the everyday into the direction of his
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I do not elaborate further on the aspect of time. It is – at this point – an observation only. The purpose of this section is not to
dismantle the visuality of trash entirely, but to open up new perspectives on trash in preparation of the next chapter and the
intervention the triptych attempts to forge.
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own aesthetic realm, ‘extricated from its ordinance connections and […] inhabited by
a heterogeneous power’ (Rancière 2004: 22-23). That is, his way of “unordering” (or
keeping “unordered”) fragments of everyday life, helps him move from a mere
representational mode of identification (that of the street photographer capturing
urban life) towards (however not entirely) his own aesthetic realm. I emphasise “not
entirely” because his intentions are of a social nature: the duty to capture and
represent urban life under change (which might position his photography in the
ethical regime of images, following Rancière's understanding of mimesis). Yet, the
ways in which he presents his work (I will reference an example in the next
paragraph) suggest that in the seeming randomness of his assemblage of
photographs, he rather intuitively compiles and presents fragments of urban life
towards their visual (and also spatial) “redistribution”. Further, as Deranty (2010:
127-128) notes in light of Rancière’s aesthetic regime of art, ‘expression itself is an
end now’, Chan – redistributing the permanent instances of urban life in a fashion
similar to the intuitive way in which he captured these instances – adapts to such
expression: no captions, no apparent order, only assemblage and presentation.
I came to understand Chan’s work as an expression in its own right, after
finding a compilation video of one of the exhibitions he organised in the space of his
flat (see Figure 4.10 and 4.11 for video stills of the compilation of the exhibition).
Simply152 named "Chan Wai Kwong Exhibition" (2011) – presenting a mix of his
earlier more intimate work related to his girlfriend, portraits, and street photography
(again seemingly randomly) that covered the entire space of his home – this
152

Or “cleverly”, seeing potential in an autonomous identification of art.
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exhibition and apparent “unordering” of fragments of urban life exemplifies how his
work slides into a mode of articulation that suggests autonomous aesthetic
experience. Chan explained that the reason for holding his exhibition in his flat was
practical. In this way he was free to make it the way he wanted. This argument –
however banal – implies a potential drive to a redistributing of the sensible by
“unordering” the instantaneous fragments of Hong Kong’s urban life (outside the
conventional gallery spaces). Yet, moving away from this specific exhibition and
perceiving Chan in the role of street photographer – someone working, looking, and
seeing right at the heart of urban life – he is, by the nature of his profession as well as
by the incentives of his “duty” – engaged in a form of representation that still stands
in the distribution of the sensible. Only if one follows Rancière’s approach to
aesthetics “blindly”, that is. After all, the consubstantiality of aesthetics and politics
that Rancière proposes was already unachievable. As Rockhill (2011: 29) suggests,
Rancière’s unsolvable contradiction between two politics of aesthetics; between
aesthetics (politics) and aesthetics as a system for identifying art, is best be taken as a
productive contradiction. I take this suggestion as an invitation to accept that Chan's
work indeed exists between two sensible modes of perception, in a state that works
towards (the) "unordering (of) the sensibles".
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Figure 4.10: Screenshot of the video of the Chan Wai Kwong Exhibition. (Hong Kong, 2011).

Figure 4.11: Screenshots of the video of the Chan Wai Kwong Exhibition (Hong Kong, 2011).
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4.5 Conclusion
By taking on the perspectives of those people engaged with the formal ridding of
rubbish, this chapter has attempted to lay bare (fragments of) a modern urban order
that is based on an instant pursuit of undoing modern society's inevitable disorder. It
has also indicated the kind of angle from which this undoing of disorder has been
made necessary: in a modern society where order is key, there is no place for trash.
This being the first panel of a triptych on trash, it has explored perspectives of
"unwanted matter" that are structured (by means of the collectors' locations in a
hierarchy of positions) based on how things ought to be in the distribution of the
sensible. Yet, Tika's recordings and ways of looking, added the views of Uncle Fung
and other collectors, have indicated a visual-political realm that involves more than a
mere sense of duty towards tidy streets. They signified a scopic regime in which the
urban aesthetic as presupposed in the modern imaginary of the tidy city, is redefined
through government organisation aimed at the controlling of persistent trash. This
controlling of trash happens – visually or aesthetically – in the context of an
aesthetics of control. Certain unwanted aspects of urban life are visually
"disciplined", not just through a rapid moving out of sight, but by presenting – in the
case of trash – an order of formal waste management that suggests that "things" are
"under control". By first establishing the demand for order and cleanliness in Hong
Kong, and consequently unravelling the actual workings of the system of divisions,
this chapter has laid the groundwork for the two remaining panels which move
gradually from how thing ought to be to how things can also be.
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The possibility of an alternative order in which things can also be (visually
and aesthetically, in the modern city) was raised in the last section as Tika's views of
trash were dialogued with the work of street photographer Chan Wai Kwong. Tika
and Chan equally walk the streets as they take on certain practices of looking and
collecting, towards a visual order that represents modern urban life. Yet, the ways in
which they view trash and attempt at the (un)ordering of those aspects of urban life
that catch their attention, present different "visualities" of trash. Tika's ways of
looking suggest a demand to order. His encounters with unwanted matter make him
work towards an instant rendering invisible of trash. Chan's work, in which he
preserves the instantaneous of the rhythms of urban life, makes visible (among
others) those things Tika is instructed to move out of sight. Further, Chan
manoeuvres between a capturing of life as it is in the sensible generally and the
unordering of this life in his assembled books and exhibitions – between aesthetics
generally and an aesthetic regime within which his photography could be perceived
as expression in itself; as a mode of articulation that suggests autonomous aesthetic
experience. He allows opportunity to imagine the possibility of a sensible based not
on a presupposed order but on an intuitive unordering and in doing so, he opens up a
new vista onto trash in the streets, following divergent aesthetic considerations. The
conversation between the ethnographic findings that disclosed an aesthetics of
control, and the "aesthetic" explorations of urban life that focussed on making
inevitable "instants" of trash and disorder permanent, suggested that there might be
opportunity to redistribute the sensible – not just from a location that is merely
aesthetic (in the sense of the identification of art) but from a position in the sphere of
urban life proper. This idea of what I call – for now – the "unordering of the
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sensibles" (in plural, to indicate both the sensible generally and the form of aesthetics
as proposed in Rancière's aesthetic regime of art), I take up in the next two panels.
Rather, in the following chapters, I explore possibilities of such a redistribution
through unordering, ultimately to understand something more about Hong Kong's
urban life.
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PANEL TWO
Things and Social Lives
Uncle Wong has been collecting rubbish from staircases in residential buildings for
the past 10 years and indicates, however most literally, that sometimes there is
something valuable to be found in trash. 'Once I had to help clear an entire flat that
had been abandoned and I found a stack of money, about HK$2,000 altogether.'
Where Tika captured trash from an angle that fits the entire pile in a single frame, the
next two chapters elaborate collectors' perspectives between "medium close" and
"close-up". Uncle Wong's comment symbolically suggests, further, the kind of
perspective the collectors of this second panel take one, namely one that recognises
monetary value in urban excess. In the final panel, then, I expand the notion of value
towards more aesthetic considerations.
Indeed, as Tika's views of trash respect an imagined urban tidiness and define
a regime of control that forges an undoing of disorder – and following its
conversation with the intuitively captured and "re-presented" instants of everyday
life that propose an "unordering of the sensibles" in the street photographer's
exhibition – the next two chapters work out how (and if) such an "unordering" can
find form through collectors' perspectives on trash. "Unordering", as understood in
Chan's exhibition, is not to be taken as a "making disorderly" of (representations of)
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fragments of modern life. It does also not convey an antithetical construction in the
design of modernity as interpreted by (among others) Bauman (1991, 2000). It is
rather an idea that proposes an alternative aesthetic division where ways of seeing,
doing and making respond to the instantaneous of urban life intuitively.153 This is an
idea that I hold on to – however loosely – in the following two panels when I explore
alternate forms of organisations that involve trash in the streets.
Collectors have appropriated divergent ways of seeing and doing and not only
those that instantly render trash invisible. Still to be understood in the domain of the
distribution of the sensible, discarded matter that is (re)valuated through processes of
recycling finds its "moving out of sight" organised based on different practices of
collection and categorisation and distinct social relations. I have bracketed "re" in
"revaluate" because some materials that are thrown out onto the streets are expected
to be collected for their already determined value: cardboard, for instance. Other
discards, however, may have been trashed with the idea that they would be sent to
landfills, but might have "incidentally" been recovered.154 As Hawkins (2011: 8)
comments with regards to recycling, it 'involves multiple socio-material practices,
temporalities, political relations and more', while she specifically points out the
'choreography of material and human relations' at stake in the act of scavenging.
Indeed, the angles of private recyclable collectors and scavengers – as well as of sāu
máaih lóus (

) – onto discards in streets, differ from those of Tika. Yet, they
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And in so doing come close to what Rancière might label a redistribution of the sensible.
Regardless, recoverable discards but also cardboard always have a chance of ending up in landfills as the instantaneous of
their appearance in the streets is dependent on the right kind of collector spotting it.
154
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can still be understood as part of a certain system of ordering155 that follows the
organisation of modern urban life; an organisation that is not entirely based on
binarisms, but on a system of exchange.
While the division between modern life and its discards can also be
understood in connection with the more general idea that objects stands in opposition
to subjects (Miller 2005: 9-10), this chapter approaches trash in recognition of its
agency or rather in recognition of social networks of agents (human and non-human)
and their relationships (Ibid: 11) in which trash partakes. This means that it should be
recognised that 'material forms have consequences for people that are autonomous
from human agency, they may be said to possess the agency that causes these effects'
(Ibid). I do, however, not disregard the fact that people generally understand
themselves as 'people using objects' and also therefore 'collectors picking up objects',
which shows of a certain sense of hierarchy which is by some argued to be
superfluous (Ibid: 14). Both Arjun Appadurai (1986) and Igor Kopytoff (1986), the
latter more specifically stating that the 'conceptual polarity of individualized persons
and commoditized things is recent and, culturally speaking, exceptional' (Kopytoff
1986: 64), take things to have social lives. Especially in modern capitalist societies,
things 'are likely to experience a commodity phase [a moment in their social lives at
which they are commodities] in their own careers, [while] more contexts become
legitimate commodity contexts [as in markets, auctions, malls, entire cities even],
and the standards of commodity candidacy [involve] a large part of the world of
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Of course, at the moment of collection, such recycling is also carried out based on binaries such as useful/useless,
valuable/valueless, etc. Yet, individual items are now judged more closely before they are distributed to their next destinations.
This distribution is based on processes of exchange.
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things [today, close to everything can be bought or sold]' (Appadurai 1986: 15).
Things, Appadurai (1986) and also Kopytoff (1986) suggest, should therefore be
studied as "things-in-motion". This is the kind of situation in which the
'choreography of material and human relations' (Hawkins 2011: 8) around recycling,
is played out.
This second panel, therefore, probes into the street-level systems of the
(re)valuing of trash. Although engaging the visual (and sensible) registers –
specifically in those moments and places where processes of recycling and formal
trash collection, discord or agree – this chapter elaborates, by means of collectors'
stories, the various kinds of recycling that are carried out at street level. Recycling,
as a concept, is in the context of Hong Kong's streets near-interchangeable with
(re)valuing. It is a business that is, once lifted back into the general economy, merely
based on profits while in the sub-economy of trash, it is most usually a means of
survival. The first section of this chapter details discards as they are picked up and
exchanged, following variant collectors’ narratives. In that visual sphere around
things and those collectors who are seeing or looking, a social network of trash
unfolds based on valuing systems and categorisations that very much belong to the
modern condition. Instead of mapping the entirety of this complex choreography of
relations of (re)valued rejected matter in the streets, I amplify in the second section
how in the case of formal collector Ah-lai (again introduced and supported by
examples from other collectors) this (re)valuing of rejects is carried out in light of the
order demanded in her job. Ah-lai works, as per the nature of her job, towards tidy
pavements yet she has established her own ways of seeing, doing, and making that
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allows certain things – things that have often already been categorised as "to be
rapidly moved out of sight" – to come back into view. She reconsiders and
consequently redistributes "matter out of place" in place, by means of a visual
examination of individual objects.
The moments in which Ah-lai and others find and handle these particular
things are temporal nodes in a network of social relations. This network, further, is
engrained in the grid of the city: its relations eventuate in dedicated places156. They
involve street corners and back alleys that are consistently used for such
redistribution. The third section of this chapter, therefore, details these places and the
kind of relations and visual implications they engage. A focus on social relations
involving scraps helps review the conceptual distinction between the 'universe of
people and the universe of objects' (Kopytoff 1986: 84) that has become common
sense and unquestionably real (especially since modernity). In this chapter, things
and people are presented as part of the same world which is to an important extent
visually and aesthetically informed. In the final section of this panel, then, I put the
ethnographic findings of the relations of (re)valued discards and the work of Hong
Kong-based sculptor Jaffa Lam (and one of her collaborative stints with sculptor
Kacey Wong) to dialogue. In Lam's work – which is not just about the art piece but
equally about the process by which she comes to the piece – she shapes and engages
a social network of discards and people towards an alternative system of production
in the context of modern urban Hong Kong. She reorganises a fragment of society by
designing new relations between discards and people. Her work, like the work of
156

Because the social relations that are founded on (or have emerged from) the value of different kinds of trash, play out in the
exact places where collection happens, which is also where recyclables are left in the streets.
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street photographer Chan, is drawn from the sensible generally, yet its production is
also embedded in this realm while its aesthetic form in the spaces of museums and
exhibitions equally persists. Lam can be seen to redistribute "both sensibles". The
way in which she proposes her version of the "unordering of the sensibles" is based
on the appropriation of a system of production that was already in place in the
distribution of the sensible. As she shapes her own networks of things and people
and takes on a certain aesthetic position drawn from Hong Kong’s recent history, the
dialogue this proposes with the ethnographic findings of this chapter forms an
introduction to the final panel of this triptych, which involves networks of things and
people, yet also truly acknowledges the instantaneous of the everyday life.

5.1 Value
Ah-shan lives with her husband on the border of Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok and is
in her late sixties. Until four years ago, she worked ten hours per day, on her feet. An
illness forced her to find a less straining job and now she calls herself "selfemployed". For about three hours every day she goes around the streets of her
neighbourhood with her trolley, to collect recyclables. She regards it neither waste
nor cardboard. The things that she picks up, as she refers to it, are 'chin' (" ",
money). Today, her trolley is almost full. A pile of cardboard boxes, some metal
strips recovered from broken shop banners and a bit of plastic.157 She guesses that
157

We met Ah-shan in early 2013, just as Mainland China launched operation Green Fence which was active from FebruaryNovember 2013. Operation Green Fence was designed to prevent importation of 'solid waste-contaminated shipments. It
included random inspection of various recyclable materials. After February 2013, we have not found anyone in the streets
collecting plastic, while also recyclable shops would indicate that they only buy paper and metal recyclables. The shop Ah-shan
visits, though, explained about two years later that they only buy very good quality plastic.
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she will get about 20 to 30 dollars for the lot. She always goes to the same recycling
shop because it is known for being honest.
After having unloaded her charge and cashed her return, she walks around a
small park and finds a couple of more garbage bags. Sliding on her work gloves
again, Ah-shan skilfully goes through them and pulls out a number of cans. She's
counting. They go for ten cents each. Copper is worth more, but you will not find
that much and it can be more difficult to recover. One needs more skills for that, as
Uncle Poon once explained. It can, for instance, be found in electrical wires, which
are worth more if the coated plastic is stripped off. When he gets refrigerators,
however, he manages to recover a few HK$100s in copper. Indeed, he knows how to
dismantle them. He also usually makes the effort to strip electrical wires – as does
"collector-of-all-sorts" Shandong Lou – but the majority of the people stick to simply
collecting cans. Unfortunately, also cans are becoming a rarity. 'The people working
in restaurants have come to realise that they can earn money off their waste and
have started to collect their own recyclables', thinks Ah-shan. Besides the cans,
though, she finds a pair of old Converse trainers in a new box. Someone must have
left them behind after buying a new pair. In fact, just one block away cross-border
coaches offer services to visitors from the Mainland. Someone may have tried to
release him- or herself of redundant luggage. Ah-shan also finds a bundle of white
clothes from the funeral shop nearby. Regardless of the unfortunate moment in
which she finds the clothes (right after the Lunar New Year158), the need to
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The Lunar New Year is the only time recycling shops are closed. Depending on the shop, they close for three days up until a
week. This is sometimes a problem for recyclable collectors who have to store their loads in alleys and on pavements hoping
that it will not get stolen or fined by government officers. The day on which we met Ah-shan is the first day after the New Year,
so it is extra busy with people delivery saved-up recyclables.
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accumulate " " wins it from superstition. Clothes and shoes are valuable. For shoes
they pay HK$2.50 per kilogram and one pair often weighs already more than that.
Uncle Mok explains that even though the place where he delivers his
cardboard cheats the least during the weighing, he is recently only getting 60 cents
per kilogram. It used to be 80 cents. And that while food in restaurants is getting
more expensive. 'There is only one restaurant left, on Canton Road, that sells congee
under HK$30', he remarks. Down at the recycling shop in Central, Shandong Lou
was getting 70 cents per kilogram of cardboard (yet, this was about half a year before
we met Uncle Mok). That one day, however, when we helped Shandong Lou deliver
two piles on his self-fabricated transportation devices – purple low crates with a rope
attached to them, which he drags behind him over the asphalt – the shopkeepers only
deducted one kilogram for the weight of his crate, while they normally deduct two.
Shandong Lou thinks that is because we came along. Indeed, cheating during the
weighing is often mentioned by those collecting cardboard and for many it is the
main incentive for changing recycling shops. Cheating, however, is also commonly
happening among collectors. They are often seen spraying water over their cardboard
to increase the weight of their piles. Shandong Lou, however, mentions that he
merely does it so that his cardboard bends more easily when packing it together.
Uncle Mok further explains that he only uses it to get the staples out of tough fruit
boxes, which is indeed the only logical way in which they can be taken out. No
matter the reason for spraying water, one recycling shop worker explains that he
advises collectors to deliver dry cardboard, while his shop has also made two
separate prices: one for wet and one for dry cardboard.
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Other kinds of recyclable materials are collected and consequently paid for
differently. Ah-fei, for instance, explains that she gets HK$5 per pile of four
Styrofoam boxes which she readies in the day for collection at night when the trucks
who deliver fresh foods to wet markets return to the Mainland. When it comes to the
visuality of other systems of ordering of modern "rejects", those stacks of Styrofoam
boxes markedly decorate the streetscape. They only become visible once one knows
about them, is my experience. Yet, they can be found across Hong Kong, patterning
the city with a matching verticality. Ah-fei uses plastic ropes to bind them together,
which she gets from the owner of the fish shop right on her corner. To her, collecting
such boxes is easy. While for cardboard she would only get 70 cents per kilogram,
the collection of Styrofoam boxes earns her about HK$30-40 per day. In return for
the boxes – which she receives from vegetable and fish stalls – she also helps
unloading delivery trucks. The minute they arrive right next to her street corner, she
heads out with her trolley to see if she can help carry new deliveries into the market.
Although informally, Ah-fei has found her own position in the market’s network of
things and people.
Uncle Poon, further, is one of a smaller group of savvy collectors who always
seems to know where to get as well as where to sell a large variety of things. Some
would regard him a sāu máaih lóu, others would call him a scavenger, yet, I prefer to
refer to him – like I refer to Shandong Lou – as a "collector-of-all-sorts". He is not
exactly a sāu máaih lóu because he collects a lot of things that might not be of
interest to sāu máaih lóus: recyclable materials, mostly. While does not collect
cardboard, he recovers more valuable materials such as metal. He is also not exactly
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a typical “scavenger” exactly because he is more versatile in the things he collects.
As Uncle Poon explains: 'There are many different people collecting recyclables and
other things, some have individual agreements with shop owners, the rest scavenges
what is left. Some work full-time, others work part-time. They can also be divided by
the materials they pick up. What people collect depends on how strong they are, on
their personality, and on their know-how.' Uncle Poon himself is best understood as
a person with a lot of know-how – a fact he often likes to emphasis. Having done
construction work in the past, he knows how to dismantle things while he is also
relatively strong. Also, as other recyclable collectors would simply address their
collecting as something to make ends meet, Uncle Poon takes on a more professional
stance by referring to his collection work as a proper job. When he goes out to
"scavenge" he says that he 'goes to work', ('

', 'heui faan gung').

Whenever we visit Uncle Poon, he has yet another story about where he
worked and what he got. 'A restaurant gave me plates and kitchen utensils, recently',
he once said. 'A bank employee gave me four redundant office chairs, yesterday', he
mentioned some other time. 'You see, I know a lot of people – security guards,
people from shops – they know I'm in the business of removing things, so they'll hire
me sometimes'. Although most places will hire professional companies to do the
work159, quite frequently he has a chance to go through "rejectables" when places are
being refurbished. This is how he gets most of the things that he collects and sells on:
from empty houses or from people who are clearing shops and restaurants. He also
visits refuse collection stations – specifically the ones in richer parts of the city. He
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Uncle Poon indicates he is not considered a professional because he only wears flip-flops.
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picked up a speaker and some furniture recently, from one of these stations. It turned
out that they were antiques. As he explains, some things – such as cardboard or
copper – are valuable because of the material. Other things are for repurposing or
have a certain monetary value attached to the things themselves.
While Uncle Poon knows a lot of people and is experienced in recovering a
range of different things, those who collect cardboard may struggle to find something
by simply scavenging around the streets. Many have therefore, like Ah-fei and as
Uncle Poon had also indicated, made arrangements with shops, restaurants, and
market stalls. In the previous chapter I already briefly mentioned how Uncle Mok
gets cardboard boxes in return for managing a number of market stalls' garbage. Ahman whom also has a job as a dishwasher in a "chah chaan teng" – a traditional tea
restaurant ("

") – and a family at home to cook for, has been collecting

recyclables for about 8 years, part-time. She says, 'I know some people in the area,
some shop assistants in shops on the street over there'. They give her cardboard that
she brings from Central to Sheung Wan where there are two recycling shops.160 Ahming has an agreement with two large stores in Mong Kok, that save up cardboard
for her in return for her managing also the other garbage they produce. Ah-ming
(sometimes accompanied by her husband) waits outside the shops, before they close
at night, to make sure that she deals with the cardboard and other rubbish as soon as
it is placed outside on the pavement. She would even get rid of other litter near her
spot, to avoid potential trouble with government officers, the managers of waste
collection companies, or the people from the electronics stores. During the early days
160

The recycling shop she usually visits closes at 11pm, however, because of which she normally stores her trolley in the alley
for the night and makes the delivery in the morning.
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of the Umbrella Movement161 of 2014, the amount of shoppers in her area declined
significantly, which affected her daily income.162 'We don't even bring out our big
trolley these days. We could never fill it', she explained. It is rather impossible to find
cardboard elsewhere, because 'the whole place has already been divided up'. Ah-hou
– who can be found, daily, just around the corner from where Ah-ming works –
confirms that the recycling business is getting more competitive. She rushes, for that
reason, between her two locations, making sure she is the first to get the cardboard
she has lobbied for. Yet, she also remarks that 'we are all struggling, so we try to
help each other'.
The kind of perspective onto "trash" that the people introduced above take on
is one that first and foremost sees value in certain "matter out of place"163. Based on
this perspective, people carry out their collection: a kind of collection that is
distinctly different from how Tika deals with rubbish in Lang Kwai Fong. While
Tika's incentive is to move his collected rubbish out of sight rapidly to allow modern
life an imagined tidy space for consumption, Ah-shan, Uncle Poon, and the others
work based on categorisations of "things" that define whether "something" is
exchangeable.164 The exchangeability of a "thing", as Arjun Appadurai (1986: 12-14)
proposes, is dependent on whether it has arrived in its commodity phase of its social
life, whether it is a good commodity candidate, and whether it has the right
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The occupation has been topic of discussion for quite a number of collectors in various collection roles. Some, like Uncle
Fung, just wanted things to be orderly while others were very much agreeing with what was happening in the city. Others,
however, simply did not have the time to worry about it altogether.
162
Ah-hou, who has made some arrangements with shops just around the corner, also explains that the Movement made it more
difficult for her to get from A to B. Like Ah-ming, she brings her cardboard to a shop that – to her knowledge – cheats the least.
Yet, it requires her to travel quite a distance while she also needs to cross a few main roads. The Occupy blocking a number of
key roads, had affected her in this way.
163
Of course, Hong Kong has now come to a system where it is accepted that when a shop throws cardboard on the pavement,
someone will probably pick it up. Cardboard is, therefore, not thrown out in the same way as domestic waste or litter.
164
Besides the earlier mentioned capacities that the collectors may or may not have in dealing with certain matter.
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'commodity context'. Certainly, in capitalist societies such as Hong Kong, many
things are at different stages of their social lives at the right kind of point in the right
kind of context, the right kind of candidate for exchange. Yet, in the case of
discarded matter and things that have been made redundant, their exchangeability
also seems to depend on the willingness (or necessity) of individuals to turn it into a
commodity. Rather, the exchangeability of cardboard or discarded refrigerators
initially only exists in what could be called a sub-economy of trash: an economy that
not everyone would be willing or needing to be part of. This sub-economy, however,
is tied to the general economy in certain moments of exchange. That is, "things" are
lifted out of the sub-economy back into the cycle of production and consumption by
the very hands of those who pick it up from streets and deliver it to recycling shops.
Between the exchangeability of "things-in-motion", their instantaneous appearance in
the streets, and the potential necessity of people to make some instant cash, scraps
may or may not make it back into the general economy.
Further, between the value of the things and materials that are collected in
this way, and the kind of exchanges that happen based on it, Arjun Appadurai (1986:
8) sees politics emerge. Particularly in urban contexts where "the commodity" is of
distinct importance, such politics play out in very specific and complex ways –
between value and exchange and, thus, between various actants: between "things"
and the subjects who carry out their exchange.165 In the case of this study, the kind of
"politics" that Appadurai aims at, surface in those relations that allow, for instance,
165

These relations consequently also involve other "things" that are not exchanged but that are used in order to facilitate the
exchange – equipments and transportation devices, for instance. This is the terrain of DeLanda's (2006) assemblage theory and
Latour's (2004) Actor-Network theory which both revisit the organisation of the contemporary social world (and the city most
prominently) based on assemblages of things, people, skills, tools etc. forming in Latour's concept a "social" that is not a
domain or a realm, but 'a very peculiar movement of re-association and reassembling' (Latour 2004: 7).
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Uncle Mok and Ah-ming to get recyclable materials in exchange for their labour
towards the ridding of discards of no value. Or from those relations that allow Ah-fei
to get Styrofoam boxes in return for her help in carrying new deliveries. Obviously,
when Appadurai wrote his The Social Life of Things (1988), he was not exactly (or
specifically) thinking of commodities in the form of "rejects" or "scraps". Yet, as
cultural anthropologist David Boarder Giles (2014: 97) proposes with regards to the
phenomenon of dumpster diving, modern cities behold a large 'social afterlife of
things' where social relations between things and people define value and invite
exchange in and beyond the sub-economy of trash. The kind of afterlife Giles
describes, though, is a social life based on what he elsewhere calls 'would be waste'
(Giles 2011). Quite a number of things that the collectors in this section deal with,
however, never exactly become 'would be waste' as the way in which the urban
society is structured already anticipates certain collection of rejects as potential
commodities (cardboard, metal) including the necessary cheating and "turning into
commodity" (as in the dismantling of old refrigerators, the piling up of Styrofoam
boxes, or the stripping plastic-coated wires) this involves.
Uncle Poon – from the above examples – seems to be partaking in the most
vibrant "social afterlife of things" as he engages in numerous relations upon the
moments in which he finds said things. Indeed, in an embrace of the instantaneous,
he – however not "intuitively", but rather "calculatively" (and based on accumulated
skills and experiences, as he indicated himself) – roams the streets in search of a
good catch. In the moment he finds something, a system of relations unfolds towards
a different kind of categorising and ordering. Whether it involves the stripping of
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electrical wires or a sense of surprise after finding something more unique, this is
where, as Appadurai (1986: 5) states, from a theoretical perspective 'human actors
encode things with significance, [but] from a methodological point of view it are the
things-in-motion that illuminate their human and social context'. Indeed, Uncle
Poon's social context is shaped by things that occur at an instant which are – due to
their attached significance – subsequently distributed to certain places and outlets.
In the following section, I do not sketch the entirety of the social network of
rejects that emerges from the presence and consequent collection of recyclable and
second-hand materials. Instead, as I mentioned in the introduction, I zero in on the
story of one collector in particular. Ah-lai – a contracted collector and not (really) a
recyclable picker – operates between the kind of visuality Tika works towards and
that visual-social space constructed by the kind of perspectives mentioned above.
Ah-lai's story (again supported by fragments of other collectors' stories) – and the
visual implications it delivers – elaborates therefore first the way in which she
reconsiders certain objects that she collects. The subsequent section, then, focuses on
how she engages with the places in which she finds herself. It amplifies how such
places are shaped not only by the relations between herself and the things she
collects, but also between herself and others who are part of the same 'choreography
of material and human relations' (Hawkins 2011: 8).
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5.2 Things
Ah-lai smiles as she holds up her "new" purple headphones, found in a garbage bag.
She has been working, for years, as a formal collector on the same few blocks in the
Yau Ma Tei/Mong Kok area. Her duty is to empty the bins located at most corners
along her route, as well as to clear the pavement of litter and other rubbish. She is
lucky, she says, because her area is not that busy. She mostly collects trash dumped
in the streets from the buildings and litter from passers-by. Working the evening
shift, only after dinnertime the restaurants will start dumping garbage, which is when
she has to work a bit harder. While it is not possible to work double shifts in the
same area, as mentioned in the previous chapter, Ah-lai works a morning shift
elsewhere. This means that (if she is lucky enough to claim her one holiday) she
works six days per week, from 7am until just after 11pm. And even if she has already
made her last round and her area is entirely cleared of rubbish and litter, she has to
wait until it is 11pm before she can return her trolley to the station.
When we first met Ah-lai, about two years ago, she was using an old mobile
phone on which we could call her to arrange meetings, but later her friend had given
her a new, second-hand smartphone. Since, she's been watching Thai (music) videos
on Youtube, during her breaks. It has been more difficult to reach her, also, because
besides her not knowing exactly how to answer her phone as it does not have a Thai
language option, she usually switches it off, to save battery.166 Regardless, she has
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Her interests in Youtube videos made her more prone to help me make video recordings of her work. Even though Ah-lai
had indicated that she was keen to help in the project, there were times when she would be untraceable for weeks and seemed
either less interested to carry the project further, or preoccupied with other things. Of course, I would usually know where to
find her, as she always works the same shifts, but she had indicated that it was only possible to meet on specific days, when the
government officer who patrols her area is not around. Respecting this request and her job as a collector, it has therefore been
rather difficult to make appointments and find moments to talk. There was also a time when Ah-lai was not working her shift at
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taken around a camera various times, recording, besides the things she does and finds
during her walks around her blocks, also the things she sees during her breaks. Once
she strolled with the camera around the Temple Street market – not far from where
she works – capturing various objects and other gadgets displayed for sale (Figure
5.1). When we discussed this video clip in one of our interviews, she explained that
she usually only goes there to have a look around. For her it is unnecessary to make
any purchases as she can 'simply find it in the streets'. Although her choice to record
the market is only coincidental, it does symbolise (or "preview") a crucial point that
this dissertation is working towards, namely that between the visibility and
invisibility of things and their rejection, there is the market – something that will be
aesthetically synthesised in the next chapter when "collector-of-all-sorts" Shandong
Lou takes the lead in suggesting new (rather, reversed) ways of doing and making
things visible.

all, which – as she later explained – was because she had resigned from her job because she was not given her 1-day holiday in
weeks, due to a shortage of collectors. Her manager had asked her back, however, and she agreed because it would provide her
with a bonus on top of her salary, as some months later the contractor responsible for her area was due to change.
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Figure 5.1: Temple Street Market, Yau Ma Tei (by Ah-lai, May 2014).

Ah-lai explains that she does not own much, but that God helps at times. This
is how she got her new headphones: just as her old headphones had broken down,
she came across this new pair. She laughs when she tells us with a passion that could
be perceived as pride, that also her trousers and hoodie are picked up from the
streets. It just comes to her as she is working. Then she pulls out her phone and
shows us some photos of a plant that grows somewhere along the route of her
morning shift; a plant with a bunch of courgette-like vegetables growing on it that
were just there for her to take. A gesture at the sky explains the rest, while the next
photo features the same vegetables placed on a wooden table, at her friend's house.
These vegetables are not the only still-eatable foods that she has found in the streets.
Once, she found an entire chicken, probably dumped by a restaurant, which she also
ended up sharing with her friend. Yet, sometimes – especially after festivals such as
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Ching Ming – Ah-lai comes across foods that she chooses not to take home. A
dedicated Christian, she respects other religions and although she is required to clean
up the food left at street shrines, she would not consume it herself. 'You never know,
I don't want to upset anyone', she explains.
Besides the more unique finds such as the headphones or the chicken, Ah-lai
collects recyclables (Figure 5.2 and 5.3), however not always for herself. As she has
demonstrated in one of her videos, she keeps cans apart when she comes across
them. She never explained whether, during her morning shift in Kwun Tong, she
delivers these cans to the recyclable shop herself. Yet, in the Mong Kok/Yau Ma Tei
area, she normally collects and delivers cardboard for an elderly lady from the
neighbourhood (I detail this in the next section). Collecting cans and cardboard are,
as mentioned earlier, practices that many formal collectors take on. Indeed, while
people like Uncle Fung or Tika do (most possibly due to their stronger financial
situations) not perform waste separation, other collectors have quite naturally
adapted to it and organised their garbage trolleys accordingly. As Ah-lai has shown
in her video, she routinely keeps cans aside. Clearly, to her, some of the things she
collects are not considered useless or valueless. She takes a closer look and decides
on whether to send it to the dump or find a way to reuse it.
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Figure 5.2: Separating cans, Kwun Tong (by Ah-lai, June 2014).

Figure 5.3: Separating cans, Kwun Tong (by Ah-lai, June 2014).
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Two formal collectors who have found a place to rest in the alley right behind
one of Mong Kok's busiest streets – "the men in the alley"167 – have come to view
their "collectables" in a similar fashion. One of them, specifically, looks a bit more
closely at the things he comes across: for potential redistribution. In the alley, he
keeps a bag for charity and in collaboration with a few other collectors, he also keeps
a pile of cardboard which one of them would deliver to the recycling shop after their
shift. Further, a friendly minibus driver has asked him to keep aside any discarded
plants that he finds. According to the collector, the driver's house is full of them.
And, one day, just before his lunch break when we usually visit him for a chat, a lady
dropped by the alley to ask him if he happened to have found any shoes that she
could wear, upon which he started looking through a separate garbage bag in which
he keeps things that he thinks are still of use.168 Indeed, a relative number of formal
collectors do not just deliver collected garbage to refuse collection stations. They
pick things up for alternative distributions, mostly cardboard however.169 They
would often make sure to keep those things – like the men in the alley – out of sight.
Indeed, in light of their assigned roles in keeping to a certain aesthetics of control, all
that does not fit this aesthetics happens in less visible locations.
One day, we found Ah-lai sitting on the pavement, searching through a
garbage bag. Admittedly, this confronted my own expectations of Ah-lai's position in
the urban society. And this confrontation had, both, to do with how I expect certain
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Although we became quite familiar with these two men, we never found out their names.
While he did try to give her a pair of children's shoes – which obviously did not fit – he added, as she took off emptyhandedly, that he did not trust the women and thought that she would sell the shoes on as second-hand commodity.
169
In market areas, the reverse also happens where fruit stall owners sometimes give collectors fruit that would otherwise go to
waste. Indeed, those things redundant to some, foster relations between people. Not just on the basis of their intended disposal
as exemplified in the way Uncle Mok or Ah-fei collect materials, but on the basis of their possibilities.
168
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kinds of people to pick certain kinds of trash in certain kinds of ways, and with how I
apparently still perceive of trash – or rather of the contents of garbage bags – as
something dirty and objectionable. Even though I insist on questioning modern life
and its excesses – on challenging the imaginary that attempts to render invisible that
what is instituted to be ever-persistent – and despite my intention of taking seriously
(and treating as "collaborators") those people who handle trash at the level of the
streets, I have caught myself perceiving of society following a 'social order that [has
predetermined] the capacities and possibilities of all those within' it (Yepes 2014:
42). This is an order that, when extending it beyond the distribution of the roles of
people in society and the forms of exclusion that come with it, excludes trash too. In
fact, I feel intimidated by garbage bags and rubbish bins, and refuse of which I do
not know its origin. Environmental concerns and issues with the extravagance of
modern life put aside, at the core of my project lies also personal bewilderment
induced by an overload of unwanted matter that particularly engages the visual and
sensible registers. Encountering Ah-lai searching through the garbage bag helped me
realise become aware of this, yet it also contributed to my assumption that – indeed –
a curatorial inquiry could service to revisit, visually and sensibly, the order/disorder
dichotomy that feeds through the experience of “sensing” trash.
Returning to this moment in which Ah-lai picked through the bag, she
recovered a plastic food container and some hair products, to take home. As she was
exploring its contents, she explained to us how she validates different items. If they
look 'clean, new, and useful', she will take them home to sell, keep, or to send to her
family in Thailand. She added that normally she would take off her uniform when
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doing it, as formal collectors are not accepted to "pick trash" and she is surveilled on
most days. Without her uniform, however, she 'could be anyone'. Ah-lai, in this way,
visually negotiates a coinciding of the order of organised waste work and the order of
the value of things. That is, she manoeuvres "visually" between her duty as a formal
garbage collector and the possibility of being "anyone else". An approach the men in
the alley have equally taken on, however not by blending into the masses, but by
keeping themselves and their alternative practices of redistribution out of sight.
So, while usually sending the contents of street bins and other litter to the
nearby refuse collection station as she is contracted to do, some things that are left
for trash in the streets Ah-lai picks up as possibilities, consequently validating them
based on whether they look "new" and "clean". She renegotiates things and their
scheduled distribution by means of a visual examining of the contents of a bag that
represents the unwanted. And from that location, she carries them to new
destinations: in the case of recovered soda cans, simply to the recycling shop; in the
case of the chicken, to a dinner with her friend; and in the case of the headphones, to
daily enjoyment of Thai music videos. More interestingly, however, she revisits the
prescribed divide between filth and society, which challenges how modern society is
organised. As the modern urban imaginary of tidiness eliminates all that is littered,
wasted, and trashed – for that it is disorderly, unhygienic, unwanted: “filth” – and
while in the urban spectacle "the new" and "the shiny" and the collective longing
they ignite, suffice big profits and ignore the environmental damage such spectacle
generates – Ah-lai revisits that what is presumed "filth" by looking at whether it is
actually "filthy" (as well as, of course, whether it is valuable or useful). She follows,
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in this way of looking, a similar modern system in which "filth" is unwanted, yet her
perspective onto trash is not one from a distance, like Tika's. Ah-lai looks at trash
from closer by and in doing so manages to reconsider and redistribute certain aspects
of the lot. What this means in the context of the social life of things, then, is that Ahlai, on her own account, recognises that certain trash items have arrived in their
commodity phase, while they make good commodity candidates. Or, rather, she
releases (certain) ex-commodities (Appadurai 1986: 15) of their "ex" in moments
when she has made herself "invisible" to her superiors (not wearing her uniform).

5.3 Places
In the evening hours, Ah-lai can often be found at a street corner halfway along her
route in Yau Ma Tei: it is the place where she usually takes her breaks. She chose
this corner because there is enough space to park her trolley and there are enough
people around to notice should someone intend on stealing it in a moment when she
is not around. She also keeps a plastic stool there, to sit on. And she hides found
objects for personal use on the roadside near the fence. Regularly, friends drop by to
meet her – her good friend works an evening shift in Jordan and often visits her.170 In
the daytime, however, the street corner is used by Po Po, a Yau Ma Tei resident who
collects cardboard. She gets it from shops around the street corner. Ah-lai often
meets Po Po at the start of her shift. They have a small chat and since Po Po has
difficulty walking, Ah-lai frequently picks up recyclables for her on her way to her
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They met during work, both Thai and dedicated Christians, they now also try to go to church together on Sundays.
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corner (See Figure 5.4-5.6). Also, because she has a trolley, she often takes Po Po's
cardboard to the recycling shop later in the evening (again without wearing her
uniform, of course). The recycling shop is a five-minute walk away and Ah-lai can
usually find time to pop around. In return, Po Po will sometimes bring Ah-lai
something to eat. Besides Po Po, also Uncle Wong (mentioned in the opening
paragraph of this chapter) occasionally receives help from Ah-lai. His wife
occasionally calls her to ask if she can come and help move some garbage bags from
buildings when there are too many for him to deal with by himself. All having been
doing their individual collection work for quite a number of years, they have become
familiar with each other, while the street corner has become a vital place for their
exchanges and relations to unfold.

Figure 5.4: Meeting Po Po at the street corner (by Ah-lai, June 2014).
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Figure 5.5: Meeting Po Po at the street corner (by Ah-lai, June 2014).

Figure 5.6: Meeting Po Po at the street corner (by Ah-lai, June 2014).
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The alley where the two formal collectors had made their space for resting
and for redistributing cardboard and 'would be waste' (Giles 2011) is another of those
places. In their case – working in much busier Mong Kok – it had to be a place
where they could negotiate and redistribute (re)valued things within the aesthetics of
control, away from the controlling eye of their superiors as well as away from the
gazing eye of the public. In fact, some other collectors in the area explained that their
managers allow them to take a rest during their shifts, but preferably out of sight of
the general public. Alleys, then, are the most logical places to find such retreat –
especially in densely populated locales such as Mong Kok. The alleys are also often
used for the storing of collected materials, therefore – by formal collectors as well as
recyclable collectors. Indeed, Ah-man keeps her collected cardboard on her trolley in
an alleyway in Central for the night, before delivering it to the recycling shop in the
morning. And Ah-ming does the same after she is finished collecting cardboard in
Mong Kok. However, as these collectors like to keep their cardboard hidden away in
back alleys, hoping that no one would steal it, others – for the same reason – choose
to keep their trolleys parked in plain view, like Ah-lai at her corner. And like Uncle
Lei, who also works around the Fa Yuen Street market as a “lap sap lou” (

)–

a garbage man collecting garbage from buildings. He prefers to keep his trolley
parked on the side of the road so that passers-by can spot potential thieves.
Further, as certain locations in the city allow for collected things to either be
visible or invisible, as argued above, and while collectors and the relationships they
forge with other people from their areas – colleagues, other collectors, "gaai fong" (
) – through the things they collect and in the routine of their work, some places
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are also subject to negative relations between people, due to a certain visibility of
trash. Ah-fei – at the corner of the wet market – has been in conflict with government
officers over how she keeps her "collectables". In brief, she was perceived as a
nuisance (or, at least she felt that she was). To accommodate the government
officers’ concern (and her own worries about potential future complaints), therefore,
Ah-fei now attaches – every day – a plastic bag to the fence between the sidewalk
and the road, for people's litter. And at the end of the day, she waits until a nearby
shop closes so that she can store her collected Styrofoam boxes in front of its door,
making sure that her corner is empty and spotless clean by the time she leaves the
market. Indeed, while earning only little from the Styrofoam boxes (and from the
occasional plastic that she also collects171), she has found a way to manage her
position at the street corner. Between government's expectations of tidiness, a
necessary view of the road for when delivery trucks arrive, and the market's
provisions of Styrofoam boxes as well as the fish shop owner's contribution of plastic
ropes to tie the boxes together, she has found (and founded) her own small node in
the social network of things and people, in the physical space of the that particular
street corner. The corner being – in Ah-fei's extended social network – also a place
where she meets with her sister who lives nearby, and with other relatives who either
work at the market or, too, live in the neighbourhood.172
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Most collectors do not bother to collect plastic, but Ah-po has come to know a small NGO in the area who come and collect
plastic in exchange for food, every Tuesday morning. They give out various kinds of food, but usually rice or cooking oil.
172
The social relations that Ah-fei's corner beholds, however, are not only economic in nature. Ah-fei has been connected to the
wet market even from before it was a market. As she often explains, before the reclamation of the western parts of Mong Kok,
the main road that leads past it used to be the harbour-side. And where now the fish shops are, there used to be boat repair
shops. When she was young, she worked and lived on the boats near the harbour. However, as more land got reclaimed, she –
together with a number of other boat dwellers – moved to shore. Some of them opened fish shops in hawker stalls at first. Now,
some of those hawker shops have moved into the fixed shops.
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Uncle Mok, finally, as per the introductory paragraph of this dissertation, has
a prime location for accumulating and distributing cardboard and is always rushing
to handle his piles rapidly, in fear of complaints. His fear is not unfounded as he is
regularly scolded by angry collectors – or worse – their managers. He suspects,
however, that some of the complaints are based on jealousy: everyone can see that he
is getting a lot of cardboard. He would have helped me taking videos if it was not for
his fear of attracting unnecessary attention. That is, in his kind of position – at the
heart of the market surrounded by many people – he wants to stay as low-key as
possible. Every now and then, he even notices people whom he thinks are tourists
taking photos of him, which he does not mind but finds specifically peculiar. In the
end, he is “only doing a simple job”. Ah-ming, managing similar relations with
cardboard suppliers in a busy street in Mong Kok, also expressed, as mentioned
before, that she is fearful of complaints. Both Uncle Mok and Ah-ming can be seen
to manage relations not only based on potential exchange, but based on a complex
situation involving the visuality of trash; rather, based on the visual-political realm in
which they operate. Politics, therefore, do not only emerge in the relation between
value and exchange. Politics arise between the visibility and invisibility of "things"
in particular places; between order and disorder as presented in the general
distribution of the sensible; between trash and society. Compared to other forms of
street obstruction (such as on-street commercial activities), scavenging activities and
recyclable accumulation in Hong Kong have been reported relatively minimally.173
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In 2012, 333 complains were filed against scavenging activities, 542 verbal warnings and 260 notices were issued, while
only 5 prosecutions were instituted. Among those five – as I will explain in the next chapter – was Shandong Lou (HKSAR
2013c). In comparison, with regards to commercial activities and publicity campaigns of organisations 2,543 complaints were
received, 36 verbal warnings were issued and 4,492 prosecutions were instituted (Ibid).
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Further, in light of what the government refers to as "environmental hygiene", fines
sent out based on such scavenging activities can be counted on one hand (HKSAR
2013a). Yet, in the everyday situation of such places where recycled or recovered
things are found (or kept) in plain view by the hands of collectors, concerns about
potential (informal) complaints are nevertheless present.174
This section (and the entire chapter) has helped indicate that the imagined
boundary between trash and society is not a definite line, nor the glass of a mirror in
the suggestion that trash is the looking glass onto society. The boundary between
trash and society is a visual-material realm. It is a realm that exists in and around
dedicated places (such as streets, street corner, alleys, the city) in which relations
between order and disorder (as well as valuable and valueless, useful and useless) are
negotiated following ways of seeing, doing and making that are either informed by
the form of control that Tika and other formal collectors answers to, or by the idea
that trash has potential value – an idea that feeds through social networks of trash,
grounded in particular places in the city. In response to the suggestion that
globalisation contributes to an eroding of places by means of its fluidity (Cresswell
2004: 53) – which can be related to the modern aspirations towards tidy cities as they
ensure a 'smooth running of things' (Žižek, 2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781) –Doreen
Massey (1991) suggests that places are not to be understood in terms of fixities and
boundaries because that would disregard 'the specificity of people's mobility'
(Cresswell 2004: 71). Massey (1991: 28) recognises that the geography of social
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In the next chapter, however, I elaborate the aesthetic considerations of the visibility and invisibility of trash in particular
places, when Shandong Lou takes the lead. Although similarly working towards some monetary gain, he expands his collection
practices towards true aesthetic appreciations that speak to the kind of redistribution of the sensible that Rancière (2004)
advertises.
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relations is changing and 'each "place" can be seen as a particular, unique point of the
intersection of their relations'. The visually informed moments at which collectors
and trash (and collectors and other collectors) "meet" in the streets, then, contribute
to the articulation of said places. They also help to give insight into the larger "place"
of "trash": the modern city. Ah-lai's street corner – practically speaking – gives her
just enough privacy to feel comfortable taking a rest, while it is open enough to keep
to some form of social control when she is absent. Yet, it is most significantly and
particularly ordinarily a place defined by a small but repeating moment in the social
network of trash when certain things and people meet and negotiate exchange.
These kind of exchanges between things and people in a social network of
what could be called society’s rejects (as trash is unwanted also many of the people
engaged in its collection have been made redundant is some way) have been
acknowledged by a few artists in Hong Kong. Tintin Wulia175, whom I referred to in
the introduction, tapped into the processes of cardboard collection around Central’s
footbridges, not only observing the moments in which exchanges happen, but
following through the entire route cardboard takes between initial collection and
transnation shipment. Artist Jaffa Lam, further, has not only acknowledged how in
Hong Kong social networks of rejects exist. She has actively intervened in the
region’s situation of production by (re)establishing what could be understood as a
broken network of things and people. Jaffa Lam is a sculptor who mainly works with
recycles materials, often wood and fabric. Many of her projects are related to societal
issues and current affairs, exploring local culture (Artist Biography 2015). She has
175

She is not officially based in Hong Kong. She was born and raised in Indonesia and is currently based in Australia, yet
working internationally with Hong Kong being one of the places she often passes through.
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been working as an artist in Hong Kong for close to fifteen years, while she – eager
to make more valuable contributions – also teaches at various universities and at the
Hong Kong Art School. In her engagement with societal issues, she comes to her
own unique way of “unordering the sensibles”, which is why the next section
presents some of her work in dialogue with the ethnography.

5.4 On Relations
The first time I spoke with Jaffa Lam, she made it very clear that – particularly in the
beginning of her career as a conceptual artist, a sculptor – her choice to work with
scrap materials (wood, more specifically) had a very practical (economic) reason and
was not intended to make a point about recycling. Further, living and working in
Hong Kong, with only limited studio space, recycling – for most sculptors and other
artists who work three-dimensionally – is quite necessary. Lam would, due to a lack
of space, reuse the materials of old artworks and, to the most, dismantle them for
more compact storage. Later on in her career, further, she started purposefully
making smaller works altogether. Returning to the collection of materials for her
work, still better off than recyclable collectors in the streets, she would make sure not
to compete with those people collecting trash for a living. She would rather buy
scraps off them – or off recycling shops and wood workshops – than pick it up from
the streets and unfairly compete with those who would collect to sustain themselves.
This kind of awareness of existing urban processes and networks, or production
cycles (social lives of things, perhaps), lies at the base of much of her work.
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From all the artists I have spoken with in the past year, Jaffa Lam has
understood most sincerely that the everyday of a city like Hong Kong beholds social
networks of things and people; social networks that are also part of, among other
things, cycles of production and disposal. In her ongoing project "Micro Economy"
(since 2009) – which involves a series of works mostly made out of recycled fabric
and wood – she collaborates with the Hong Kong Women Workers' Society. More
specifically, Lam works with women who used to work in Hong Kong's garment
industry in the 1970s and 1980s, but were, upon the exodus of manufacturing
companies from Hong Kong, displaced from their jobs. The works that come out of
the "Micro Economy" project – the first of which was a parachute made out of
recycled umbrella fabric (Figure 5.7) – commemorate the garment workers and
reminds audiences of Hong Kong's working class that has contributed to the
acceleration of the city's economy. The choice in material and craft, and the
collaboration with the women, supports the industry 'spiritually and economically'
(Lee 2013: 9), while it also 'reflects on the process of production and discard' (Ibid).
As I mentioned in the introduction, the process of coming to these works is perhaps
as important as the final products, however the artworks feature all what it is made
up of: skilled sewing (the women who made it); a production cycle (in the
redistribution of old umbrella fabric); and the hand of Jaffa Lam.
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Figure 5.7: Parachute in Shenzhen. By Jaffa Lam in collaboration with garment workers. (Jaffa Lam, 2010).

Creating installations by reproducing urban systems of production (and
discard) or rather, by actively placing "ex-commodities" into an alternative
"commodity phase", Jaffa Lam's work intends aesthetic experiences that are not only
– like the work of the 20th century avant-garde – imagining futures. Her work
involves past, present, and future. It commemorates the past by altering the present
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(the women's displacement from their initial jobs), hinting at something that "could
be" in the future (alternative systems of production). Her installations can be
understood as political, but far from just 'simple form[s] of a meaningful spectacle
that would lead to an "awareness" of the state of the world'176 (Rancière 2011: 59).
Instead, her work intervenes in the 'general distribution of ways of doing and making
as well as in the relationships they maintain to modes of being and forms of
visibility' (Ibid: 9). Further, by the continuation of her Micro Economy project, her
intervention in the distribution of the sensible can be seen to redistribute this very
sensible into the sphere of the everyday, consequently producing alternate aesthetic
experiences in the sphere of the gallery. Yet, in the aesthetico-political realm of the
artwork – in some of her Micro Economy works – she references again the women
who produced the work by adding an old sewing machine or a photograph (Figure
5.8). Lam’s exhibited work, in this way, becomes an alternative kind of "mise en
abyme" in its cyclical construction: past, present, and future are aesthetically and
visually included.

176

This is how Rancière defines bad political art – art that only forms a meaningful spectacle.
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Figure 5.8: Parachute in Shenzhen. By Jaffa Lam in collaboration with garment workers. (Jaffa Lam, 2010).

Like the everyday of recycling that happens on the pavements of urban Hong
Kong, Lam's work involves processes of value and exchange. Yet, instead of
elaborating her own version of the social life of things as they move in and out of
their commodity status, while conceptualising and aestheticising processes of
production and disposal, she takes her project to new articulations of Hong Kong's
situation by redistributing discarded fabric and "redundant" sewing ladies (both "excommodities" in a way) towards a system (or network of relations) in which a
revisited cycle of production becomes a story for a better future. In the ethnographic
account, the systems by which collectors go about their work are still part of the
distribution of the sensible and subject to change based on external factors such as
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new policies177 or the economy178. The kind of "unordering of the sensibles" that
Lam can be seen to propose, however, involves a certain ownership of those
processes of distribution. Lam picks up loose ends in the systems of Hong Kong's
prior and present neoliberal order (rags and jobless sewing ladies) and ties them
together as she takes charge of the system of production in the aesthetic process of
coming to her artworks. This "taking charge" of an existing system (and its aesthetic
production) is key to the thinking of the "unordering of the sensibles" in the context
of the everyday in the streets.
There is another aspect in another work by Jaffa (part of a different project)
that feeds in with those nodes, networks, and relations detailed in the ethnographic
endeavour of this chapter. A collaborative work between Lam and fellow sculptor
Kacey Wong articulates quite distinctly what Hawkins (2011: 8) had called the
'choreography of material and human relations' at stake in the act of scavenging. This
is a choreography of things and people that Ah-shan, Ah-ming, Uncle Mok and other
recyclable collectors had illustrated by revealing their perspectives (and related ways
of doing and making) in the everyday context of trash in Hong Kong. As the
boundary between order and disorder is not a sheer line between two large entities,
but a social, visual, and material realm of things and people (that does not only
equate the social as policed via prescribed binaries such as "valuable/valueless" and
"wanted/unwanted" but corresponds with a social that is constructed in the relations
between its different actants: things and people, but also between places, histories,
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For instance when China introduced its Green Fence policy most plastic dropped out of its commodity phase while collectors
were bound to scavenge and exchange other still "valuable" recyclables.
178
When the value of those things they collect fluctuates.
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and contexts), the following collaborative work of art engages with this realm by
exaggerating its politics.

Figure 5.9: Cardboard Project by Kacey Wong and Jaffa Lam, at Scratch, JCCAC. (Photo courtesy: Kacey Wong,
2009)

The above-featured installation is the result of a collaborative project between
Jaffa Lam and sculptor Kacey Wong.179 They produced the work together some
years ago, in collaboration with a number of cardboard collectors. It investigates
meanings of urban survival and value in the sub-economy of Hong Kong. It hints at
179

Kacey Wong is an established conceptual artists – a sculptor mostly, working also visually, ever-inspired by the city of Hong
Kong. As per his biography, his 'experimental art projects investigate the space between men and their living environment with
social intention' (Wong 2015).
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the competition over cardboard in the streets of Hong Kong, while the variety in
height of the three piles, mirrors the Hong Kong skyline against which the cardboard
collection plays out. Even though its concept was to make, literally, a meaningful
spectacle – addressing its political signification in a highly readable way
(competition, "cheating", contrast with Hong Kong's wealthy skyline, survival) –
sensibly there is something rather uncanny about the work. Although in the real this
would have come across more clearly180, the artwork involved a sprinkler installation
that – just like what happens in the streets (however manually) – sprayed water over
the cardboard, to add weight. While the continuous spraying of water made it more
difficult for the audience to see the piles of cardboard on show, it can be understood
to have "over-spectacularised" the installation towards what Rancière (2013: 59)
would describe as 'radical uncanniness'. Uncanniness in political art, Rancière (Ibid)
explains, forces the right kind of conflict between the political meaning and its
potential destruction, which is what contributes to a revisiting of the sensible or
perceptual world. Rather, to Rancière, a mismatch between the political message and
radical uncanniness is necessary for a piece of political art to be able to contribute to
the redistribution of the ways in which the sensible world is perceived.
Such "uncanniness" can be found across Kacey Wong's work, which often
leads to pieces that convey some kind of uncomfortable humour. His work is often
made out of recyclable materials but, like Jaffa Lam, his choice for using these
materials in his work is not based on any urgency in making a point about recycling.
Artworks need their own concepts and meanings, he argues. Seeing value in the
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I describe this installation following Kacey Wong's describtion, in an interview.
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discarded, however, his "Remake" series includes a range of works made out of
recycled wood and other discarded objects, some of which explore the meaning (and
use-value) of garbage directly, however others extend towards bigger themes such as
Hong Kong as imagined ideal city and its conflicted relations with the Chinese
Mainland. "House of Red. House of Blue" (2014), for instance, was an installation in
the form of a pavilion, representing the political transformation of Hong Kong.
Inside the pavilion, which was a tunnel made out of burnt wood that visitors could
walk through, a series of "red books" were presented ("dangerous books" with
propagandistic sentiments). Wong explains in his accompanying video (Wong 2014)
that his intention was to "foreshadow" what Hong Kong can become, if people are
not careful: something "burnt to the ground", something "death", something
"uneasy". The work was exhibited in Kwun Tong – a place up for redevelopment,
towards a second Central Business District – which seems an appropriate place for
audiences to think about the potential death Hong Kong. It is one of many works in
which Kacey Wong makes grand political statements. The fact that it is made out of
trash materials is – to his own opinion – only secondary to the concept. Regardless,
while this possible dystopic future of Hong Kong is in its meaning not a world of
trash but one of potential wrong, Wong did indicate that the materials with which it
is constructed need to come naturally to the work, they need to fit. In this way,
recycled products do matter as they are most fitted to forecast a dystopic future.181
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While the avant-garde artists of the 1960s produced such worlds towards potential utopias, Kacey Wong – a contemporary
artist – has not only surpassed the focus on the everyday and the ordinary (as still explored in his earlier Cardboard Project), he
curved into the other extreme by imagining a dystopia.
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Both installations – the cardboard project and “House of Red. House of Blue”
can be perceived to engage in an “unordering of the sensibles”. Wong’s political
piece revisits the present as a moment under potential threat as he shapes an aesthetic
experience of the future at the centre of a neighbourhood that is due to transform into
(distributed to become) another site for spectacle and transnational mobility – a
Central Business District. The cardboard project, and the way in which it was
produced, addresses another kind of "unordering of the sensibles" as it borrows from
(and represents) existing modern and sub-economic systems of exchange. While it
"over-spectacularises" certain aspects of its politics (the sprinkling of water), its
implied production cycle lifts this work out of the representational regime. As
Rockhill (2011: 55) phrases it, following Rancière's "politics of aesthetics":
[F]or art to be political, it does not have to directly cause political action in any rarefied
sense. Aesthetic practices qua social practices participate in sculpting collectivities in more or
less direct and active ways. Art can inform, satirise, indoctrinate, give a sense of belonging,
intervene, mobilise, raise questions, transform perception and expression, organise
collectivities, experiment, etc. This is the veritable "politics of art," or more specifically, the
social politicity of aesthetic practices. The politics of art only makes sense within a social
field in which art is recognised as a communal phenomenon that circulates and is received in
diverse ways.

The working together with collectors towards the production of this installation (a
part of the production process Lam has explained she took charge of) reveals its
potential "unordering" as it engages its politics on its own command. This is a way of
working that Jaffa can be seen to have developed further in her Micro-Economy
work. Indeed, by acknowledging and taking charge of (informal) social networks of
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things and people aesthetically, Jaffa Lam (and to a certain extent also Kacey Wong)
suggest ways to redistribute (“unorder”, rather) the sensible(s).

5.4 Conclusion
Trash in the streets and on the pavement is categorised as "matter out of place"
(Douglas 2002: 41) – something external to society – which orders formal collectors
to pick it up quickly, to be consequently transported via refuse collection stations to
dumpsites. However, as Ah-lai and the other collectors in this chapter help
understand, in the everyday of rejected matter in Hong Kong, such a category does
not suffice to connect to the social, material, and visual realities it is designed to
distribute: not because certain things are mistakenly labelled "trash" for that someone
put them in a garbage bag and dumped it in the streets, but because trash and people
are part of divergent social networks that are based on variant relations between
them. Indeed, while "trash" has come to be labelled as "other" (Morrison 2013: 464)
in the dominant narratives of modern life, socially, materially, and visually it takes
on a far more generative role in urban life (Deitering 2008) precisely due to its
instantaneous character. I write, therefore, not about trash alone. Rather, I take trash
to be, as indicated in Chapter 2, as anything that has been abandoned. Many of those
individual trash items that I have highlighted – based on collectors' "views" – in the
current chapter, are things that might be considered "thrown away" or "rejected" (by
others) but are not trash in the sense of dregs or crap. While the formal collectors that
I have come to know work with "lap sap" (

) – rubbish – or, as the name of the

collection stations suggest, refuse, many of them actually came to talk about objects
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that did not go to refuse collection stations; things that, perhaps unexpectedly,
plunged into their commodity phase as structured in the sub-economy of trash.
In this chapter, I moved away from binarisms such as trash/society and
nature/culture, based on which the modern condition is produced and procured in
Bauman's interpretation and based on which formal collectors seem to be instructed
to move trash out of sight. Further, while it is often argued that trash is 'the B side of
society' as in 'a mirror where we can look to understand our consumerist and
capitalist society' (Mazón 2014), the "other side" of the production and consumption
of things actually regards an entire "world" of its own. In this "world", presumed
"filth" is in the visual events that occur between (formal) collectors and trash not
always already the "other". There is no necessary boundary between "trash" and
"treasure" either, even though Ah-lai delivers most of the trash she collects to the
station for landfilling. Trash is always a possibility; a possibility that many informal
collectors live of; a possibility that Appadurai (1986: 15) refers to as a thing's
moment in its social life where it arrives in its commodity phase, following the right
standards of its commodity candidacy, in the commodity context of – in this case –
the neoliberal city of Hong Kong. In this chapter, thus, I have obscured the binary
system suggested in the modernity thinking of, among others, Bauman (1991, 2000),
by illuminating the social networks of trash in which binarisms are socially and also
visually negotiated in streets and on pavements.
I have, however, not yet arrived at an "unordering" of the trashy aspects of
the everyday as apprehended in the work of street photographer Chan, as the way
trash is viewed by those collectors mentioned in this chapter, is still based on modern
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systems of value and exchange. Instead, I laid out the alternate ordering systems of
unwanted matter in the streets, zeroing in on social relations that are involved in
these systems, and on some of the places that exemplify the place-based context that
envelops such relations. Accepting that "unordering" does not mean "making
disorderly", I dialogued the findings and stories of the ethnographic part of this
chapter with the artistic work of Jaffa Lam and Kacey Wong. Lam’s ongoing project
Micro Economy deals with notions of value and social relations based on discarded
matter and redistributes a fragment of Hong Kong's urban life by reviving a part of
its history – the heydays of the garment industry. She proposes a new kind of system
of production based on elements (or loose ends) that Hong Kong's current social
organisation maintains: discards and displaced garment workers. The emphasis in
Lam’s work is not so much on the instantaneous of urban life or on the disorder and
chaos that narratives of order communicate, but on a system of production that she
appropriates towards a redistribution of a fragment of the sensible generally as well
as the aesthetico-political realm of her artworks. Those artworks (and their
exhibitions) symbolise a certain "taking charge" of existing systems of production
aesthetically. They (including the way in which they were produced) introduce
aesthetically – in response to "how things ought to be" in the distribution of the
sensible – "how things can also be" (better?182) in their redistribution, which invites
the third panel of the triptych on trash to focus on such possibilities in the views of
"collector-of-all-sorts" Shandong Lou.

182

This is where her work differences from the second work by Kacey Wong. Where Wong imagines who the future will be if
nothing changes, Lam redistributes the present in order to suggest what could also be in the future.
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{ 6 }

PANEL THREE
Visuality and the Instantaneous
A recycling shop owner in Yau Ma Tei, who had over the years come to collect also
many other rejected objects that could not be traded as raw materials, eventually
opened a second-hand store right next to his other shop. The store is full of old stuff:
shelves of vinyl records, random people's family portraits in photo frames, ceramics,
old cameras, small furniture items. He explained that, 'Hong Kong is materially rich.
There are a lot of things and, therefore, people easily get rid of them. [...] Jade and
copper have real value, but also things that do not have such value, old toys for
example; they come in shapes you have never seen before! To me, they are priceless.'
Although to a significant degree on a par with the (re)valuing processes in the system
of exchange explored in the previous chapter, this final panel also probes the
"priceless" appeal of things and the ways in which this appeal is visually articulated
in another kind of 'choreography of material and human relations' (Hawkins 2011: 8).
In the first panel, Tika worked towards a public aesthetic that is imagined to
be vital to modern society yet which is, as also Hawkins (2007: 3348) argued, linked
to 'political order and civic consciousness'. Tika and the other formal collectors
displayed an aesthetics of control that does not service to preserve order but
continuously works towards an undoing of disorder. As Hawkins (Ibid) argued,
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'[s]ecreting waste away [...] has become fundamental to the maintenance of distinctly
modern classifications and boundaries and distinctly modern ways of being'. This is
how modern society is distributed to be and, as Bauman (1991, 2000) argued, a way
of being that is inevitably impossible to retain. The angle onto streets that orders an
instant rendering invisible of trash wrangles with the kind of aesthetic realm the
street photographer – engaged with the "lived experience" of the city – captures.
Chan's exhibition of fragments of urban life offers the idea of an "unordering" of the
aesthetic experience of modern life, therefore, in the form of an intuitive responding
to the instantaneous. The previous chapter, further, amplified the alternative streetlevel distribution of trash and the politics that are involved in the (re)valuing of
particular types of rejects. This distribution as elucidated in the ways in which Ah-lai
and other collectors view the things they find, identifies a social network of things
and people that is still to be understood in relation to the general distribution of the
sensible. In line with such systems of "ordering", contingent on the politics between
value and exchange, sculptor Jaffa Lam has forged a way of working, and reshaped a
fragment of the sensible generally, that can be taken to propose an "unordering of the
sensibles" based on the appropriation of an existing process of modern production.
Her new model of production allows alternative ways of being modern in the context
of Hong Kong. In recognition of these previous chapters and their engagement with
the order of modern urban life, this last panel, then, employs an aesthetic perspective
onto the (re)valuing systems of trash at the level of the everyday.
As defined in the opening paragraph, certain rejected things that still have (or
do not have) the opportunity to cycle into their commodity phase, are not just seen to
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be valuable183 in the sense of their potential exchange in the (sub-)economy of
discards but are also specifically appreciated visually. In this chapter, then, I examine
possibilities of an alternative aesthetic experience of "trash" by taking on the
perspectives of "collector-of-all-sorts" Shandong Lou. Shandong Lou sees
opportunity in close to everything he finds. He is an experienced trash collector: a
scavenger of sorts as well as a sāu máaih lóu and usually carries out his work, like
many of the previously mentioned collectors, at a dedicated street corner. He
recycles pretty much everything there is to recycle and has become, therefore, his
own node in a range of social network(s) of trash where discarded things are adopted
back into the system of production and consumption. Shandong Lou has recorded
over four hours of video, which are rich in content and present the people he meets,
how he makes his way around his area in search of things to collect, while he has
also captured a variety of other things that have attracted his attention. Above all, his
recordings give insight into a different way of looking at, and handling, discarded
matter and the urban setting within which it appears. More so than the other two
panels, a large part of this chapter is therefore organised around his recordings.
'We look at the ground', explained Shandong Lou with regards to his (and
other collectors') angle onto the streets. Yet, in his videos – indeed revealing a
regular 30-degrees angle downwards – he also expresses a specific interest in the
larger visual-material realm of his area of focus; an area in which he has lived and
worked for decades. His recordings, and the kind of angles he takes on, give insight
into the place in which he operates while he visually (and intuitively) combines those
183

By some people in the everyday of the modern city. Of course, this kind of valuing comes with the idiom of "one man's trash
is another man's treasure".
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things that are considered trash and those things that are not trash as he chooses his
shots. In combination with our countless conversations, Shandong Lou allowed us a
glimpse at his visually and materially informed realm of trash and other things in
which he – in a small way – also has a hand in what is visible and what is not; and
what is “visual” and what is not. As Gillian Rose (2012b: 551) suggests 'to look at
bodies, gestures, looks; to look and touch objects; to consider the routine, the
everyday and the exceptional; to consider affect and emotion as well as cognition
and representation [...] to pay attention to people's doings and sayings and to watch
what eventuates in specific places', Shandong Lou presents a most unique array of
ways of seeing, doing and making that in the places where he works contribute to
unique "visual events": events that in some moments also reveal conflicts between
the aesthetics of control and the kind of sensible and aesthetic experience Shandong
Lou helps to "unorder".
The first section of this chapter focuses on a specific location at a specific
time of the day, when a group of people, including Shandong Lou, display their
collected scraps and rags in the form of an informal dawn market against the
background of Central's global market's most iconic contours. As the people exhibit
their collectables, Shandong Lou shares his personal views of these things, indicating
a sense of appreciation of their "priceless" beauty. He and the others at the market
(re)negotiate the visuality of trash in a fragment of urban life in Hong Kong and, in
so doing, they can be seen to suggest an alternative aesthetic division of the sensible
generally. In the second section, then, I depict Shandong Lou's place in the social
network(s) of things and people as he skilfully picks up and redistributes the things
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he finds, while they are also frequently paused "en route" to their new destinations.
Shandong Lou, like street photographer Chan (and like Uncle Poon), lives by the
instantaneous of the modern city. He responds to those things that he comes across as
they come, and concurrently decides on where to send them next. This second
section engages the "instantaneous" and Shandong Lou's ways of dealing with it,
which – as will become clear – can conflict with the general distribution of things
and the kind of aesthetics of control that comes with it. In the third section, finally,
Shandong Lou shares most prominently his visual appreciations of the things he
comes across, seemingly naturally combining views of works of (street)art, pieces of
trash, and any object in-between: to him, they are all valuable.
This third section leads up to a dialogue with the work of Hong Kong artist
Frog King in the subsequent section. As Shandong Lou (and other dawn market
sellers) can be seen to first renegotiate modern categories of "useful/useless",
"unsuited to the public aesthetic/beautiful", and while Shandong Lou's ways of
working consequently reveal a "clash of the instants" (between the need for instant
tidiness and the collections of instant appearances of society's glut on his street
corner), visually (aesthetically, rather) he appreciates both aesthetic184 and rejected
fragments of urban life. At this merging of boundaries towards an “unordering of the
sensible generally”, also Frog King's artistic endeavours, in decades of working
based on the idea of "art is life, life is art" engage in a form of "unordering". While,
in capitalist societies, the market185 often seems to exist between the visibility and

184

In the conventional sense of the word.
Any kind of "market" (a place for selling) – from wet market to antique shops, and from the dawn market to the global
market represented in its contours.
185
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invisibility of things and trash – it decides on when something is to be displayed (for
potential selling) and when it is to be "secreted away" (Hawkins 2007: 3348) in the
name of the 'smooth running of things' (Žižek, 2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781) –
Shandong Lou and Frog King, both, reframe such disposition by adapting to and
appreciating all that urban Hong Kong presents to them in the instants of the urban.
These instants and the ways in which their aesthetics are revisited may help in
coming to a different story about urban life in Hong Kong.

6.1 Beautiful Things
'Maybe I'll film your beautiful things', says Shandong Lou to one of the other dawn
market sellers as he moves his camera towards some clothes laid out on a bit of
raised pavement, zooming in at a second-hand teapot after that (Figure 6.1). The
teapot, as he explains later in an interview, is a "jí sā wùh" (

), a Zisha clay

teapot. He once sold a similar pot at an auction for HK$100. Every morning between
5 and 7:30 before Central's regular office population heads out to work, Shandong
Lou's usual street corner and the extended junction transform into the centre of a
small "tin gwong hui" (

) – an informal dawn market – where a group of (as I

will elaborate later) mostly elderly people who have known each other for years,
come to sell scraps and other things accumulated in all sorts of ways. This "visual
event" of Shandong Lou recording (looking at) another seller's "beautiful things" at
the dawn market introduces some of the sensibilities and classifications he adapts to.
It also reveals fragments of a social situation of trash that can be articulated in
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relation to the modern market place which Chakrabarty (1992) suggests is the desired
site for economic activity today.

Figure 6.1: Zisha teapot at "tin gwong hui", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).

I ought to clarify that the things sold at dawn markets are not all "discarded
matter" found in the streets. They are things that are, as Leung Chi-yuen (2008: 133)
explains, bought and sold via translocal and even transnational systems as well as
between different tiers of informal economies in different areas of Hong Kong. The
things are acquired (as I have been explained by some collectors) in various ways,
such as from homes that are being refurbished; from people who give their old things
to sellers whom they happen to know; indeed, bought at other informal places of
commerce; but also simply picked up from the streets. Further, in Central – and more
specifically just on the edges where more residential buildings can be found, in the
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area where also Tika's preferred collection station is located – it so happens that
especially with a large expat community, people move in and out of apartments at a
high rate, discarding also, in high numbers, things that would by those selling at
dawn markets still be regarded valuable.186 Indeed, the kind of trash I am referring to
here and in the rest of this chapter, is that which Hawkins and Muecke (2003: x)
allude to as trash that can be exchanged 'as recyclable resource' or even 'antique'.
Shandong Lou, fixing his frame for a few seconds on the teapot, does not stop
at that. Having just commented, 'Maybe I'll film your beautiful things', he continues
along other improvised stalls (Figure 6.2-6.5). When, in the interview, we ask what
made him make these recordings, he says 'What? This is where we sell our things in
the morning! This old lady’s stall is beautiful. It is interesting to see how she has
positioned the clothes and shoes.' Indeed, the ways in which the things are displayed
– neatly folded and arranged – present an order of a kind that may not fit the order
imagined for the tidy and regulated city, for that everything discarded is to be
immediately moved out of sight in the name of public order.187 Yet, this exhibition of
things that in other settings and situations (for instance, randomly laying around in
the alley, next to some rubbish bags) would be taken as trash – has helped them to
overcome their "trash status". By their careful display, previously discarded things
are adopted back into a cycle of consumption. The dawn market sellers reflect
commercial practices in the off-hours of the day and, in front of up-scale shops and
in the shadows of large corporations, present – visually – "trash" in new ways.

186
187

This is an argument Shandong Lou made based on his experience of scavenging the streets.
The dawn market itself is "moved out of sight" each morning around 7:30 when an officer tells the market sellers to leave.
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Figure 6.2: Informal market "stalls" at "tin gwong hui", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).

Figure 6.3: Informal market "stalls" at "tin gwong hui", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).
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Figure 6.4: Informal market "stalls" at "tin gwong hui", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).

Figure 6.5: Informal market "stalls" at "tin gwong hui", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).
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Seeing the objects as well as the way in which they are presented as
"beautiful", Shandong surmounts, in part visually, what Hawkins (2007: 3348) calls
'distinctly modern classifications and boundaries and distinctly modern ways of
being' – classifications based on binary oppositions such as trash/no trash, unsuited
to the public aesthetic/beautiful, but also valuable/valueless – concurrently moving
towards a logic of consumption that in the current capitalist society is largely
motivated visually (Lash and Urry 1994 in Ma 2009). The sensibilities and
classifications Hawkins locates, are those that induce an "exclusion" of trash both
through organised waste management systems as well as more embodied practices
and aversions of individuals in modern society (Hawkins 2007: 3348-349). As
elaborated in Chapter 4, Tika's collection practices are ordered based on these
sensibilities and classifications as he functions at the far end of the modern hierarchy
of the mechanical body of control. Those sensibilities and classifications Shandong
Lou works around are – instead – based on the potential inclusion of trash through an
appropriation of other modern logics; logics of display and consumption that are
equally symptomatic of contemporary Hong Kong.
Dawn markets, however, suffer under Hong Kong's "free market" policy
(Leung 2008: 94): a policy that has contributed to the globalising of the territory. As
Leung (2008: 94) notes in a related and highly detailed study of illegal street hawkers
elsewhere in the territory, even though such selling practices have a long history in
the Guangdong Region, today they form an evolving response or even resistance to
the growing formal economy. The hawker businesses that he describes are subject to
'active intervention of neoliberal governance' (Leung 2008: 97) as they are monitored
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and constrained by various policies.188 After 1997 (the handover), the governing
direction set out by the British was furthered, meaning that Hong Kong's
development into a global city had induced even more strict regulations on, for
instance, street hawking and selling (Leung 2008: 105). Such regulations echo
Chakrabarty's (1992: 541) claim about the unease that was felt in colonial Indian
cities, towards the bustle in public spaces, where trash and economic activity were
perceived to coexist. Yet, that illegal street hawking and the buying and selling of
things at dawn markets – which Leung (2008: 133) classifies as the lowest tier in
Hong Kong's informal economy (with illegal street hawking just one tier up) – is still
happening, suggests a counter-presence of a sub-economy of trash and other things,
in the case of the dawn market in Central, right at the heart of a place that is well
regarded for its capitalist undertakings. It is a counter-presence that hints at an urban
situation that is economically more diverse than Central's spectacle of flows and
global exchange proposes.
Taking this argument further, towards the market's social position, Shandong
Lou and the others form the human force of what Giles (2014) calls a 'social afterlife
of things'. In return, this afterlife contributes not just to a sub-economy of trash, but
also to the formation of a distinct group of people: people who, during the day,
scatter over the area (and beyond) – most of them (if any) in low-wage jobs or,
indeed, collecting cardboard. It is also a group that is, however "locally transient" for
the nature of their work, quite continuous. Shandong Lou, in the interviews, has
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The government has implemented policies on food hygiene while there are also more restrictions on the square feet a hawker
is allowed to take up on the road. Yet the most pressing issue is that new permits for street hawking are not anymore given out.
Current permit holders are ageing, so the common narrative is that in less than 50 years, the trade of street hawking would have
died out (Ngo et. al. 2014).
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indicated various times when others at the market are in view, that he has known
them for decades. It seems important to elucidate that he, as his name implies, is a
migrant from Shandong Province in Mainland China. He came to Hong Kong in the
late 1970s and has, since, been living and working mostly in Central and
neighbouring Sheung Wan. He is, although a migrant, not transient as understood in
the more spectacular sense of Hong Kong. Yet, he still operates 'at the intersections
of different times or speeds' (Abbas, 1997: 4) in response to global flows, not just of
things, but also of people. Indeed, while his fellow market sellers are, like him, quite
connected to the place in which they work – fixed – a notable part of his clientele is
transient and transnational: a relative number of people buying at the dawn market
are domestic helpers.189 The things they buy – often clothes and shoes – are, as
Shandong Lou explains, regularly sent to their home countries, sometimes even for
further commercial purpose. The dawn market is, therefore, a small node in a subeconomic, translocal, and transnational flow of things, responding to, as well as
resisting, its dominant counterpart.
While the dawn market brings together people picking, selling and buying,
when taking up on some of its visual events – understanding them in relation to
today's favoured tidiness and modern logics of consumption – it suggests a visuality
different from those somewhat distant spectacles and imaginaries of modern life; it
suggests an embodied visuality that involves things and people, and the place in
which it occurs. Rather, it suggests a certain countervisuality that does not demand
the "right to look" (Mirzoeff 2011c: 1189) but instead reorganises the kind of
189

This is what Shandong Lou had explained to us and also from our observation it seems that a relative number of visitors to
the market are domestic helpers. I have, however, to no extensive degree researched the exact compilation of market clientele.
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"complex of visuality" that Mirzoeff (2011b: 480) had distilled from the modern
construction of the visual. However existing "under the radar" when it come to the
time of the day in which it operates, it suggests a countervisuality that is attuned to
similar practices of categorising and ordering as those proposed in the modern
perception of the modern city. "Complex" referring to 'the production of a set of
social organizations and processes' (Mirzoeff 2011b: 480), the kind of classification,
separation, and aesthetisation this countervisuality proposes comes with altered ideas
of what is useful and valuable, presentable, even beautiful. Indeed, for as far as
Shandong Lou is concerned, the aesthetics it involves (both in the sensible generally
and in the sense of the realm of "the beautiful") induces appreciation even though
there is always also a sense of necessity to the selling and presenting of things
(scraps and second-hand commodities) in a market of this kind.
The visual negotiation of matters of trash at the market, finally, can be taken
as a political pursuit to an "unordering of the sensible". That is, as Rancière argues
that politics is an aesthetic affair (Rockhill 2011: 28) – he suggests that, '[a]esthetic
politics always defines itself by a certain recasting of the distribution of the sensible,
a reconfiguration of the given perceptual forms' (Rancière 2004: 63) – he means that
politics is not about relations of power but about the framing of the sensory world
itself (Dasgupta 2008: 72). In a small way, therefore, comparable to Jaffa Lam's
appropriation of the general system of production towards a new way of working
with former garment workers and umbrella scraps resulting in artworks that resemble
this process, those people at the market "redistribute" scraps and rags – not by lifting
them back into the formal economy such as what happens when cardboard is
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delivered to the recycling shop, but by creating a "commodity context" in the form of
an informal market within their sub-economy. Indeed, as Rancière (2004: 92)
suggests that politics is the form of power attributed to those who are unaccounted
for within the police order, Shandong Lou and the other sellers have energised this
power not to demand a redistribution of established categories, but to forge their own
redistribution – a redistribution that appropriates certain dominant processes of
display and consumption and that is, for that matter, articulated visually. They have
"unordered" a fragment of the order of the sensible generally.

6.2 Instants
Shandong Lou is one of few who collects, as I mentioned before, a wide variety of
things. The things he sells at the dawn market are usually, as he calls them,
(previously trashed) 'daily necessities': clothes, kitchen utensils, small furniture
items, and things the like. But, throughout the day and night, he also gathers things
that are no options for second-hand trade at the market: cardboard and other
recyclables, and curios and antiques. Antiques and curios – if he can get a hold of
them – he may send to auction or try to sell to antique shops. At the same time –
being familiar with his area and with the people in it – he regularly receives things
from people directly, and also passes them on in this way. For electronics he 'knows
a guy', for instance. Once a "gaai fong" (

) walked past with a huge dysfunctional

flat screen TV on a trolley. Shandong Lou spotted him and called him over,
suggesting he would call someone to take the TV. Within minutes a man in a van
showed up and took it, offering the "gaai fong" HK$100. In conclusion, the "gaai
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fong" told us with reference to Shandong Lou: 'You see, this man is a true "sāu
máaih lóu". He knows about things. He's an expert.' Uncle Poon also masters such
skills in handling rejected things at street-level. In fact, being less modest than
Shandong Lou, he once said that, 'the knowledge that I have accumulated through
my various experiences is in my head, which is richer in knowledge than a scientist's
head'. He may be right. Certainly, life in the streets offers constant new experiences.
As one of the men in the alley formulated it, 'the streets are always changing, they
are unpredictable'. The instantaneous (chaos?) and the awareness of its infinity
prove modernity's plan, vision, and order illusionary (Castaño 2003) because of
which those who live off the "instants" of everyday life may well be(come) the real
masters of "unorder".
Returning to Shandong Lou's network(s) of people, two Filipino workers at a
beauty shop nearby often buy clothes from him to send to Manila. He usually just
drops by to see if they are around, when he has clothes on offer. According to
Shandong Lou, in Manila the clothes will get sold 'as though they are new'. To give
one last example that best fits the idea of the "instant", he also keeps an eye on what
different shops and restaurants in the area could use and therefore also always keeps
an eye out for opportunities related to these different places. There was one day on
which construction workers were clearing out the flat next to Shandong Lou's usual
corner. The workers did not seem particularly happy about Shandong Lou searching
through the junk they were throwing out, but they did not say anything about it
either. Shandong Lou was eying at a foldable table that was still to be lifted into the
container that was put outside for the occasion and at a moment of inattentiveness on
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the part of the workers, he managed to pick it up and shoot off into an alley. Only
minutes later, he returned smiling. He said, 'you see, I always know where to find
people who need things', the restaurant down the road had paid him HK$10 for it.
Uncle Poon has also expressed to enjoy such excitement in finding and distributing
things at an instant. He once said, 'the happiness I feel when I find a little treasure, I
can't explain to you'. Both Uncle Poon and Shandong Lou approach and
consequently attempt to distribute the things they find at an instant based on their
social network(s) in which modern classifications of good/bad, useful/useless, to be
visible/to be invisible are, to the least, shaken up.190 Of course, the things they find
are also evaluated based on certain classification. The restaurant down the road
would not have bought the folding table if it only had three legs, for instance. Yet,
quite literally, in the social networks in which Shandong Lou and Uncle Poon find
themselves, discards are given a “second chance”. They are reconsidered based on
different standards.
Not always do Shandong Lou and Uncle Poon find immediate buyers,
however. In this case they need to store the things they find somewhere in streets or
in back alleys. As particularly Shandong Lou normally collects more than he seems
to be able to process, he usually keeps his things out at his street corner, tucked away
in an alley, or both.191 These kind of practices, however, do not always suit the
aesthetics of control. One day, we found Shandong Lou, somewhat upset, sitting on
the steps opposite his usual corner, in the shade. The first thing he said as we
190

Of course, the things they find are also evaluated based on certain classification. The restaurant down the road would not
have bought the folding table if it only had three legs. However, quite literally, in the social networks in which Shandong Lou
and Uncle Poon find themselves, discards are given a “second chance”. They are reconsidered based on different standards.
191
I should add that, in Hong Kong (a place of little space), alleys and sidewalks are often used as places for temporary storage
of things: piles of parcels that are to be delivered, cardboard-loaded trolleys that are to be brought to recycling shops, etc.
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approach is that, the day before, the government had again disposed of his stuff, from
both the street corner and the alley. They came with a truck and loaded it all in.192
The government officer had said to him: 'There's garbage in the street so we have to
take it. This is a tourist area and garbage will affect the image of the city.' At the
heart of a place known for its iconic verticality, modern architectures Henri Lefebvre
would understand to have been designed for purely visual contemplation, 'dominated
by the monumentality of the external façade' (Gardiner 2012b: 353), this is how the
imaginary of tidiness conflicts with and overrules alternative ways of managing trash
by – however quite unique – private collectors such as Shandong Lou. That is, the
forced removal of his "collectables" is organised by law. In the Cap 132 Public
Health and Municipal Services Ordinance (1997: 11) it is stated that:
(1) If any person obstructs, or causes or permits any article or thing to be so placed as to
obstruct or to be likely to obstruct, any scavenging or conservancy operation or any
street sweeper acting in the performance of his duty (a) such person shall be guilty of an
offence; and (b) the court may, in addition to any other penalty imposed, order the
forfeiture of such article or thing. (2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
(1)(b), where any article or thing is so placed as, in the opinion of the Authority, to
cause or to be likely to cause obstruction to any scavenging operation or to any street
sweeper acting in the performance of his duty, the Authority may- (a) cause to be served
upon the owner of such article or thing, or, where the owner is absent from Hong Kong
or cannot be found or ascertained by the Authority, cause to be attached to such article
or thing, a notice requiring the owner or some person on his behalf- (i) to remove the
same within a period of 4 hours after the notice is so served or attached; and (ii) to
192

It had happened to him before. Shandong Lou told us some other time that he even received a penalty. He said that 'they said
my collected garbage obstructs the pedestrian and traffic flow... ...there are many other businesses that load and unload
products at the roadside, but they are never fined. I do the same as them. The government is biased. They discriminate against
me.' In other moments he also said that he had been fined a couple of times.
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prevent the recurrence of such obstruction by the article or thing during such period, as
may be specified in the notice; and (b) if such article or thing is not removed or is found
causing obstruction within the period specified in the notice referred to in paragraph
(a)(i) and (a)(ii), seize, carry away and detain such article or thing.

Shandong Lou is aware of the dominant need for instant tidiness while those
things that he often finds in an instant are not always instantly distributed away.
They become – however not as permanent as Chan's photographs – to the least more
"durable" as they accumulate on his street corner. Shandong Lou acknowledges this
while the moments in which his things are taken away by the authorities (or worse,
when he receives a fine) are not the only times when he gets negative feedback on
his collection practices. He once expounded, 'we are the burden of society' (meaning
himself and others like him) and he also mentioned that someone had recently told
him to apply for the Comprehensive Social Security Assistance Scheme, so that he
could stop causing eyesore with his piles of rubbish. Shandong Lou, however,
regards his ways of dealing with the instant appearance of refused materials
important. 'If everyone would do what I do, Hong Kong would be a better place'.
Regardless of the financial need in occupying himself with the work, he extends that
'recycling is good for the environment, but the way the government looks at it [...]
they are just confined to making streets tidy as quickly as possible.' This is a conflict
of "instants": a conflict between the instant need for tidiness and an alternative way
of negotiating the instant reality of modern life. It is battled in the visual realm of the
everyday. While Shandong Lou does not make the sudden sight of rejects into a
permanent aesthetic experience, his temporary "exhibition" of collected things
intervenes in the distribution of the sensible (Figure 6.6). Or, as Sarah Moore,
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following Žižek, would describe it, his temporary "exhibition" disturbs 'the smooth
running of things' (Žižek, 2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781).
Christopher Doyle (2015) – who coincidentally worked with Shandong
Lou193 for his new Hong Kong Trilogy (2015) film – dramatically described in his
film treatment: Shandong Lou's collections 'start to resemble abstract sculptures that
gradually take over the entire street as his aspirations grow...' Indeed, his collections
resemble abstract sculpture but they do not only represent Shandong Lou's
aspirations. They represent – as Frog King will soon confirm – life in an
overcrowded place (Chia 2011: 10). They represent a "spatial (and material) disease"
in a capitalist city (Ibid). I mean to say that Shandong Lou is not a symptom of this
disease – his collections are. In this regard, I perceive of Shandong Lou as a master
of "unorder" (which I will return to in the conclusion of this chapter).
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Shandong Lou being very familiar with his area – and the area with him – knows a vast group of people. He has been asked
– throughout the years – to be part of a number of film projects and so also Christopher Doyle had approached him, as
Shandong Lou explained. He features, as himself, in Doyle’s crowd-funded project (2015) on Hong Kong.
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Figure 6.6: Shandong Lou's collection and "abstract sculpture", Central (by Shandong Lou, April 2014).

6.3 Seeing
As mentioned various times, this study is – above all – about perspectives on trash in
the context of urban Hong Kong. In his videos, Shandong Lou allowed a "peak over
his shoulder" at what he finds, what he sees, and where he goes while on the move in
search of recyclables and other things. His videos reveal his chance encounters with
the things he comes across. Yet, while he is often looking at the ground, he also
looks around. Different from other collectors we have spoken with, Shandong Lou
does not just scan the streets for things that would allow him some extra 'chin' (" ",
money). He has also projected his appreciation of the "priceless" fragments of the
visual-material realm of the place in which he works and lives. Shandong Lou has
taken us through back alleys and past shop windows. He has captured – between the
usual collection of cardboard and other discards – all that has attracted his attention
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and this often involved visual enjoyment of ceramic objects, antiques, and visual art.
The latter, in particular, suggests that Shandong Lou has a certain aesthetic
judgement through which he – quite similar to how the street photographer's eye
decides on what the camera captures – intuitively records those things that he finds
worth recording (Figure 6.7-6.10). At the same time, in his ways of capturing the
visual and material details of his urban surroundings – between art and trash – he can
be seen to (intuitively) make a point about their coexistence (if not comparability).

Figure 6.7: Capturing the visual-material environment, Central/Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).
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Figure 6.8: Capturing the visual-material environment, Central/Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).

Figure 6.9: Capturing the visual-material environment, Central/Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).
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Figure 6.10: Capturing the visual-material environment, Central/Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).

Shandong Lou works between two areas – Central, which is the more
cosmopolitan part of Hong Kong's commercial district, and neighbouring Sheung
Wan, which is quieter and known for its antique shops, boutique hotels, upscale
restaurants as well as residential quarters. Sheung Wan also has a few recycling
shops, as mentioned before, because of which the sidewalks between this area and
Central see much traffic of recycled materials on trolleys. On one afternoon,
Shandong Lou walks from higher up the hill in Sheung Wan at the border with
Central, to the park opposite Man Mo Temple and passes the backdoor of an antique
shop. Different from other moments in which he finds cardboard – which he then
piles up or binds together – he comes across a cardboard box with in it a discarded
Chinese ceramics book, stained. Some of the pages are stuck together due to water
damage. All of this Shandong Lou video-records. Being close to the park, he initially
takes the book not just as paper waste. He moves to the park to glance over the
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pages. But, more importantly, he wants us to see inside the book too – he videorecords every single page (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11: Discarded Chinese ceramics book, Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).

Having lived in and around Sheung Wan for many years, Shandong Lou has
developed an interest in antiques. In the past, as he explains, he even sold antiques
himself, in shops and hawker stalls in the same area. To what extent he sold antiques,
and what exactly happened between then and now, remains unclear. However, while
he tells us that throughout his life he has had various different jobs, from factory
worker in the early days to security guard later on, the selling of things in the streets
seems to have been a more constant occupation of him as well as his late mother.
Although for this chapter it is not quite necessary to dig much further into his
personal life, I have found that – having spoken with many other collectors in the
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past two years; people who are usually considered part of Hong Kong's lower
classes – a relative number of them share similar stories: of migration (from the
Mainland, but also from elsewhere in Asia), often followed by comparable economic
struggles that can be understood in relation to Hong Kong's transformation into a
postindustrial global city. Indeed, postindustrialisation in Hong Kong affected
particularly low-wage workers (Lee and Wong, 2004: 262-268)194, the sewing ladies
from Jaffa Lam’s project included.
Considering the above-described "visual event" in relation to the need to
render trash invisible in the contemporary city – and coming back to what Hawkins
(2007: 348) defines as distinct modern boundaries between what does and does not
fit the modern mode of being – this moment in which Shandong Lou finds the
stained book and starts looking through it, helps to reconsider the relation between
ceramics sold in antique shops, and the trash that is dumped at their backdoors. The
shop operates based on modern classifications of "commodity/rubbish" and "to be
presented/to be discarded", displaying and "hiding" things accordingly: filtering
"valuable" items via the shop window through the front door, and "valueless" items
through the door in the back. Shandong Lou picks up that which has been discarded
and revisits its category, visually. He values it for what it represents – imagery of
ceramics, in part based on his personal history with antiques and his experience of
living and working in Sheung Wan. Even though, that day, he confirms that he will
not try to sell the book as book – as it is, indeed, only sellable as paper waste
(accepting the predefined modern category of paper waste and letting go of his own
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This is a topic that I will not further expand, as it is highly complex and deserves its own focused research.
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appreciation of the “priceless” qualities of the stained book that are attached to its
contents) – his way of looking at that what is featured in it, highlights particular
aspects of both him – his interests – and the environment in which he operates.195
This interest in antiques and the many antique shops in the area also come to
the fore in his other recordings. Shandong Lou captures antiques in shops and behind
shop windows, as well as does he take the camera around Cat Street: an antique
street he mentions a lot as he worked there in the past (Figure 6.12). Even though
antiques have his interest and while he still sells them sometimes, in various
moments Shandong Lou has indicated that to him all the things he collects – from
antiques to paper waste – are the same: 'they all have the same destination' (in the
distribution of the sensible). He again confirms his awareness of the single direction
of trash to dump in the general distribution of discards: all that is dumped in the
streets would be collected and consequently transported via refuse collection stations
to dumpsites. This is the route organised for all that leaves shops at backdoors, if
private collectors and other recyclable collectors would not intervene. Shandong Lou
– currently selling without a shop – does not filter the things he sells in the way the
antique shop does: antiques through the front door, trash via the back. Shandong
Lou, as he revalorises discarded things, does not adapt in the same way to modern
binaries such as "to display"/"to hide". Instead, while keeping to his (often subeconomic) network(s) of things and people and distributing things accordingly, he
becomes his own shop: a true sāu máaih lóu. This is perhaps best illustrated by the
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I have addressed this in a study focused on the spectacle of Central’s flows of things and people and its “underlying”
visuality which tells a different and more diverse story of the place (forthcoming, 2016).
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many jade necklaces that he wears around his neck at all times, on display – in case
anyone is interested in buying one.196

Figure 6.12: Objects on display in Cat Street, Sheung Wan (by Shandong Lou, March 2014).

Also with reference to the earlier sections in this chapter, this redefinition of
the "space of consumption" leads to a point I made (but did not explain) in the
previous panel, namely that between the visibility and invisibility of things and their
rejection, there is the market. In the context of Hong Kong and those places that have
been highlighted throughout these chapters, the markets or shops and hawker stalls
have often been at the centre (or periphery) of the narratives. They are the most
“lucrative” locales for recyclable pickers and people the like to find things to
196

An interesting anecdote is that in various moments when Shandong Lou took around the camera, people would ask him how
much he would want for it. In the world of Shandong Lou, everything is for sale.
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(re)value, while at the other end of the story those things that are not trash are
displayed for commercial purposes. Further, the abstract modern market place – as
addressed by Dipesh Chakrabarty (1992: 543) when he problematises the views of
the "non-modern" uses of public spaces in India – indeed demands a division
between waste (chaos) and economic exchange. There is no place for trash in the
spaces in and around the modern market place. Also in the context of Central as a
tourist area and, thus, as a place for “aesthetic consumption” (where the "image of
the city" is what it sells), trash is something highly unwanted. The boundaries
between order/disorder, valuable/valueless, to be displayed/to be secreted away, can
be often seen to be informed and decided upon, therefore, by the market. As Žižek
(2004: 72) notes in the afterword to Rancière's The Politics of Aesthetics with regards
to the distribution of the sensible, in our current times the police order specifically
services the 'needs of the market forces'.
What in the past few chapters has been picked up on most, however, is that
the “instants” (unplanned appearances of unwanted matter, chaos) of urban life can
in the eyes of many of the collectors be negotiated visually and aesthetically. Based
on a closer examination of individual objects (at “medium-close” or “close-up") and
following engagements in networks of things and people that are dependent on social
relations rather than abstract binarisms, the boundary between trash and society is at
the level of the streets, and in the world of the trash collector, a visual realm
constructed around social network(s) of things and people. Rather, the boundary is
no definite line but a world in itself (e.g. Shandong Lou is his own market). Practices
of collecting and organising waste (in all their different forms) are involved with the
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ways in which individuals cultivate particular 'sensual relations with the world'
(Hawkins and Muecke, 2003: xiv). Shandong Lou – as he reconsiders distinctly
modern boundaries between trash and order – can be seen to have revisited not only
found refuse but also the relations between himself and the world around him. His
recordings of the urban surroundings in combination with the things he scavenges,
emphasise this. They suggest that he is not only relating differently to trash (different
from how, in the police order, one is suggested to relate to trash), he relates
differently to his entire material and social world. His recordings show, besides
social networks involving trash, a certain aesthetic appreciation of many of the things
he finds. Being "one of a kind" (one of few, when counting in Uncle Poon), he has
diverted from a certain expected practice of subjectivity in the spectacular as well as
the tidy city and, by doing so, he has "opened up" a new perspective onto the places
in which he finds himself and onto the things (trash, curios and antiques, mostly) he
comes across. He has displayed ways of seeing, doing, and making that are, however
related to the general ways, in certain instances "unordering" fragments of modern
urban life in Hong Kong.
In connection with the problem of the market and its demands on the
distribution of the sensible, Rancière (2013: 77) argues with regards to art that, 'the
discourse on the spectacle and the idea that we are all enclosed in the field of the
commodity, the spectator, advertising, images and so on' suggests that 'any kind of
artistic practice [then also] depends on the market'. In response to this, he proposes to
get out of this kind of mindset, which he understands to be based on impotence. He
proposes to move away from such narratives altogether. Even when it comes to
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political art, which (as one would presume) criticises the workings of modern
society, many are still based on similar arguments. He sees those kinds of artworks
that address the problem of the commodity and of consumption participating in
stereotypical discourse. As he explains more elaborately in an interview in Artforum
(Rancière 2007: 263):
To ask, How can one escape the market? is one of those questions whose principal virtue is
one's pleasure in declaring it insoluble. Money is necessary to make art […] to make a
living you have to sell the fruits of your labor. So art is a market, and there's no getting
around it. For artists as for everyone else, there's the problem of knowing where to plant
one's feet, of knowing what one is doing in a particular place, in a particular system of
exchange. One must find ways to create other places, or other uses for places. But one must
extricate this project form the dramatic alternatives expressed in questions like, How do we
escape the market, subvert it, etc.? If anyone knows how to overthrow capitalism, why don't
they just start doing it? But critics of the market are content to rest their own authority on
the endless demonstration that everyone else is naive or a profiteer; in short, they capitalize
on the declaration of our powerlessness.

Rancière likes to engage in artworks that go beyond this narrative. Although he does
not believe that the concept "avant-garde" is helpful in understanding what has been
going on in the past century or more, the kind of work the tradition produces
(however not all of it) is better suited to the breaking out of the endless criticism of
the problem of consumption. The avant-garde is a tradition that creates "forms of
life". For Rancière (2007: 263), 'the fundamental question is to explore the
possibility for play. To discover how to produce forms for the presentation of
objects, forms for the organization of spaces, that thwart expectations.'
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At this note, I introduce the work of Frog King in the following section,
which I subsequently put to dialogue with Shandong Lou's ways of "unordering" his
sensible surroundings where not only the trash he finds is perceived as possibility,
but the entire "landscape" can be taken as a 'landscape of the possible' (Rancière
2007: 264) for that he acknowledges the visual and aesthetic qualities his
surroundings present.

6.4 Life is art
I received a pack of colour printouts on thick paper exactly one week after visiting
artist Frog King in his studio at Hong Kong's Cattle Depot – his Nest. They are his
records of my visit: digital photos printed out, and archived in a transparent photo
sheet binder. He had scanned, printed and folded them for me, and mailed them over
for my personal documentation and, as per his attached note, for me to "enjoy".
These visuals – and the way in which they have been organised for dispatch and
archiving – illustrate not only how Frog King "manages" and keeps track of his "art
is life, life is art" or, rather, how I understand he does it. They also feature the way in
which he preserves, organises, redrafts, and presents (often rejected) fragments of a
material, visual, urban, but also highly personal experience of living in Hong Kong.
His studio is a kind of "archive-exhibit" that, by the clutter of previously discarded
objects, as Tsang (2011: 22) argues, represents Hong Kong's 'high-density living
environment'.
Guangdong-born, Hong Kong-raised Kwok Mang-ho (Frog King) has been
making art for nearly five decades. He is one of a group of Chinese artists (Ai
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Weiwei being another example) who were trained in the West, in the 1980s. Frog
King studied at the Art Students League in New York, however after he had already
gone through Fine Art courses at the Grantham College of Education and ExtraMural Studies at The Chinese University, in the 1970s in Hong Kong (Kwok 2011:
6). In New York, he picked up 'the avant-garde spirit of Western modernist art'
(Tsang 2011: 20), which moved him to combining his more traditional calligraphy
training with everything else available around him, resulting in highly conceptual
and intuitive multimedia performance work, coated with a distinct graphic style. As
Tsang explains, to Frog King 'creation is a process of endless creative loitering,
whether it happens to involve the use of traditional techniques, new technology,
high-end or popular culture, conventional or unconventional practices, contemporary
elements, or the detritus of everyday life' (Ibid: 21). His individual exhibitions and
his "art is life, life is art" mentality may be better understood as a spatial "situation"
or "experience". In the language of Jacques Rancière (2011) such an "experience" is
an "aesthetic experience" which is precisely what 'communicates the realm of art
with that of life experience' (Yepes 2014: 45). The experience is aesthetic, because it
is not just art (Rancière 2010: 116-117 in Yepes 2014: 46): it is political, for that the
work interrupts what Rancière calls "the distribution of the sensible". Rather, Frog
King's spatial collages of things picked up in the urban spaces of the city are forms
of aesthetic redistribution. In his work, Frog King positions text and images; things
and expressions; art and life in such a way that it allows for a continuation of
experience, while it diminishes any one form. Indeed, the art and life of artists like
Frog King, suggest that there is only one sensible – one aesthetico-political realm –
that of "art is life, life is art".
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"Life is Art" is what Frog King emphasised when I visited him in his studio
in Hong Kong's cattle depot, his Frog King Museum. Constantly creating – not to
forget "playing" – life is not just art, but art is also life. For Hong Kong, such an
approach to art and to life was – and still is – rather unique, or as Tsang (Ibid: 22)
puts it, 'Frog King has unknowingly put on a cultural-political hat' as his motto "art is
life, life is art" is an artistic statement. Indeed, taken that in the distribution of the
sensible there is a space for art and a space for life, their merging is difficult to
receive. By emphasising the usefulness of scrap material, urban trash, and other
discarded objects, Frog King also seems to suggest that while "art is life, life is art",
trash is part of it. Frog King's space, and the things in it, compile of a big segment of
his "world" and allow – when moving through it – for one to understand fragments of
his vision as an artist working in and with Hong Kong. Like anyone who visits him, I
was initially sat on a small table surrounded by shelves full of documentation and
artworks from which Frog King drew, during our chat, various examples in random
order. I realise, in retrospect, that he was revealing bit by bit his ideas for his world.
His exhibition "Frogtopia-Hongkornucopia" at the 2011 Venice Biennale
being both a big achievement and an opportunity to bring his ideas together in one
big show seems to express in much detail, what this world is about. "Frogtopia" is
imagined to be a 'counter-place' and 'counter-culture' where play is key.197
"Hongkornucopia" hints at some form of growing forest (not related to 'the
restorative properties of nature', but to a spatial disease), reflecting life in an
overcrowded place (Chia 2011: 10). "Frogtopia", I understand, Frog King is still
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The frog has been his symbol for many years. His studio is his “frog’s nest”, "frogtopia" his utopia.
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expanding into what could be called a "utopic" future, while it is consequently
feeding off or responding to that which beholds it (that which necessitates it,
perhaps): Hong Kong, a modern city 'which abounds with contradictions and
multiplicities' (Ibid) – "Hongkornucopia". His work at the Venice Biennale (see
Figure 6.13 - 6.15 for some fractions of his installations and performances), one of
four sections named 'Nine million works+', presents spaces for experience in the
form of a Frog King world that includes a mix of materials and objects obtained in
Hong Kong and consequently processed by his hand. Drawing from his calligraphy
background, Frog King works with black, white, and red, like traditional Chinese
calligraphy. This is his style: a graphic style almost like graffiti. His installations are
experiences in themselves while Frog King, in his signature costume, performs on
the spot and often improvised (because life is based on the instantaneous?). He also
likes to involve his audience because "art is life" while play is key. His iconic
"froggy" emblems are patched onto his work in various places while his customised
glasses – when it comes to "ways of looking" – allow his audience to partake in his
work more fully (Figure 6.15).198 They can “see” his world through his lens.

198

Frog King's ongoing project is taking snapshots of people wearing his "froggy glasses".
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Figure 6.13: Frogtopia-Hongkornukopia ('Nine million works+'), 54th Venice Biennale. (Photo courtesy Frog
King/Kwok Mang Ho, 2011)
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Figure 6.14: Opening Performance Frogtopia-Hongkornukopia, 54th Venice Biennale. (Photo courtesy Frog
King/Kwok Mang Ho, 2011)
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Figure 6.15: Frogtopia-Hongkornukopia, 54th Venice Biennale. (Photo courtesy Frog King/Kwok Mang Ho,
2011)

Frog King, by his motto "art is life, life is art", presents places the way
Rancière envisions artistic forms in the aesthetic regime of art to present them: so
that boundaries between 'what is supposed to be normal and what is supposed to be
subversive, between what is supposed to be active, and therefore political, and what
is supposed to be passive or distant, and therefore apolitical' can be examined
(Rancière 2007: 266). These are places 'where one circulates differently between
things, images, and words; there are tempos, a slow pace, a pause; there are
arrangements of signs, a bringing together of distant things, schisms with united
things' (Ibid: 264). Frog King's works, however based on a certain real situation
(Hongkornucopia), do not present problems or critiques of the spatial disease.
Instead, they imagine a future based on it: Frogtopia. They propose a place for
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engagement and rethinking within the system of the market (e.g. getting exhibited at
the Venice Biennale means taking part in the art world which is essentially a market
in itself).
When understanding this kind of redistribution in relation to Shandong Lou's
"unordering" of the sensible experience of a fragment of Central, there initially
appear to be a range of similarities. Both Frog King and Shandong Lou pick up the
material remnants of the spatial disease of Hong Kong and shape them into their own
exhibitions; they are, in their own ways, both "collectors" and "artists". They also
both function within the context of the modern market and reshape a visual
(aesthetic) space that blurs boundaries for the purpose of (dis)play. That is, although
Shandong Lou's "unordering" usually happens out of necessity, he has also presented
appreciation of his surroundings and the things in it. This can be understood as
"play". Finally, their ways of looking, doing, and making are based on the perception
that they are surrounded by possibilities – the things they work with as well as the
landscapes they engage themselves in. They both propose (however in small ways)
"how things can also be". Yet, in this "dialogue" between – and seeming
convergence of – practices of redistribution (or, indeed, "unordering"), the
productive contradiction instigated by Gabriel Rockhill (2011: 30) surfaces.
Regardless of the motto "art is life, life is art", Shandong Lou's "unordering" is
carried out on a street corner in Central (in part) out of financial need and Frog
King's redistribution is carried out in a gallery space in Venice, simply because he
can. Even though the art market is part of life, there is a disconnection between
aesthetic spaces.
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This does not mean, however, that "art is life, life is art" cannot be. For Frog
King his life is his art and vice versa. As Deranty (2010: 128) explains how artists in
the aesthetic regime of art work on the basis of an inter-expressivity between
themselves, their community, and the world; and how this inter-expressivity,
obscures the boundary between art and life through aesthetic equality, Frog King's
"art is life" is specifically noticeable not so much in the spaces of his exhibitions, but
in the spaces of his studio. His studio is full of artworks and other collectables. Its
aesthetic appearance is not much different from the installations presented in Venice:
highly dense and "nine million works+". It seems a controlled chaos; a collection of
things put together in random order. Or, rather, "unordered" fragments of life. Frog
King knows his way around. His space is part of his story: a spatial story of his
world, his Nest. This is also the space of his Frogtopia, in my personal experience.
Indeed, as Tsang (Ibid) puts it, Frog King uses 'objects and materials he has found to
mock as well as transcend the materialistic world'; it offers a 'surrealistic junk
experience'. Accordingly, his workshop seems not just a random space full of
artworks and other stuff; it appears a database of life and art as well as a database of
records (often photographs or colour-printed copies) of his shows and performances,
of his life, and of other people's lives – organised (again in random order) in plastic
holders, on shelves.
Arriving – during my tour around his studio – outside, at a door towards the
back, two boxes were placed in front of it, with in them "random objects" found in
the street by one of the garbage collectors from the neighbourhood; things from
someone's home, initially discarded (Figure 6.16). Indeed, Frog King has come to
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collect not only his own things and artworks (which are often already compiled of
found and previously discarded objects). He also gathers things found in the streets,
bought from the garbage station, or delivered to him by garbage collectors. I would
have taken his studio, for that matter, as a Frog King Museum of the past – an
archive of "things" that once were (many of which from Hong Kong, and others, at
some point, repurposed or to be repurposed as artworks). Yet, his pursuit of "life is
art" counters such an idea. Because that what happens or is experienced inside (or
outside) his museum consequently becomes part of his work, which makes it,
instead, a living and constantly expanding "milieu": a "topos" within which both art
and life happen. Frog King's life is art while his art lives (grows). He assembles and
expands his collection, fostering objects that once were by taking them in as things
that can be. His ways of working compare strongly to the way Shandong Lou works,
yet the difference is that Frog King can afford to do the things he does in a space that
he can control himself. Shandong Lou, on the other hand, is in a continuous conflict
with the aesthetics of control in the place in which he works. While his abstract
sculptures can be taken as forms of art, he does not lead the life of an artist. This
indicates not just that Frog King and Shandong Lou lead different lives. It suggests
the productive contradiction in the thinking of Rancière (2004), where the spaces of
the art world – even though they are part of the world and of the market – are not
entirely the sensible generally. They involves specific ways of seeing, doing and
making.
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Figure 6.16: Found objects delivered. Frog King Museum. (Photo courtesy Frog King/Kwok Mang Ho, 2014)

6.5 Conclusion
While the previous chapter (which already engaged the visual registers to an extent)
detailed the various systems through which trash is (re)valuated at the level of the
streets – and as the first panel explored the meaning of the moving out of sight of
trash in the context of the distribution of the sensible – this final analysis chapter has
attempted to bring these two positions together by probing the "priceless" appeal of
things, aesthetically; seeking a potential "unordering of the sensible" at the level of
the streets. Mainly following Shandong Lou's "move abouts", his encounters at the
dawn market suggested both visual and social engagements. The dawn market is a
node in a social network of things and people that is largely based on its own sub-
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economic trade and transactions. Visually – by the sellers' practices of display and
exhibition at the market – they energised a politics of aesthetics in which they do not
demand a redistribution of the sensible coordinates of the place in which they live
and work; they take to their own redistribution – an "unordering" of sensible
fragments of their material surroundings. Shandong Lou, further, in his personal
"unordering of the sensible" experiences frequent conflicts with the demands of the
aesthetics of control. His collectables are sometimes forcibly picked up and sent to
the landfill, while in other moments he receives complaints in less formal forms.
Most tellingly, however, in the way in which he sees, does, and makes,
Shandong Lou helps understand how the ordering system of the police order is
largely informed by the market. In capitalist societies, the market199 often exist
between the visibility and invisibility of things and trash – it decides on whether and
when something is to be displayed (for potential selling) or whether and when it is to
be "secreted away" (Hawkins 2007: 3348) for a 'smooth running of things' (Žižek,
2006: 17 in Moore, 2012: 781). Rather, in the name of profit, clear distinctions have
been made between order and disorder. Especially in Hong Kong – a Special
Administrative Region that celebrates its neoliberal pursuit and that sells itself as a
place (a spectacle) of flow, speed and flash (Kam 2010, McDonogh and Wong 2005:
xiv, Sinn 2009) – the modern urban landscape (and life) is expected to live up to its
imagination. While, also, by the flocks of tourists its central areas attracts, Hong
Kong – in itself – is a product of commerce: a commodity of aesthetics. In
conversation with this kind of structuring of the place, Shandong Lou reveals that in
199

Any kind of "market" (a place for selling) – from wet market to antique shops, and from the dawn market to the global
market represented in its contours.
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his life as a "collector-of-all-sorts" the boundary between order and disorder becomes
a space (and moment) for "unordering". The boundary between what is to be visible
and what is not unfolds – at the level of the streets – a visual sphere within which
social networks of things and people organically respond to and deal with those
things that were in their general distribution already ordered to be invisible.
Shandong Lou reframes in the everyday of the streets, just like Frog King
does in the spaces of exhibitions and his studio, the disposition of the general order
of things by adapting and appreciating all that urban Hong Kong presents in the
instants of the urban. Both "collectors of sorts", while the kind of installations they
make can both be understood as forms of art, the artist redistributes the sensible in
his capacity as artist – being in control of the spaces in which he works and lives –
while the collector "unorders" fragments of the sensible based on different
incentives. Indeed, Shandong Lou, although he thinks that the kind of work he does
should be taken example of, does not purposefully alter the aesthetic experiences of
the place in which he works. Frog King, seeing himself as an avant-garde artist,
works on the basis of "art is life, life is art" and absorbs in this capacity those
fragments (specifically scraps and rags) of urban Hong Kong, towards a living
archive for the future. Shandong Lou, however "archiving" in his own ways and
expressing a visual appreciation of those things he finds and the place in which he
lives and works, is not concerned with the presentation of an unordered alternative.
He works on the basis of financial necessity combined with a sense of responsibility
towards the city and its increasingly wasteful existence. The contradiction between
the two aesthetico-political realms in which Frog King and Shandong Lou work – the
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kind of contradiction Rockhill (2011: 30) had already highlighted – can be taken as
productive for that it has helped to come to new perspectives onto trash in the streets
and has consequently informed a new story about ‘what’s going on’ (Grossberg
2010) in urban Hong Kong.
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{ 7 }

CONCLUSION
Hong Kong "Unordered"

Bauman (1991: 6-7) sees modernity shaping a world ‘by the suspicion of the
brittleness and fragility of the artificial man-designed and man-built islands of order
among the sea of chaos'. Its problem lingers on while modern ways of ordering and
classifying – in the context of trash in the streets, but also in the context of urban
(modern) life at large – keep to an ever sweeping around of dust (Smith 1999: 147).
Unaware of what he was referencing in my perception of his comment, Shandong
Lou once said, 'I am like an undiscovered pearl in the ocean. I do not count. My little
effort is insignificant…hahaha! However joking, he responded to the problem of
modernity in the most modest of ways. If his ocean is Bauman's sea of chaos,
Shandong Lou is emerged in it, to the point that only his pile of “collectables” can be
seen from the perspective of the man-built island of order. The things he collects are
considered part of the ocean of disorder while he and people the like are perceived,
as per his own observation, as a burden to society. Perhaps to the point of neardrowning – struggling to manage all that he collects or, as Christopher Doyle (2015)
described it more romantically, as his “collectables” ‘start to resemble abstract
sculptures that gradually take over the entire street as his aspirations grow’ –
Shandong Lou’s “sculptures” are recognised from the island of order while his
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“aspirations” remain unnoticed. A pearl in an ocean of excess, Shandong Lou’s
unordering of the sensible is yet to be acknowledged for what it proposes.
To their own degrees, all collectors are located somewhere in that ocean –
some in the deeps, others closer to shore. Bauman (2004: 28) labelled them 'the
unsung heroes of modernity’, indicating – as also Tika and others have pointed out –
the perpetuality of trash. He observed that, ‘[d]ay in day out, [garbage collectors]
refresh and make salient again the borderline between normality and pathology,
health and illness, the desirable and the repulsive, the accepted and the rejected, the
comme il faut and comme il ne faut pas, the inside and the outside of the human
universe’. Either a little closer to shore or right in the middle of the sea of chaos,
collectors deal with society's rejects. They may be working in service of the
government, moving trash out of sight, or they work on their own accounts,
following recycling streams or engaging in social networks of second-hand things.
While the idea of an ordered future had already turned imaginary, is indeed chaos the
only alternative to order? And is it really a borderline collectors refresh, routinely?
Bauman confirms. To him, between the ‘comme il faut and comme il ne faut pas’,
there is no “comme il pourrait être aussi”. This dissertation, regardless, has
concerned itself with searching for such a possibility. How can “things” also be?
What other stories are there to tell?
As Grossberg (2010: 89-90) had indicated, a perpetual documentation of
binaries only simplifies the complex of modernity. The borderline between order and
disorder that Bauman (Ibid) seems to be able to indicate so certainly, is – as per my
endeavour into understanding the meaning of trash in urban Hong Kong – in the
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streets of the modern city a visual-political space for negotiation in which many
collectors are not necessarily negotiating boundaries but possibilities. In the attempt
to understand the significance of the visuality of trash in the streets, then, this study
has explored perspectives and ways of seeing, doing and making, to find in the direct
encounters between trash and those who work with it, opportunity to see more
clearly what’s going on with trash in Hong Kong. ‘I know from which angle they
look’, is what Uncle Fung said referring to his supervisors and the patrolling
government officers. It suggests a way of looking that is preferred in the modern
perception of city management and illustrates, as came to the fore in the subsequent
analysis, a certain aesthetics of control. The angle from which “they” look is not one
that tries to assure the maintenance of certain prior order. It is rather an angle that
works towards a keeping under control of disorder. What this means in relation to the
kind of visuality articulated via the various narratives in the triptych on trash – and
more importantly – what this means in the context of Hong Kong, is what I have
attempted to lay out in this conclusion.
This dissertation, further, also involved a methodological experiment with
new interdisciplinary ways. It has not only attempted to come closer to people’s
perspectives through video, it has taken on a curatorial approach to dialoguing ways
of seeing, doing, and making. A set of underlying research questions has therefore
consequently been explored, namely, “how” can one synthesise and articulate the
significance of the visuality of trash as embodied experience? And how can its
aesthetic conditions be understood and presented? I dedicate, therefore, one section
of this conclusion to the methodological endeavour into the studying of the visuality
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of trash and review how the curatorial has contributed to the shaping of new ways of
seeing, doing, and making, on the part of the ethnographer/curator.

7.1 On unorder
The first panel examined those perspectives that are best understood in the domain of
the distribution of the sensible, where a moving out of sight of trash is executed
following the modern imaginary of the tidy city in which order and cleanliness are
presupposed conditions for modern life; a modern life that in Hong Kong has been
structurally informed by the “colonisation kit” (Donald 2014: 25-26) of ordinances
that connected a public aesthetic to ‘political order and civic consciousness’
(Hawkins 2007: 348). This kind of development, as suggested in the introduction,
fits Chakrabarty’s reading of the Indian city which was portrayed, in the colonial
days, as pre-modern due to its mixed uses of streets, for business, transportation, as
well as the throwing of rubbish; for that ways of doing business did not fit the design
of the modern market place. Indeed, ideas of how urban spaces could be modern, are
bourgeois inventions (Kaviraj 1997: 84) which instantly relates to the kind of modern
visuality that inclined a claim to authority for the determining of ‘what may or may
not be “seen”, literally and metaphorically, in the operation of power’ (Mirzoeff
2011a). This authority that can determine what is visible or invisible (audible or
inaudible, etc.) is involved with the management of trash in the modern city and so
also in Hong Kong. Yet, what has come to the fore in the first panel is that while an
aesthetic division of such organisation is presupposed in Rancière’s (2004) approach
to the sensible – which could be taken as the assumption of a prior state of tidiness of
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the modern city – the kind of organisation that demands the instant collection of trash
is actually based not on a maintaining of order, but on a continuous undoing of
disorder. It is based on an aesthetics of control. The ways in which Tika, Uncle Fung,
Ah-pehn, and others see trash and go about their collection not only presents the
street-level process of an instant hiding of rubbish. They indicate how their presence
and practice suggests something more than the articulation of the distribution of the
sensible that Rancière sees the police order instigating. It suggests that order is not
the basis for modern life and that only control can be exercised towards presumed
normality.
Under the aesthetics of control, the instantaneous of the everyday (including
its glut) is to be directly brushed aside, out of sight, for comfortable modern living.
At the same time, the order of formal waste collection is made visible to suggest that
comfortable modern living is safeguarded. In conversation with Chan Wai Kwong’s
street photography then, a possibility towards an “unordering of the sensibles” came
to the fore and has been explored in the subsequent panels. Chan, like any other
street photographer, intuitively captures the instantaneous of the everyday and makes
it permanent in his photography. In his exhibitions and photography books, he
continues this intuitive way of working by seemingly randomly presenting an
assemblage of his photographs towards an “unordered” projection of the everyday of
Hong Kong: a jumble of images, including abandoned objects yet mostly simply
presenting that what the city is compiled of – things and people. Working, just like
Tika and other collectors (and like the urban ethnographer for that matter), in the
spaces of the city directly, while presenting his work in the context of some form of
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exhibition space or book, it could be argued that Chan works between two
“sensibles”, intuitively: “unordering” those socio-material spaces in which he is
engaged. That is, working based on the idea that it is his duty to record a
disappearing Hong Kong, his work cannot entirely be understood in the context of
the aesthetic regime of art. Yet, in the spaces of his exhibitions and photography
books, he intuitively presents a Hong Kong that is compiled of fragments that
otherwise would have been distributed to be invisible in the order of the sensible
generally. He therefore does not entirely keep to the sensible generally; to the way
Hong Kong is distributed to be perceived in the police order, while he does also not
entirely come to a redistribution. Instead, he “unorders” both the sensible generally
and the spaces in which he presents his photography.
In Panel Two, then, the focus shifted from street-level narratives related to
the distribution of the sensible to stories about the revaluing of trash; stories that
equally follow from the modern condition and – more specifically – from how Hong
Kong (and other Asian regions) have organised their recycling business following
neoliberal incentives (Hawkins 2011). I moved away from binarisms such as
society/trash, order/disorder and – instead – probed the social networks of excess.
The kind of system of ordering this chapter engages with is a system of exchange
where matters of trash (or discarded things) are recognised for their agency.
Following Appadurai (1986) and Kopytoff (1986), this second panel involves trash
as commodity while it – as “things-in-motion” – partakes in what Gay Hawkins
(2011: 8) had described as the ‘choreography of material and human relations’.
However not entirely departing from the visuality of ‘I know from which angle they
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look’, this chapter described direct visual examinations of trash towards potential
redistribution, away from the journey to landfills. With a focus on Ah-lai’s story and
her ways of seeing and doing, yet introduced by a range of insights from other
(mostly independent) recyclable collectors, these moments in which trash and
collectors meet can be taken as nodes in networks of things and people that form new
definitions of the place in which their meeting eventuates. The kind of relations that
are forged between things and people and people and people contribute to the
shaping of the places in which the relations play out – street corners, back alleys, and
places the like.
Returning to the recognition of the potential value of trash, between the
exchangeability of “things-in-motion” (in their instantaneous appearance in the
streets) and the necessity of people to make some instant cash, scraps may or may
not make it back into the general economy. At the level of the streets, it is not only
the materiality or (use) value of the thing that helps it to return back into its
commodity phase, of importance is the “instant” at which a certain collector finds a
certain thing. Besides organised collection and the way it suggests that all that is
discarded and left in the streets is to be moved to the dump, something is happening
in the visual-political sphere of trash. There are certain systems of collection that
exist outside organised waste collection yet most of them are still part of the
distribution of the sensible as they are dependent on the market. Indeed, this kind of
approach to trash has not yet induced any hint at an “unordering of the sensible” at
the level of the everyday, as the practices of looking, doing, and making that are
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involved with the (re)valuing of trash, are indeed still part of the modern organisation
of the city where the buying and selling of things exist at the core modern life.
The work of sculptor Jaffa Lam (added one collaborative stint with Kacey
Wong), however, allowed new perspectives onto such a system of relations involving
trash. In her work she “aestheticises”200 (re)valuation based on social networks of
things and people. Although not following through the instantaneous of urban life
(and neither reflecting the disorder or chaos of the reality of modern life), her MicroEconomy project (and the exhibitions of the related work) symbolises a certain
“taking charge” of and adjusting previously existing systems of production
aesthetically and in so doing she redistributes a fragment of the sensible generally
towards the aesthetico-political realm of her artworks and exhibitions. Indeed, as she
brings together previously “redundant” things and people – old umbrella fabric and
women who used to work in Hong Kong’s manufacturing industry – it can be
debated whether she “unorders” or rather “reorders the sensibles”, yet most
importantly, she proposes “how things could also be” in the redistribution of the
sensible generally. Rather, she proposes that a redistribution is possible by
“unordering” existing human and non-human actors towards a new and sustainable
social network of things and people.
In the third panel, finally, I examined possibilities of an alternative aesthetic
experience of “trash”, mainly by taking on the unique perspectives of “collector-ofall-sorts” Shandong Lou. This panel has responded most significantly to the kind of
aesthetic experience informed by the distribution of the sensible as elaborated in the
200

In the sense of making into art.
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first panel. It leans heavily on the video recordings Shandong Lou has made as a
collaborator in the project. Shandong Lou has given insight in the ways in which he
and the other people at the dawn market (re)negotiate the visuality of trash,
consequently suggesting (although still in the shape of a market), an alternative
aesthetic division of the sensible generally. The dawn market is a node in the social
network of relations. A very constant location in the moving of things and people,
just like the moments of exchange that Ah-lai exemplified. Yet, the way in which
those people at the dawn market present objects that in other settings would have
been taken as trash, take it a step further. This especially comes to the fore when
Shandong Lou expresses his aesthetic appreciation of the dawn market’s “exhibits” of
(perhaps in the eyes of others useless) things. The people buying and selling at the
market surmount what Hawkins (2007: 3348) calls ‘distinctly modern classifications
and boundaries and distinctly modern ways of being’ – classifications based on
binarisms. They move towards a logic of consumption that is largely motivated
visually, while especially Shandong Lou’s sensibilities towards, and classifications
of, trash are based not on a definite exclusion (as proposed in the modern condition
of trash) but on a potential inclusion through logics of display and consumption that
are in their own ways symptomatic of Hong Kong as a modern city.
Shandong Lou’s perspectives on trash that suggest its potential inclusion are
also partially derived from his concern about the wastefulness of society. His
extensive collections of things, further, in the visual realm of the everyday, may at
times conflict with the aesthetics of control in what I have called a clash of
“instants”. While in the aesthetics of control an instant need for tidiness orders an
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instant collection of things, the everyday presents instants that are in Shandong Lou’s
ways of doing and making temporarily (however as neatly as possible) stored at
street corners and in back alleys. These temporary installations of “collectables” can
be seen as sculptures that represent aspirations (Doyle 2015), however, they – taking
example from Frog King’s artworks of life – can also be taken to represent ‘life in an
overcrowded place’ (Chia 2011: 10). Indeed, it is at this location where Shandong
Lou does not only visually appreciate trash but becomes an unintended sculptor
“inspired” by the place in which he finds himself: Hong Kong. His appreciation of
the instants of urban Hong Kong continues when his video recordings start making
obvious connections between the visuality of the material environment of the
Central/Sheung Wan locale in his recordings of street art and ceramics behind shop
windows, and the representations of similar ceramics in a stained Chinese ceramics
catalogue that he stumbled upon in these same streets, as paper waste. From
Shandong Lou’s perspective there is no definite line between ceramics and trash.
Rather, he permanently erases the kind of boundary that is constructed between
society and trash, between order and disorder, as well as between the kind of
consideration that still existed in Chapter 6 – between valuable and valueless. Like
street photographer Chan, Shandong Lou visually appreciates the instantaneous.
Shandong Lou revisits the aesthetic value of things that have already been
made redundant while his ways of seeing, doing, and making are also rather specific
to the location in which he finds himself: Sheung Wan, where antique and curiosa
are key commodities. Shandong Lou shows that, in his life as a "collector-of-allsorts", the boundary between order and disorder becomes a space (and a moment)
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not for a negotiation of boundaries, but for a kind of “unordering” as proposed in
Chan’s exhibition. Shandong Lou reframes fragments of the everyday of the streets
(however not purposefully or knowingly) towards a new public aesthetic (at least in
the locations where he works). His work – however not recognised as such in the
aesthetics of control which indeed regularly lead to certain conflicts (removal, fines,
or complaints) – can even be seen to shape a new kind of modern aesthetics: an
aesthetics of unorder. Although his exhibitions of discarded things are in the general
distribution of the sensible perceived as unwanted, a nuisance, there is indeed
something to say for that Shandong Lou (and his ways of seeing, doing, and making)
is indeed a pearl in the ocean of excess.
It is then, finally, with Frog King that the “unordering of the sensibles” could
become the “unordering of the sensible” in its singular form. In his “art is life, life is
art” there is no inside and outside to his work. Frog King lives his art (and vice
versa) and therefore does not move between the sensible generally and the sensible
as in the aesthetic regime for the identification of art. Yet, the contradiction that
Rockhill (2011: 30) had pointed out, however productive, is not entirely erased. That
is, regardless of the motto "art is life, life is art", Shandong Lou's "unordering" is –
besides the simple fact that he is not an artist, that he does not work (and live) based
on artistic concepts about life and art; and besides the fact that regardless of his
visual appreciation of things, his “sculptures” resemble Hong Kong accidentally –
executed for a McDonalds hamburger, potentially a feeling of satisfaction, and his
personal sense of belonging to the place in which he works, through the social
networks that he is part of and has created. Frog King's redistribution is for the most
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part carried out in his own studio space while he is getting invitations to showcase
and perform his work in variant galleries. While Rancière (2007: 263) looks for
possibilities of play, Frog King certainly plays hardest. Not only because he is an
established artist, but because he can.
Also in this final panel the two sensibles have not entirely become one,
therefore. Perhaps it merely indicates people’s personal aesthetic contexts. If life is
art, then also Shandong Lou’s life (and work) should be art, regardless of him being
an artist or not. His work, however, is taken as nuisance and not appreciated as “life”,
nor as “art”. Yet, still, Frog King was right to acknowledge that “art is life, life is art”.
For him, it is possible, even though his Frogtopia is indeed most of all a utopia. It
still depends on contexts. These spaces are found across Hong Kong and indeed
symbolise seclusion and “invisible” boundaries. One day, in fact, when we walked
around with Shandong Lou and as we passed the stairs of a building that housed a
gallery on the second floor, Shandong Lou stopped and said, ‘I have never been
inside’. This is the story of Hong Kong (and of the modern city at large), where
certain spaces are for certain people. It is also here that the productive contradiction
that Rockhill (2009) pointed out comes to the fore. While both Shandong Lou and
Frog King do ‘thwart expectation’ (Ibid) – the expectation of the tidy city – which
can only but be unordered. The ways in which their thwarting is perceived depends
on the general distribution of the sensible yet, when looking further, they both
propose their own versions of “unorder” based on the possibilities they recognise in
discarded matter.
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7.2 Hong Kong story
Indeed, besides this being a story about the struggle over modernity or an expedition
to new ways of perceiving of trash and urban life, it is also a story about Hong Kong.
The management of trash in Hong Kong is on the one hand founded on modern
classifications of order and disorder that have been actualised through, among other
orders, certain ordinances and public awareness campaigns that instructed everyday
conduct from its early colonial days onward. On the other hand, it is founded on the
neoliberal ideal of “Big Market, Small Government” which means that profit is the
core incentive even when it concerns environmental issues and sustainable
development (or the lack thereof). These matters directly involving the governance
of trash should be understood in relation to a number of other factors such as the
territory’s issues of space and density (its density inducing an equivalent in trash that
often first lands in the streets), and poverty (which causes a vast amount of people
needing to make ends meet by collecting trash). Together, they shape the specificity
of the politics of trash in Hong Kong. The story that this triptych of trash tells is,
thus, both typical of a modern city and specific to Hong Kong. It tells one version of
a fraction of what Grossberg would suggest are multiple modernities. It further
attempts to come, not to a resolution, but certainly to ways in which possibilities can
be recognised. It therefore moves away from theorisations where simple binaries are
engaged towards new knowledge and, instead, deals with the nitty-gritty of the real
and the imagined, taking the visuality of trash in urban Hong Kong as political
sphere for inquiry.
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With direct proof in the No. 5 Good Order and Cleanliness ordinance,
everyday conduct in Hong Kong can be seen to be organised following binaries such
as decent and indecent, order and disorder, clean and filthy, which does not mean
that before then life was not organised (it was simply different). In the context of the
ordinances and their social implications, Hong Kong’s waste management on the part
of the government is organised towards orderly and clean public living. Visually, this
kind of ideal is to be found in not only tidy streets but also the incredible presence of
the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department (and other government bodies).
That is, the presence of public litterbins, uniformed workers, a hierarchy of
supervisors, etc. is controlled more than the potential filth in the streets. Collectors
are surveilled more systematically than any potential waster. Although such an
aesthetics of control is not unique to Hong Kong, the way in which it is presented is
highly dependent on the specifics of the locality. From its density to its topography,
and from its minimal elderly people’s allowance to its high consumption rate, all
these factors influence how the aesthetics of control have been given shape in the
context of Hong Kong. Most remarkable, perhaps, is the high amount of manual
labour that is involved with the formal collection of trash. Due to this manual labour,
the people involved in this study – people such as Tika, Ah-Lai, Uncle Fung, and
others – were able to share perspectives of trash (and therefore of Hong Kong) that
are unique to the place-specific circumstances of the urban life within which they
take part. The Bridges Street Refuse Collection Centre, for instance, could only be
understood (and narrated) in such a detailed way due to Tika’s personal experiences.
It subsequently allowed a more elaborate understanding of the place within which it
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is located, which – due to its many up-scale apartments, restaurants, and its transient
population of expats – again allows a highly specific story about Hong Kong.
As this dissertation has gone beyond the aesthetics of control, also the
narratives about the social network of things and people can be taken as both general
and specific. Ethnography is, by nature, involved with people’s stories, and is
therefore a preferred methodology in coming to stories about specifics. In relation to
the social networks of things and people that the dissertation has explored, and
against the background of transnational systems of recycling and waste trade, people
such as Ah-lai but also, for instance, Ah-fei (whom gets Styrofoam boxes in return
for helping out delivering goods from trucks to dedicated market stalls), have proven
to partake in the making of places – the making of Hong Kong – through the kind of
relations they have forged towards a (re)valuing of discarded matter. The social
networks that they are part of, have indicated how – in Hong Kong – most of the
recycling that happens in the streets is economically motivated. The example of the
Styrofoam boxes, further, suggests how fresh produce is traded between the Chinese
Mainland and Hong Kong. And Ah-lai’s ways in which she visually examines certain
things she comes across, towards potential (re)valuing not in recycling shops but by
sending it to her family in Thailand or wearing it herself, tells a specific story about
someone of a less fortunate financial background whom has come to her own “art of
making do” while also hinting at the wastefulness of Hong Kong as a whole. That is,
Ah-lai had indicated various times that she is smart in reusing discarded objects.
They cost her nothing.
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Out of the different narratives in this triptych of trash, the dawn market in
Central is perhaps most specific to Hong Kong. As Shandong Lou had indicated, he
has known most of the people selling there for decades, hinting at a long-lasting
tradition of sāu máaih lóus and informal business in the streets (in the early hours of
the day). The dawn market suggests the existence of a highly complex sub-economy
of trash (a social afterlife of things) that thrives on the wastefulness of others. That
is, even though not all things sold at dawn markets are found in the streets, they are
all second-hand materials that have at some point in time been abandoned by their
original owners. The backdrop against which the dawn market is held each morning
– a backdrop that represents the global market – does not just visually and
conceptually suggest a certain global counter narrative. The neoliberal organisation
of Hong Kong produces both global and informal markets and these markets have
emerged based on relational dynamics. Trash in Hong Kong is not “the other” of
society. It is part of its social life and its visuality is a political sphere that is
constantly negotiated relationally.
This dissertation has found shape based on views of trash that in their
contexts and meanings have revealed fragments of an urban life that is however
general in some ways, particular in others. Urban density, the socio-economic
situation of today’s elderly (a number of whom retired after the exodus of the
manufacturing business to the mainland), the specific geography of Hong Kong (and
the specific locations of focus more precisely), the government’s neoliberal pursuit
towards “Big Market, Small Government” – all of these factors make life in the
streets of Hong Kong both specifically general and generally specific. Modernity is
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multiple and this dissertation has presented a number of its nitty-gritty stories; stories
from the streets, about trash. People like Tika, Uncle Fung, Goma, and Ah-pehn have
contributed to new narratives about tidiness and the aesthetics of control. Po Po, Ahfei, Uncle Mok, and Ah-shan have contributed to new narratives about places and the
politics and aesthetics of exchange. And Shandong Lou (and to a lesser extent Uncle
Poon) has visualised a story about the wastefulness and beauty of Hong Kong: about
the aesthetics of unorder. Hong Kong features in all these stories, as does the
lingering struggle over modernity.

7.3 A curatorial
As Martinon (2013: ix) suggested, where “curating” refers to the professional
practices that are involved with the setting up of exhibitions and displaying work,
“the curatorial” ‘explores all that takes place on the stage set-up, both intentionally
and unintentionally […] and views it as an event of knowledge’. In other words, the
curatorial is the event of curating (Ibid). “The curatorial” of this dissertation – the
triptych, that is – should also be seen as such. To Martinon, the curatorial ‘is a
disturbance, an utterance, a narrative’. It disturbs the process of curating while it
‘produces a narrative which comes into being in the very moment in which an
utterance takes place’. Works of art, in this narrative, encourage ‘another way of
thinking or sensing the world’ (Ibid). Indeed, in the curatorial, works of art do not
simply react to the world (or reflect it, in the sense of Rancière’s ethical or poetic
regimes). In the curatorial, works of art can actively precipitate alternate reflections
of the world (Ibid). The kind of curatorial of trash that this dissertation has worked
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towards is, therefore, not only a collection of narratives. It is a dialogue of visual
stories that express embodied experiences. I have found, in the curatorial exercise of
dialoguing the experiences of collectors and works of artists, opportunity to get
closer to an articulation of the visuality of trash (indeed, still perceiving visuality as a
visual sphere in which people, things, and socio-material contexts are producing
politics of looking and being seen): an articulation by curation. Indeed, the whole
exercise of coming to an aesthetics of unorder (or the unordering of the sensibles) is
based on the curatorial research into ways of looking from within the context that I
have endeavoured to better understand.
It was difficult to find a written form that would allow me to come close to
representing embodied experiences of trash. Both the ethnographic exercise and the
presentation of works of art, however, needed to be written out as per the required
form of a dissertation. Yet, in the dialogue with works of artists and the search for
forms of unorder in both the ethnographic encounters and the conversations with
artists, I have come to a kind of storytelling that presents aesthetic conditions.
Indeed, the thesis gives detailed descriptions of what is going on with trash in the
streets of a place of high density, economic prosperity, and particular verticality,
which in its dialogue with works of art has helped to present a (however fragmented)
story about the significance of the visuality of trash in Hong Kong. The dialogue
with artists and their perspectives has helped shape (if not guide) the narrative, while
it also induced new ways of looking in (and perceiving of) the ethnographical
context. The kind of “intervention” the triptych has proposed, then, is one of new
angles, which is precisely what it needs to be: an intervention of angles. ‘I know from
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which angle they look’, means in the case of Uncle Fung that he should and will
work towards his superiors’ satisfaction. ‘I know from which angle they look’, in the
context of this study, means that they – together – form a clearer image of (a segment
of) urban life in Hong Kong, like a critical multiple vision.
The artists’ perspectives induce new ways of looking on the part of the
ethnographer, the ethnographer/curator. Chan’s work suggests how street
photographers make the instantaneous of everyday life permanent, intuitively. It
involves a recognition of the rhythm of the world of real things, which is not a
structure of order but an event of daily instants. Chan’s way of (seemingly randomly)
compiling books and exhibitions, then, introduced the idea of the “unordering” of
these instants of everyday life in response to Rancière’s initially proposed
distribution of the sensible. However still moving between the sensible generally (the
spaces and times and materiality of the city and of life) and the sensible of the spaces
of his exhibitions and books, Chan’s work further presented the idea of the
‘unordering of the sensibles’ which helped shape the dialogues and subsequent
narratives of the other two panels. The “unordering of the sensibles” became a way
to think through a potential “how things can also be”.

7.4 Conclusion
This dissertation proposes a visual story about Hong Kong which in its usual
spectacles is presented as either a place of global flow and development, or as a place
of global flow and development that beholds despair and missed opportunities.
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Between imagined development and objectified poverty, the everyday of Hong Kong
performs another visual story and this dissertation has attempted to grasp some of its
complexities in the form of a triptych, taking on trash as a locus. The first panel,
then, has told a story of the street-level views of the persistence of trash. While John
Scanlan (2013: 2) had directed this persistence of imperfection in the modern city –
aesthetic fatigue – as an indicator of modernity and as Jane Bennett (2004: 348)
would address it as “materially recalcitrant”, visually (or aesthetically) the collectors
and their perspectives of waste have revealed another kind of aesthetics: not one that
prevents fatigue, but one that undoes it. The aesthetics of control. The aesthetics of
control surfaces as the visuality of trash in the streets is kept under control via a
hierarchy of positions where not those causing ‘nuisances and miscellaneous
offences’ (HKSAR 1997b: 2-3) are held accountable, but those who are ordered to
move trash out of sight. The aesthetics of control is shaped by the instant need to
undo (to keep “under control”) modern society’s inevitable disorder.
Between the aesthetics of control and Hong Kong’s common spectacle, this
thesis – the curatorial – is about a specific set of politics and aesthetics. Locals, new
immigrants, an people who have been around for a bit longer, all have things to say
about trash in Hong Kong. I have only gathered some of their voices and experiences
(as an ethnographer) and have looked for suitable interlocutors in works of art. This
is where the curatorial itself becomes a form of redistribution. Yet, where Gauny's
gaze does not directly produce politics proper, Shandong Lou's unordering of the
sensible within the sphere of the politics of the everyday does not directly produce
aesthetics proper. As Rockhill (2009: 43) states, '[e]ven when undetermined forms of
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aesthetics disturb the sensory fabric, they do not directly produce political
subjectivisation and collective forms of enunciation' and, in the reverse (as in
Shandong Lou's case), even when the sensory fabric (re)determines forms of
aesthetics, it does not directly (re)produce political subjectivisation and collective
forms of enunciation (at least not in the broader sense of the modern world). At the
same time, while the undetermined forms of aesthetics act as modes of sensory
dissensus that could possibly lend themselves to political developments, they are not
politics proper: '[a]esthetics has its own politics just as politics has its own aesthetics'
(Ibid). Art and politics, then, are only connected as forms of dissensus.
Both art and politics are necessarily inscribed in time and in a field of social
action: all works of art and all politics are connected to 'material production,
institutional inscription, social struggle, etc.' (Rockhill 2011: 45). This indicates,
again, that binary positions are insufficient in explaining modern life. It also suggests
that the political concepts proposed by Rancière are not transcendentally applied in
the endeavour to understand what is going on in society. They are immanent
structures; 'they are inseparable from the concrete theoretical practices that produce
them (hence the difficulty of talking about them with singular terms)' (Ibid: 47).
Reading Rancière, it has become all the more clear that there are no definite
categories for politics or aesthetics, which is where a link between the two positions
is ungraspable (Ibid). Rockhill proposes, in light of this productive contradiction, a
different way of looking at it altogether. He suggests looking at 'the social politicity
of artistic practices', which 'examines and participates in the complex social
negotiations within and between various aesthetic activities and assorted political
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agendas' (Ibid). Looking at the social politicity also proposes a more inclusive view,
not only taking into account visual and literal arts, but also architecture and urban
planning, and other "applied arts". Works of art should be understood as social and
collective phenomena produced based on certain assumptions, logics and strategies.
They are not objects with inherent powers: they are objects that are produced (and
attached meaning to) following certain logics of power that exist external to their
materiality (Ibid: 48). In this way, the emphasis (when it comes to power) lies not
anymore on the artistic production and object of knowledge, but 'on the relationship
between aesthetic production and circulation in the social field' (and on the ways in
which the public perceives of the cultural products while battling over meaning and
value). Rockhill suggests moving away from the work itself and focus on its social
life and how this may induce certain political change (Ibid: 49).
This is the kind of life that also trash can be seen to lead. Even though Tika’s
example proposes a view of trash as something that is to be moved away from
society – proposing a boundary between trash and urban life – his daily moving out
of sight of rubbish in Lang Kwai Fong already proposes that refuse is part of urban
life and society. As Kopytoff (1986: 84) suggested, ‘a society orders the world of
things on the pattern of the structure that prevails in the social world of its people.
What also happens […] is that societies constrain both these worlds simultaneously
and in the same way, constructing objects as they construct people’. Things and
people exist together. And even though the streets are expected to look tidy – and
while the ambition of the absence of trash makes up part of its visuality – the ways in
which the city’s various collectors facilitate either an undoing of disorder or an
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unordering of the perceptible suggests that trash is not the enemy. The enemy – the
dirty and disorderly – is just like Lap Sap Chung an imagination proposed in public
communication, while cleanliness is the pretence of the aesthetics of control.
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